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Abstract
Target morphology is the shape to which an animal regenerates upon
damage. Understanding the mechanisms by which this pattern memory is
stored will reveal how the recapitulation of wide-scale shape is properly
executed in regenerating systems by individual cells. The molecular
genetics involved in re-patterning planaria have been thoroughly
investigated, but to date, this research has not fully satisfied the question
of how complex shapes are made. We now know that physiological
signals in the form of gap junctions and ion flows are highly important and
they, in coordination with these gene networks, have the ability to initiate
morphogenetic cascades necessary to re-grow intricate, functional
anatomies. We first demonstrate that the anterior/posterior pattern in
planaria can be re-written via perturbation of endogenous bioelectric
networks in Dugesia japonica. This alteration is stochastic, indicating that
bioelectric signaling is able to create multistable anatomical targets with
the power to override the genetic determinants of polarity. We next
explore how early bioelectric signals are involved in the initial
establishment of polarity, even before the first known asymmetrical gene
expression event takes place. This indicates that biophysical signaling is
not only functionally instructive, but serves as the symmetry-breaking
incident that leads to the downstream genetic modulation necessary for
correct axial polarity. We created a model to describe how bioelectric
signals may assemble morphogen gradients using polar transport in such
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a way to allow for this high level of control. Using a different species,
Girardia dorotocephala, we show that morphological regulation via
manipulation of these somatic cell networks extends far beyond
anterior/posterior polarity and can even orchestrate the creation of
sophisticated head shapes. We show these networks are highly plastic
and have the ability to adapt to extreme biophysical environments,
including chemical exposures and outer space. The molecular
mechanisms that store target morphology may be conserved between
other biological networks that employ information storage dynamics such
as the brain. Thoroughly understanding how these networks store
patterning information, guide morphogenesis, and interact with other cell
networks (such as the nervous system or microbial networks), will serve
as crucial early steps in the way we revolutionize regenerative medicine.
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Summary of Chapters
Chapter 1: Published in the journal Regeneration (2016), this chapter
provides a thorough review of how pattern is regulated in planaria.
Specifically, we focus on the importance of bioelectric signals in the
regulation of morphogenesis via the exchange of signals through gap
junctions and ion flows. We then present the computational methods that
can be harnessed so as to explain the current functional and molecular
data. We explore how computational biology in combination with the
investigation of the genetic and physiological controls of complex shape
will guide deeper understanding of self-assembly to target morphology.
Chapter 1 serves as an introduction to the data presented in Chapters 2-7.

Chapter 2: Published in Biophysical Journal (2017), this chapter explores
how target morphology, the shape to which an animal regenerates upon
damage, can be permanently rewritten by perturbing bioelectric networks.
In previous work, Oviedo et al. found a partially penetrant double headed
phenotype by inhibiting gap junction communication [1]. Expanding upon
this work, we found that this treatment has the ability to override the
genetic determinants of polarity even after the genetic program already
begins. We also found that the phenotype was not truly incompletely
penetrant, but rather, stochastically cryptic. Subsequent amputations of
these worms that did not differ from wild-type histologically, in gene
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expression, or neoblast distribution would regenerate with two heads in
the same ratios the original treatment yielded. The only difference found
between wild-type animals and these cryptic animals with altered pattern
memory was relative depolarization in the cryptic tail. By hyperpolarizing
the animals, we were able to re-set the morphology back to wild-type. We
conclude that bioelectric patterns have the ability to override, store, and
guide the execution of target morphology.

Chapter 3: The previous chapter detailed how bioelectric signals are able
to stably override genomic determinants of polarity once the genetic
program begins. In this chapter, we explore how bioelectric signals can
override the earliest determinants of polarity during regeneration. We
determined that differential bioelectric signaling between the anterior and
posterior blastema serves as the symmetry-breaking event that leads to
the early expression of anterior genes. By perturbing bioelectric signaling
within the first 3 hours of regeneration, we can change anatomical polarity
and inhibit the expression of notum, the first anterior/posterior
asymmetrically expressed gene post-amputation. By inhibiting
downstream β-catenin with RNAi, we show that it is possible to change the
axial polarity of the worm, but the regenerated structures are improperly
scaled. We conclude that Vmem is a comprehensive upstream node in the
regulation of target morphology in that it can alter polarity the sacrifice of
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proper scaling. This manuscript is currently in preparation for submission
to Biophysical Journal.

Chapter 4: The previous chapters explore the importance of Vmem in the
regulation of target morphology. This chapter serves to suggest a model
by which Vmem can be morphologically instructive. Our model suggests
that bioelectric signaling events induce the polar transport of molecules
that create the morphogen gradients necessary for AP polarity. We
suggest these bioelectric gradients can influence many levels of scale in
regenerating planaria from planar cell polarity by means of microtubule
alignment to full axial patterning. Our model has accurately predicted and
explained the importance of amputation strategy in the permanency of the
double-headed phenotype. Taken together, we conclude that our model
presents a clear mechanism for the way bioelectric physiology can guide
multi-scale anatomy and pattern regulation of target morphology. This
manuscript was submitted and reviewed at Cell and is now in revision for
resubmission.

Chapter 5: Up until this chapter, most of this dissertation has focused on
biophysical regulation of anterior/posterior polarity. However, this chapter,
published in the International Journal of Molecular Sciences (2015)
focuses on the formation of distinct head shapes in G. dorotocephala. By
disrupting the physiological connections between cells by inhibiting gap
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junction connectivity with octanol, we observed animals that regenerated
distinct head shapes belonging to that of other species. Morphometric
analysis allowed us to conclude that the percentage of head shape
outcomes relative to each species was directly proportional to evolutionary
distance from G. dorotocephala. The amount of time it took for the animals
to remodel back to the normal anatomy was proportional to evolutionary
distance as well. These head shape phenotypes were more than skin
deep and also showed changes to brain morphology and neoblast
distribution similar to the species to which their head shape corresponded.
Membrane voltage reporting dye indicated that animals with “pseudo”
head shapes had a greater number of isopotential regions of Vmem that
went back to normal as the worms remodeled to their original target
morphologies. Taken together, we present a model that concludes
bioelectric networks stochastically select amongst a discrete set of head
morphologies before repatterning back to the global free energy minimum
of the wild-type target morphology.

Chapter 6: All chapters until now have involved bioelectric regulation of
pattern formation during regeneration as an epigenetic system; however,
this chapter explores the plasticity of this system and its ability to adapt to
extreme environments that affect the animals’ physiology. Once exposed
to the non-selected potassium channel blocker BaCl2, D. japonica
flatworms experience a wide-scale depolarization of the head followed by
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active degeneration of the tissues mediated by necessary apoptosis for
viability. After regenerating new heads if still kept in BaCl2 solution, for a
temporary period of time following this treatment, animals are able to
maintain the integrity of their anterior tissues and normal bioelectric
patterning. This is likely due to the alteration of transcriptional networks,
which we investigate with RNA-seq analysis. We conclude that through
the plasticity of transcriptional networks in this system, planarians display
a robust adaptability to extreme environments in order to maintain their
target morphology. This manuscript is in revision for submission to another
journal after review at Nature Communications.

Chapter 7: The last chapter, published in Regeneration (2017), explores
how regenerative systems plastically self-regulate in extreme chemical
environments. In this chapter, we take this exploration of adaptability one
step further to investigate how our regenerative system can plastically
adapt in the absence of normal gravitational and geomagnetic fields. We
sent regenerating Dugesia japonica flatworms to the International Space
Station for five weeks before they were returned to our laboratory. One
animal regenerated a double-headed phenotype while in spaceflight, a
rare event in plain water. Long after the return to Earth, planaria continued
to exhibit changes in behavior and relative abundance of microbes. We
conclude that planaria have long-lasting, or perhaps, permanent
physiological changes after being exposed to space, which has
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implications for space travel itself, but also presents an opportunity to
harness unique physical environments such as microgravity to modify
target morphology.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Physiological controls of large-scale patterning in
planarian regeneration: a molecular and
computational perspective on growth and form

Fallon Durant, Daniel Lobo, Jennifer Hammelman, & Michael
Levin

Regeneration 3(2), 78-102 (2016)
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Abstract
Planaria are complex metazoans that repair damage to their bodies and
cease remodeling when a correct anatomy has been achieved. This model
system offers a unique opportunity to understand how large-scale
anatomical homeostasis emerges from the activities of individual cells.
Much progress has been made on the molecular genetics of stem cell
activity in planaria. However, recent data also indicate that the global
pattern is regulated by physiological circuits composed of ionic and
neurotransmitter signaling. Here, we overview the multi-scale problem of
understanding pattern regulation in planaria, with specific focus on
bioelectric signaling via ion channels and gap junctions (electrical
synapses), and computational efforts to extract explanatory models from
functional and molecular data on regeneration. We present a perspective
that interprets results in this fascinating field using concepts from
dynamical systems theory and computational neuroscience. Serving as a
tractable nexus between genetic, physiological, and computational
approaches to pattern regulation, planarian pattern homeostasis harbors
many deep insights for regenerative medicine, evolutionary biology, and
engineering.
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The problem of form in planaria
Introducing the flatworm model species
Planaria are free-living tripoblastic animals whose bodyplan [2] exhibits
three major axes of polarity: dorsal/ventral, anterior/posterior (AP), and
medial/lateral (with a cryptic left/right asymmetry) [3]. Their complex
anatomies include musculature of two distinct types [4], digestive system
[5], and reproductive system [6] complete with germ cells [7]. Moreover,
they have a true centralized brain [8, 9], which produces a continuous
brain wave frequency as observed by electroencephalogram [10], and
central nervous system (CNS) [11]. Planaria exhibit complex behaviors,
including decision-making [12] and lateralization [13]. They also have
robust sensory capabilities and organs [6], mediated by photoreceptors
[14] and various receptors in their auricles [15, 16]. Aside from chemical
and mechanical cues, they also have the ability to sense electrostatic [17],
radioactive [18], and magnetic aspects [17, 19] of their environment.
The most unique aspect of this model species is that they are true
champions of regeneration, able to replace any body part that is
amputated [20] while recapitulating proper organ size [21]. They also
continuously remodel their bodies, maintaining proportions suitable to
available food supply [22-25], and appear to have solved the problem of
aging by continuous regeneration of their soma. While the implications of
this for human regenerative medicine and stem cell biology have been
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expertly discussed [26-29], we focus here on another aspect highlighted
by these remarkable creatures: the control of large-scale shape.

Big questions of planarian regeneration: beyond cell differentiation
A fuller appreciation of the major gaps in our knowledge can be gained by
taking an engineering approach: how would we build a robot that exhibited
the observed repair and remodeling properties? It becomes immediately
apparent that knowing the genes necessary for regeneration to occur (and
their interactions) is not sufficient. A planarian body must recognize
damage, and harness individual cells to rebuild exactly what is missing (in
the right place, of the appropriate scale, and correctly oriented;
Fig. 1.1A−A″). Most important, although not often discussed in the pursuit
of initiating therapeutic regeneration, is how cells know when to stop. A
crucial part of the planarian regenerative response is that each worm has
a specific target morphology that, when achieved, causes rapid
proliferation and remodeling to cease. A thought experiment (Fig. 1.1B−E)
reveals the fact that, despite recent molecular insights, none of our models
really address how target morphology is specified to make (even incorrect)
predictions about situations in which this property is directly challenged.
Importantly, these issues have implications well beyond planaria, as
understanding the relationship between cellular growth control and largescale anatomical metrics is central to mammalian regeneration, cancer,
and bioengineering of synthetic constructs [30, 31].
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Figure 1.1. Fundamental questions of large-scale patterning in
planaria. (A) Global decision-making in planaria. After bisection, the two
resulting blastemas must make very different structures: a tail (A′) or a
head (A″). However, the two sets of cells were at the same position in the
worm and thus start out with the same information prior to the cut. This
illustrates the global nature of regeneration, because the blastema needs
information from the rest of the fragment to correctly make the AP
anatomical fate decision. (B) Mixing neoblasts to probe target
morphology. Schmidtea mediterranea (left, rounded head) and Polycelis
felina (right, pointed head) are planarian species with different head
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morphologies. (C) Half the neoblasts of the rounded-head worm are killed
using irradiation and a lead shield. (D) Half the neoblasts of the pointedhead worm are transplanted to the rounded-head worm. (E) After the
neoblasts have diffused, the head of the rounded-head worm is
amputated. Without a model of how target morphology is determined, it is
impossible to predict what shape will regenerate, or if indeed regeneration
will ever stop (given that neither set of neoblasts will be able to achieve
their normal target morphology).
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Thus, we take an information processing perspective to reverse
engineering the planarian's robust pattern memory [32] and abstract from
the details of molecular pathways to ask: what control algorithms do
individual cells and cell networks use to correctly integrate their activities
toward a complex outcome with high reproducibility? What information is
stored, processed, and communicated among which regions, to drive
correct dynamical patterning and termination of regeneration? What
measurements are being made in this system (size, shape, topology) and
at what scales to enable precise coordination of three-dimensional
anatomy? What head shape will hybrid bodies make? How many heads
will appear on circular fragments (one continuous wound all around the
periphery) in worms treated with various reagents? Answers to these
questions are not available from existing data, because we still largely lack
the conceptual tools to integrate genetic and functional data into multiscale models that describe not only pathways but emergent patterning
decision-making. However, a number of recent studies shed light on
aspects of this long-term goal.
Here, we first briefly review what is known about the biochemical
cues that regulate patterning. Then, we focus on recent data involving
several novel pathways that are beginning to provide experimental access
to questions about target morphology and large-scale pattern control: ion
channels, gap junctions (GJs) (electrical synapses), and neurotransmitters
(Fig. 1.2). We discuss the potential implications of the fact that the
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prodigious information processing required to implement the planarian's
feats make use of precisely the same basic molecular components by
which brains implement memory, decision-making, and distributed control
of biochemical events to the service of higher-level goal states. Finally, we
discuss the need for generative, algorithmic models of patterning, and
highlight recent efforts to harness computer science and artificial
intelligence toward helping human scientists extract understanding from
the ever-growing deluge of data.

Molecular genetic controls of planarian regeneration
The first step in any regenerative process is to detect that damage has
occurred―that the current shape is not the correct shape. Within 30 min
of cutting, a planarian initiates closure of the wound [33] and begins
regulation of the gene expression and physiological signaling required for
proper patterning of the regenerating worm [34]. This wound response is
potentially triggered by reactive oxygen species which burst within minutes
of wounding [35], a damage signal conserved across regenerative
organisms [36]. At 3 h runt-1 is expressed in neoblasts allowing for
neoblast specification, and between 3 and 12 h genes expressing
patterning factors are expressed subepidermally [34]. This gene
expression is coupled with a wound-specific, apoptotic response that
occurs between 1 and 4 h [37]. Between 6 and 12 h, in the epidermis,
extracellular matrix remodeling proteins are expressed, as well as an
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Figure 1.2. Bioelectric circuit elements in the brain and body. Gene
loci encode ion channels and gap junction proteins (electrical synapses).
However, it is the electrical dynamics of the resulting real-time electric
circuits that determine behavior of cells and tissues. In the brain, ion
channels and electrical synapses (A) give rise to electrical activity in the
brain (B) that integrates data, implements goal-directed decision-making
behavior, and stores representations of geometric patterns. (C) On-going
efforts in a number of labs have shown that cognitive semantics of
electrical brain states can be mathematically analyzed, such as
computational pipelines that reveal which image a subject is visualizing
mentally. In a highly parallel process, ion channels and gap junctions in
non-excitable cells (D) give rise to developmental bioelectricity―spatial
and temporal patterns of resting potential occurring during development
and regeneration (E). The ongoing effort to understand how
developmental patterns are encoded in bioelectric properties (F) is the
goal of cracking the bioelectric code. Images in panels A, D were made by
Jeremy Guay of Peregrine Creative. Panel B used with permission from
Ahrens et al., 2013 [38]. Panel C used with permission from Naselaris et
al., 2009 [39].
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activator of the Notch signaling pathway [34]. At this time, fst is also
expressed, which is required for the initiation of regeneration of lost tissue
[40]. Alongside the required gene expression, the regenerating planarian
also experiences two peaks of mitotic activity, the first being across the
entire body in response to injury and the second involving a recruitment of
neoblasts to the wound site [41]. Once a blastema is formed, cells begin
differentiation. The transition of the neoblasts to enter their differentiating
state has been determined to be extracellular-signal-related kinase (ERK)
dependent [42] and their differentiation according to axial polarity is
regulated by epidermal growth factor receptor [43] and JNK signaling [44,
45].
Subsequent control mechanisms begin determining neoblast fate
[46] and the eventual tissue specification of stem cell progeny. After an
amputation, neoblasts migrate to the wound site to develop a blastema
through proliferation, which is, in part, regulated via PTEN through TOR
signaling [47]. SMG-1 acts to keep growth in response to injury in check
as mTOR signaling drives the process forward [48]. Some neoblasts
express specific, lineage restricted transcription factors during
regeneration and remodeling [49], thus suggesting that neoblasts are
specialized to a particular fate before they produce undifferentiated
blastema cells with particular identities that they will adopt [50].
The new cells must then become appropriately arranged to
establish correct polarity across all three of the body axes. Most of the
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work to date involves identifying the gene expression and signaling
pathways necessary for this step, especially the Wnt signaling pathway.
Knockdown of β-catenin resulted in double-headed or radial
hypercephalized worms [51, 52] and upregulation of β-catenin via APC-1
and axin knockdown produced two-tailed worms [53, 54]. The bone
morphogenetic protein signaling pathway largely mediates the
dorsal/ventral axis as well as the dorsal planarian midline [55] and, when
disrupted, resulted in ectopic ventral sides of the planarian [56, 57]. When
proper axes are established via these signaling pathways, organs and
structures need to be properly placed [58] and then in turn maintained
homeostatically [59]. Polarity determinants and those that pattern organ
structures exhibit considerable crossover. For example, PBX/extradenticle
is required for the proper patterning of several organ structures, but is also
involved in the regulation of polarity genes such as notum and wnt1 [60].
A planarian constantly scales and remodels to maintain its
appropriate morphology. Autophagy allows the animals to adapt to their
environment in times of stress, regulated in part by Gtdap-1 [61], whether
it is due to injury or starvation. Regeneration after amputation also
requires re-sizing and scaling according to the new size of the planarian
fragment. Alongside the initial apoptotic response at the blastema induced
by wounding, there is a second apoptotic response that occurs
systemically 3 days post-amputation [37]. This is thought to allow for the
worm to allometrically re-scale according to its new size after tissue loss
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and is mediated by JNK activation [44]. Whether it is induced by injury or
an environmental factor requiring adaptive change, the ability to remodel
existing tissues is crucial for the planarians’ pattern homeostasis.

Endogenous bioelectric controls of planarian regeneration
It is clear that molecular details of cell signaling and stem cell specification
are becoming ever more understood. How can we synthesize these
reductive advances at the molecular level into predictive, systems-level
understanding of large-scale planarian shape? Complexity, robustness,
and emergence are some of the most difficult open problems in science
today [62-64]. Fortunately, we have a possible roadmap: neuroscience
has long faced the issue of functionally linking higher, emergent levels of
system control to molecular pathways.

Hypothesis: taking a cue from brain function
Most of the work in regeneration is focused on biochemical signals, such
as secreted molecules and transcriptional networks. However, a number
of classical studies in planaria have examined the role of biophysical
signals in this process—in particular, those mediated by electrical forces
[65-68]. More recent work on the instructive patterning roles of
bioelectrical gradients in vertebrate regeneration, development, and
cancer (reviewed in [69-73] has made use of molecular physiology to
study the sources, consequences, and transduction mechanisms of
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endogenous ionic signaling in non-excitable tissues (Fig. 1.3). This work is
now being extended to planaria [74]. The information processing
capabilities of the planarian body exhibit robustness, distributed (longrange) integration, decision-making, and cellular activity that drives
changes until the correct anatomical end-state is reached. These
properties suggested investigating possible roles of pathways used by the
CNS to perform similar functions (e.g., memory and goal-directed activity)
[75]. In the brain, adaptive, flexible programs are implemented by
electrical circuits consisting of GJs, ion channels, and neurotransmitters.
Interestingly, ion channels and the resulting bioelectrical gradients
are evolutionarily far older than brains [76, 77]. Cells were using this
versatile medium for communication and coupling physiology to cell
behavior long before nervous systems evolved to optimize them for fast
muscle control during behavior [78-80]. A now classic body of work in this
field [81-84] has been augmented by modern molecular approaches in the
last two decades showing that trans-epithelial electric fields [85, 86], ion
currents [87, 88], and resting potential gradients [89-91] within many
tissue types serve as instructive signals for pattern regulation. Similar
bioelectrical regulatory mechanisms have been shown in mammalian
systems, both in vivo [92-94] and in vitro [95-97], and in a plethora of
studies on aquatic vertebrate model species in the contexts of wound
healing [98-100], regeneration [101-103], development [104-108], and
cancer [109-113]. The intrinsic dynamics of bioelectric signaling [114-116],
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Figure 1.3. Bioelectric circuits―components, techniques, and
functional roles. As in the brain, cells throughout the body form
bioelectric networks. These networks have two main components: (A)
electrical synapses (gap junctions), which allow neighboring cells to share
bioelectric state, and (B) ion channels, which directly set the resting
potential of specific cells based on a number of internal and external
conditions. Modifying gap junctional connectivity within the network
amounts to synaptic plasticity―editing the topology of bioelectrical
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connections. Importantly, gap junctions are themselves an important
element of experience-dependent plasticity in the central nervous system
and perhaps in other contexts. In contrast, modifying cells’ bioelectric
properties directly is akin to modifying the intrinsic plasticity of neurons.
Both of these kinds of changes can now be induced by pharmacological
and molecular genetic reagents, using targeted expression (and ligand
gating) of wild-type, constitutively active, and dominant negative ion
channel and connexin proteins. Because some ion channels are
themselves voltage-sensitive, their activity can implement feedback loops
between physiological parameters (voltage) and the activity of channel
proteins. These feedback loops form an independent layer of control (C),
which is functionally coupled to the layer implemented by canonical
transcriptional networks (since bioelectric networks are implemented by
ion channel genes, but themselves alter transcription of numerous loci).
The information stored and processed in this layer is instructive and
important for pattern formation (D), since experimentally modifying these
dynamics has been shown to cause coherent, large-scale patterning
changes in vertebrate and invertebrate models, including production of
limbs, eyes, and heads at ectopic locations.
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the transduction machinery that allows voltage changes and ion flows to
regulate gene expression and chromatin states [117, 118], and the
downstream transcriptional targets of electrically mediated signaling [119]
have been extensively reviewed [69, 120-123]. Interestingly, the
transduction of bioelectric states into downstream second messenger and
nuclear events often involves neurotransmitters such as serotonin [124127], but can also occur via clustering of RAS molecules [128] and
voltage-sensitive phosphatases [129, 130]. This biophysical layer of
control not only guides individual cell functions like migration and
differentiation, but also allows cellular networks to communicate and
process global information for large-scale patterning [71, 73, 131, 132].
While endogenous electric fields provide long-range guidance cues for a
variety of galvanotactic cell types [98, 133-136], spatiotemporal patterns of
resting potential regulate mitosis and differentiation [95, 137].
Together, these diverse modes of ionic signaling enable organ-level
control, setting size of appendages [107] and programming identity of
tissues, such as converting gut tissues into an eye with a bioelectrical
perturbation [105]. Recently, we hypothesized that these neural-like
mechanisms and strategies are conserved―utilized by the planarian body
in making decisions about growth and form [75]. This hypothesis makes a
number of predictions, which have been tested by recent work that has
implicated all of these bioelectric signaling mechanisms in the regulation
of global pattern in planaria (Fig. 1.4).
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Figure 1.4. Regeneration pattern phenotypes revealed by
perturbation of bioelectric networks: voltage gradients, gap
junctional connectivity, and neurotransmitter signaling. Perturbing
voltage gradients, gap junctional communication (GJC) and signals from
neurotransmitters results in wide-scale changes to polarity, shape, size,
and scaling of varying permanence across different species of planaria.
Since introduction of ectopic channels is not possible in planaria,
modulation of bioelectric states is performed via RNAi-mediated
knockdown and pharmacological reagents that open or close electrogenic
proteins. (A) Dugesia japonica, upon transient gap junction blockade,
exhibits a permanent target morphology change to a double-headed
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phenotype. When re-cut in water, animals continue to regenerate a twoheaded morphology in future generations, long after the GJC inhibitor has
left the worms’ tissues [1]. Similarly, when exposed to the chloride channel
opener ivermectin with depolarizing levels of chloride in solution, a doubleheaded phenotype is again induced [138]. Upon hyperpolarization with
SCH28080, an H,K-ATPase inhibitor, a headless phenotype is induced
[138]. Both the headless and double-headed phenotypes can be induced
by exposure to drugs that perturb serotonergic, dopaminergic, and
cholinergic neurotransmitter pathways. (B) Schmidtea mediterranea, upon
hyperpolarization via H,K-ATPase RNAi, are unable to correctly scale and
remodel proper proportion and size and therefore develop a shrunken
head phenotype. Regenerated mature structures consist only of new
tissue due to an inability to remodel old tissues [25]. (C) Girardia
dorotocephala, upon transient gap junction blockade, regenerate heads
with characteristic head shapes (as well as brain shape and neoblast
distribution) of other planarian species, including D. japonica, P. felina,
and S. mediterranea (depicted left to right). After 30 days, these worms
undergo intact remodeling to revert to the natural G. dorotocephala head
shape [139].
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Prediction 1: Neurotransmitters regulate form, not only behavior
The first prediction of the brain analogy is the involvement of
neurotransmitters in pattern regulation (not only in the control of behavior).
Neurotransmitters and their receptors are widely present in flatworms
[140], and surveys have revealed numerous effects of neurotransmitter
modulation on planarian regeneration [141]. Indeed, recent work has
shown that the dynamics of neurotransmitter signaling can alter
regenerative morphology. A key study that was originally designed to
develop sophisticated anti-parasitic therapeutics now has implicated
neurotransmitters as important factors in the regulation of polarity.
Praziquantel, an anti-parasitic, synthetic compound which increases the
permeability of the tegument to Ca2+, induced bipolar phenotypes in
planaria [142] and can be rescued with exogenous serotonin [143]. A
broad drug screen designed to identify other potential anti-parasitic drugs
like praziquantel also screened for patterning defects and found
cholinergic, dopaminergic, and serotonergic drugs all induced changes in
planarian regenerative polarity [142]. This included but was not limited to
pharmaceuticals that are commonly prescribed to human patients, such as
the selective serotonin re-uptake inhibitor fluoxetine, which induced a
headless phenotype, and the antipsychotic dopamine antagonist
haloperidol, which induced both double-headed and headless phenotypes
(Fig. 1.4A).
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Serotonin signaling has been implicated in regulating cell activity
and pattern in embryonic left−right asymmetry [124, 144], neural growth
[126], and metastasis [125]. Interestingly, serotonin has been shown to
regulate gap junctional communication (GJC) [145, 146] whilst also being
a GJ permeable morphogen [147, 148], which suggests the possibility of
feedback loops with rich and complex behavior. Thus, the
voltage−serotonin control cycle may function beyond the CNS, forming a
second messenger pathway for the control of intracellular events by
bioelectric signaling. With better techniques to help visualize cellular
networks such as photo-uncaging [149, 150] and neurotransmitter
reporters [151], exciting future discoveries no doubt await the
characterization of neurotransmitter activity throughout the planarian
regenerative process.

Prediction 2: Bioelectric circuits determine anterior−posterior polarity and
morphallaxis
In the CNS, the function of bioelectric circuits triggers recall of specific
compound memories and complex (modular) behaviors [152]. The brain
offers a paradigm of how cellular signaling gives rise to integrated
decision-making and goal-driven activity at the whole organism level.
Thus, a second prediction is that modulation of ion-channel-dependent
bioelectric states during regeneration should be able to specifically alter
coherent (large-scale) properties, such as anatomical re-specification and
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scaling. An emerging theme in developmental bioelectricity studies is that,
while cell migration is guided by electric fields [120], anatomical
specification appears to be determined in part by the spatial distribution of
resting potentials of cells, Vmem [153, 154], as has been shown for prepatterning of the face [155] and brain [106] and for induction of eyes [105]
in vertebrate models. Involvement of bioelectric signaling in regeneration
is reviewed by Levin [156] and Stewart et al. [69].

Anterior−posterior polarity
An inverse drug screen implicated the H,K-ATPase in AP patterning; it
was subsequently shown to underlie the planarian endogenous bioelectric
gradient [138]. This process appears to be conserved, since the H,KATPase also regulates Vmem in mammals for proper functionality of the gut
and cochlea [157, 158], biomineralization of the developing sea urchin
skeleton [159], and left−right patterning in embryonic frog, sea urchin, and
chick [89, 160-163].
Using the specific inhibitor of H,K-ATPase, SCH28080 (SCH), a
wide-scale, relatively hyperpolarized bioelectric state across entire
regenerating Dugesia japonica fragments was induced, eliminating the
normal relative depolarization at the anterior blastema. When treated
within the first 72 h of regeneration, this abolished formation of anterior
structures and expression of anterior genes, and resulted in headless,
one-tailed phenotypes (Fig. 1.4A) [138], which are similar but not identical
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to those produced via perturbation of the Wnt pathway which produced
headless, two-tailed worms [53, 54]. Investigation of epistasis between
bioelectric control of patterning and known genetic elements showed that
H,K-ATPase inhibition blocked ectopic heads [138] normally formed by βcatenin RNA interference [52, 53]. Thus, the details of the interactions
between bioelectric gradients and canonical biochemical signaling
pathways have begun to emerge. However, considering the bioelectric
state as being entirely downstream of Wnt signaling is not the whole story.
H,K-ATPase function is also required to clear Wnt11 expression from
anterior regions [25], suggesting a feedback loop between Vmem and Wnt
signaling. A similar bi-directional loop has been described between Notch
signaling and Vmem gradients in vertebrate brain development [106].
Importantly, the suppression of genetically induced malformations (βcatenin two heads or Notch-mutation-induced brain defects in frog) [106]
by exposure to drugs already approved for human use is a proof-ofprinciple for the strategic use of ion channel drugs (so-called
electroceuticals) to address mispatterning during birth defects [91, 164],
regenerative repair [165], and cancer [110, 166-170].
Vmem patterns can be manipulated readily, using many
pharmacological reagents under the guidance of the Goldman equation;
this is particularly useful in planaria, where drug-induced ion channel
opening is a convenient method for gain-of-function perturbation.
Ivermectin drives changes in Vmem by activating glutamate-gated chloride
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(GluCl) channels [171] and can depolarize or hyperpolarize cells based on
the concentration of extracellular chloride. Manipulating Vmem using
ivermectin has been shown to induce regeneration in non-regenerative
(refractory age) tail stumps in Xenopus [118], and to promote head
regeneration in non-regenerative fragments of Macrostomum
lignano [172]. In Dugesia japonica flatworms, ivermectin exposure created
a wide-scale depolarization across regenerating fragments with two
regions of high relative depolarization at both anterior and posterior
blastemas. Upon regeneration, posterior blastemas were anteriorized,
resulting in mature worms with a double-headed phenotype (Fig. 1.4A).
Raising external chloride to hyperpolarize the worms blocked ectopic
anteriorization, suggesting that Vmem changes, rather than some other
function of GluCl or an off-target effect of ivermectin, are the key early
step in determining AP polarity in regenerating planaria [138].

Head shape and scaling
Advancements in regenerative medicine will require induction of not only
correct anatomical identity of new structures, but also their correct size
and proportion. Planaria have the striking ability to allometrically scale
their organs and tissues in order to maintain their proper proportions after
regeneration [22]. Although many aspects of morphallaxis [173] remain
mysterious, recent findings in planaria suggest that Vmem plays a role in
these processes, as it does in size control in vertebrates [107]. Upon H,K	
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ATPase knockdown, worms lost their relative depolarization at the anterior
blastema and became relatively hyperpolarized across the entire
fragment, causing the regeneration of small shrunken heads (Fig. 1.4B)
with incomplete neural tissue and reduced expression of anterior genes
[25]. Correspondingly, expression of posterior genes extended ectopically
toward the anterior region of the worm; moreover, the size and location of
the pharynx was unable to scale according to the new size of the worm,
and any anterior tissues were made using new tissue rather than
remodeling the old, suggesting a failure to execute proper morphallaxis.
Regeneration in a variety of systems requires some level of remodeling or
dedifferentiation to successfully promote the regenerative process [174]. If
the process of remodeling old tissue to make way for new tissue can be
induced by simple manipulation of ion transporters, regeneration in
currently non-regenerative tissues may be more accessible in the future.
What cell-level behaviors mediate the ability of bioelectric gradients in
coordinating cell growth across three dimensions?
Regeneration in many species involves an apoptotic response
[175], including in planaria [44, 176], allowing for proper size and scaling
to maintain proportion. Indeed, regeneration requires a correct amount of
apoptosis [177, 178]. Planarians experience two waves of apoptosis
during regeneration, the first being specifically at the wound site 1−4 days
post-amputation (dpa) and the second being at 3 dpa which occurs
throughout the animal [37]. Inhibiting apoptosis in planaria with M50054
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[179] resulted in regenerates with relatively small heads and large
pharynxes, a phenotype very similar to that seen with H,K-ATPase
inhibition [25]. Consistently, after Smed-H,K-ATPase RNA interference,
the second wave of apoptosis at 3 dpa to drive remodeling essential for
proper regeneration was inhibited. This implies that the role of bioelectric
signaling in planarian remodeling is specifically involved in the apoptotic
response that is necessary for proper size, shape, and proportion of
tissues after regeneration.

Species-specific head morphology
Alongside organ identity and scaling, correct shape is also crucial for
successful regeneration. Since bioelectric distributions guide and prepattern the morphology of complex structures such as the face and brain
[105, 155], it has been shown that direct modulation of voltage states in
vivo can alter morphogenesis via the control of numerous downstream
patterning genes [119]. However, bioelectric circuits operate within cells
connected by electrical synapses, also known as GJs [180, 181].
Recently, we asked two questions: (1) could modification of overall
bioelectric network connectivity give rise to coherent patterning changes
during regeneration, and (2) is it possible to obtain evolutionarily relevant
patterns. The results suggested that shifting among different regions of
planarian morphospace [182] is possible by physiological perturbation
alone [139].
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When GJC was disrupted in Girardia dorotocephala (GD), it
induced a finer-grain Vmem regionalization among the endogenous
bioelectric network and worms regenerated heads with an altered shape
morphology that quantitatively resembles that of multiple other flatworm
species (Fig. 1.4C) [139]. This resemblance is more than skin deep: the
external shape of the head not only was converted to the shapes of distant
planarian relatives, but also was extended to changes to other speciesspecific brain morphologies and neoblast distributions. The exact same
treatment of a cohort of GD worms produced four types of worm heads in
characteristic frequencies (proportional to their evolutionary distance from
GD). It is not yet known whether this stochastic property is a consequence
of the still relatively crude method of network topology perturbation, or
whether it is an intrinsic aspect of the dynamics of this system. The ability
to induce a different species’ head shape in a genetically wild-type worm
is fascinating, and suggests that the bioelectric network is a profound
regulator of species-specific morphology. It remains to be seen whether
changes in the dynamics of bioelectrical circuits have been widely
exploited by evolution to explore variations of anatomical structure.
How to infer the large-scale outcomes (which kind of head, how
many heads, etc.) from cell-level properties and signals? This question
has been addressed for gene regulatory networks (Fig. 1.5A), using
dynamical state spaces built to describe transcriptional circuits that have
been used to map complex system behavior [183-185]. More directly
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relevant to physiological networks, similar approaches (Fig. 1.5B) have
been used to understand global behaviors of electrical activity in neural
networks during decision-making [186]. Importantly, in planarian
regeneration, as in the brain, circuit dynamics are not directly revealed
from ion channel expression data but are complex and nonlinear. Such
dynamics must be modeled quantitatively to understand their emergent
properties [115, 116]. One possibility is that different anatomical outcomes
correspond to specific attractors in the dynamical state space of the
bioelectric network formed by the planarian body; in this paradigm,
bioelectric perturbations can shift the system from a default (genomespecified) attractor to another nearby one (Fig. 1.6). We are currently
working to computationally model this process, to quantitatively map
stable attractors to underlying physiological details, and thus to gain more
control over the resulting shapes.

Transduction mechanisms: a focus on calcium signaling
How do bioelectrical events become transduced into transcriptional
readouts and chromatin modification? In the brain, this job is performed by
calcium signaling: calcium channels and a set of calcium-sensitive
receptor pathways convert electrical activity into biochemical and genetic
responses. Not surprisingly, voltage-gated calcium channels (CaV) have
been shown to transduce Vmem signals into growth cone attraction
in Xenopus [187], transcriptional patterning in Xenopus by instructing the
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Figure 1.5. Familiar networks and attractors that underlie stable
behavior in complex systems. Dynamic systems theory can be used to
study how biochemical circuits achieve specific and distinct stable
states. (A) A property of cross-inhibitory gene circuits
is a bistable potential landscape with two stable states and an
intermediate saddle point of instability. Knowledge of the gene expression
levels maps to a given point on the potential landscape, and the final cell
can end in one of two basins as a direct result of the initial expression
level of the two genes (image used with permission from Fig. 2 in Brock
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et al. 2009 [188]). (B) The firing rate of neurons in neural computational
circuits can be mapped to stable states of decision-making (image used
with permission from Fig. 4 in Wong, 2008 [189]). Two “trials” for a neural
network are transformed into a phase space as traced by the red and blue
lines. As with (A), the neural circuit produces a bistable network with a
central saddle point [190]. The intersection of the white and yellow lines
(nullclines) give the system's two steady-states. The orange and brown
indicate boundaries where the network's initial starting conditions would
lead to a particular basin of attraction. Based on their initial firing
rates, both of the trials would end in the orange attractor steady-state in a
system without noise. However, due to system noise in firing pattern, the
red trial ends up in the brown attractor, demonstrating how small
disturbances in complex systems can cause large-scale changes to final
decision-making.
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Figure 1.6. Visualizing planarian regeneration as an energy
landscape within a morphospace. One way to visualize planarian
regeneration is (A) as the function of a large network of electrically
coupled cells. Such networks have been shown (in computational
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neuroscience and artificial intelligence research) to have a planaria-like
property of holographic memory storage: a trained network can recreate
the entire pattern despite deletions of the pattern or of the network
components. A well-accepted mathematical paradigm for understanding
the global properties of such networks (A′) is as an energy landscape, with
attractors corresponding to specific stable modes of the network. In our
analogy, amputation raises the energy of the system, temporarily pulling it
out of the attractor to which the system tends to return. One hypothesis
(A″) is that these networks are responsible for storing the pattern of a
normal planarian and, when damaged, issuing cell-level commands
(differentiate, proliferate, and other instructions) that restore the anatomy
(in parallel to how recall of complex geometric memories can be triggered
by stimuli and induce goal-directed behavior in cognitive science studies
of animal behavior). This hypothesis makes a prediction: that coherent
changes in patterning will result from experimentally induced changes of
the bioelectric network's topology or dynamics. (B) Indeed, it has been
shown [139] that altering the bioelectric connectivity in Girardia
dorotocephala results in regeneration of one of four discrete head types.
On this view, amputation of head and tail causes the system to move to an
unstable state from its basin of attraction. Partial interruption of gap
junction communication between cells (reduced connectivity and thus
altered dynamics of the network) induces head wounds to regenerate
(yellow arrows) new heads that resemble closely related flatworm species
that are regions of stability in the regeneration morphospace landscape
(left to right: Schmidtea mediterranea, Dugesia japonica, and Polycelis
felina) as well as heads of the original species in the center basin. The
probability of regenerating a certain head shape is proportional to the
evolutionary distance from Girardia dorotocephala. These states are nonpermanent (shallow basins of attraction) and over time will remodel into
their final morphological state (white dashed arrows) to the deepest and
most stable basin of attraction of the original head shape. (C) A similar
experiment in Dugesia japonica induces a new attractor that is as stable
as the wild-type worm morphology. As the processes of regeneration act
to minimize the free energy of the system, the trunk piece can shift to an
attractor that corresponds to bioelectric circuit modes whose activity
induces a double-head phenotype (right basin). Upon further amputation
of double-headed planaria, the phenotype persists, demonstrating that this
is a stable morphological state. Graphics in Panel A were made by Alexis
Pietak.
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development of the eye [105], and the development and maturation of
mammalian neurons [191]. In planaria, similar to the phenotype observed
by treatment with ivermectin, treatment with praziquantel, a CaV activator,
resulted in a double-headed phenotype upon regeneration [192, 193].
Analogously, the CaV inhibitor nicardipine induced a headless phenotype.
Normally, calcium is upregulated in anterior blastemas; this became
disrupted upon hyperpolarization of regenerating fragments with H,KATPase inhibitors. These data suggest that calcium signaling could be
involved in translating Vmem signals into anterior gene expression in
planaria [138] probably involving Hedgehog signaling for proper cell
differentiation [194]. Ever-finer dissection of the mechanistic details of
voltage transduction on a single cell level complements efforts to
synthesize signaling into large-scale patterning behavior.

Prediction 3: Electrical synapses underlie morphological plasticity and
pattern memory
The information required to determine anatomical identity is not local:
upon bisection, the two pieces' blastemas must make a head or a tail
respectively, despite the fact that the wound cells were adjacent neighbors
before the cut and thus at the same location in the worm. The same
positional information gives rise to two distinct anatomical outcomes,
based on the cells’ context (the rest of the fragment). Thus, knowing local
(positional) information is not sufficient―a blastema needs cues from the
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rest of the body (Where am I located? Which way am I facing? What else
already exists in the fragment and does not need to be re-created?).
Targeting mechanisms that can underlie such long-range tissue
coordination, our laboratory examined the role of GJs [195, 196] in
planarian regeneration [197].
GJ proteins are conductive channels within the cell membrane that
allow for intercellular communication and signaling via ions and very small
molecules [198, 199]. Signaling mediated by GJs has been shown to
support the proliferative abilities of both embryonic and somatic stem cells
[200], including planaria [201]. GJ genes (innexins and connexins) are
widely expressed during development, establishing electrically-isopotential
cell compartments [202, 203]. GJs are required for the physiological
maintenance of many mammalian tissues [204], regeneration of retina
[205] and zebrafish fins [206], and patterning of the left−right axis [207209].
Invertebrates form functional GJ channels using innexins [210].
Innexins are expressed throughout the planarian and are classified into
three functional groups as determined by their expression pattern: the first
in the gut, the second in the nervous system or blastema, and the third in
the parenchyma or protonephridia [197]. When GJC was inhibited
pharmacologically [197] or via RNAi [1] in D. japonica, a re-specification of
AP polarity occurred and viable two-headed planaria resulted (Fig. 1.4A).
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Interesting differences reveal themselves when this outcome is compared
to the above-described alteration of head shape in GD worms.
In GDs, the regeneration of other species’ heads is a two-phase
process: the heads regenerate with new shapes in the normal timeframe
(<10 days), but within the next 30 days they remodel back to a GD-specific
shape (Fig. 1.4C). This is strikingly similar to what happens in
salamanders when a tail blastema is grafted to the flank: initially, a tail
grows, but some months later it remodels into a limb―a structure more
appropriate to its new global position [211, 212]. This temporary shift into
a different stable attractor by GJ (electrical synapse) somatic networks
has a clear parallel in neural networks: attractors in state space of neural
networks represent individual memories [213, 214]. Depending on the
strength of the attractor state, memories can have different degrees of
permanence.
The middle third fragments from two-head animals, derived from
GJC inhibition, continue to regenerate as two-headed in subsequent
amputations without any further GJ blockade (Fig. 1.6B). Likewise, twohead animals result when just one of the heads is removed in plain water
from a two-head worm. This is permanent, months after the initial GJ
blocker exposure (which was shown to leave tissues within 24–48 h) [1].
On the one hand, this is quite reasonable given that GJs are one of the
ways plasticity (memory) is implemented in the CNS: GJs serve as
versatile transistors, able to “freeze” transient physiological stimuli into
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stable, permanent changes of network topology [215, 216]. On the other
hand, it is remarkable that a brief, transient, physiological perturbation can
permanently alter a complex metazoan's target morphology (the shape to
which an animal regenerates, and the morphology that, once reached,
signals an end to massive remodeling).
This two-head permanence has many potential implications, not the
least of which arises from the fact that it is stable across the animal's most
common reproductive mode (fission) (unpublished observations). First, it
impacts the relationship between genomic sequence and bodyplan
structure. This would become sharply apparent if the two-head worms
were allowed to reproduce in the wild (assuming they could compete with
wild-type animals and survive). One can imagine wanting to sequence the
genomes of one-head and two-head worms, looking for the mutations that
drove this speciation event resulting in significant morphological diversity.
The key difference here is not provided by the genomic sequence, and
reminds us that real-time physiomic profiling must be added to proteomics
and genomics if we are to understand and predict large-scale shape.
The second important aspect is the relationship to “epigenetics.”
Bioelectric properties, and their permanence, are certainly a kind of
epigenetics in the original full sense of the concept [217]. While it is
possible that some aspect of chromatin modification (today's main focus of
epigenetics) is involved, and indeed has been shown to be involved in
neoblast regulation [218, 219], it must be kept in mind that the
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“reprogrammed” abnormal head blastema is discarded at each round of
cutting [1]. Only trunk fragments are taken, showing the holographic
(distributed) nature of this pattern change: headless fragments from twohead worms have been reprogrammed to work towards a two-headed
outcome upon regeneration (Fig. 1.4A, 1.6C). Thus, a truly explanatory
model of this phenomenon will need not only to identify molecular
targets required for two-head persistence memory, but to explain how the
proposed signaling is sufficient to specify the right number of heads for
each fragment in each case. We are currently analyzing models of realistic
bioelectric circuits that exhibit the necessary patterning and memory
behavior. While editing of target morphology has been seen before in
crabs and deer antlers (reviewed in [31]), it is clear that the planarian
model system is by far the most molecularly tractable example and will
greatly facilitate the study of pattern memory.

Putting it all together: computational approaches
Ultimately, the building blocks of regeneration are sure to include
biochemical, bioelectrical, and physical forces. Each will require an
appropriate paradigm (gene regulatory networks, mechanical models of
stresses and tensions, bioelectrical circuit dynamics and neural-like
networks). However, the final product must be not only a list of
components required for regeneration to occur, nor even a highly detailed
interactome or regulatory diagram. The ultimate end-game for this field is
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the development of constructivist, algorithmic models that specify exactly
what is going on at each step, and explain why these steps are sufficient
to give rise to the correct shape from different starting conditions (the
robust shape regulation that is observed in planaria). Such models can
then be used to infer external modulations that can alter shape to desired
outcomes or induce regenerative repair in biomedical settings. Modeling is
also necessary because the stable and stochastic behaviors of chemical
and physical pathways are often highly nonlinear and emergent. Here, we
discuss recent efforts to glean insight into patterning homeostasis in
planaria.

Human scientists’ work on planarian patterning
In order to understand the mechanisms of planarian regeneration,
mathematical and computational models have been proposed that allow
us to mechanistically explain and predict the regenerative dynamics of the
worm (Fig. 1.7). The first models proposed to explain planarian
regeneration were descriptive. Morgan, inspired by the correlation
between the regenerative capacity of flatworms and the AP location level
of the amputation [220, 221], suggested the existence of a substance
concentration gradient signaling the regeneration of a head versus a tail
[222]. This idea was further developed in a series of historical models,
including Child's gradient model [223], Spemann's organizer concept
[224], and Wolpert's positional information theory [225]. Similar gradient
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models have been suggested for explaining planarian regeneration,
including morphogen concentration gradients [222, 226] and mitotic
activity gradients [201]. However, these descriptive models based on
gradients do not represent a mechanism for which a given tissue can
decide to regenerate either a head or a tail: the cells on either side of a
transversal cut through the middle of the worm will essentially have the
same gradient or positional information, yet one side will regenerate a
head while the other will regenerate a tail.
The first mechanistic model proposed for planaria was Slack's
serial threshold theory of regeneration [227]. This algorithmic explanation
proposed the existence of a discrete set of territories dividing the worm
along the AP axis, each of them containing an ordered coded sequence.
After an amputation, neoblasts from the remaining territories migrate
towards the wound site and then compare their original territory code with
the territory code at the wound site. If the wound site has a higher code
than the neoblasts, then the blastema adopts the maximum possible code;
otherwise it adopts the minimum possible code. Regeneration proceeds
by restoring the tissues corresponding to those codes that should be
located between the wound and this new code in the blastema. In this
way, this model specifies step by step the mechanisms that are sufficient
to restore the morphological patterning of the worm. In a similar fashion,
the intercalary regeneration model [228] hypothesizes that each region of
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Figure 1.7. A selection of mechanistic models of planarian
regeneration proposed in the literature. (A) The serial theory of
regeneration based on the comparison and regeneration of sequentially
coded territories (image used with permission from [227]). (B) Dynamical
chemical model based on local self-activation and long-range lateral
inhibition [229]. (C) A simplified dynamical model based on three diffusible
molecules that can account for the scaling of the self-organized head−tail
planarian pattern [230]. (D) A reverse engineered dynamic regulatory
network able to recapitulate the resultant phenotypes of specific surgical,
genetic, and pharmacological interventions [231].
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the worm has a positional value, which is then used in an injury site to
establish which regions are missing. This model can explain the
regeneration of all the intermediate structures between two joined worm
pieces, even if one of them is inverted, which produces the duplication of
existent structures [227, 232]. However, certain predictions of these
models based on positional information do not agree with specific
experiments, such as the classic observation of the regeneration of a new
pharynx and other structures from the old tissue, instead of from the
blastema [20].
Inspired by Turing's reaction−diffusion mechanisms of biological
pattern formation [233], Meinhardt and Gierer proposed dynamical
chemical systems based on properties of local self-activation and longrange lateral inhibition that control the generation (and regeneration) of
specific patterns from near-homogeneous states or perturbations [229,
234, 235]. These dynamic models based on the self- and cross-regulation
of diffusible chemical species can explain the maintenance of polarity, the
correct re-patterning, and the scaling ability of planarian worms after
surgical manipulations [236]. Interestingly, a classic local activation and
lateral inhibition model extended with an extra third diffusible molecule can
account for the scaling of the self-organized head−tail pattern to precisely
match the variable worm length [230]. Specific molecular components
have been proposed for these dynamic mechanisms, such as cAMP and
ATP, which can diffuse through GJs [226]. Reaction−diffusion models still
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lack specific details to account for many knockdown experiments resulting
in abnormal morphologies, dorsal−ventral joining experiments, the
regeneration of multiple AP axes, or the mechanisms of neoblast
migration and differentiation.
In addition to diffusion due to differences in concentration, models
based on bioelectricity have been proposed to explain the transmission of
long-range signals during planarian regeneration [68]. Inspired by the
effect of external electrical fields to reverse the polarity of the worm [66,
237], a negatively charged substance inhibiting the regeneration of brain
tissue has been suggested to be produced by the brain itself, which then
will electrically diffuse due to the global planarian bioelectrical field:
negatively charged in the anterior region and positively charged in the
posterior region. In this way, an amputation removing the brain will result
in the charged molecule disappearing, which will trigger the formation of
new brain tissue specifically at the most anterior side due to its lower
concentration caused by the remaining global bioelectric field. This
bioelectric model can account for the regeneration of double heads, or
complete change of polarity after the application of external electric fields,
which at different intensities can cause the charged molecule to stop
electro-diffusing or reverse its direction, respectively [238]. A diffusion
model has also been proposed for the control of serotonergic signals by
bioelectric gradients during left−right patterning [77, 239, 240].
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Reverse engineering planarian regeneration: an assist from artificial
intelligence
Models based on the theory of dynamical systems and differential
equations represent one of the most useful approaches for mechanistically
describing biological regulation of shape and form [241]. However,
formulating the precise differential equations that can recapitulate the
dynamics and behaviors of a given biological phenomenon is a very
difficult task [32], and indeed represents an inverse problem with no
analytical solutions [31]. Instead, heuristic computational methods have
been proposed for the automatic construction of dynamic models directly
from experimental data [242-245]. The reverse engineering of the
regulatory network controlling the early patterning of
the Drosophila embryo from one-dimensional gene expression data
represents one of the most successful applications of these heuristic
methods [246-252].
Recently, a novel heuristic computational method (Fig. 1.8) has
been demonstrated for the reverse engineering of dynamic models of
planarian regeneration patterning directly from resultant morphological
perturbation experiments [231]. The method takes as input a dataset of
planarian experiments formalized with a specifically designed
mathematical ontology [253, 254]. Crucially, this formalization permits the
unambiguous specification of precise surgical manipulations, genetic and
pharmacological treatments and, using a mathematical graph
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representation [255], the resultant planarian morphologies. The method
then uses a whole-organism simulator for testing the error of a given
dynamic model with respect to the set of experiments formalized in the
input dataset, scoring the models according to the level of similarity
between the in vivo and in silico resultant morphologies. Based on the
algorithmic techniques of evolutionary computation [256], the method
maintains a population of evolving models, iteratively crossing, mutating,
and selecting the best ones for the next generation. When a model is
found that can perfectly recapitulate all the experiments in the input
dataset, the algorithm stops and the found model is returned.
This method was successfully validated by reverse engineering the
most comprehensive dynamic model of planarian regeneration found to
date [231]. The input experimental dataset included the formalization of
the most important head-versus-tail planarian experiments in the literature,
including surgical, genetic, and pharmacological perturbations [1, 51-53,
257-259]. After 42 h (using 256 cores in a computer cluster), the algorithm
found a dynamic model (a set of differential equations) that, when
simulated, could recapitulate all the experiments included in the input
dataset. Importantly, the model predicted new regulatory interactions
(such as the unexpected inhibition of wnt by notum recently validated in
vivo) [260], the existence of novel regulatory genes (unknown genes
labeled a and b in the model and characterized as the Frizzled family of
receptors [pending validation] and hnf4 [manuscript in preparation],
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Figure 1.8. An automated computational method reverse engineered
a dynamic regulatory network explaining the main experiments of
planarian regeneration. (A) A formalized database of experiments using
a novel mathematical planarian ontology was created to encode surgical,
genetic, and pharmacological interventions and their resultant
morphologies from the literature. (B) The algorithm, based on evolutionary
computation, performs many in silico experiments to search for a dynamic
regulatory network that can explain all the experiments in the input
dataset. (C) This method inferred [231] the most comprehensive
mechanistic model of planarian regeneration to date, able to recapitulate
the most important head, trunk, and tail patterning experiments in the
literature, as well as predict novel phenotypes and regulatory genes.	
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respectively), and the specific phenotypes produced after novel
perturbations (such as the ability of hnf4 to rescue abnormal phenotypes
[manuscript in preparation]). Indeed, this methodology can readily assist in
the definition of comprehensive models directly from the ever-growing
experimental datasets obtained at the bench, and hence accelerate our
complete understanding of planarian regeneration. While the specific
details of the model will continue to be tested and refined in planaria, this
general scheme can be applied to many other models in regenerative
biology (e.g., limb regeneration [261] and bioelectric induction of
metastasis [127]).

Conclusions
The planarian regeneration field is at an extremely exciting place, poised
to contribute to our understanding of physiological networks in pattern
formation and evolution, as well as drive regenerative medicine advances.
A few specific areas for future focus include (1) the continued
development of comprehensive databases of planarian results,
encompassing functional and physiological data, going beyond
protein/gene datasets toward a bioinformatics of shape, and a
standardization that will facilitate new machine learning approaches [253,
262]; (2) novel monitoring and functional modification techniques,
especially for physiological pathways. The extension of optogenetics, a
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powerful tool for probing neural and bioelectric controls of regeneration
[102, 263, 264], may need to wait until misexpression technology
becomes available in planaria. However, recent drug-only approaches to
light control of ion channel activity [265, 266] and immobilization
techniques [267] may offer a way around the current impasse. (3) Much
more work is needed to unify bioelectric and biochemical signaling. In
particular, bi-directional regulatory loops between specific chemical
pathways, chromatin state, and spatial voltage distributions need to be
characterized. Physiological networks also need to start being
incorporated into the advanced modeling platforms, which heretofore
largely focus on gene regulatory networks and biochemical gradients [230,
231]. (4) The molecular investigation of additional species of planaria [268]
will facilitate studies of the evolutionary implications of bioelectric
signaling. (5) Work on transplantation [269], currently a technique only
mastered in very few laboratories, will be essential to test questions of
target morphology (Fig. 1.1), as well as to understand the relative
contributions of neoblasts versus surrounding soma for specification of
pattern. (6) A major question concerns the persistence of morphologies
(such as two-head forms). Aberrant forms are rarely re-cut in studies, and
it is unclear currently which of the many phenotypes exhibited in the
literature are in fact permanent, or what mechanisms mediate the
permanence. (7) The role of the CNS in regeneration is well known [270],
although the fact that it can be instructive for shape and not merely
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permissive [271] is less often mentioned. In planaria, ventral nerve cord
integrity synergizes with GJC to determine whether a head forms at a
wound [1]; this interaction is currently not understood but is probably a
gateway to understanding the relationship between neural and non-neural
bioelectric signaling in pattern control. (8) Planaria are an emerging model
for cancer [272]; interestingly, anterior regeneration has the ability to cure
posterior tumors [273], exhibiting another example of long-range
patterning influence. Given the recent advances in bioelectrics as a
functional regulator of cancer [109, 112, 169, 274], planaria may well be a
very fruitful context in which to understand the physiological inputs into the
tension between robust patterning morphostasis and the patterning
disorganization of tumorigenesis. (9) Planarian behavioral capabilities
extend far past sensory systems and even extend into learning and
memory [275, 276]. Planaria demonstrate classical conditioning,
instrumental learning, and can be preference trained [277-280]. Indeed,
planaria are a unique model species in which memory and brain
regeneration can be done in the same animal. This gives unprecedented
opportunity to study the dynamics of memories during brain regeneration
[281-283].
One of the major areas for future development, in addition to
specific techniques and datasets, is advances in conceptual integration of
molecular data and algorithmic understanding of the regenerating body as
a computational distributed system [284]. Having seen the molecular
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conservation of information processing machinery (ion channels, GJs, and
neurotransmitters) between brain function and planarian regeneration, it
may be conjectured that some of the algorithms by which cell networks
make decisions could also be conserved [75]. We are currently testing this
hypothesis by attempting to link realistic cell-level electrophysiological
simulation [116] to models of emergent patterning [285, 286] and dynamic
systems descriptions of anatomical attractors [287], attempting a multiscale understanding of the planarian's remarkable shape homeostasis.
The planarian system is teaching us crucial lessons about how selfrepairing structures can be implemented via crosstalk between the
genome and physical forces. Much of what we have seen in this model is
highly conserved to bioelectric controls in vertebrate [72, 132] and even
mammalian [92, 93] systems; these advances will suggest transformative
roadmaps for biomedicine. Moreover, this invertebrate will teach us not
only about this specific example of cell biology but more broadly about
how communication among networks of agents implements adaptive
pattern control [288]. The impact of physiological studies in planaria, by
revealing new ways to achieve guided self-assembly of complex selfrepairing shapes, will probably impact artificial life, robotics,
unconventional computation platforms, and the design of hybrid artificial
agents [30, 289, 290].
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Abstract
We show that regenerating planarians’ normal anterior-posterior pattern
can be permanently rewritten by a brief perturbation of endogenous
bioelectrical networks. Temporary modulation of regenerative bioelectric
dynamics in amputated trunk fragments of planaria stochastically results in
a constant ratio of regenerates with two heads to regenerates with normal
morphology. Remarkably, this is shown to be due not to partial penetrance
of treatment, but a profound yet hidden alteration to the animals’
patterning circuitry. Subsequent amputations of the morphologically
normal regenerates in water result in the same ratio of double-headed to
normal morphology, revealing a cryptic phenotype that is not apparent
unless the animals are cut. These animals do not differ from wild-type
worms in histology, expression of key polarity genes, or neoblast
distribution. Instead, the altered regenerative bodyplan is stored in
seemingly normal planaria via global patterns of cellular resting potential.
This gradient is functionally instructive, and represents a
multistable, epigenetic anatomical switch: experimental reversals of
bioelectric state reset subsequent regenerative morphology back to wildtype. Hence, bioelectric properties can stably override genome-default
target morphology, and provide a tractable control point for investigating
cryptic phenotypes and the stochasticity of large-scale epigenetic controls.
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Introduction
Regeneration is thought to be a deterministic, robust process that
precisely rebuilds the species-appropriate anatomical structures that are
missing after significant injury [291]. Here we show a striking
counterexample illustrating that physiological manipulation can stably alter
an animal’s target morphology (the anatomical configuration that, once
reached, causes regenerative growth and extensive remodeling to cease).
Transformative advances in regenerative medicine will require
understanding of the control systems that determine a given organism’s
large-scale anatomical pattern. Such controllers must integrate
mechanisms over multiple scales, from molecular-level biochemical
processes to system-level anatomical outcomes [292, 293]. To
uncover biophysical epigenetic controls of body-wide patterning, we
investigated the role of endogenous bioelectric signaling in this process in
the highly regenerative planarian (Dugesia japonica).
Endogenous bioelectricity is an important emerging field [72, 73,
84, 120, 122, 123, 294]. Numerous studies over the last century have
characterized endogenous electric fields and ion currents that
precede and predict important events in embryogenesis, regeneration,
and cancer [72, 81, 154, 295-301]. Functional work has implicated
developmental bioelectric states in the regulation of cell behavior such as
proliferation, apoptosis, and differentiation [121, 302], as well as tissuelevel responses such as wound healing [303-306] and appendage
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regeneration [94, 101, 165, 307-310]. Recent advances have resulted in
the establishment of molecular-genetic tools for manipulation of bioelectric
signaling [70, 102, 264, 311], and the integration of this biophysical,
epigenetic layer of control with canonical signaling pathways and
downstream transcriptional cascades [92, 118, 119, 298]. This field is also
of significant importance for biomedicine, via the identification of
numerous developmental channelopathies [91, 164, 312], the application
of bioelectric signaling in cancer [113, 169, 311, 313, 314], and an
appreciation of its role in stem cell bioengineering [95-97, 315, 316]. It is
becoming clear that endogenous voltage gradients are powerful,
instructive cues that regulate growth and form [317]. However, key
questions remain about the bioelectric code—the mapping between stable
(nonneural) electric states and subsequent anatomical outcomes.
Classical data in this field [66, 238, 318, 319] addressed the ability
of external electrical stimulation to reset the polarity of fragments in
planaria—a system with extremely robust regenerative patterning.
Recently, our group used biophysical [25, 138, 139] and computational
[231, 286, 320-322] approaches to probe the fundamental issue of how
pieces of planaria know which structures to make at which end. Here, we
specifically test the hypothesis that bodywide bioelectric gradients serve
as a kind of pattern memory [132]—an input into the integrated cellular
decisions that allow the animal to recreate the same, invariant target
morphology after damage and stop growth and remodeling as soon as
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that correct anatomy has been achieved. We also address the ubiquitous
issue of variability, investigating in depth what happens to animals that
seem to escape a particular experimental perturbation.
We found that altered bioelectric patterns underlie discrete,
stochastic, and stable alterations to postregeneration axial polarity.
Moreover, experimentally inverting the bioelectric signal rescued normal
bodyplan anatomy, showing the bioelectric gradients to function as a
bistable pattern memory switch that can reverse molecular-genetic
commitment of axial polarity. We also uncovered a cryptic phenotype in
animals that appear normal under molecular and histological assays but
regenerate with a different pattern when cut due to their internal bioelectric
state. This reveals that the bioelectric switch stores the pattern for future
regeneration events within a currently normal anatomy. These
experiments reveal a powerful instructive role for bioelectricity as a
mediator of reprogramming of regenerative morphology.

Materials and Methods
Colony care and sample sizes
A clonal strain of D. japonica was kept and maintained as in Oviedo et al.
[323] and was starved for >7 days before cutting, a standard method used
in this model system to reduce variability of data by controlling for the
metabolic status of individuals [323]. Planaria continued to be starved for
the duration of the full experiment, which had no detrimental effect on
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regenerative ability or speed. Planaria at the start of each experiment
were between 5 and 20 mm before being amputated into fragments. For
each experiment, standard numbers of worms routinely used in
the planarian literature were utilized to sufficiently capture significant
differences given the amount of variation that is known to exist in each
type of measurement.

Gap junction blockage and amputations
Amputations were performed as in Nogi and Levin [197]. Fragments
containing the pharynx were made using a sharp scalpel on a moistened
and cooled Kimwipe (Kimberly-Clark, New Milford, CT) and piece of filter
paper. Within 30 min of cutting, pharynx-containing fragments were
transferred into an octanol solution (8-OH), prepared by slowly diluting
10 µL of 1-octanol (RM00050; Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) into 500 mL
of commercial natural spring water (Poland Spring, PS; Poland Spring
Water, Framingham, MA) to a final concentration of 127 µM as in Oviedo
et al. [1]. 8-OH was left on a stir plate to mix for at least 30 min before
treatment. 8-OH was remade and replaced daily for the first three days
postamputation, then planaria were moved to PS in deep-dish plates
(100 × 20 mm; Fisherbrand; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) to
regenerate in groups of 30 worms until day 21 before scoring and sorting.
Sample sizes represented in text reflect pooled data from multiple
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replicates over the course of several months. Planaria were left at 20°C for
the first seven days, then moved to 10°C to prevent fissioning.

Phenotype scoring
Scoring was performed under a model No. SV6 dissecting microscope
(Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany). Criteria for a double-head (DH)
phenotype were at least one eye on each side of the planarian. Criteria for
a cryptic phenotype include at least one eye on the anterior side of the
planarian, no eyes on the apparent posterior region, and no indication of
other ectopic structures. The very rare (2.1%) regenerates that did not
meet these scoring requirements developed an eyeless, radial body plan
and were not analyzed further.

Secondary and tertiary amputations
Planaria were sorted according to phenotype after 21 days of regeneration
and cut on the same cutting surface using the same tools as the first
round of amputations. DH were amputated on either side of the two
pharynxes. Heads and tail tips of similar size were removed from either
side of the planarian and the remaining pharynx-containing fragments
were allowed to regenerate in deep-dish plates until day 21 in PS until the
next round of scoring, sorting, and subsequent amputation. Sample sizes
represented in text reflect pooled data from multiple replicates over the
course of several months. These experiments focus on the pharyngeal
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fragment rather than the pretail fragment found to produce 100% DHs in
Oviedo et al. [1].

In situ hybridization
Animals were fixed in Carnoy solution for whole-mount in situ hybridization
as in Nogi and Levin [197] for mature anterior tissue markers. For other
probes, animals were formaldehyde-based fixed as in Pearson et al. [324].
Probes used were: CNS marker PC2 [325], tail marker Frizzled-T [326],
anterior markers 0821_HN, 1008_HH [327] (kind gifts from T. Gojobori),
and anterior specification marker ndk [328].

Immunofluorescence and immunohistochemistry
Animals were fixed in Carnoy solution as in Nogi and Levin [197]. For
immunofluorescence, planaria were processed and imaged as in Reddien
et al. [329].
Primary antibody: α-phosphorylated histone H3 (H3P), 1:250
(Upstate Chemical, Simpsonville, SC).
Secondary antibody: HRP-conjugated anti-Rabbit with TSAAlexa568 anti-HRP (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR).

Statistical analyses for immunofluorescence and immunohistochemistry
Tail-marker analysis: Expression levels were measured using a 450-pixelarea rectangular box drawn using FIJI software. Using the measure
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function, average gray values were recorded and compared. Statistical
comparisons between head versus tail expression levels in wild-type (WT)
and cryptic planarian individuals were made using the software Microsoft
Excel (Microsoft, Redmond, WA) to calculate Student’s t-test (two-tailed
distribution, paired samples, unequal variance). Statistical comparisons
between tail expression levels in WT and cryptic planaria were made
using Microsoft Excel to calculate Student’s t-test (two-tailed distribution,
unpaired samples, unequal variance).
Neoblast distribution analysis: A selection extending to 12% of the
total length of the planarian on anterior and posterior ends was made
using the software FIJI (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD) and
images were threshold adjusted to eliminate background fluorescence.
Using the count function, the number of neoblasts within the selection was
recorded and plotted over area. Area of the selection was calculated by
converting pixel area to mm2 using scale bars as reference. The neoblast
density, measured in number of neoblasts/mm2, was calculated in
Microsoft Excel. Statistical comparisons of neoblast density were made
using Microsoft Excel to calculate Student’s t-test (two-tailed distribution,
unpaired samples, and unequal variance).

Membrane voltage-altering pharmacological treatments and amputations
SCH-28080 (Sigma-Aldrich) treatments were performed as in
Beane et al. [138]. DH were amputated on either side of the two
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pharynxes then soaked in SCH-28080 as described. DMSO-treated
controls had no effect and DH phenotype remained persistent. Sample
sizes were pooled from three technical replicates.

Membrane voltage reporter assay
Bis-[1,3-dibarbituric acid]-trimethine oxanol (DiBAC4(3); Invitrogen,
Carlsbad, CA) was used as in Adams et al. [101] and Oviedo et al. [330].
Planaria were amputated to produce pharynx-containing fragments as
above; these fragments were then soaked in PS or 8-OH solution.
Planaria regenerated for at least 21 days when they were scored and
sorted according to cryptic or DH guidelines above. Whole planaria were
soaked in DiBAC4(3) solution for >30 min before imaging and were
immobilized using 2% low-melting point agarose and Planarian
Immobilization Chips [267]. WT and cryptic regenerates were mounted
ventralized and, whenever possible, imaged on the same chip in tandem
so that direct comparisons of bioelectric physiology could be made.
Animals were tracked individually in multiwell, non-treated cell
culture plates (12-well; Falcon/Corning, Corning, NY) then reamputated
following the procedure in Secondary and Tertiary Amputations.
Functionality of DiBAC4(3) as a voltage reporter [25, 89, 101, 138, 155,
330-334] was reconfirmed by imaging and comparing WT worms with
animals soaked in a 1 µM valinomycin + 150 mM potassium gluconate
(valinomycin + KGluc) depolarization solution (see Fig. S2.5 for data and
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analysis). Voltage profiling data are limited to the outermost few cell
layers, as the depth of dye imaging is limited to, at most, ∼50 µm due to
opacity and pigmentation of planaria tissues.

Image collection and processing
Membrane voltage (Vmem) images were collected using a model No.
AZ100 Stereomicroscope (Nikon, Melville, NY) with a model No. DL-604M
VP camera (Andor Technology, South Windsor, CT), using
an epifluorescence optics FITC filter (GFP HC: 470/40, 495, 525/50), and
pseudocolored images were created using the NIS-Elements imaging
software (Nikon). Vmem images were flat-field corrected using the software
MetaMorph (Molecular
Devices; https://www.moleculardevices.com/systems/metamorphresearch-imaging). All other images were collected using a model No.
SMZ1500 microscope (Nikon) with a Retiga 2000R camera (Qimaging,
Surrey, BC, Canada) and Q-Capture imaging software (Qimaging). Adobe
Photoshop (Adobe Systems, San Jose, CA) was used to organize figures,
rotate and scale images, and improve visibility of entire image with the
exception of the Vmem images. Quantitative analysis was performed using
the software FIJI, with neoblast counting using the threshold function and
bioelectric analysis using the measure function. Data were neither added
nor subtracted; original images available upon request.
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Statistical analysis for phenotypic data
State diagram: The ratio of DH to cryptic morphologies across all
experiments was close to 25:75%. The statistical significance of
departures from the fixed 25:75% ratio shown in the state diagram
(Fig. 2.5) was made using Microsoft Excel to calculate Student’s t-test
(two-tailed distribution, unpaired samples, unequal variance).
SCH-28080: Error bars for % phenotypes were calculated using 95%
confidence intervals.

Statistical analyses for bioelectric physiology
A box with area proportional to 10% of the length of the planarian was
drawn in the anterior and posterior regions of both WT and cryptic
planaria. Using the measure function in the software FIJI, average
intensity values within the box were recorded. Statistical comparisons
between WT and cryptic tails, as well as between WT and valinomycin +
KGluc-treated animals, were made using Microsoft Excel to calculate
Student’s t-test (two-tailed distribution, paired samples, unequal variance).

Predictive modeling
A quantitative model of the stochastic branching between cryptic and DH
morphologies across multiple rounds of regeneration was implemented
using JavaScript (https://www.javascript.com/) and the HTML5 canvas
function. The model can be manipulated and its source code examined at
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http://chrisfieldsresearch.com/GJ-memory-model.htm. For model
equations, see Fig. S2.6.

Results
Editing the bioelectrical network stably alters regenerative morphology to a
stochastic outcome
Planaria exhibit extensive regenerative capacity, where each fragment
regenerates precisely what is missing to complete a planarian-specific
anatomy (i.e., target morphology) [29, 335, 336]. Given the widespread
biological use of bioelectric circuits for memory [116, 337] and the control
of embryonic organ identity by endogenous voltage gradients [72, 105,
132], we investigated the role of bioelectric signaling in regenerative
pattern memory. Bioelectric signals are changes in the spatio-temporal
pattern of slowly changing (steady-state) endogenous anatomical
gradients of resting potentials across many tissue types [72, 122].
Bioelectric circuits in neural and nonneural tissues employ
electrochemical synapses known as gap junctions (GJ) [338]. In planaria,
gap junctional communication (GJC) via innexins and specific Vmem signals
are required for proper anterior-posterior (A/P) polarity [1, 138, 197].
Because planaria are not amenable to channel misexpression technology,
and because RNAi approaches do not allow transient modulation, we
exploited a pharmacological tool that can target electrical synapses in a
transient manner. We utilized 8-OH, a widely used GJ blocker [339, 340],
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to alter the dynamics of the bioelectric network in planarian fragments.
Exposure to 8-OH reduces the ability of cells to communicate ionically,
partially fragmenting the long-range circuit and resulting in a greater
number of smaller adjacent isopotential domains (shown and analyzed in
[139]).
Treatment of trunk fragments (planaria that have had their heads
and tails amputated) with 8-OH disrupts A/P polarity producing a DH
phenotype, without toxicity, mutagenic effects, or changes in neoblast
maintenance [1] (Fig. 2.1A). 8-OH treatment phenocopies the genespecific knockdown of three innexins [1], which also produces the exact
same biaxial DH outcome. But unlike injection of RNAi, which cannot be
removed or turned off, our method allows testing for persistent effects:
although it efficiently blocks GJC and thus effectively increases the
number of distinct, smaller adjacent regions of unique Vmem (isopotential
domains) [139], 8-OH is known by GC-MS analysis to efficiently wash out
of worm tissues in 24 h [1]. The most remarkable aspect of the DH
phenotype induced by a 48 h 8-OH GJC disruption, is that it is, in the
absence of further treatments, permanent: both heads can be removed,
the middle fragment can be allowed to regenerate, and the heads
removed again multiple times, over months until the worms are too small
to cut, in plain water long after the original drug is gone. Yet, the DH
morphology recurs in perpetuity (Fig. 2.1B), even after spontaneous
fission in plain water—the animals’ most common reproductive mode
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(see Fig. S2.1B), as well as after any additional subsequent rounds of 8OH treatment (100%,N = 100). Thus, species-specific axial pattern can be
overridden by briefly changing the connectivity of a physiological network.
This finding left several key open questions. Can the physiological state
regulate molecular-genetic machinery that normally establishes a tail at
the posterior and, and if so, is there a short window of competence for this
effect? What stable property mediates the information needed for a
fragment to decide to make one head or two? Why do some animals
escape the effects of 8-OH exposure and regenerate single-headed (SH)?
And finally, can DH worms ever be reset back to normal? Here, we
addressed these unknowns in this fascinating model system.
Importantly, the effects of 8-OH exposure do not convert all of the
animals in an experimental cohort (CRPT; Fig. 2.1A)—they exhibit
differential responses, even though they are clonal individuals. Upon
treatment with 8-OH (N = 593), trunk fragments produce 25% DH planaria,
72% planaria with normal SH A/P polarity (CRPT), and ∼3% planaria with
indiscriminate shapes lacking eyes completely. At first we considered the
morphologically normal planaria resulting from 8-OH treatment to be
escapees—those that failed to be affected by the treatment, as this kind of
partial penetrance is observed with practically every functional protocol in
most published studies. We then asked: were these animals really
escapees, or might control circuits have been altered in a way that is not
yet apparent? Remarkably, when morphologically normal regenerates
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Figure 2.1. Current morphology does not necessarily represent
target morphology. Representative phenotypes following GJ blocker or
water treatment are shown. Conditions: (A) WT D. japonica pharyngeal
fragments treated in 8-OH 21 days postamputation, 72% cryptic (CRPT),
25% DH (N = 573). (B) Twenty-one days postamputation,
DH D. japonica created from pharyngeal fragments treated in 8-OH were
recut in water. Heads were completely removed past the auricles on each
side in equal amounts, 100% DH (N = 100). Left side DH trunk fragment
regenerated the DH shown on the right. (C) Twenty-one days
postamputation, D. japonica cryptic planaria created from pharyngeal
fragments treated in 8-OH were recut in water. Head was completely
removed past the auricles on anterior side, and an equal amount was
removed from the posterior side, 77% cryptic (N = 155), 23% DH (N =
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155). Left side cryptic fragment regenerated the DH shown on the right.
Right side cryptic regenerated from another parent cryptic planarian not
shown. (D) WT D. japonica pharyngeal fragments after an immediate,
subsequent transverse amputation can regenerate independent patterning
fates (both DH and cryptic). Scale bars represent 1 mm. To see this figure
in color, go online.
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were amputated again, in plain spring water, as long as eight weeks after
the original amputation in 8-OH, it was discovered that they were in fact
not normal with respect to their regenerative outcomes: 23% (N = 155)
regenerated as DH planaria (Fig. 2.1C) with true, duplicated anterior
structures (Fig. S2.2). DH worms were similarly obtained from fragments
taken posterior to the pharynx, ruling out the necessity of a specific body
region (or one having multiple pharynxes) for producing the DH phenotype
in subsequent generations. Thus, morphologically normal cryptic planaria
clearly did not escape the effects of 8-OH, but their alteration is not
apparent in the intact state: their altered pattern memory is revealed only
upon regeneration, despite their normal anatomical phenotype. Thus, the
SH cryptic fraction resulting from 8-OH treatment are not WT (which would
regenerate as 100% SH) but are altered so as to generate the same
proportion of SH and DH forms upon multiple subsequent rounds of
cutting in plain water (Fig. S2.3).
It has been reported that very thin fragments sometimes regenerate
DH planarians in water spontaneously [20]; however, these fragments
were of standard experimental size normally seen in the field, which never
spontaneously regenerate DHs. Although biaxial DH phenotypes have
been reported classically as so-called “heteromorphoses” [341], and the
persistence of DH memory has been shown [1], this is to our knowledge
the first situation in which completely normal-seeming worms will
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regenerate to a radically different bodyplan upon amputation in plain
water: target morphology (the form to make upon future injury) can be
edited to be different than current morphology, despite the normal high
degree of robustness in this highly regenerative species.
Furthermore, the phenotype is stochastic, in the sense that discrete
outcomes occur in predictable ratios within a treated population, but
individual animals (though clonal and living in the same environment)
regenerate toward distinct outcomes despite identical experimental
perturbation. To test whether the stochastic ratio of anatomical outcomes
could be changed by a second exposure to 8-OH, a separate cohort of
cryptic planaria was generated according to protocol and was amputated,
but this time treated in 8-OH a second time. Again, the same stochastic
ratios were seen, 24.5% (N = 439) DH and 75% (N = 439) had normal
morphology. Approximately 0.5% regenerated indiscriminate shapes
without eyes (N = 439). We further confirmed this anatomical coin-toss by
testing adjacent pieces of a cryptic worm that came from the same A/P
level. We found that the stochastic decision to become DH or cryptic is
made independently by each fragment, rather than determined by some
property of the parent worm, as exhibited by the ability of two transverse
pieces of a WT worm fragment to develop two completely different
patterning fates after 8-OH treatment (Fig. 2.1D).
To our knowledge, no data have been available on the stochastic
nature of anatomical reprogramming. One key requirement of such a
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system is that it directs downstream activity of the genetic programs that
establish head and tail structures. We found that even after posterior
identity at the tail-facing wound is established at the transcriptional level,
anatomical specification can be reversed by subsequent instructive
physiological signals, which respecify both the molecular and the
anatomical state of the new tissue (Fig. 2.2). More importantly, however,
the new stochastic DH pattern has to be somehow stored within the body
of cryptic planaria, so that it can guide the results of subsequent
regeneration. What stable histological, cellular, molecular, or physiological
state distinguishes true WT planaria from normal-looking (SH) cryptic
planaria?

Target morphology is not stored via mature tissues, key early anterior
mRNA expression, or neoblast distribution
Cryptic worms were indistinguishable from normal worms with respect to a
number of key molecular properties, in addition to their normal anatomy.
Cryptic planaria did not have internal mature anterior structures that could
have triggered regeneration of a second head upon amputation. All DH
planaria (100%, N = 5) exhibited strong expression in both heads of head
tissue markers including PC2 [325], 0821_HN, and 1008_HH [327], which
are expressed by the central nervous system, the sensory cells of the
anterior fringe, and brain branches, respectively (Fig. 2.3, C, F, and I). In
contrast, cryptic planaria (100%, N = 5), like WT, only exhibited expression
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Figure 2.2. Transient GJ inhibition overrides expression of early
posterior markers. (A) Planaria were allowed to regenerate for 2 days in
water before they were exposed to a late 3-day treatment in 8-OH. (B)
Two days postamputation, WT D. japonica express early tail markers
(FzT) at the posterior blastema (100%, N = 10). (C) Five days
postamputation, WT D. japonica continue to express tail markers at the
posterior end over a wider area (100%, N = 10). (D) If planaria are treated
in 8-OH from days 2–5, after the posterior genetic program is initiated
(see B), tail marker expression is no longer visible at 5 days (30%, N = 10)
or diminished (30%, N = 10). (E) Timeline of late 8-OH treatment. Planaria
are amputated and soaked in water for two days, at which point tail
markers become visible. GJC is inhibited after tail specification using a 3day soak in 8-OH from days 2–5. By day 5, the decision is reversed and
tail markers are no longer visible. Scale bars represent 1 mm. n ≥ 10 for
each. To see this figure in color, go online.
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of anterior tissue markers at the single anterior end (Fig. 2.3, B, E, and H),
showing that cryptic planaria have normal histological A/P polarity
(Fig. 2.3, A, D, and G).
Likewise, cryptic planaria did not have aberrant expression of early
anterior driver genes in their posterior ends. Focusing on the most
essential candidate, we examined ndk, one of the earliest anterior
specification markers in the planarian [328], commonly used in various
planarian species [52, 53, 342, 343] due to its function of regionalizing
where brain tissues may form [328]. WT planaria cut and regenerated in
water express ndk robustly and only in the anterior region where the
cephalic ganglion resides (100%, N = 13; Fig. 2.3J). Likewise, SH cryptic
planaria also only expressed ndk in the most anterior region (100%, N =
10; Fig. 2.3K). Positive control DH worms expressed ndk robustly at both
ends (100%, N = 10; Fig. 2.3L). Thus, the regeneration of cryptic planaria
as DH is not due to ectopic presence of early essential head-specific
mRNA such as ndk, although it cannot be ruled out that differences could
be found by future studies using as-yet undiscovered anterior determinant
genes.
To test whether cryptic planarians' posterior ends might be
destabilized due to failure to express required tail markers, we probed the
expression of frizzled-T (FzT), a key Wnt receptor gene involved in
specification of the posterior region [344]; in addition to obvious qualitative
differences, we also quantified the spatial distribution of the in situ
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Figure 2.3. Target morphology is not stored via mature tissues,
candidate early anterior mRNA expression, or neoblast distribution.
Tissue-specific analyses were performed at 21 days postamputation. n ≥ 5
for each. WT D. japonica, cut and treated in 8-OH (127 µM), went on to
regenerate a population of DH and a population of cryptic planaria. These
were compared to WT D. japonica cut and treated in water as a control.
Regions showing expression pattern are indicated using green arrows.
Regions devoid of expression pattern are indicated using pink arrows.
(A and B) WT and cryptic planaria express PC2 CNS marker robustly in
the brain and ventral nerve cords that extend to the tip of the tail whereas
(C) DH planaria express PC2 robustly in a bipolar fashion at each end of
the worm. (D), (E), (G), and (H) WT and cryptic planaria also express
mature anterior fringe tissues (0821_HN) and brain branches (1008_HH)
only in the head, not in the tail, whereas (F) and (I) DH express these
robustly at each end of the worm. (J and K) WT and cryptic planaria are
also only limited to robust ndk expression throughout the head region. (L)
Conversely, DH planaria express the early anterior mRNA ndk robustly at
both ends. (M) WT planaria express FzT tail marker significantly near the
tail tip as compared with the anterior tip (p = 0.0001, two-tailed, paired
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Student’s t-test). (N) Similarly, cryptic planaria also significantly
express FzT tail marker near the tail tip as compared with the anterior tip
(p = 0.0004, two-tailed, paired Student’s t-test) and is not statistically
different from expression seen in WT (p = 0.6313, two-tailed, unpaired
Student’s t-test). (O) DH FzT expression comparing the two heads was
not statistically significant (p = 0.4079) All expression levels for FzT were
quantitatively measured for comparison using raw images (450 pixel area,
measured function of shaded values; FIJI software used). (P and Q) WT
and cryptic D. japonica are devoid of neoblasts (H3P
immunohistochemistry, all planes and neoblasts visible) in the region
anterior to the eyes. Neoblasts begin immediately posterior to the eyes
and extend to the tip of the tail. (R) DH have this region devoid of
neoblasts on both sides of the worm. Overall, cryptic planaria, in terms of
these markers, are more similar to WT than to DH despite the fact that
25% will go on to regenerate DH. Scale bars represent 1 mm. To see this
figure in color, go online.
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hybridization signal. WT planaria showed the expected significant
difference in expression of FzT between heads and tails (p =
0.0001; Fig. 2.3M). Similarly, cryptic planaria had significantly higher
expression of FzT in tails compared to heads (p = 0.0004; Fig. 2.3N).
Consistently with this, the difference in FzT expression between the two
heads of DH worms was not statistically significant (p = 0.4079; Fig. 2.3O).
There were no statistically significant differences in expression
of FzT between WT and cryptic planaria (p = 0.74, Fig. S2.2). Thus,
cryptic worms’ posterior ends are true tails indistinguishable from WT tails
by expression of FzT; their altered regenerative pattern is not due to a lack
of tail identity.
Neoblasts in WT and DH D. japonica are absent from the region
anterior to the photoreceptors (Fig. 2.3, P and R) [345]. If abnormal target
morphology was stored in cryptic planaria via headlike distribution of
neoblasts in the posterior structures, this would be revealed by a lack of
proliferating cells near the tip of the posterior region of cryptic planaria.
The distribution of mitotically active cells in cryptic tails using the
standard H3P marker [329] did not resemble the anterior neoblast
distribution (Fig. 2.3Q). In cryptic planaria, the anterior neoblast density
significantly differs from that in the posterior tip (p ≪ 0.0001 for
each; Fig. S2.4), whereas differences in average neoblast density
between WT and cryptic tails were not statistically significant (p = 0.3369).
This confirms that the neoblast distribution in the cryptic worms’ tails is not
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headlike. Thus, cryptic planaria do not maintain their unique regenerative
response via a head-specific distribution of neoblasts in posterior tissues.

Cryptic planaria have different bioelectric physiology from normal planaria
Bioelectric prepatterns regulate cell behavior and developmental pattern
formation [25, 91, 104, 138, 155]. We hypothesized that cryptic planarians'
DH regenerative target morphology could be stored via a change in the
bodywide distribution of cellular resting potentials, especially because 8OH has been shown to alter bioelectric prepatterns by generating more
isopotential regions of Vmem patterning in planaria [139]. Using DiBAC4(3)
voltage reporter, a well-established dye used for characterization of Vmem
signatures of patterning systems in vivo [101, 138, 139, 330], we observed
that mature WT worms have a relatively depolarized anterior region
(Fig. 2.4A). Crucially, cryptic planaria exhibit a second (ectopic) region
of depolarization near the posterior end, including the tail (Fig. 2.4B). WT
and cryptic planaria were imaged in DiBAC4(3) together in the same field
to enable direct comparison of relative Vmem signatures in a pairwise
analysis.
After Vmem analysis, WT and cryptic planaria were bright-field
imaged and recut (Fig. 2.4, A′ and B′). DiBAC4(3) exposure had no effect
on WT planarian polarity (Fig. 2.4C) and correctly indicates depolarization
as verified using a depolarizing treatment consisting of the potassium
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Figure 2.4. Cryptic planaria have differential bioelectric physiology.
(A and B) Vmem reporter assay using DiBAC4(3). Images are
pseudocolored blue-green. Brighter pixels (green) are more relatively
depolarized or positively charged on the inside of cells relative to the
outside. Pixels of lower intensity (blue) are more relatively hyperpolarized
or negatively charged on the inside of cells relative to the outside. (A)
WT D. japonica; anterior cells, particularly around the region of the
auricles (orange arrow), are more relatively depolarized than posterior
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cells. (B) Cryptic planaria also have relatively depolarized anterior cells,
especially around the auricles (left orange arrow) but also have a region of
relative depolarization at the tail (right orange arrow) that is not present in
the tail region of WT. (A′ and B′) Bright field images of animals shown in
(A) and (B), respectively. Planaria were cut according to the diagrams
shown. (C and D) Resultant regenerates from amputated planaria
represented in (C) and (D). (C) A WT regenerate produced
a planarian with normal polarity after DiBAC4(3) analysis. (D) Cryptic
planaria regenerate a DH phenotype after DiBAC4(3) analysis. (E) The DH
phenotype can be reset with bioelectric manipulation. Planaria that are DH
after 8-OH treatment exhibit a permanent change in target morphology.
When soaked in DMSO upon recutting, planaria consistently remain DH
even after three generations of recuts (100%, N = 102). (F) DH planaria,
recut and treated in hyperpolarizing H,K-ATPase inhibitor SCH-28080
show a permanent reset of the target morphology back to the SH
phenotype (34%, N = 102). Scale bars represent 1 mm. To see this figure
in color, go online.
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ionophore valinomycin and potassium gluconate (Fig. S2.5; [91, 138, 330333, 346, 347]). Cryptic planaria that regenerated DH upon recutting
(Fig. 2.4D) all had shown regions of relative depolarization at the posterior
end compared to their paired controls (p = 0.025; Table S2.1). Similarly,
unlike WT tails that are significantly more hyperpolarized than WT heads
(p < 0.01), cryptic tails are not significantly different from cryptic heads
(p > 0.05). These measurements specifically focused on animals that went
on to form DHs, to understand what was different about the worms that
would change their anatomical layout upon cutting. This significant
relationship reveals a physiological signature that, unlike the other tested
properties, reveals what changed in the cryptic planaria: they have a
headlike bioelectric state, in at least the surface tissues of their posterior
end, which could be responsible for the DH regeneration outcome. These
data show that bioelectric state is a unique marker of altered target
morphology in anatomically and molecularly normal planaria, which would
reveal, to our knowledge, their novel regenerative pattern upon future
rounds of amputation.
The above data suggest a specific manipulation for altering the
encoded target morphology. To test the instructive, functional role for the
voltage gradient we observed, we asked: can the persistent DH
morphology be rewritten back to a normal WT condition by manipulation
of Vmem gradients? The alteration of subsequent rounds’ animals’ target
morphology induced by changes of bioelectric connectivity predicts that
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directed manipulation of resting potentials [25, 72, 120, 131, 132, 138,
139, 153, 321, 348] could be used to reverse the worms’ altered
anatomical outcomes. Is the circuit we observed a true bistable pattern
memory switch?
No gain-of-function (misexpression) technology exists for planaria;
thus dominant channel misexpression (used in other model systems for
control of developmental bioelectricity [70, 71]) was not feasible. We
exploited the rich pharmacological toolkit that exists for modulating
bioelectric state by regulating native ion conductances [165]. The H,KATPase ion pump inhibitor SCH-28080, validated by gene-specific
knockdown of H,K-ATPase by RNAi, have been shown to robustly
hyperpolarize planarian tissues, as confirmed with DiBAC4(3) imaging [25];
inhibit head identity in amputated fragments; and suppress ectopic head
formation even in the presence of otherwise DH-producing β-catenin RNAi
[138]. However, the effects of hyperpolarization have never been explored
in the context of permanent (multigeneration) DH phenotypes. Thus, we
sought to determine whether we could reset target morphology back to
normal from the most extreme example of revised target morphology, the
persistent DH state. We observed that 34% of DH planaria (N =
102; Fig. 2.4F) cut and treated with SCH-28080 exhibited normal SH
regeneration, which was persistent across multiple generations, unlike
controls in vehicle (DMSO) that continued to regenerate as DH
(100%, N = 102; Fig. 2.4E). Similarly, after hyperpolarization with SCH	
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28080, the rate of cryptic worm conversion to the DH phenotype
postamputation was reduced to 1% (N = 100). In all cases, the stable
outcome was WT (SH worms that only give rise to SH worms in
subsequent generations), not cryptic. These functional results confirm the
voltage relevance of our dye pattern: the bioelectric method and data
correctly predicted and identified a functional treatment that efficiently
resets the DH state back to normal.
Most crucially, this was not a transient suppression, but was stable
reprogramming: the resulting SH phenotype remained persistent after at
least four consecutive generations of recuts (34%, N = 102; Fig. S2.1C).
All control planaria cut and treated in vehicle (DMSO) remained DH across
all generations of recuts (100%, N = 102; Fig. S2.1A). Thus, the altered
regenerative anatomical pattern encoded in the planarian body can be
forced back to a WT state by resetting the bioelectrical circuit—the stable
voltage prepattern is functionally determinative of regeneration outcome.

Discussion
“The so-called ‘polarity’ exhibited in the regeneration of animals has
suggested the idea … that the phenomenon might be related to the
outcome of differences in potential in different regions; or, in other words,
of electrical polarity. … If this relation should be found to exist, there is a
further opportunity of testing the validity of the conclusion in the case of
axial heteromorphosis.” —T. H. Morgan [341]
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Even in genetically identical populations, individuals can exhibit
heterogeneous phenotypes that could increase fitness in changing
environments [349], drive decisions regarding cell fate and lineage [350],
or lead to differences in overall shape [139]. Several studies (reviewed in
[31]) have shown that target morphology, or pattern memory, can be
manipulated, but no endogenous control mechanisms are known. Here we
show that transient inhibition of GJC permanently alters the shape to
which planaria will regenerate, via a stochastic mechanism involving a
stable bioelectric prepattern. This bioelectric prepattern exists at least in
the surface tissues of the worm; future development of transgenesis and
tissue-specific promoters in planaria will exploit genetically encoded
voltage reporters to probe which cell types store the bioelectric state.
The outcomes of planarian regeneration in each of the observed
stable configurations that result from GJ network perturbation are
summarized in a state transition diagram (Fig. 2.5). The DH state is a
terminal node; worms that regenerate as DH never spontaneously go back
to a cryptic or WT SH state. However, DH worms can be forced back to a
SH state, and the transition probability of cryptic worms to DH is almost
eliminated by exogenous control of resting potential, illustrating that the
observed bioelectric depolarization inherent in cryptic worms is a
functional determinant of anatomical outcome. It is possible that additional
modalities for rewriting the target morphology will be uncovered in future
work; it is likewise possible that <100% penetrant phenotypes reported
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throughout the literature might also reflect other interesting cryptic effects,
which remain to be tested by challenging the escapees in subsequent
experiments. The identification of reagents that permanently rewrite the
target morphology, and insight into the mechanisms underlying such a
change, have until now been hampered by the stochastic, cryptic nature of
this change (apparent escapees) and the robust fidelity of the regenerative
program in the planarian under most manipulations. To our knowledge,
these data are the first demonstration in a metazoan organism of
significant changes to the body plan that are stable, stochastic, and
induced by a brief and purely physiological perturbation.
These findings significantly advance our prior work. Beane et al.
[138] showed that depolarization is able to induce head formation in
posterior facing wounds in one round of regeneration; it was unknown
whether this was stable (permanent) or transient. In contrast, the above
data show voltage change to be sufficient to permanently reset a stable
change in the target morphology (the cryptic phenotype) rather than
merely affecting the WT state. Oviedo et al. [1] showed that DH state can
be permanent; however, that study (and those from all other labs) count
normal-looking worms as merely indicative of a less-than-fully penetrant
phenotype. In contrast, we show that this instead reveals a subtle and
profound change to the animals’ pattern memory. Lastly, we now show
that bioelectric change can override molecular tail identity even after tail
marker is expressed (Fig. 2.2).
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Figure 2.5. Change in target morphology is stable and stochastically
variable. The percentage of phenotype, CRPT (cryptic/SH) or DH (double
head), was recorded from pharyngeal fragments that were treated in GJ
blocker (8-OH), H,K-ATPase inhibitor (SCH-28080), or water. The DH
phenotype remains permanent, but cryptic planarian regeneration is
stochastic, resulting in a 75:25 ratio of SHs to DHs in both water and 8-OH
treatments. To see this figure in color, go online.
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Given that the voltage change induces complete second heads and
resets the DH phenotype to produce tails, it is very likely that these
instructive voltage changes lie upstream of the endogenous gene
networks that are needed to build a head [336]. Bioelectric signaling
operates in concert with downstream target genes and chromatin
modifications. Thus, it is likely that additional components of the DH effect
may include other epigenetic mechanisms that integrate with bioelectrics
to define outcomes above the cell level. Current molecular models have
implicated Wnt signaling as a key regulator of A/P polarity (reviewed in
[351]); however, these models are currently unable to explain the
multigenerational persistence of the DH phenotype, the nature of
stochasticity or escapees of a given treatment, and the ability of target
morphology to be reset by bioelectric manipulations. Regardless of
the putative genes or epigenetic mechanisms that may be involved, we
found a way to simply bypass the molecular genetics that influence
polarity by altering endogenous distributions of resting potential. This is
attractive in translating this work to regenerative medicine because
bioelectric physiology is a much easier target for treatment than genetic
manipulation.
We suggest a model that correctly predicts the ratio of cryptic to DH
worms for the manipulations performed (Fig. S2.6). This model attributes
the emergence of the cryptic state to the breakdown of an organism-wide,
GJ- and polarization-dependent axial pattern memory that continuously
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amplifies the probability of normal, WT morphology as the dominant target
morphology in the event of injury. It assumes that this pattern memory is
implemented by cellular response to a signal transmitted from anterior to
posterior. The consistently correct regeneration of WT animals would be
the result of active, ongoing suppression by this memory signal of the
stochasticity that would be observed if target morphologies were allowed
to compete on a level playing field. The model postulates two effects of
briefly disrupting GJ function with 8-OH treatment after an amputation: 1)
memory signal reception is disrupted immediately at the anterior wound by
the amputation, and slowly at the posterior wound by the disruption of GJdependent signal transmission, leading to stochastic competition between
head and tail pathways at the posterior wound; and 2) both regenerated
heads and regenerated tails are depolarized relative to the middle of the
animal. Stochastic competition between pathways produces DH worms,
whereas the depolarized tail prevents the WT pattern memory from being
reestablished after regeneration, producing the cryptic phenotype. The
depolarized tail of cryptic worms disrupts anterior to posterior transmission
of the memory signal; hence head and tail pathways compete
stochastically at both wounds after further amputations. Externally
polarizing the tail of a cryptic worm reinitiates anterior to posterior
transmission of the memory signal, restoring WT response to further
amputations as observed. As recognized from Turing [233] onward, the
implementation of memory signals such as postulated here requires
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dynamic interaction, either in the form of competition between short- and
long-range signals [352], resonance as implemented in many neural
network models [353], enzymatic amplification of reaction rates, or some
other energy-consuming process. Our current efforts are aimed at
integrating this model and its stochastic dynamics with the recently
developed bioelectric simulator environment [354]. We are constructing a
comprehensive, realistic model comprising the known physiology, generegulatory networks, and biochemical gradients, which can be interrogated
to extract predictions about specific interventions that will achieve desired
outcomes in vivo.
Emergent behavior of physiological networks can supplement the
information available from a fixed genomic sequence. The brain exploited
this ancient trick long ago, as neurons and astrocytes use bioelectrical
networks to maintain and rewrite stable memories not specified by the
genome but rather modified by interactions with the environment [75]. We
suggest a similar scheme operates in somatic tissues [75]. Future work
using a combination of computational modeling platforms [354] and
transgenic animals that will allow the use of optogenetics [102, 264] will
facilitate high-resolution studies of planarian bioelectric circuitry, including
the specific relationship of voltage states and electrical synapses that
determine network topology. The discovery of rewritable pattern memory
and accessible stochasticity of large-scale anatomical states enable future
efforts to specify the bioelectric code in detail, testing quantitative models
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of anatomical decision-making that synthesize cell-driven emergence and
top-down pattern control [287, 355]. It remains to be seen whether the
paradigms of memory encoding in computational neuroscience [75],
and/or other conceptual approaches for understanding cell coordination
toward species-specific shapes, will be the key that cracks this fascinating
problem.
Our results suggest that it is crucial to pursue the understanding of
stable physiological circuits with developmental endpoints, which may
provide important sources of epigenetic plasticity and interact with
biochemical properties encoded by the genome. Promising avenues for
regenerative medicine may lie in manipulating bioelectric physiology for
the reestablishment of proper morphology. Many ion transporters are
already approved for human clinical use. If bioelectric physiology plays a
role in storing morphology, these electroceutical drugs could have promise
in reintroducing shape and structure that has been lost. Future work
integrating stem cell controls, biochemical networks, and physiological
circuits will enable a new depth of understanding of the origin of
anatomical form and applications to its rational control.
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Supporting Material

Supplemental Figure S2.1. DH phenotype can be reset with
bioelectric manipulation. (A) Planaria that are DH after 8-OH treatment
exhibit a permanent change in target morphology. When soaked in only
vehicle (DMSO), which does not induce any patterning defects, recut DH
worms regenerate as DH even after three generations of recuts (100%,
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N=102). (B) The DH phenotype remains persistent when planaria are
allowed to fission on their own, showing that once induced, the phenotype
is stable across the most common reproductive mode of this species.
Orange arrow indicates second head. (C) DH, recut, and treated in
hyperpolarizing H,K-ATPase inhibitor SCH28080 show a permanent reset
of the target morphology back to the SH phenotype (34%, N=102).
Similarly, cryptic worms, recut, and treated in SCH28080 show a reduction
in the number of DHs regenerated (1%, N=100). (D) Representation of
percent DH that were reset permanently by treatment. Error bars = 95%
confidence interval (CIs). Scale bars = 1 mm. SH persisted through three
rounds of cutting (34%, N=102), revealing that the change is not to the
CRPT (variable) phenotype but to a true, stable WT SH outcome.
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Supplemental Figure S2.2. DH worms generated by cutting cryptic
worms have true duplicated mature anterior structures. To confirm
that the DH worms indeed have bi-axial anterior structures, tissue specific
analyses were performed at 21 days post-amputation (n ≥ 5 for each). (A)
Cryptic planaria were cut and allowed to regenerate in water, which
produced a population of DH and another population of SH cryptic
planaria. (B) The DHs that regenerated from the cryptic planaria exhibit
mature chemosensory structures of the anterior fringe (0821_HN) (C) as
well as mature brain branches (1008_HH) on both ends of the planarian
(arrowheads), indicating that these planaria are truly DH with complete,
mature anterior structures. (D) Resulting SH planaria do not have mature
chemosensory structures or (E) mature brain branches in the apparent
posterior region of the planarian. Scale bars = 1 mm.
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Supplemental Figure S2.3. SH regenerates are not WT. This diagram
illustrates in detail why SH regenerates are not WT, by showing the
proportion of each type of worm over the first three consecutive cuts. A
WT planarian regenerates SH pieces with 100% fidelity. Our experiments
show that even normal looking worms resulting from 8-OH treatment are
not truly unaffected, because subsequent cuts result in the same
percentage of DH worms, which would never occur if the SH worms were
WT. Here we analyze this in more detail, with respect to the dynamics of
the three phenotypes in each repeated round of cutting. The null
hypothesis is that 8-OH treatment had limited penetrance and SH worms
were truly unaffected and remained WT – that a large proportion (X%) of
the SH worms will be WT rather than cryptic. This entails that on
generation 1 we would have: WT: X%, DH: 25%, Indiscriminate (no eyes):
3%, and Cryptic SH: (72-X)%. Each next round of the experiment is
performed on SH worms only, and would contain the assumed X% WT
and the (72-X)% cryptics (i.e., 72% of the original population). WT worms
do not ever produce DHs when cut in water with no other treatments, so
all of the regenerates of WT worms would have to be WT. All the DHs,
therefore, must be regenerates of cryptic worms. As this “timecourse” of
our experiment illustrates, the fixed WT assumption implies that the
fraction of cryptics that regenerate to DH must increase with each
generation, even with no additional treatments, which is not observed.
Most importantly, after two rounds of amputation in water, our observance
of 27% DH from the SH animals is not compatible with the hypothesis that
our SH population is WT (n=30, p<0.01, Fisher’s exact test).
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Supplemental Figure S2.4. Density of neoblasts in posterior region of
cryptic planaria does not resemble anterior neoblast density. (A-B)
WT and cryptic Dugesia japonica are devoid of neoblasts (H3P
immunohistochemistry) in the region anterior to the eyes. Neoblasts begin
immediately posterior to the eyes and extend to the tip of the tail.
Neoblasts were counted within a 7 selection extending to 12% of the total
length of the planarian on both anterior and posterior ends using FIJI
software (n ≥ 29) to analyze photos of whole mount transparent worms
with all neoblasts and planes visible. Images were threshold adjusted to
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eliminate background fluorescence. (C) The neoblast density, measured in
number of neoblasts/mm2, was calculated in Excel using FIJI software
count and selection area data. Both WT and cryptic planaria showed a
significant difference in neoblast density (p << 0.0001, two-tailed, unpaired
student’s t-test) comparing anterior to posterior ends, indicating cryptic
tails do not have an anterior-like neoblast distribution. Differences in
average neoblast density between WT and cryptic tails are not statistically
significant (p = 0.3369, two-tailed, unpaired student’s t-test) suggesting
cryptic tails are more similar to WT tails than heads. Similarly, differences
in average neoblast density between WT and cryptic heads are not
statistically significant (p = 0.7813, two-tailed, unpaired student’s t-test).
Asterisks = p << 0.0001. Error bars = standard deviation. Scale bars = 1
mm.
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Supplemental Figure S2.5. Depolarization via valinomycin +
potassium gluconate confirm the ability of DiBAC4(3) to report
Vmem change. Vmem reporter assay using DiBAC4(3) was applied to
control vs. depolarizing ionophore-treated worms to confirm that the dye in
fact correctly reports Vmem change. Images were pseudocolored bluegreen-red as with the other dye imaging in this study. Brighter pixels (red)
indicate cells that are more relatively depolarized (positively charged) on
the inside relative to the outside. Pixels of lower intensity (blue) indicate
cells that are more relatively hyperpolarized (negatively charged) on the
inside relative to the outside. (A) WT and (B) planaria treated in a 1 µM
valinomycin + 150 mM potassium gluconate solution for 1 hour were
imaged whole in DiBAC4(3) on a planarian immobilization chip (PIC) [267].
Exposure to ionophores depolarizes cells directly, in a much stronger
manner than endogenous Vmem circuits because they force equalization of
positive ions, regardless of the channels or other endogenous bioelectric
machinery or cell state. The time course of the experiment had to be very
brief because the global depolarization kills the worms rapidly. The
DiBAC4(3) fluorescence efficiently reveals the strong depolarizing effects
of the ionophore, immediately, even when the worms are not imaged long
enough to reveal the endogenous gradients. Upon quantification of
intensity values across the whole worm (n = 10 pairs), animals soaked in
depolarizing agent were significantly more depolarized than their WT
counterparts (p < 0.05, unpaired t test), consistent with prior studies using
this dye to image voltage [25, 89, 101, 138, 155, 330-334]. Scale bars = 1
mm.
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Supplemental Figure S2.6. Quantitative model of cryptic–DH
branching ratios. (A) Head and tail regeneration pathways are assumed
to be coupled by Vmem dependent mutual inhibition and to both produce
depolarized structures by default. Head and tail pathways are
quantitatively potentiated by H and T factors, respectively; the head
pathway is also potentiated by a “Don’t Make Head” (DMH) signal that is
actively transmitted in the anterior-to-posterior direction by a Vmem- and
GJ-dependent mechanism. Wound signal activates potentiated pathways.
The DMH signal strongly inhibits the head pathway, and modulates the tail
pathway so as to produce a nondepolarized tail. Completed regeneration
of head or tail deactivates the head or tail pathway, respectively. The
activation time τH of the head pathway is shorter than the activation time τT
of the tail pathway; DMH is assumed to act in a time comparable to τH. (B)
The ratio of H and T activities, expressible as an effective concentration
ratio [H]/[T], decreases along the A/P axis. For simplicity, we assume [H]
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decreases while [T] remains constant. It is consistent with but not required
by the model that [H] = Vmem. (C) The parameter τ8OH / τH determines the
relation in time between DMH shutoff by 8-OH and inhibition of the head
pathway by DMH at the posterior wound. Following DMH shutoff, the head
pathway can be activated, producing a DH worm. (D) Simultaneous head
and tail amputations of WT animals yield a remnant trunk. No DMH is
received at the anterior wound, activating the head pathway. DMH is
received at the posterior wound, inhibited the head pathway and allowing
the tail pathway to be activated by the wound signal. (E) If head and tail
amputation is followed by exposure to 8-OH, the head pathway is initiated
normally, in τH, at the anterior wound. The head pathway is activated at
the posterior wound after τ8OH, i.e. after DMH transmission is shut down,
but competes with tail pathway activation during this time. Competition
between the pathways produces a stochastic outcome. (F) The
morphological outcome of remnant trunk regeneration in cryptic worms
with no DMH transmission is determined by the [H]/[T] ratio at the wound
sites. See http://chrisfieldsresearch.com/GJ-memorymodel.htm for an
interactively manipulable version of the model.
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Mathematical details of the model
WT worms cut and trunk fragments exposed to 8-OH
At the anterior cut site, anterior-to-posterior DMH transmission is
halted immediately. The effective concentration [DMH]eff = 0 at the
anterior-facing wound of the trunk fragment, allowing the default Head
pathway to activate.
At the posterior cut site, anterior-to-posterior DMH transmission
continues as long as GJs are operational, inhibiting the Head pathway and
allowing Tail pathway activation. Following exposure to 8-OH, DMH
transmission stops. The effective transmitted DMH activity thus depends
on how soon GJ activity is turned off compared to how fast the Head
pathway can activate. Letting τ8OH = time delay from amputation to 8-OH
exposure and τH = time to activate head pathway, the effective transmitted
DMH activity is:
[DMH]sig = 1/(1 + exp -10((τ8OH/τH) – 1.30))).
Once DMH transmission is turned off, the residual activity in cells
immediately anterior to the posterior wound depends on the posterior cut
position x:
[DMH]res = 1/(1 + exp 10(x – 0.55)).
The probability of Head pathway inhibition and hence Tail pathway
activation at position x is then:
Ptail at x = [DMH]eff at x = [DMH]sig + [DMH]res at x
Normalization gives:
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Phead at x = 1 – Ptail at x
Because Phead = 1 at the anterior facing wound, the probability of a DH
outcome is just Phead at the posterior facing wound, i.e. at position x.

Cryptic worms cut and trunk fragments exposed to 8-OH or water
As DMH transmission is off in cryptic worms, the same outcome is
expected following exposure to either 8-OH or water. The probability of
Head pathway activation then depends only on the ratio of the weak Head
(H) and tail (T) factors, which are effectively irrelevant when DMH
transmission is active.
For simplicity, we assume that [H] has the same dependence on
the posterior cut position as [DMH]res does in a WT animal. In this case,
[H] >> [T] at an anterior wound but [H] ~ [T] at a posterior wound. The
probability Phead at the posterior wound position x, and hence the
probability of a DH outcome, is then just [DMH]res at x scaled by factor
representing the relative strengths of the signals:
Phead at x = 2.1 [DMH]res at x
Constants in these equations are parameters chosen to fit the xdependence of the current plus Oviedo et al. (2010) data.
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Supplemental Table S2.1: Cryptic tails are relatively depolarized
compared with WT tails

WT and cryptic planaria were imaged on the same planarian
immobilization chip (PIC). Average Vmem dye signal intensity was
determined via the measure function using FIJI software. A square box
proportional to 10% of the total length of the planarian was used to select
the most posterior portion of the planarian. Difference between WT and
cryptic tail intensity values were calculated using Excel. Each individual
cryptic planarian had higher average intensity (relatively depolarized) in
the tail region compared to WT and the difference was statistically
significant (p < 0.05, two-tailed, paired student’s t-test). These data
represent only those cryptic animals that went on to form DHs. Worms that
made SHs upon regeneration were excluded from analysis to enable us to
determine what was different about specifically those animals that would
change anatomical layout upon cutting.
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Chapter Three

Early role of bioelectric signaling in the
establishment of anterior/posterior polarity during
planarian regeneration

Fallon Durant, Johanna Bischof, Christopher Fields, Junji
Morokuma, Joshua LaPalme, Alison Hoi, & Michael Levin

In preparation

Data contributions: I contributed data to all panels in all figures except
Figure 3.3 and 3.4. Junji Morokuma contributed to all in situ hybridization
data. Joshua LaPalme, Johanna Bischof, and Alison Hoi assisted with all
Vmem imaging and Alison Hoi contributed to acquiring phenotypic numbers
via drug treatments. Christopher fields created the model presented in 3.4.
Johanna Bischof and Junji Morokuma collected the data for Figure 3.6.
Fallon Durant, Christopher Fields, and Michael Levin all wrote the
manuscript together.
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Abstract
Axial patterning during planarian regeneration relies on a transcriptional
system that implements distinct positional information to the two ends of
an amputated fragment. The earliest known elements of this system have
been reported to begin to demarcate differences between anterior and
posterior wounds at 6 hours post-amputation. However, it is still unknown
what earlier events break the axial symmetry as an input into the
biochemical circuit. Here, we show that bioelectric signaling at 3 hours is
crucial in the formation of proper anterior/posterior polarity in planaria.
Manipulating the endogenous asymmetry in bioelectric state at the
anterior and posterior ends alters gene expression and leads to a doubleheaded phenotype upon regeneration. This can be accomplished by
induced flux of one of several different ions, despite confirmed washout of
ionophores from tissue by 6 hours after cutting. These data reveal a
primary functional role for resting potential per se, taking place within the
first 3 hours after injury, and establishing the downstream pattern of
events that elaborate anatomy over the following 10 days. We propose a
simple model integrating the known mechanisms to explain how
physiological events taking place immediately after injury regulate the
spatial distribution of downstream gene expression and anatomy of
regenerating planaria.
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Introduction
Regeneration requires the reconstruction of complex structures in the
correct anatomical arrangement. Planaria are free-living flatworms that
have an incredible ability to maintain their morphological fidelity after
damage and amputation. One of the biggest open questions in
regenerative biology, starkly highlighted by the planarian model system, is
how tissue fragments are able to determine which cell types and body
structures are missing, and at which locations to recreate them. Planaria
have a clear anterior/posterior (AP) polarity, with a complete, complex
brain and central nervous system [11, 356-358], that they must
recapitulate each time they are challenged to regenerate; how each
wound blastema in a fragment decides what anatomical structure to form
has been the subject of study for over 100 years [20]. Numerous recent
studies have used molecular genetic approaches to investigate the
establishment of correct axial polarity, which includes two components:
forming the correct number of heads and tails, and creating each one at
the correct end with respect to the original alignment of the fragment
within the host.
Wnt signaling is the major genetic orchestrator of AP polarity [351].
Components of this pathway, β-catenin and wnt-1 both repress head
formation and promote tail regeneration at posterior wounds in the
regenerating planarian [51-53, 257, 359, 360]. RNAi-mediated inhibition of
β-catenin signaling is even able to promote head regeneration in planarian
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species with limited native regenerative ability [342, 343]. Similarly, in fully
regenerative animals, RNAi of β-catenin and wnt1 both result in the growth
of ectopic heads instead of tails; however, wnt1 is expressed at both
wounds [257, 259, 360] and thus does not explain the differential fate of
the two ends. Similarly, hedgehog signaling, which may in part regulate
posterior-specific induction of Wnt genes, is expressed fully along the
nervous system rather than posteriorly [326]. Known inhibitors of the wnt
pathway such as axin [54] and APC-1 [53] have been shown to induce
two-tailed phenotypes upon RNAi knockdown. The currently favored
molecular models of polarity establishment involve feedback loops
between Wnt signaling and other genetic determinants of polarity, such as
ERK [361]. One such model suggests that notum, another inhibitor of the
wnt pathway [362], interacts with β-catenin in a negative feedback loop,
but not much is known about what initially breaks the symmetry to result in
the formation of a proper head and a tail in the proper orientation [258].
Notum appears shortly after injury (6-24 hours) and is required for the
establishment of proper polarity [258]. Strikingly, notum is the only known
gene with an asymmetrical transcriptional response up to 24 hours postamputation [363]. Therefore, although much is known about the wound
program that precedes regeneration [34] and the later genetic programs
that are crucial for proper anterior/posterior polarity [21, 53, 257, 258, 326,
351, 361], very little is known about the early factors that control the
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reestablishment of polarity other than the asymmetric expression of the
gene notum [363] and its repression of β-catenin [258].
Transcriptional circuits operating in single cells need spatial inputs
that orient them with respect to the axes of the organism, in order to
generate large-scale polarity such as the invariant anterior-posterior
patterning observed in fragments of planaria. What might be the input that
breaks symmetry for the β-catenin/Wnt amplification loop and ensures that
the respective ends of the fragment acquire the correct anterior and
posterior identities? In other systems, such as the vertebrate left-right axis,
subsequent transcriptional cascades that implement positional information
receive inputs from upstream physiological signals; these pathways
amplify small biophysical biases and align the differential expression of the
earliest genes with the correct geometrical regions of the early embryo
[89, 364, 365]. Could a similar system be used in planaria?
Interestingly, it is already known that bioelectric states are involved
in planarian regenerative patterning [366], mirroring conserved roles for
biophysical pathways in organ- and organism-scale patterning in
vertebrate and invertebrate models [367-369]. Classical gain-of-function
experiments by Marsh and Beams [65, 67, 68] showed re-setting of axial
polarity by applying external electric fields to regenerating flatworms [370,
371]. More recently, imaging of endogenous bioelectric gradients [138,
372, 373] and loss-of-function strategies targeting ion channel, pump, and
gap junction proteins implicated bioelectrics in planarian cell cycle
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regulation [74], head shape [139], size control [25], and stable as well as
stochastic outcomes in anterior-posterior polarity [1, 132, 138, 197, 373],
What is still not known is how early the bioelectric signaling acts in this
context – the earliest events have not been probed.
To probe the heretofore-mysterious events upstream of notum
expression, we wondered whether the polarity of anterior-posterior axes in
planarian fragments was initiated by a biophysical signal upstream of the
earliest transcriptional events that amplify AP asymmetry. Here, we test
the hypothesis that the membrane voltage (Vmem) differences that have
been observed at 24 hours post amputation [373] are in fact established
far earlier during regeneration. To avoid confounds with potential
additional roles of endogenous electrogenic proteins, we used diverse
ionophores to directly manipulate resting potential without relying on
specific ion channel/pump proteins. While these ionophores were seen to
wash out of tissue within 6 hours of amputation, their control of Vmem
permanently determined the subsequent gene expressions and
anatomical patterning events (resulting in 2-headed heteromorphoses).
We synthesize the bioelectric and gene expression data into a model that
explains how bioelectricity works in concert with biochemical positional
information systems to enable robust pattern homeostasis during
regeneration.
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Materials and Methods
Planarian colony care
A clonal strain of Dugesia japonica was kept and maintained in
accordance to Oviedo et al. [323] and were starved >7 days before all
experiments were performed and continued to be starved for the duration
of the experiment. Starvation is necessary to control the metabolic
variability seen within individuals [323] and had no affect on regenerative
speed or ability. Planaria at the beginning of each experiment were 5-15
mm in length before being amputated into fragments.

Ionophore treatment and amputations
Amputations were performed as in Nogi and Levin [197]. Fragments
posterior to the pharynx and half way between the tail tip (PT fragments)
were made using a sharp scalpel and cut on a moistened cooled Kimwipe
(Kimberly-Clark, New Milford, CT) and piece of black filter paper. Within
immediately after cutting, fragments were transferred to either a 0.24 µM
Nigericin (Adipogen) + 15 mM Potassium Gluconate (Sigma-Aldrich)
solution (nigericin) or a 0.08 µM Monensin (Cayman Chemical Company)
+ 90 mM Sodium Gluconate (Sigma-Aldrich) solution (monensin).
Nigericin and monensin stock solutions were made in ethanol and all
control solutions contained corresponding amounts of ethanol in water.
Nigericin and monensin solutions were made first by dissolving potassium
gluconate or sodium gluconate in commercial natural spring water (Poland
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Spring, PS; Poland Spring Water, Framingham, MA), then suspending
appropriate amounts of nigericin or monensin ethanol-based stock into the
gluconate solutions. Nigericin, monensin, and ethanol control solutions
were removed 3 hours post amputation, washed 3 times in PS water, and
allowed to regenerate in groups of 30-40 worms at 20°C for the first seven
days following amputation in deep-dish plates (100 x 20 mm; Fisherbrand;
Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA). Animals were then moved to
10°C to prevent fissioning.

Phenotype scoring and statistical analysis
Scoring was performed using a model No. SV6 dissecting microscope
(Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany). Criteria for a double-head phenotype
were at least one eye on each side of the worm. Samples were allowed to
regenerate until at least day 14 before scoring. Sample sizes reflected in
text are pooled from multiple replicates over the course of several months.

In situ hybridization
Animals were fixed in formaldehyde-based solution for whole-mount in situ
hybridization as in Pearson et al. [324] using the probe notum. The fullcodon ORF of Dj notum was gene synthesized, based on the sequence
homology from the RNA-seq data used in [374]. From this, the in situ
probe was generated again full-length clone, and probe was hydrolyzed to
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shorter length for better penetration. Assigned accession number for
notum is MH000608.

Gene knockdown with RNA interference
dsRNA was created and injected as in [375]. β-catenin RNAi [1] was
injected on days 1-3 and worms were cut on day 7 into 5 pieces as shown
in [1]. DH worms were then scored, and Vmem imaged.

Membrane voltage reporter assay
Bis-[1,3-dibarbituric acid]-trimethine oxanol (DiBAC4(3); Invitrogen,
Carlsbad, CA) was used for all membrane voltage reporting assays as in
Adams et al. [101] and Oviedo et al. [330]. Planaria were amputated as
above to produce PT fragments that were treated in nigericin, monensin,
or control ethanol solutions. 3 hour time points remained in drug with
added DiBAC4(3) for membrane voltage imaging. 6 hour time points were
removed as above, washed into water, and placed in a PS + DiBAC4(3)
solution. Planaria were immobilized using 2% melting point agarose and
Planarian Immobilization Chips [267]. Ethanol treated controls were
imaged side by side on the same chip in tandem with ionophore treated
animals, ventral side up so that direct comparisons between pairs could
be made. Animals were tracked individually in multiwell, non-treated cell
culture plates (24-well; Greiner Bio-One, Monroe, NC). Functionality of
DiBAC4(3) was verified recently in [373]. Voltage profiling data are limited
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to the outermost layer of cells as the depth of the dye is limited to ~50µm
due to opacity of pigmentation of planarian tissues.

Image collection and processing
Membrane voltage images were collected using a model No. AZ100
Stereomicroscope (Nikon, Melville, NY) with a model No. DL-604M VP
camera (Andor Technology, South Windsor, CT), using an
epifluorescence optics FITC filter (GFP HC: 470/40, 495, 525/50). Images
were pseudocolored using NIS-Elements imaging software (Nikon).
Original black and white images were flat-field corrected using the
software Fiji [376]. All other images were collected using a model No.
SMZ1500 microscope (Nikon) with a Retiga 2000R camera (Qimaging,
Surrey, BC, Canada) and Q-Capture imaging software (Qimaging). Adobe
Photoshop (Adobe Systems, San Jose, CA) was used to organize figures,
rotate and scale images, and improve visibility of entire image with the
exception of the membrane voltage image which were unaltered for
brightness. Data were neither added nor subtracted; original images
available upon request.

Chemical analysis of ionophore washout
Detection of nigericin and monensin by LC/MS (Harvard FAS Core
Facility, Cambridge, MA) were carried out on a Thermo Scientific Dionex
UltiMate 3000 UHPLC coupled to a Thermo Q Exactive Plus mass
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spectrometer system (Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc, Waltham, MA)
equipped with an HESI-II electrospray ionization (ESI) source. Data were
acquired with Chromeleon Xpress software for UHPLC and Thermo
Xcalibur software version 3.0.63 for mass spectrometry, and processed
with Thermo Xcalibur Qual Browser software version 4.0.27.19.
A 5 µL sample was injected onto the UHPLC including a HPG3400RS binary pump with a built-in vacuum degasser and a thermostatted
WPS-3000TRS high performance autosampler. A Symmetry Shield RP18
analytical column (2.1x150 mm, 3.5 µm) from Waters Corporation (Milford,
MA) was used at the flow rate of 0.3 mL/min using 0.2% acetic acid in
water as mobile phase A and 0.2% acetic acid in methanol as mobile
phase B. The column temperature was maintained at room temperature.
The following gradient was applied: 0-2.4 min: 0% B isocratic, 2.4-3.4
min: 0-70% B, 3.4-4.4 min: 70-100% B,4.4-8.4 min: 100% B isocratic, 8.48.5 min: 100-0%B, 8.5-13.5 min: 0% B isocratic.
The MS conditions were as follows: negative ionization mode for all
targets; full scan mass range, m/z 60 to 850; resolution, 70,00; AGC
target, 1e6; maximum IT, 220 ms; spray voltage, 3500 V; capillary
temperature, 280 ˚C; sheath gas, 47.5; Aux gas, 11.25; probe heater
temperature, 412.5 ˚C; S-Lens RF level, 50.00. A mass window of ± 5
ppm was used to extract the ion of [M-H]- for all the targets. Targets were
considered detected when the mass accuracy was less than 5 ppm and
there were a match of isotopic pattern between the observed and the
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theoretical ones and a match of retention time between those in real
samples and standards.

Statistical analysis of bioelectric physiology
Quantitative comparisons of anterior vs. posterior blastemas and
ionophore treated vs. control ethanol treated animals were performed
using the software Fiji. To evaluate differences blastemas, equal areas in
original black and white images were selected to compare anterior and
posterior blastemas. For the ionophore experiments, the area of each
entire fragment was selected. Both analyses were performed in the
software after corrections and average intensity was quantified using the
measure function. Statistical comparisons between anterior vs. posterior
blastemas and between ionophore vs. ethanol treated animals (as well as
a control vs. control comparison) were made using Microsoft Excel to
calculate Student’s t-test (two-tailed distribution, unpaired samples,
unequal variance).

Predictive modeling
An interactive simulation tool implementing the model of wound blastema
response to bioelectric state described below was developed using
javascript and HTML Canvas. The model can be manipulated and its
source code examined at https://chrisfieldsresearch.com/bcnd-modelv3.1.htm.
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Results
Bioelectric differences between anterior and posterior blastemas begin
before asymmetrical anterior gene expression
Although bioelectric signaling has been shown to be different along the
anterior to posterior axis of regenerating planaria as early as 24 hours
[138], it is not known how early this difference is first established. We used
DiBAC4(3) voltage reporting dye (which was previously shown to be an
accurate reporter of Vmem [101, 330]) to assay steady state voltage
differences between the anterior and posterior blastema as early as one
hour post amputation. Even at the earliest time points, regardless of where
cuts were made along the AP axis of the worm, anterior blastemas were
more depolarized compared with posterior blastemas (Figure 3.1A,
p<0.05, N=14, paired t test). Significant differences between the anterior
and posterior blastema seen between 0-6 hours (Figure 3.1B, p<0.01,
N=49, paired t test) persisted at 6-12 hours (Figure 3.1C, p<0.01, N=23,
paired t test), 12-18 hours (Figure 3.1D, p<0.01, N=9, paired t test), and
18-24 hours (Figure 3.1E, p<0.01, N=28, paired t test).
The most current data on transcriptional aspects of planarian
regeneration suggested that the earliest distinguishing factor between
anterior and posterior blastemas in planaria is asymmetrical transcriptional
response of the gene notum [363], which is crucial for establishing proper
head-tail formation in regenerating planaria [258]. Thus, first we cloned the
Dugesia japonica version of notum and characterized its expression
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Figure 3.1. Anterior/Posterior differences in bioelectric signaling
exist before the earliest asymmetrically expressed gene notum
appears. (A-E) Vmem reporter assay using DiBAC4(3). Images are
pseudocolored blue-green-red. Brighter pixels (red) are most positively
charged on the inside of cells relative to outside. Pixels of lower intensity
(blue) are relatively hyperpolarized or more negatively charged on the
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inside of cells relative to outside. Green arrows indicate anterior blastema
and blue arrows indicate posterior blastema. (A) WT D. japonica
fragments cut from the same worm 2 hours before DiBAC4(3) imaging.
Boxes indicate paired wound sites that were once the same location in the
animal. Anterior facing blastemas are significantly depolarized compared
with posterior facing blastemas (p<0.05, N=14, paired t test) (B-E) WT D.
japonica fragments representing time points post amputation in DiBAC4(3).
All time points had anterior blastemas that were significantly more
depolarized that posterior blastemas (p<0.01, paired t test) (measure
function, Fiji software) (B) 0-6 hours, (C) 6-12 hours, (D) 12-18 hours, (E)
18-24 hours. (F) Timeline indicating notum expression in WT regenerating
D. japonica 0-24 hours post amputation. Amputation plane indicated in
red. Top row of photos indicates anterior fragment with posterior blastema.
Bottom row of photos indicates posterior fragment with anterior blastema.
Purple arrows indicate punctate expression pattern. Scale bars represent
1 mm.
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pattern relative to the timecourse of bioelectric state change. Dj-Notum
showed a similar expression pattern to that found in Schmidtea
mediterranea [377, 378], showing asymmetrical expression of notum at
the anterior vs. posterior blastema as early as 6 hours post amputation
(Figure 3.1F). These differences are not seen at 3 hours post amputation,
by which time point we observed a significant depolarization at the anterior
blastema relative to the posterior blastema (P<0.0001, N=49, paired t
test). We conclude that bioelectrical asymmetries between the anterior
and posterior blastemas occur prior to the earliest known asymmetric
gene expression in planaria.

Early alteration of bioelectric physiology results in robust changes to
anterior/posterior polarity
To determine whether the early bioelectric states are functionally
important for proper establishment of anterior/posterior polarity after
regeneration, we sought to directly alter the resting potential of cells (thus
avoiding any possible confounds from non-bioelectric roles of channels
and pumps). We treated regenerating fragments with the potassium
ionophore nigericin [379] to depolarize both blastemas within the first 0-3
hours of regeneration. We amputated PT fragments from whole worms
and soaked them in a 0.24 uM nigericin + 15mM potassium gluconate
solution for the first 3 hours of regeneration before switching them to water
to allow them to regenerate (Figure 3.2A). As expected, at 3 hours post
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Figure 3.2. Nigericin treatment depolarizes worm fragments and
leads to regeneration of double-headed planaria. (A) Nigericin
treatment timeline. PT fragments were amputated from WT Dugesia
japonica and treated with 0.24 µM nigericin + 15mM potassium gluconate
for the first 3 hours post amputation side by side with corresponding
ethanol in PS water controls. Animals were moved from treatment
solutions into water and washed 3 times. Worms regenerated at 20 °C for
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one week and a following week at 10 °C before they were scored. (B-C)
Vmem reporter assay using DiBAC4(3). Images are pseudocolored bluegreen-red. Brighter pixels (red) are most positively charged on the inside
of cells relative to outside. Pixels of lower intensity (blue) are relatively
hyperpolarized or more negatively charged on the inside of cells relative to
outside. Green arrows indicate anterior blastema and blue arrows indicate
posterior blastema. (B) WT D. japonica PT fragment 3 hours post
amputation. (C) Depolarized nigericin treated D. japonica PT fragment 3
hours post amputation. (D) WT D. japonica PT regenerate 2 weeks post
amputation. (E) Nigericin treated D. japonica PT regenerate double head 2
weeks post amputation. (F) Quantitative graph showing average intensity
differences between samples imaged on the same platform. No difference
was seen comparing two control animals 3 hours post amputation (p>0.05,
N=18, paired t test) (blue). At 3 hours post amputation, nigericin treated
animals were relatively depolarized compared with corresponding ethanol
controls (p<0.05, N=18, paired t test, indicated by asterisk) (red). Scale
bars represent 1 mm.
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amputation, nigericin treated animals were significantly depolarized
compared with their ethanol treated controls (Figure 3.2B-C and F,
p<0.05, N=18, paired t test).
These nigericin treated animals remained significantly depolarized
through the 6-hour time point, even after removal from the drug (Figure
3.5H, p<0.01, N=23, paired t test), and resulted in the formation of 13%
double heads upon regeneration and control animals remained normal
(Figure 3.2D-E) (p<0.01, N=132, Fisher’s exact test). Average intensity
differences between nigericin treated animals and controls increased
between the 3 and 6 hour time points and were both significantly different
from non-treated control comparisons (p<0.01, one-way ANOVA). By 6
hours, nigericin is completely gone from the worms’ tissues (Figure 3.5K).
Thus, we conclude that subsequent DH patterning shows that a very
transient bioelectric signal is remembered and canalized into biochemical
and later anatomical consequences.

Bioelectric control of patterning is not dependent on one specific ion
species
We next asked whether the induction of 2-head state was a specific
consequence of K+ signaling or of changes in Vmem per se. Thus, we
performed the same experiment with the sodium ionophore monensin
[380] (Figure 3.3A). Exposure to 0.08 µM monensin + 90 mM sodium
gluconate for the first 3 hours of regeneration resulted in significant
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Figure 3.3. Double headed planaria created by depolarization is not
ion dependent as seen by monensin treatment. (A) Monensin
treatment timeline. PT fragments were amputated from WT Dugesia
japonica and treated with 0.08 µM monensin + 90 mM sodium gluconate
for the first 3 hours post amputation side by side with corresponding
ethanol in PS water controls. Animals were moved from treatment
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solutions into water and washed 3 times. Worms regenerated at 20 °C for
one week and a following week at 10 °C before they were scored (B-C)
Vmem reporter assay using DiBAC4(3). Images are pseudocolored bluegreen-red. Brighter pixels (red) are most positively charged on the inside
of cells relative to outside. Pixels of lower intensity (blue) are relatively
hyperpolarized or more negatively charged on the inside of cells relative to
outside. Green arrows indicate anterior blastema and blue arrows indicate
posterior blastema. (B) WT D. japonica PT fragment 3 hours post
amputation. (C) Depolarized monensin treated D. japonica PT fragment 3
hours post amputation. (D) WT D. japonica PT regenerate several weeks
post amputation. (E) Monensin treated D. japonica PT regenerate double
head several weeks post amputation. (F) Quantitative graph showing
average intensity differences between samples imaged on the same
platform. No difference was seen comparing two control animals 3 hours
post amputation (p>0.05, N=17, paired t test) (blue). At 3 hours post
amputation, monensin treated animals were relatively depolarized
compared with corresponding ethanol controls (p<0.01, N=18, paired t
test, indicated by asterisk) (red). Scale bars represent 1mm.
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depolarization compared with their vehicle (ethanol)-treated controls
(Figure 3.3B-C and F, p<0.01, N=18, paired t test). This led to the
regeneration of 12% double-headed worms in the monensin-treated
animals, while all control animals regenerated normally (Figure 3.3D-E)
(p<0.01, N=89, Fisher’s exact test). We conclude that this phenomenon is
not dependent on the chemical nature of 1 ion, but rather specifically a
consequence of the bioelectric depolarization of tissues.

A Model Integrating Planarian Bioelectrics to Regenerative Outcomes
To understand and control regeneration, it is important to derive the rule(s)
explaining patterning outcomes as a function of physiological state. We
propose the following model of decision-making at each wound. In a
normal, regenerating wild-type worm, there is a distribution of Vmem across
the anterior/posterior axis starting from more depolarized at the anterior
and becoming more hyperpolarized at the tip of the tail [138]. Upon
amputation, each wound amplifies its current Vmem in the blastema via a
positive feedback loop involving calcium signaling [381-383], whereby
regions of greater depolarization experience greater calcium flux and, in
turn, calcium signaling leads to further depolarization. The blastema cells
then compare their current Vmem state with the nearby non-blastema cells
via gap junction communication (voltage gating and electrophoretic effects
mediated by GJC between adjacent cells allows small molecule signaling
to occur differentially depending on the relative voltage states of the two
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connected cells (reviewed in [384-386]). If the blastema cells are more
depolarized, this triggers initiation of the canonical brain/head pathway
(reviewed in [58, 387]). If the blastema cells have approximately the same
Vmem or are more hyperpolarized compared with neighboring cells, this
leads to initiation of the Tail pathway. This all happens within the first few
hours of regeneration, and ultimately leads to the regeneration of mature
head and tail tissues (Figure 3.4A). In contrast, in an ionophore-treated
animal, both wounds become similarly depolarized such that when the
amplification step happens, both wound blastemas are more depolarized
when they compare their current state with the non-blastema cells. This
leads to the initiation of the Brain/Head pathway and the subsequent
regeneration of a double-headed phenotype. In this model, each blastema
makes an independent decision based on local condition.
To help understand these results and make further testable predictions,
we have implemented this model of wound blastema response to
bioelectric state as an interactive, quantitative simulation tool (available for
examination and use at https://chrisfieldsresearch.com/bcnd-modelv3.1.htm). The model is shown as an effective regulatory circuit in Figure
3.4. Untreated, WT D. japonica have highly-depolarized heads and
slightly depolarized tails relative to their un-depolarized
midsections. When a PT fragment is amputated, its depolarization profile
rapidly returns to a state qualitatively similar to that of an intact adult, i.e.
the anterior wound is highly depolarized and the posterior wound is slightly
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Figure 3.4. A Model Integrating Planarian Bioelectrics to
Regenerative Outcomes. A) Cells at the surfaces of wound blastema
(inserts) are assumed to measure the difference between their own
depolarization (Vmem(B)) and the average depolarization (Vmem(Int)) of
neighboring cells just interior to the wound blastema. If this difference is
larger than some threshold value, the Brain/Head pathway is activated; if
the difference is smaller than this threshold or negative, the Tail pathway
is activated. Branching between pathways is modeled by logistic-function
kinetics, with default values (adjustable in the model simulation tool) of 9
mV for the threshold and 80% for the voltage-difference detection
precision. Local mutual inhibition by Notum and β-catenin is active in
otherwise-untreated WT animals. B) Treatment with nigericin immediately
amputation depolarizes both wound blastema, leading to Brain/Head
pathway activation and head regeneration at both wounds. Excessive
blastema depolarization turns local mutual inhibition by Notum and βcatenin off.
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depolarized relative to the midsection of the fragment (Figure 3.1 B, Figure
3.2 A). This depolarization response is sensitive to Ca2+ concentration at
the wound [138, 142, 388]; previous results also suggest it is dependent
on gap-junction communication (GJC) between cells of the wound
blastema and their near neighbors [373].
The A/P depolarization profile of the fragment quantitatively
determines regenerative outcome in the current model. Whether the
Brain/Head pathway or the Tail pathway is implemented by a wound
blastema is quantitatively determined by the depolarization difference
between blastema cells and their near neighbors in the interior of the
fragment, with a large depolarization difference activating the Brain/Head
pathway and a small or negative difference activating the Tail pathway
(Fig. 3.4A). The pathway decisions at the two wound blastema depend
only on the local depolarization difference and are completely
independent. If both wound blastema are depolarized, both blastema
activate the Brain/Head pathway and a double-head phenotype results
(Fig. 3.4B). The current model predicts that any treatment that results in
local depolarization at a wound blastema immediately after wounding will
induce Brain/Head pathway activation at that blastema; whether the
Brain/Head pathway is fully executed to produce a phenotypically normal
brain and head may, however, depend on multiple downstream factors.
Consistent with the observations reported here, activation of the
Brain/Head pathway is assumed to quantitatively induce notum
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expression; similarly, activation of the Tail pathway is assumed to
quantitatively induce β-catenin expression (Fig. 3.4A). Local mutual
inhibition by notum and β-catenin is assumed, in the model, to assure a
winner-take-all decision by each blastema to activate either the
Brain/Head or the Tail pathway, preventing regenerates in which both
Head and Tail components are regenerated at a single wound
blastema. A local, quantitative role of notum/β-catenin mutual inhibition is
consistent with notum RNAi enabling Tail pathway activation at both
anterior and posterior wounds and β-catenin RNAi enabling Head pathway
activation at both wounds in otherwise untreated WT animals
[258]. Expression of both notum and β-catenin is assumed to be
quantitatively inactivated by excessive blastema depolarization (Figure
3.4B). As all cells would be expected to activate the Brain/Head pathway
in a highly-depolarized wound blastema, inhibition of the Tail pathway by
notum would not be necessary to prevent tail regeneration in this case.
Therefore, we make the testable prediction that nigericin treatment, which
creates a large depolarization at each end of a regenerating worm, will
reduce overall notum expression.

Early alteration of Vmem changes notum expression pattern
The feedback loop between β-catenin and notum signaling [258] is still
poorly understood. In particular, what could explain that the first
asymmetrically expressed anterior gene notum [363] is completely missing
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from the double-headed worms produced by β-catenin knockdown [258]?
Our model suggests that notum primarily exists as a tool to inhibit wnt
signaling at anterior wounds, rather than initiating anterior patterning. The
question that then remains is what the initiating factor that breaks the
symmetry and allows notum to be expressed asymmetrically? In the case
of nigericin treatment, both blastemas are heavily depolarized, wiping the
physiological asymmetry seen in early regenerating fragments. Our model
predicts in this scenario, notum expression would not occur. We tested
this hypothesis by exploring how a 3 hour nigericin treatment would affect
notum expression in regenerating fragments.
To test the predictions made by our model and gain more insight
into the mechanisms by which Vmem controls anatomy, we asked whether
the effect was mediated by changes of regeneration-relevant transcripts.
In a normal regenerating planarian, at 3 hours post amputation, the
anterior blastema is depolarized relative to the posterior blastema (Figure
3.5A). At this time, notum is not expressed throughout the fragment
(Figure 3.5B, 100%, N=20). At 6 hours post amputation, the depolarized
anterior blastema remains (Figure 3.5C) and notum is expressed
asymmetrically at the anterior end of the animal (Figure 3.5D, 89%, N=37).
This leads to the regeneration of a worm with normal anterior/posterior
polarity (Figure 3.5E).
When a regenerating planarian is exposed to a depolarizing
solution of nigericin for the first 3 hours of regeneration (Figure 3.5F),
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Figure 3.5. A brief, 3-hour depolarization changes early expression of
anterior driving polarity genes. PT fragments were amputated from WT
Dugesia japonica and treated with 0.24 µM nigericin + 15mM potassium
gluconate for the first 3 hours post amputation side by side with
corresponding ethanol in PS water controls. Animals were moved from
treatment solutions into water and washed 3 times. (A, C, F, H) Vmem
reporter assay using DiBAC4(3). Images are pseudocolored blue-green.
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Brighter pixels (green) are most positively charged on the inside of cells
relative to outside. Pixels of lower intensity (blue) are relatively
hyperpolarized or more negatively charged on the inside of cells relative to
outside. Green arrows indicate anterior blastema and blue arrows indicate
posterior blastema. (B, D, G, I) Notum expression in regenerating planaria
PT fragments (A) PT fragment of a regenerating control worm in very
dilute ethanol solution 3 hours post amputation imaged in DiBAC4(3). (B)
Lack of notum expression in a PT fragment of a regenerating control worm
treated in a very dilute ethanol solution 3 hours post amputation. (C) PT
fragment of a regenerating control worm treated in a very dilute ethanol
solution 6 hours post amputation imaged in DiBAC4(3). (D) Robust
punctate notum expression (purple arrow) at the anterior of a PT fragment
of a regenerating worm treated in a very dilute ethanol solution 6 hours
post amputation. (E) Brightfield image of a normal control regenerate
treated in a corresponding ethanol solution. (F) PT fragment of a
depolarized regenerating planaria in nigericin 3 hours post amputation
imaged in DiBAC4(3). (G) Lack of notum expression in a PT fragment of a
regenerating nigericin treated worm 3 hours post amputation. (H)
Depolarized PT fragment of a regenerating nigericin treated worm 6 hours
post amputation imaged in DiBAC4(3). (I) Lack of notum expression in a
PT fragment of a regenerating nigericin treated worm 6 hours post
amputation. (J) Brightfield image of a double-headed worm resultant from
nigericin treatment. (K) Liquid chromatography mass spectrometry
indicating the presence of nigericin. Peak at 6.35 min indicates presence
nigericin (lavender region). Peak is clearly defined in animals soaking in
nigericin at 3 hours post amputation (red). By 6 hours post amputation (3
hours post washout) nigericin is no longer present (blue) similar to
corresponding 3 hour (brown) and 6 hour (green) corresponding ethanol
controls. Peaks seen at 6.20 and 6.18 minutes are other compounds
having ions in a similar m/z range. These signals are low and can be
considered noise.
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notum is not expressed at 3 hours (Figure 3.5G, 100%, N=30), as in
controls. However, animals remain depolarized at the 6 hour time point
(Figure 3.5H) and thus notum fails to begin its normal expression in a
majority of animals (Figure 3.5I, 85%, N=27). This leads to the
regeneration of 13% double-headed worms (Figure 3.5J). Importantly, this
change in gene expression occurs without the presence of nigericin, as
the drug is gone from the worms’ tissues at 6 hours post amputation
(Figure 3.5K). We conclude that bioelectric state allows correct expression
of notum, the earliest known gene with asymmetrical AP expression, and
potentially other transcripts participating in regenerative control.

Vmem is a comprehensive upstream node: disrupting downstream targets
alters polarity, but fails to properly scale anatomy
Our model predicts and notum expression data suggest that Vmem is the
topmost control knob in the system that establishes polarity. Therefore, we
checked Vmem signatures in β-catenin RNAi animals. It has been shown in
the past that double-heads made with ivermectin, an activator of the
invertebrate glutamate-gated chloride (GluCl) channel [171], are relatively
depolarized compared to controls [138]. However, after amputation post-βcatenin RNAi injection (Figure 3.6A), the double heads that formed were
not depolarized compared with controls (Figure 3.6B-C), this suggests that
β-catenin is a target downstream of Vmem as the bioelectric signaling is
unaffected. Moreover, the DH phenotypes after β-catenin RNAi are
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Figure 3.6. β-catenin RNAi induces DHs without depolarization (A)
Schematic showing beta-catenin RNAi injection, which results in
regeneration of DHs from cut fragments. (B) DiBAC4(3) staining of a βcatenin RNAi induced DH (left) and a WT SH (right), with arrows indicating
heads, showing no relative difference in the Vmem (p>0.05, paired t-test).
Scale bar 0.2 mm. (C) Quantification of overall DiBAC4(3) fluorescence
intensity for beta-catenin RNAi induced DH relative to SH worm (N=10).
(D-F) Example images of β-catenin induced DHs, showing abnormal
shapes and defects in remodeling towards a normal body shape during
the course of regeneration, arrows indicate heads. Scale bar 0.2 mm,
images taken 3 weeks after cutting. (G) Schematic showing some of the
known properties that contribute to anatomical shape. Our data suggest
Vmem is an upstream node of β-catenin, a major contributor to the A/P
polarity pathway, in that Vmem manipulations can change A/P polarity with
proper size control unlike β-catenin RNAi phenotypes.
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improperly scaled where the newly regenerated tissue on one side smaller
than the other (Figure 3.6D-F). This is in contrast to the DHs made with
nigericin whose heads are directly proportional to one another (Figure
3.2E). Therefore, we conclude that by altering Vmem, our model’s first
player in the establishment of anterior/posterior polarity, it is possible to
change posterior organ identity and properly scale it. However, by
affecting one of the downstream targets, in this case β-catenin, we can
change posterior organ identity, but it is unable to properly scale.

Discussion
Early, specific bioelectric signatures are clear and present in regenerating
planaria
We now have multitudes of evidence that bioelectric physiology is
important for wound healing [98-100] and regeneration [101, 102, 389].
Specifically in planaria, we have seen that changes in bioelectric
physiology alter the anterior/posterior polarity of the worm [138], create
cryptic phenotypes that appear on subsequent rounds of amputation [373],
and alter head shapes [139]. Our current method of Vmem analysis
includes imaging using the membrane voltage reporting dye DiBAC4(3)
[330, 332, 334], whereby animals are imaged on an immobilization
platform [267] and can be directly compared within the same field of view.
We recently verified DiBAC4(3) can detect relative differential Vmem in
planarian epithelial layers using known depolarizing ionophores [373].
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Although these techniques can not currently evaluate Vmem changes in
deeper layers of tissue, and future experiments will have the technology to
read and manipulate these patterns in real time, our results suggest that
statically visualized Vmem patterns even in the first layers of tissues are a
powerful enough read-out to quantify changes in target morphology [373].
From earlier work, we knew that in normal, regenerating planaria, the
anterior blastema is depolarized relative to the posterior blastema as early
as 24 hours [138]. Strikingly, we have shown that these differences arise
by 3 hours post-amputation or earlier, even though mere hours before, in
the intact worm, these tissues were in the same exact location along the
AP axis. This early depolarization is immediate (Figure 3.1B), shows clear
differences between anterior and posterior wound sites that arise from the
same location in the worm (Figure 3.1A) and persists through the 24-hour
time point (Figure 3.1B-E). This is consistent with an early role upstream
of transcriptional sequellae, as the only known asymmetrically expressed
gene expressed early on in regeneration is notum which comes on at 6
hours in Dugesia japonica (Figure 3.1F) or Schmidtea mediterranea [363].
Many molecular planarian biologists have sought to find the symmetrybreaking parameter that leads to asymmetrical downstream genetic
networks [326, 363], here we suggest that it is, at least, in part,
physiological. This is hopeful for translating this work into applications for
regenerative medicine given that resting potential is easily manipulated
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and has been shown to lead to downstream cascades of gene expression
to create complex structural anatomy [105].

Early differences in Vmem between anterior and posterior blastema are
instructive
Vmem has been shown to be instructive in patterning and morphology.
Grossly hyperpolarized worms lead to headless phenotypes [138] or
changes in head size [25], grossly depolarized worms lead to doubleheaded phenotypes [138], increased isopotential regions of Vmem lead to
altered head shapes [139], and depolarized tails store double-headed
morphology in normal looking worms [373]. However, all of these
treatments involve soaking worms in drugs for multiple days or knockdown
of ion pumps via RNAi. Here, we show that with a brief, 3-hour
disturbance of Vmem using ionophores before any of the known genes that
control polarity are active, wide-scale changes in polarity can be made.
Nigericin, a potassium ionophore [379, 390], depolarizes animals for the
first three hours of treatment (Figure 3.1C) and results in the appearance
of the double-headed phenotype 13% of the time. The drug rapidly leaves
the worms tissues once removed (Figure 3.5K) and is gone by 6 hours
post amputation (Figure 3.1D). These changes in regenerative polarity are
not ion-dependent and can be repeated by using monensin, an ionophore
that transports sodium ions into cells [380]. Treatments with monensin in
past experiments have been shown to increase regenerative ability in
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Xenopus [391] but have not been used to test its effects on planarian
regeneration. Similarly to nigericin treatment, monensin depolarized
animals for the first 3 hours of regeneration (Figure 3.3C) and lead to the
formation of 12% double heads.
In the nigericin treated animals, we observed that depolarization
lasted far longer than the drug remained in the worms’ tissues. This
suggests there is a bioelectric memory that maintains the depolarized
state long after it is initiated. Previous experiments have shown that these
maintained, altered bioelectric states have the ability to store altered
bodyplans that stochastically appear upon subsequent rounds of
amputation [373]. We know that changes in ion flux or Vmem can lead to
downstream gene expression or protein modifications [392-394], so it is
possible that this system is behaving like intrinsic non-synaptic plasticity in
the brain, where global modulation of neural networks occurs by
modification of voltage gated ion channels (reviewed in [395]). In this
case, we see a remembered wide-scale alteration of Vmem change as a
read-out after brief perturbations. This memory, albeit interesting and
informative, makes studies involving temporal control of Vmem challenging.
To more deeply understand timing of Vmem signals in regenerating
systems, in the future we may be able to develop a platform where we can
control administration of depolarizing/hyperpolarizing agents at specific
points of regeneration. Similarly, all of our current experiments involve
gross Vmem manipulation across the entire animal, currently; we do not
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have the ability to isolate the role of specific tissues by altering explicit
areas of interest. However, our future experiments can focus on this
bioelectric memory and how it may be able to store patterns, create cryptic
phenotypes [373], and help us understand what molecular mechanisms
between somatic and neural cells are conserved.

Brief changes to Vmem lead to changes in downstream gene expression
Considering Vmem has an early instructional role in the establishment of
anterior/posterior polarity, we then asked how this relates to the
expression of the earliest known patterning genes. Notum is a known
inhibitor of Wnt signaling [258, 260], expressed preferentially at anteriorfacing wounds [258] as early as 6 hours post-amputation [363]. It is
currently known as the earliest asymmetrically expressed gene between
anterior and posterior blastemas [363]. However, it is currently unknown
how this symmetry breaking takes place; it does not appear to be driven
by Hedgehog signaling and although notum both inhibits and requires βcatenin-1 activity, evidence suggests some other process must set up the
initial asymmetrical expression of notum [363]. Therefore, we used notum
as an early molecular readout to determine the functional role of early
asymmetrical bioelectric signals. We suggest, since Vmem signatures are
different between anterior and posterior blastemas before notum turns on
(Figure 3.1), physiological signals could be what establish the early
asymmetry needed for anterior notum expression.
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We developed a model that could explain how bioelectric signals
could coordinate with the feedback loops that are understood to execute
early anterior/posterior axis establishment (Figure 3.4). Our model made
the fundamental prediction that expression of notum and β-catenin would
be inactivated by excessive blastema depolarization such as seen with
nigericin treatments (Figure 3.2). Our model also assumes that all cells
would activate the Brain/Head pathway in highly-depolarized wound
blastemas; this predicts that notum expression would not be necessary to
prevent tail regeneration at anterior blastemas as the double heads are
made. This is similar to the case in β-catenin RNAi, which results in a
double headed phenotype with no notum expression; when the Tail
pathway/β-catenin signaling does not need inhibition, notum does not
need to be expressed. We, therefore, tested this prediction and looked for
notum expression in nigericin treated animals. As predicted, notum was
not expressed in early, nigericin-depolarized regenerates (Figure 3.5).
This suggests that the role of asymmetric notum expression at the anterior
blastema is not to activate the head-pathway. Instead, it suggests that
endogenous levels of depolarization at the anterior blastema are
responsible for activating the head-pathway and notum serves as a way to
maintain the execution of this pathway by inhibiting posterior signaling
very early on in regeneration. Unfortunately, we currently have no gain-offunction capabilities in planaria. It would be interesting to explore ectopic
notum or β-catenin expression to see how it would disrupt this system. We
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also have no functional β-catenin antibody in D. japonica to know where it
is active in the worm during these early stages of regeneration. However,
we can use β-catenin RNAi to better understand how this part of the
feedback loop is also involved in our physiological model.

Our model predicts that Vmem is a comprehensive upstream player in the
establishment of anterior/posterior polarity
β-catenin has been firmly established as an important regulatory element
in the definition of head vs. tail identity [51-53, 235] and β-catenin RNAi
has been long known to create double-headed worms in planaria [53]. It
has also been implicated in forming a feedback loop with the
asymmetrically expressed anterior gene notum [258]. Our model predicts
that Vmem lies upstream of these major pathway elements, so we checked
Vmem and phenotypes in β-catenin RNAi worms. Surprisingly, we found
that Vmem signatures were no different comparing β-catenin RNAi and
control animals (Figure 3.6), which, if β-catenin was upstream of voltage,
we would expect to see a change in these physiological patterns. It is
clear that it’s possible to make double heads by skipping downstream of
voltage and activating the Wnt pathway, but what is also remarkable about
these animals is that their heads are not properly scaled to the size of the
animal unlike the double heads made with nigericin. The data suggest that
when the top-most switch in our model’s pathway (Vmem) is toggled, it is
possible to not only change organ identity at each blastema but also fully
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execute proper scaling of these tissues. By targeting a more downstream
part of the pathway (β-catenin) however, it is only possible to change
organ identity without the needed scaling; this suggests that Vmem is a
more comprehensive upstream node (Figure 3.6G). Vmem patterning has
been implicated as a regenerative regulator of proper scaling and size in
the past [25], but now we have evidence that Vmem, beyond being
instructive for organ size and polarity management, is a master control
mechanism for proper, overall regenerative patterning. Unfortunately,
affecting one piece of what is likely to be a complex feedback loop at a
time gives us only a one-step glance of what is actually happening in the
system. It is also highly possible that RNAi is inhibiting this feedback loop
in such a way that we are unable to understand the full scope of how all of
the factors work together to achieve the reestablishment of body plan.
More robust computational models may give us a more accurate picture of
what is going on through the whole pathway – including other parts of the
canonical AP pathway.

Alternative possibilities and predictions for comprehensive Vmem model
Our model suggests that polarity decisions are made locally based on
relative levels of resting potential that are amplified through a positive
feedback loop. We already have several examples of bioelectric signaling
forming feedback loops with genetic pathways [147, 156, 396, 397],
including the positive feedback between hyperpolarization and Pax6
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expression in the forming eye field [105]. In this case, we suggest that
amplified depolarization leads to initiation of the Brain/Head pathway
whereas in blastemas with similar Vmem to neighboring cells or are
relatively hyperpolarized initiate the Tail pathway. This ultimately leads to
notum and β-catenin activation, which mutually inhibit one another.
Endogenous fields have been shown to be a master regulator in many
patterning and regenerative processes including in the size regulation of
zebrafish fins [107], wound healing in mice [92], and human cell
differentiation [95, 398-402]. Similarly, there are many examples of Vmem
serving as an instructional pre-pattern including in the specification of
spatial craniofacial patterning [155] and the migration of cells during
vertebrate neurulation [403]. We have also recently uncovered that altered
Vmem patterns in planaria in seemingly normal planaria can initiate the
downstream Head pathway from posterior facing wounds post-amputation
[373]. Our model suggest that we now have another example where Vmem
serves as a pre-pattern, in this case, before amputation even occurs and
then becomes instructional after amplification upon wounding. Regardless
of the way Vmem is molecularly able to activate various parts of the
downstream polarity pathway in planaria, it is clear these physiological
signals are important and instruction from the earliest moments of
regeneration.
Although this local model explains much of the data to this point,
prior data have shown a role for gap junctionally-mediated long-range
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communication in the establishment of anterior/posterior polarity [1]. It
could also be possible that there is a comparison of Vmem at each
blastema, which guides notum expression at the blastema which is more
depolarized. This would then lead to inhibition of β-catenin at the
anterior/more depolarized blastema and β-catenin could be freely
activated in the posterior/more hyperpolarized blastema, subsequently
inhibiting notum expression at the regenerating tail. In the case of nigericin
treatment, both blastemas are equally depolarized, in which case we
predicted that notum expression would not occur. Regardless, each
variation of the model results in the same prediction that we were able to
verify experimentally: alterations in Vmem have the capability to reduce
downstream notum signaling. It is important to note that our model is only
using notum expression as an early read-out and does not conflict with
any of the molecular pathways that have been suggested by others [258,
326, 363]. However, it does show that physiological signals do play a role
in the early establishment of polarity and should be considered as a major
player that likely influences multiple parts of the polarity pathway in a
temporal way.

Conclusions and future directions
Our results show that it is important to consider physiological circuits
alongside the current known molecular models of re-patterning to fully
understand the time dependence of regeneration and harness wide-scale
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control over regenerating systems. In this work, we have connected
bioelectric signaling with the gene expression of notum and activation of βcatenin, but it is likely that Vmem affects other parts of the known molecular
pathway that controls polarity. Future work will dissect the way this master
regulator interacts with the rest of the canonical pathway and the full
extent of its temporal control over this regenerative system. The
symmetry-breaking event that allows asymmetrical expression of this early
pathway in planaria has remained a mystery, now we suggest
physiological signals are likely involved. So far, we have shown that by
altering the bioelectric physiology early on, we can change the even the
earliest known downstream cascade of gene expression. Vmem has been
shown to be the initiator of feedback loops that widely impact patterning
and development and is likely instructive in the patterning of other axes or
structures, in planaria or otherwise. Deep computational analysis of
voltage pattern may extract these possible roles for Vmem beyond AP
patterning, perhaps in the patterning of specific organs and beyond. These
computational techniques may also help us understand how these
bioelectric pre-patterns are maintained over extended periods of time after
perturbations, and how we may utilize this variant of information storage to
advantageously control morphological outcomes. Given that many ion
transporters are already approved for clinical use, this knowledge will be
beneficial for developing techniques in regenerative medicine. It is
promising that manipulating bioelectric signals, an easy feat compared
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with gene therapy, can lead to full genetic cascades that result in the
formation of multiple structures of the correct size and scale. Future work
where this information is further integrated with the known gene networks,
biochemical pathways and other physiological pathways will allow us to
develop even more precise temporal control over this system with even
more meaningful changes that could revolutionize the way we approach
regenerative therapy.
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Abstract
Using planaria to elucidate the interplay between biophysical and
biochemical signals in morphogenesis, we developed a comprehensive
model examining bioelectrical mechanisms in the self-assembly of
morphogen gradients crucial for body-plan control. Our model indicates
endogenous bioelectric fields can induce polar transport of molecules,
which naturally leads to self-assembly of morphogen gradients consistent
with anterior-posterior axis specification in planarian regeneration. The
model’s predictions were tested against a variety of experimental
manipulations, which have not been explained by existing models. Our
model indicates the conjunction of bioelectrical and molecular signaling
can integrate polarity across scales of organization, from individual planar
cell polarization, to the alignment of a major body axis. Such mechanisms
apply to numerous patterning contexts across regeneration, development,
and synthetic biology. Our model provides a comprehensive framework for
mechanistically understanding how bioelectricity can guide anatomy in a
broad range of systems, and suggests specific strategies for multi-scale
pattern regulation.
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Introduction
Achieving a deep understanding of the mechanisms underlying largescale pattern control during development and regeneration remains an
outstanding challenge, crucial to achieving the goals of biomedical
regeneration and the mitigation of birth defects. Alongside biochemical
and genetic mechanisms, a wealth of recent data indicates endogenous
bioelectric properties of cells also play a significant instructive role (as
reviewed in [72, 120, 123, 131, 132, 404, 405]). Endogenous spatiotemporal patterns of trans-membrane potential (Vmem) [406], ion currents,
and electric fields [92, 120, 405, 407-410] act as instructive signals. In vivo
and in vitro, they regulate individual cell properties (e.g. differentiation and
proliferation) and patterning (organ induction, size control, and
morphogenesis) in a variety of developmental and regenerative contexts,
including mammalian models [105, 108, 112, 121, 125, 138, 331, 408,
411-416].
The recent progress in molecular developmental bioelectricity has
revealed numerous regulatory genes that are regulated by bioelectrical
signals, like BMP [414], Notch [106], and Hedgehog [417]. Likewise, the
transduction machinery through which Vmem changes control transcription
on a single cell level has been characterized, including the role of second
messengers like calcium, butyrate, and serotonin [132, 411]. However, a
major knowledge gap remains — the understanding of how bioelectricity
and biochemistry combine to regulate large-scale patterning. More
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generally, it is crucial to integrate the molecular data on cellular
components required for regeneration into constructive models of the
emergent dynamics, which can implement complex anatomical repair
processes. Here, we examine how genetic and physiological networks
cooperate to propagate information across scales of organization, from
cell-level events to global anatomical patterns.
The planarian flatworm is a key model organism used to study body
plan control in regeneration due to its remarkable regenerative ability [26,
29, 32, 321, 418, 419], where following cutting, each regenerated
fragment maintains the anatomical polarity of the original worm (Figure
4.1A). However, various manipulations, such as RNAi [222, 336, 359,
420]; pharmacological treatments targeting secondary messengers [142,
194]; or interventions altering Vmem and ion pump activity [25, 138, 139,
317, 321, 373], can alter the regenerated planarian body plan to produce
non-wild type regenerative outcomes (Figure 4.1B). Summarizing our
current understanding of the molecular-genetic network underlying
planaria regeneration (Figure 4.2A), the Hedgehog (Hh)-induced canonical
Wnt/β-Catenin signaling pathway is involved in both the specification of
posterior identity [222, 259, 326, 336, 359, 360, 420, 421], and
suppression of head formation [53, 336, 422]. In turn, head formation is
dependent on ERK-signaling, which is suppressed by β-Catenin [387,
422-424]. Consistently, RNAi of β-catenin and Wnt signaling components
generates two-headed worms (2H) [53], whereas APC RNAi and blocking
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ERK signaling generates two tailed (2T) or zero-headed worms (0H) [54,
422] (Figure 4.1). Forcing elevations in cytosolic calcium induces 2H due
to calcium and/or PKC inhibition of Hh-induced Wnt signaling [142, 194].
Furthermore, Notum has been found to shut off canonical Wnt signaling to
induce head formation [260, 425], and consistently, Notum RNAi inhibits
head formation [258] (Figure 4.1B).
Axial patterning is additionally controlled by bioelectrical signals
[32, 321], as was first shown by Marsh and Beams [66, 237], who applied
electric fields to re-specify the anatomical polarity axis of regenerating
planaria (Figure 4.1D). Furthermore, Lange and Steel observed a large
proteinacious substance, which they proposed electrophoresed in
endogenous electric fields of planaria from the head to tail, and was found
to inhibit head formation [68, 426]. More recent work targeted bioelectric
signaling by treating worms with octanol (a gap junction blocker and
chloride channel agonist [427, 428]), which induced permanent 2H
animals following transient treatments [1, 138, 373]. Furthermore, the H,KATPase ion pump was found to contribute to head regeneration in planaria
via its association with Vmem depolarization [1, 138, 373].
In planaria, body plan control in regeneration is commonly thought
about in the context of molecular concentration gradients, which exist
during both homeostasis and regeneration [222, 420]. While several
regulatory networks have been proposed based on experimental findings
[423, 429], and reaction-diffusion based gene regulatory network models
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Figure 4.1. Regulation of planarian regenerated body plan is a
complex topic involving multiple elements. Under normal
circumstances, a single-headed wild type planaria cut into multiple
fragments will regenerate a complete organism with the anatomical
polarity of the original worm in each fragment (A). A variety of categorically
different manipulations including RNAi genetic blocks, pharmacological
agents, and bioelectrical manipulations result in two-headed (2H), missing
tail (0T), headless (0H), or two-tailed heteromorphoses (2T) (B).
Experiments have observed polarized morphogen gradients (Notum, WNT
and ERK) consistent with planaria body plan, which spontaneously form in
homeostasis and regeneration (C). Applied electric fields can switch the
anatomical polarity axis of regenerated planaria fragments (D).
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have been developed [231, 235], they are intrinsically linked to model size
and incapable of re-patterning concentration gradients in fragments with
highly variable sizes [230]. To address this problem, Werner et al.
developed an elegant scale-free reaction-diffusion model, capable of
gradient formation and reformation in a one-dimensional system [230]
(Figure S4.1A and B). Yet, in this system stable monopolar and bipolar
gradients cannot be produced with the same model parameters, making
this model unable to describe both 1H and 2H worms (Figure S4.1C), and
in 2D the model may produce non-realistic gradients in cut fragments
(Figure S4.1D).
Polar (i.e. directional) transport of substances can account for the
spontaneous development of concentration gradients in a manner
essentially independent of scale, and occurs when at least one factor of a
chemical regulatory network moves against diffusion in a specific direction
with respect to an organism’s axis of symmetry [411]. Endogenous electric
fields associated with Vmem and ion flux gradients are known to induce
polar transport via electrophoresis of small, charged molecules between
gap junction coupled cells [77, 411] and possibly via electrophoresis of
charged molecules in the interstitial spaces [68, 426]. Thus, we identified
polar transport driven by the bioelectric fields as a key morphogen
gradient generation mechanism, which we hypothesize to underlay
positional information control in planaria regeneration.
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Here we elucidate the patterning capacities of bioelectrochemical
systems, and assess the feasibility of bioelectric signals to induce polar
transport of key morphogens along the anterior-posterior axis of planaria,
thereby facilitating self-assembly of the chemical positional information
gradients specifying anterior-posterior body plan. We first characterize the
endogenous spatial distributions of Vmem patterns in whole 1H (WT) and
2H planaria, and propose a model explaining the observed Vmem patterns
using the underlying neural tissue morphology. We further identify the
capacity for Vmem differences between cells to generate long-range
bioelectrical signals capable of inducing polar transport of biomolecules
across long distances, revealing a tissue-wide coordinating mechanism.
We adopt the context of positional information to infer body plan regulation
by morphogen patterns—specifically, canonical Wnt/β-Cat induction of tail
identity, and ERK signaling induction of head. Our comprehensive
bioelectricity-integrated regulatory network model accounts for the
outcomes of major functional experiments involving key molecular factors
known to be involved in planarian anterior-posterior axis regeneration
(outlined in Figure 4.2B), makes testable predictions (some of which we
confirm here), and provides a framework for interpreting and biorealistically simulating future work in the planarian regeneration field.
Importantly, while this model explores the use of bioelectric
signaling to provide long-range order in the context of planarian
regeneration (Figure 4.2A), this concept applies to a wide range of
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biological systems. Numerous examples of axial and organ-level
patterning in embryogenesis, regeneration, cancer, and bioengineering of
organoids leverage changes in tissue-wide order from individual cell
behaviors [290, 430]. We show that the cooperation of bioelectric and
molecular-genetic processes links single cell physiology and long-range
anatomical patterning and suggest that this fundamental set of processes
is, not only an example of how evolution exploits physics for robust pattern
control, but also represents a tractable control point for high-level
morphogenetic interventions in regenerative medicine and bioengineering.

Methods
Planaria colony care
Planaria of the species Dugesia japonica were used in all experiments.
Planaria were maintained as described in Oviedo et al [323]. Briefly,
animals were kept at 10 °C in Poland Spring water with weekly feedings of
calf liver paste and twice-weekly cleanings. Animals were starved for at
least 7 days before cutting and drug treatment experiments were
performed.

Planaria epidermal Vmem imaging
The Vmem pattern of the planaria epidermis was visualized in either whole
worms or pre-tail fragments following cutting and pharmacological
treatment (see below). Bis-[1,3-dibarbituric acid]-trimethine oxanol
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(DiBAC4(3), Biotium) stock solution at 1 mg/ml in DMSO was diluted
1:1000 in Poland Spring water and worms or fragments were incubated for
1 h prior to imaging. In cases of timed drug treatments, DiBAC4(3) stock
was added to the drug solution and the 1 h dye incubation was included in
the total drug incubation time. Planaria were immobilized for imaging
through embedding in 2% low-melting point agarose on Planaria
Immobilization Chips [267] and imaged on a Nikon AZ100
Stereomicroscope (Nikon) with an Andor DL-604M VP camera (Andor
Technology) using a FITC filter (GFP HC: 470/40, 495, 525/50). Images
were taken of the ventral side of all planaria, with both treated and control
worms mounted on the same chip. Use of DiBAC4(3) to visualize Vmem
gradients in planaria was validated recently in [373].

Pharmacological Treatments
For all treatments, excised pre-tail fragments were treated immediately
after cutting, and were soaked in a pharmacological solution (listed below)
for the first three days of regeneration, after which the regenerating
fragments were washed in Poland Spring Water and allowed to
regenerate for 10 days at 20°C before scoring regenerative outcomes. All
pharmacological stock solutions were aliquoted and stored at -20°C.
Bromocriptine (Tocris 0427) was dissolved in DMSO to make a 50 mM
stock solution, which was diluted in Poland Spring water to a final
concentration of 2 µM used for treatments and DiBAC imaging. Ivermectin
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(Tocris 1260) was dissolved in DMSO producing a 50 mM stock solution,
which was diluted in Poland Spring water to a final concentration of 1 µM
used for treatments and DiBAC imaging. MDL12330A (Tocris 1436) was
dissolved in DMSO to produce a 50 mM stock solution, which was diluted
in Poland Spring water to a final concentration of 20 µM which was used
for experimental treatments and DiBAC imaging. Propranolol (Sigma
P0884) was dissolved in H2O producing a 50 mM stock solution, which
was diluted in Poland spring water to a final concentration of 40 µM which
was used for experimental treatments and DiBAC imaging. Octanol
(Sigma O4500) solutions were produced by adding 10 µL of liquid octanol
to 500mL Poland Spring water, and vortexing the solution for at least 30
minutes. Octanol solutions were freshly prepared for each treatment.
Cut pre-tail fragments were soaked in drug for 3 days, after which
the worms were subject to Vmem imaging. Side-by-side controls for Vmem
imaging were soaked in solutions containing the drug vehicle (DMSO or
just H2O for propanolol) in the same quantity used in experimental groups.

Two-headed planaria generation
Planaria were cut as described in Nogi et al [197], using a scalpel on moist
and cooled layers of filter paper. 2H worms were generated using octanol
treatment as described above and in [1, 373]. A 2H worm was
characterized by at least one eye on each end of the worm [373].
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Amputation and regeneration experiments
The 2H worms used for regeneration experiments were generated as
described above, and had completed regeneration at least 2 months prior
to subsequent amputation. The 2H worms were cut using either
decapitation, or cuts through the middle of the worm (as determined by
pharyngeal opening), or a combination of transverse cuts producing
fragments as shown in the respective figures (Figure 4.6). Cut fragments
were allowed to regenerate for 1 week at 20°C and 1 week at 10°C (to
prevent fissioning) before scoring regenerative outcomes.

Fixation and immunohistochemistry
Worms were fixed in Carnoy fixative as described in [197], and were
bleached and stained using the mouse-anti-synapsin primary antibody
3C11. 3C11 (anti SYNORF1) was deposited to the DSHB by [431]. A
standard immunohistochemistry protocol was used as outlined in [197],
using a goat-anti-mouse-Alexa488 secondary antibody (Invitrogen).
Samples were mounted using VectaShield (Vector Laboratories) and
imaged on Nikon SMZ1500 with a QImage Retiga 2000R camera.

Planaria cilia flow visualization and analysis
To detect the pattern of cilia driven flow an experimental procedure similar
to Rustia et al [432] was used. Specifically, planaria were placed ventral
side up in a small dish so that they attached to the surface of the water
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and a small amount of Carmine powder (Sigma) was sprinkled onto their
ventral side. The movement of the powder particles was recorded on a
Nikon AZ 100M scope with an Andor DL-604M camera at 100 ms frame
rate for 2 mins at a time. Slime build-up was periodically removed. The
functionality of the method was controlled by applying the same assay to
worms treated with 3% ethanol to block cilia function [267] and worms
cooled to 4°C. To analyze the flow pattern, recordings of 1.5 to 2 s were
selected in which the worm showed no muscle-driven movement.
Recordings were analyzed using the PIVlab application [433, 434] in
MATLAB (MathWorks). Particle image velocimetry (PIV) was calculated in
an interrogation area of 64 x 48 x 32 pixels for subsequent passes for all
frames, data was smoothed, and all frames were averaged to result in the
shown flow pattern.

Analysis of Vmem gradients in planaria ventral epithelium
Images of Vmem obtained from DiBAC staining were analyzed to obtain
estimates of Vmem pattern characteristics along the planaria anteriorposterior axis. Experimental images of DiBAC fluorescence intensity were
first processed in ImageJ. In ImageJ, the midline of the organism,
spanning from the anterior to posterior of the planaria, was approximated
by hand (yellow line in Supplemental Figure S4.3). A straight-line strip 20
pixels wide and following the trajectory of the planaria midline was
extracted using the “straighten” selection command in ImageJ [435]
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(Figure S4.3). Straightened strips representing the approximate midline
sections of Vmem images for multiple planaria in a group (N=16 for 1H WT
group, N=16 for 2H group) were collected for each replicate. The
collection of straightened strips were then normalized in intensity, and
divided into 20 bins, where each bin approximates a 5% region of the
planaria anterior-posterior axis. Pixels in each bin were averaged to
generate a line-plot with 20 points. In turn, points for all replicates in a
group were averaged to produce a final representative Vmem midline
profile, with standard deviation shown on plots. For computational models,
the anterior-posterior axis of the model’s midline was analyzed using the
same technique described above to produce directly comparable lineplots.

Planaria model overview
Essential details of our theory, model, and software are described in the
Supplemental Information Document S4.1.
A bioelectricity-integrated regulatory network model capable of
describing major experiments, and integrating core genetic,
pharmacological, and bioelectric regulation of anterior-posterior axis
regeneration in planaria, was developed (Figure 4.2). The model
computes long-range bioelectrical and chemical states involving the entire
organism (Figure 4.2C), and also defines a bioelectricity-integrated gene
regulatory (BIGR) network [80] that describes relationships between
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different signaling modalities defining individual cell states (Figure 4.2A).
Note that all mathematics of the BIGR network are programmatically
assembled from a generalized user-input file, facilitating the construction
and testing of involved models. Crucially, the nodes and relationships
shown in Figure 4.2A are consistent with existing experimental evidence
described in the literature, and have been formally implemented and
explored using our computational bio-realistic modeling platform, BETSE
[354]. This allows essential, spatialized, quantitative testing of the
behavior of such models under a range of experimental perturbations, as
well as extraction of novel testable predictions.
Our model is hierarchical and multifactorial in nature, connecting
several major concepts. First, we propose that the central nervous system
of planaria releases a diffusible neurotransmitter that leads to
depolarization of resting Vmem in nearby somatic tissues, for example via
G-protein coupled signaling receptor (GPCR) activation. We propose
cAMP/PKA are secondary messengers regulating ion channel state and
ion pump activity to alter Vmem (Figure 4.2B). Our model therefore predicts
that spatial patterns of resting Vmem in the somatic tissues of planaria are
generated in relation to nervous system morphology (Figure 4.2A). In turn,
we propose that these long-range resting Vmem gradients are key
initiators of anatomical polarities involving bioelectrical fields, which
ultimately explain the self-assembling morphogen control gradients
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underlying planaria regeneration from the basis of polar transport of
morphogens in bioelectric fields (Figure 4.2B).

Results
One of the key, unique features of our model is that it is fully-specified and
computationally simulated in silico to reveal quantitative predictions for the
spatio-temporal profiles of all of its constituents (including bioelectrical and
biochemical variables). We analyzed our model’s predictions under a
range of experimental conditions, comparing to available data from
existing and new experiments wherever possible.

Relationships between body plan, neural anatomy, Vmem and
cell/anatomical polarity in planaria heteromorphoses
Regeneration of a major body axis requires coordination of physiological
events at the single cell level, tissue-level directional cues, and anatomical
regionalization into specific large-scale structures. Thus, we first examined
the relationships between body plan, neural anatomy, Vmem and planar
polarization of planaria tissues. Morphological body plan, anatomy of the
central nervous system (CNS) (observed using synapsin staining), Vmem
patterns (DiBAC4(3) fluorescence), and patterns of cilia flow were
observed in 1H worms and in 2H heteromorphoses (Figure 4.3, columns A
and C). Ciliary beat was used as an indicator of cellular polarity, as the
establishment of long-range order by physiological mechanisms is a key
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Figure 4.2. Our biophysical model reveals multiscale mechanisms of
body plan control and integrates bioelectricity with known genetic
and molecular signaling factors. A bioelectricity-integrated regulatory
network model operates at the level of a single cell (A). Coupling between
cells is facilitated by modeled gap junction channels and interstitial spaces
(B). Active ion flux across membranes generates bioelectric fields active
across the membrane (Emem), between gap junctions (Egj), in the cytosol
(Ecell) and in interstitial extracellular spaces (Eenv), and may facilitate polar
transport of key molecules of the regulatory network model (B). The
complete model considers these mechanisms with respect to the whole
organism, simulated in a 2D cellularized system (C). Traced experimental
synapsin stains provided realistic proportions for models (a). The model
CNS produced a diffusible neurotransmitter that modulated ion channel
and pump activities via downstream signaling (b). In turn, Vmem gradients
and associated long-range electric fields and electroosmotic flows are
established (c). Polar transport of molecular substances in bioelectric
fields/flows generates scale-free, self-assembling morphogen gradients
(d) interpreted as guiding regulation and regeneration of anatomy (e).
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implication of our model. As a polarized microtubule array within individual
cells is a prerequisite for establishment of planar cell polarity [436-440],
and cilia beat direction is in turn controlled by planar cell polarity [441], the
beat direction of planaria cilia are read-outs of a net microtubule array
alignment in individual cells, and ciliary beat direction is widely used as a
readout of planar polarization in tissues [259, 442-447]. The polarity of
cilia beat patterns, and hence, the inferred tissue-wide alignment of planar
cell polarity (PCP) were found to consistently (N=47 for 2H, N=24 for 1H)
move away from the head region of both 1H and 2H planaria, thereby
implying 1H planaria have monopolar tissues whereas 2H planaria have
bipolar tissues, with respect to the anterior-posterior axis. This assay
revealed the concordance of information between tissue-level direction,
and organism-level regional anatomy (head vs. tail morphology).
Supplemental information movies S2 and S3 show the cilia flow for 1H
and 2H heteromorphoses, respectively.
Loss- and gain-of-function studies have shown Vmem to be
functionally associated with regeneration of the anterior identity in
amputated fragments [138, 373]. However, the specific characteristics of
Vmem patterns along the entire anterior-posterior axis of whole planaria
have not yet been quantitatively examined, and no existing model explains
the origin of the observed endogenous Vmem patterns in planaria. Thus, we
explored the characteristics of experimentally-observed Vmem profiles in
whole planaria along the anterior-posterior axis, resolving a two-peaked
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curve with a large peak at the head and small peak at the tail of 1H WT
worms (Figure 4.3 column A, rows G and H). The Vmem pattern of 2H
worms was found to exhibit two large peaks corresponding with each head
(Figure 4.3 column C, row G and H).
After characterizing Vmem patterns, we evaluated the hypothesis
that these gradients develop in relation to a diffusible factor secreted by
the CNS, a hypothesis consistent with a known instructive input of the
CNS in regeneration [270]. We propose that this factor, in a concentrationdependent manner, regulates the state of ion channels controlling Vmem.
The model specifically assumed that the CNS-secreted neurotransmitter
activated PKC via G-protein coupled receptor (GPCR) signaling, and that
PKC inhibited a K+ leak channel and activated H,K-ATPase pumps (as
shown in Figure 4.2A), which both induce depolarization of Vmem relative to
neurotransmitter concentration.
Our model reproduced the observed anterior-posterior Vmem
patterns in 1H and 2H planaria, with correspondence between the
experimental Vmem curve ensemble and the average model Vmem curve (R2
= 0.41 and 0.63 for 1H and 2H worms, respectively; Figure 4.3 columns B
and D, rows G and H). Thus, the neural regulation model of Vmem
gradients in planaria epidermis shows good qualitative correspondence
to experimentally observed Vmem patterns both in the wild-type state and in
2H heteromorphoses (Figure 4.3, rows G and H).
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We next investigated the characteristics and magnitudes of longrange electric fields and electroosmotic flows that modeling predicts are
associated with endogenous Vmem gradients similar to those seen in real
planaria (i.e. in Figure 4.3). The predicted endogenous electric fields and
electroosmotic flows resulting from resting Vmem and H,K-ATPase ion
pump activity gradients, showed field and flow polarities highly consistent
with experimentally-observed anatomical polarities for 1H and 2H
heteromorphoses (Figure 4.3, row I).
We conclude that the relationship between CNS layout, anatomical
axial polarity, and Vmem distribution patterns are well-explained by our
model; moreover, the model-predicted long-range patterns of planar cell
polarity indeed occur in D. japonica and are consistent with the polarity of
Vmem gradients and associated bioelectrical fields/flows.

Bioelectrical fields can induce polar substance transport to facilitate selfassembly of axial morphogen gradients (modeling prediction)
We next explored the capacity for bioelectrical fields and electroosmotic
flows to induce long-range polar transport of regulatory substances.
Crucially, polar transport provides a simple explanation for selfregenerating morphogen gradients, as a cut anywhere along the anteriorposterior axis of a 1H worm generates a new source-sink configuration for
morphogen transport due to the mono-polar vector field contained inside
the cut fragment [411].
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Figure 4.3. A summary of body plan, CNS anatomy, Vmem gradients,
and anatomical polarity in 1H and 2H planaria heteromorphoses,
comparing experimental results and modeling output. Experimentallyobserved body shape (examples shown in columns E and C, row E; white
scale bar shows 1 cm), neural anatomy (synapsin stain; columns A and C,
row F), Vmem (DiBAC reporter fluorescence; columns A and C, row G), and
cell polarity read-out (cilia-induced flow pattern; columns A and C, row I)
are shown for 1H and 2H planaria heteromorphoses. The computationally
modeled body shape (examples shown in columns B and D, row E; white
scale bar shows 250 µm), neural anatomy (columns B and D, row F), Vmem
(columns B and D, row G and row H), and bioelectrically-induced polarity
(columns B and D, row I; modeled electroosmotic flow field is shown) are
shown for 1H and 2H planaria. Experimentally-observed Vmem patterns in
planaria epidermis are consistent with those produced by modeling (rows
G and H). Standard deviation of N= 16 replicates is shown on the
experimental line graphs of Vmem along the anterior-posterior axis (row
H). Modeling predicts endogenous electric fields and electroosmotic flows
(columns B, and D, row I) resulting from resting Vmem gradients in planaria,
which are consistent with observed cilia flow pattern read out of cell and
anatomical polarity (Columns A and C, row I).
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Through a variety of mechanisms, Vmem can act as a scalar (i.e.
non-directional) signal to regulate the steady-state concentration of key
signaling molecules in cells [411]. For example, depolarization of Vmem can
open voltage-sensitive Ca2+ channels, thereby regulating levels of
cytosolic Ca2+ in relation to Vmem (Figure 4.4A). However, we identified
various mechanisms through which Vmem gradients can generate electric
fields that provide directional transport of key substances over long
ranges. Gap junctions providing electrochemical coupling between cells,
are known to occur in planaria and to be important for regenerative
patterning [1, 197, 201]. Our model predicts axial ion current flows through
the cytoplasm when cells are coupled by gap junctions, generating longrange electric fields within the cytoplasm with a maximum magnitude of
approximately 0.2 MV/m predicted across gap junctions (Figure 4.4B).
Furthermore, interstitial ion flux in the extracellular spaces and across
semi-permeable tight junctions was predicted to generate electric fields in
the extracellular region with a maximum magnitude of approximately 0.5
V

/m, which are predicted to drive electroosmotic flows with a maximum

velocity of approximately 35 nm/s (Figure 4.4C).
The Vmem gradient (Figure 4.4A), gap junction electric field Egj
(Figure 4.4B), and extracellular electroosmotic flow field Uenv (Figure 4.4C)
of a whole 1H planaria are predicted to be consistently regenerated in
each fragment for transverse cuts along the anterior-posterior axis of a 1H
worm (Figure 4,4A, B, and C). Modeling predicts that different morphogen
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patterns can be self-assembled for substances with different properties
and localizations (Figure 4.4). For example electrophoretic transport can
concentrate a small, gap junction permeable anionic molecule such as
ATP4- at the most depolarized region of the cell network (Figure 4.4B),
while cationic gap junction permeable molecules will concentrate at
hyperpolarized regions producing the inverse pattern to a gap junction
permeable anion [411]. For substances present in the extracellular space,
electroosmotic flow fields are predicted to move substances in the
extracellular environment from head to tail, strongly concentrating large
substances with low diffusion coefficients, such as a heparin sulfate
proteoglycan (HSPG) (Figure 4.4C). Supplementary Table S4.1
summarizes a theoretical assessment of the degree and rates of
electrodiffusive and convective transport in the extracellular environment,
and concludes that movement of large (i.e. ~100 kDa or larger proteins
2

with diffusion constants of 5.0x10−12 m /s or slower) in electroosmotic fluid
flow fields is several orders of magnitude stronger than electrophoresis in
the extracellular environment; therefore, only electroosmosis of large
molecules was considered to be a viable polar transport mechanisms in
the extracellular region.
Thus our model reveals the important fact that local control of Vmem
gradients in cells gives rise to global bioelectric field patterns across
tissues, which may provide a multi-scale ordering mechanism via the
impact of force and flow fields on elements of the biological system. These
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Figure 4.4. Modeling-predicted mechanisms of bioelectrical
regulation of molecular positional information in planaria
homeostasis (left columns) and after amputation (right columns).
Transmembrane potential (Vmem), electric field across gap junction (Egj),
electroosmotic flow velocity (Uenv) are shown in the top of panels A, B, and
C, respectively. Vmem in a cell may act as a local (scalar) signal,
determining the state of voltage-sensitive entities such as L-type CaV
channels, thereby regulating cytosolic Ca2+ levels in relation to Vmem (A).
Egj enables electrophoretic transport of small, charged signaling molecules
permeable to gap junctions (here cAMP1-), which form highly polarized
concentration gradients in direct relation to the net Vmem gradient along the
anatomic axis (B). Vmem gradients are predicted to also induce Uenv, which
may move large substances with low diffusion coefficients, such as HSPG
(C). The net result of bioelectrically-induced polar transport is robustly and
spontaneously forming morphogen gradients, such as Wnt/β-Cat
signaling, which are inferred to specify anterior-posterior axis polarity (D).
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modeling results demonstrate the feasibility of bioelectricity-induced polar
transport in the induction of self-assembling, regenerating morphogen
gradients along a major body axis.

Bioelectrical force fields can induce alignment of microtubules and thereby
instruct planar cell polarity (modeling prediction)
Having observed that the body-wide axial polarity induced by the
bioelectric/biochemical system is also read out by individual cells as a
cilia-orienting planar polarity, we sought to conceptually link PCP with the
bioelectric forces aligned along tissues. Thus, we next investigated the
predicted effects of endogenous Vmem gradients on the alignment of
cytoskeletal components, and the potential induction of planar cell polarity.
Our computational model indicated that microtubule arrays within
individual cells could obtain a net alignment within 6 hours for a constant
cytosolic electric field with maximum magnitude of 0.4 V/m, which is the
same cytosolic electric field strength predicted to occur in the worm
(Figure 4.5C).
The cytosolic electric field is predicted to be positive at the head
and negative at the tail (Figure 4.4), hence the negatively charged
microtubules were predicted to align with their free ends opposite to the
direction of current, orienting microtubule ’plus ends’ towards the planaria
head (Figure 4.5A and B). Modeling further indicated that the aligned
microtubule array was further capable of producing intracellular
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concentration gradients of any kinesin (or dynein) transported cargo
(Figure 4.5A and B for 1H and 2H planaria, respectively).
As a polarized microtubule array within individual cells is a
prerequisite for establishment of planar cell polarity [436-440], and cilia
beat direction is in turn controlled by planar cell polarity [441], the beat
direction of planaria cilia are proposed to be read-outs of a planar cell
microtubule array polarization in individual cells. This prediction was
confirmed by experimentally-observed planaria cilia beat patterns (Figure
4.3), which show movements similar to the bioelectric field/flow patterns of
Figure 4.4 for both 1H WT and 2H organisms (Figure 4.3).
These results explain how endogenous Vmem gradients can
integrate cytoskeletal and physiological machinery to induce the observed
planar polarity along a major body axis.

Bioelectrical control of anatomical polarity explains diverse regeneration
outcomes from different amputations of two-headed worms
We next sought to test the logic of the proposed polar transport
mechanism by considering regeneration outcomes in the 2H planaria.
Bioelectric fields (and associated induced subcellular and biochemical
polarities) are vector fields linked to the underlying anatomy. If the vector
field specifies the direction of intercellular polar transport through the
tissue, then different self-assembling concentration gradients are
predicted when the organism is cut with respect to the vector field
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Figure 4.5. Modeling indicates cytosolic electric fields associated
with resting Vmem gradients in gap junction coupled cells are of
sufficient strength to induce alignment of charged fibrous
macromolecules such as microtubules. An anterior-posterior Vmem
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gradient in an ensemble of gap junction coupled cells generates a longrange electric field in the cytoplasm with a maximum magnitude of
approximately 0.4 V/m (A, B). This cytosolic electric field is predicted to
induce a net alignment of the microtubule array within individual cells (A,
B). The order parameter (sum of unit vectors describing microtubule
orientation) indicates saturation of alignment within approximately 6 hours
for a steady cytosolic electric field with maximum amplitude of 0.4 V/m (C).
The electric-field induced alignment of microtubules is predicted to induce
experimentally- consistent planar cell polarity (see Figure 4.3) in 1H and
2H planaria heteromorphoses, via the transport action of motor proteins
such as kinesin (A, B).
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direction. This allowed us to use the model to explain the known, but
heretofore mysterious, dependence of axial polarity outcomes on the
position at which 2H planaria are amputated. We found solid support of
polar transport logistics for the 1H and 2H planaria subjected to a range of
different cutting regimes (Figure 4.4D and Figure 4.6). In experiments,
cutting anywhere along the anterior-posterior axis of a WT 1H planaria
invariably leads to a 1H outcome in fragments (as can be inferred from
Figure 4.4D). In contrast, a 2H organism is predicted to have bipolar tissue
polarity; therefore, a range of different anatomical polarities are predicted
depending on the tissue polarity of each cut fragment. These predictions
were experimentally confirmed with a Chi2 goodness of fit test that
indicated the experimental and predicted 1H and 2H outcomes for the five
fragment series to be the same, with p<0.05 (Figure 4.6). Thus, our model
correctly predicts the outcomes of a range of diverse amputations that
probe the relationship between positional information in the intact worm
and the dynamics of the processes that set the axial polarity of the
resulting fragments.

Vmem depolarization induced two-headed regenerates
To examine the role of resting potential in driving the dynamics of this
model, we next exploited a range of pharmaceutical agents that were
expected to perturb Vmem in vivo to different degrees, and compared
outcomes to predictions of our model. After amputation of head and tail of
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Figure 4.6. Bioelectric fields specifying polar transport predict
outcomes for a variety of transverse cuts along the anterior-posterior
axis of a 2H planaria. Modeling predicts that the field polarity of cut
fragments (cytosolic electric field shown in black arrow overlay in panel A)
determines the polarity of morphogen gradients determining body plan (B),
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and is therefore predictive of regeneration outcomes. Canonical Wnt/β-Cat
signaling levels are shown in B, which are inferred to be inductive of head
outcomes for levels below 0.4 µM and inductive for tail outcomes for levels
above 0.55 µM. Cuts leaving monopolar gradients in the cut fragment (A,
subpanels b, c and e) are predicted to form monopolar concentration
gradients (B, subpanels b, c, and e), and hence, 1H outcomes with
regeneration. Conversely, cuts leaving bipolar gradients in the cut
fragment (A, subpanels d, and f) are predicted to form bipolar morphogen
concentration gradients (B, subpanels d and f), and hence, 2H outcomes.
Experiments (C) showed 0/360 1H for cut (b), 74/80 1H for cut (c), 85/90
2H for cut (d), 49/52 1H for cut (e), and 89/90 2H for cut (f), which showed
statistically significant corroboration with predicted outcomes for the same
fragments (Chi2 test, p < 0.05).
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a 1H WT planaria, the pre-tail fragment was subjected to treatment with
reagents targeting several secondary messenger signaling pathways:
bromocriptine (a dopamine and a-adrenergic receptor agonist),
MDL12330a (an adenylyl cyclase inhibitor), propanonol (an adrenergic
receptor antagonist), ivermectin (a Cl- channel agonist), and octanol (a
gap junction blocker with off-target effects as a Cl- channel agonist [427,
428, 448]). The Vmem changes and regenerative outcomes resulting from
all these treatments are summarized in Figure 4.7A through C.
Bromocriptine, MDL12330a, ivermectin and octanol treatments resulted in
significantly different levels of Vmem depolarization, both compared to their
respective control and to each other (ANOVA, p <0.01) (Figure 4.7B).
Changes to Vmem by these different pharmacological agents indicate
several mechanisms regulate Vmem in planaria, where possible signaling
pathways are outlined in the regulatory network of Figure 4.7D.
Depolarization was found to be strongly associated with induction of 2H
outcomes (R2 = 0.9), with 2H induction fraction exponentially related to the
degree of depolarization (Figure 4.7C).
Modeling single-cell state using the regulatory network of Figure
4.7D (details described in the Supporting Information S4.1) indicated the
capacity for Vmem depolarization to significantly alter changes in
expression of key genes associated with anterior-posterior control (Figure
4.7E), where depolarization was correlated with decreases in canonical
Wnt/β-Cat signaling and increases in ERK signaling, which are interpreted
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to confer a head-inductive state at the level of a single cell (Figure 4.7E).
In our model, depolarized Vmem is hypothesized to act through associated
increases in Ca2+ and PKC, which directly inhibit canonical Wnt/β-Cat
signaling, as has been shown in planaria [142] and in other systems [449,
450]. In turn, depolarized Vmem may increase Ca2+ levels by opening CaV
channels [451], where increased cytosolic Ca2+ activates PKC [142, 452].
We hypothesize that PKC may also be increased by enhanced
neurotransmitter signaling, where depolarized Vmem slows or reverses
Na+/Cl- dependent monoamine reuptake transporters (MATs), such as
NET or DAT [453-456], thereby increasing levels of a neurotransmitter
such as norepinephrine in the extracellular space, which can increase
PKC levels via GPCR activation [452, 457]. Notably, MATs and
neurotransmitter signaling can occur outside the nervous system [458,
459].
Extending modeling to consider the full 2D planaria, progressive
degrees of homogeneous Vmem depolarization were found to induce loss
of anterior-posterior morphogen gradient polarity, with inferred 2H
regeneration outcome for central and head fragments (Figure 4.7F). Our
model also predicts that counterintuitively, while Notum is required for
formation of polarized canonical Wnt/β-Cat gradients (Figure 4.8K),
depolarization-induced 2H formation leads to a loss of Notum expression
(Figure 4.7F).
We conclude that as predicted by the model and demonstrated
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Figure 4.7. Vmem depolarization induces 2H heteromorphoses.
Experimentally, depolarization of resting Vmem by a variety of distinct
mechanisms correlated with 2H induction in regenerates, and provided
insight into Vmem regulation pathways in planaria (A, B and C). An example
of the Vmem depolarization occurring with bromocriptine treatment of a
planaria fragment is shown in panel A. Subjecting the pre-tail fragment to
treatment with bromocriptine (BC), MDL12330a (MDL), ivermectin (IVM),
octanol (8OH), propanonol (Prop), or water (Control) for 72 hours
generated statistically significant differences in Vmem between groups (B).
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Depolarization was found to be associated with induction of 2H outcomes,
with 2H induction fraction exponentially related to the degree of
depolarization (C). Possible signaling pathways linking pharmacological
treatment, Vmem, and expression changes are detailed in panel D.
Modeling single-cell state indicated the capacity for Vmem to change key
gene expression levels consistent with head-induction (E). Modeling the
full planaria, progressive homogeneous depolarization showed loss of
anterior-posterior morphogen gradient polarity, with inferred 2H
regeneration outcome for central and head fragments (F).
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experimentally, depolarizing Vmem by a number of different methods
suppresses posterior identity to induce 2H heteromorphoses.

Bioelectricity-integrated models provide a comprehensive understanding
of positional information control in planaria regeneration
Finally, we unified the disparate bodies of work on bioelectric and
molecular-genetic controls of regeneration, by providing a comprehensive
regulatory network component of our model capable of accounting for
published functional data on bioelectricity (ion pumps and channels, Vmem,
and bioelectric field and flows), genetic signaling and manipulations (RNAi
experiments), and secondary messenger signaling (pharmacological
interventions) (Figure 4.2A). For the biochemical/genetics component, we
focused on two key downstream pathways thought to be a crucial
component of regeneration: (1) ERK signaling induction of head/neural
development [422], and (2) posterior development promoted by the
canonical Wnt/β-Cat signaling pathway [53, 360], which is also known to
inhibit ERK signaling and suppress head formation [422] (Figure 4.2A).
The complete range of components and interactions included in our model
is shown in Figure 4.2A. While the absolute concentration values are
relative to the model context, our model specifically interprets Wnt/β-Cat
levels higher than 0.6 µM as associated with tail outcomes, and high ERK
signaling (>0.75 µM) to be inductive of head outcomes.
As summarized in Figure 4.8, the model predicts canonical Wnt/β	
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Cat and ERK signaling gradients consistent with experimentally observed
planaria body plan outcomes for homeostasis in a whole worm (Figure
4.8B) and for each fragment of a wild-type 1H worm cut into multiple
segments along the anterior-posterior axis (Figure 4.8C; note the same
model also works for different cutting scenarios for 2H worms cut along
the anterior-posterior axis as shown in Figure 4.6). Notably, the model
correctly produces spontaneously emerging expression gradients of key
factors (e.g. Wnt/β-Cat, ERK, and Notum), which are polarized with
respect to each fragment of the cut worm, as observed experimentally
[222, 258, 336, 422]. Moreover, the model correctly predicts morphogen
gradients consistent with altered body plans coinciding with an array of
different experimental interventions associated with both abnormal
posterior regeneration, including: loss of tail with Hh RNAi [326] (Figure
4.8D); two-headed outcomes with Vmem depolarization (Figure 4.8E, Figure
4.7); two-headed outcomes with increased cytosolic Ca2+ and PKC [142,
194] (Figure 4.8F); and two-headed outcomes resulting from RNAi of all
Wnt or β-Cat [53, 360, 424] (Figure 4.8G). Importantly, the model also
accounts for a range of manipulations leading to abnormal anterior
regeneration, including loss of head with inhibition of the H,K-ATPase ion
pump [138] (Figure 4.8H); loss of head with inhibition of Ptc [326] (Figure
4.8I) or ERK signaling [422] (Figure 4.8J), and two-tail outcomes with
inhibition of Notum [258] (Figure 4.8K).
Thus, we conclude that a more comprehensive understanding of
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Figure 4.8. A comprehensive understanding of planaria regeneration
can be achieved by integrating bioelectricity (ion pumps and
channels, Vmem, and bioelectric field and flows), genetic signaling
and manipulations (RNAi gene expression blocks), and secondary
messenger signaling and pharmacological interventions. The
bioelectricity-integrated model interprets Wnt/β-Cat levels higher than 0.6
µM as associated with tail outcomes, and high ERK signaling (>0.75 µM)
to be inductive of head outcomes. The model predicts canonical Wnt/βCat and ERK signaling gradients consistent with experimentally observed
planaria body plan outcomes for homeostasis (B), unaltered wild-type
regeneration (C), and an array of different interventions associated with
both abnormal posterior regeneration (loss of tail and head on the anterior,
D-G), and abnormal anterior regeneration (loss of head and tail on the
anterior, H-K).
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planaria regeneration can be achieved by integrating bioelectricity (ion
pumps and channels, Vmem, and bioelectric field and flows), genetic
signaling and manipulations (RNAi gene expression blocks), and
secondary messenger signaling and pharmacological interventions, which
has been accomplished by the model presented herein.

Discussion
Despite the recent rapid increase in identified cell and molecular
mechanisms required for regeneration and patterning, several key
conceptual gaps remain. A major frontier in the field concerns achieving a
deep understanding of the dynamics that are sufficient (not just
necessary) for self-organization and self-repair of the positional and
directional information needed to organize large-scale anatomy. Many
studies have proposed protein-protein interactions or gene-regulatory
circuits to describe anterior-posterior axis control in planaria regeneration
[321, 423, 424, 429]; however, quantitative modeling in a virtual tissue
with realistic geometry is crucial to determine if any given model really has
the desired properties, and to validate the observed patterning outcomes
in a range of realistic conditions. Furthermore, when modeling planarian
regeneration it is essential to ensure that the proposed regulatory
schemes describe morphogen gradients that appropriately self-assemble
over different length scales [230, 460, 461] and operate not only in normal
worms but also in two-headed worms and other heteromorphoses [1].
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Here, we use the powerful computational modeling platform BETSE [354,
411], which enables the simultaneous analysis of electrochemistry,
physical forces, and molecular regulatory networks across scales to make
testable, experimentally-accessible predictions at the cellular and also
whole anatomy levels for physiological and biochemical parameters. In
past work, polar transport involving positive feedback between an
electrodiffusing, charged, gap junction permeable molecule was
determined to be a viable self-reinforcing patterning system which
appropriately self-assembles morphogen gradients in whole and multi-cut
worm models, essentially independent of length scale [411]. Here we
greatly expand this concept to include various types of bioelectricityrelated polar transport mechanisms, a number of amputation schemes in
both 1H and 2H planaria heteromorphoses, and a complete regulatory
network that connects the major experiments involving RNAi,
pharmacological treatments and bioelectricity-related interventions.
The model makes a number of predictions, which we verified quantitatively
against measurements in vivo. The model predicts and clarifies a number
of heretofore unexplained findings in planaria, including: the origin of the
Vmem gradient in uncut animals (Figure 4.3), the robust regeneration of
various transverse cuts of 1H worms and the different regenerative
outcomes for various transverse cuts of 2H worms (Figure 4.6), and the
specific patterns of cilia-driven fluid flow over the surface of worms (Figure
4.3) [432]. It also provides a context for understanding the effect of Vmem
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depolarization on 2H induction in terms of bioelectrical dynamics
associated with the integration between Vmem and genetic signaling
(Figure 4.7). Specifically, we identified the capacity for Vmem to act as an
instructive signal transforming the anterior-posterior axis polarity to induce
2H regenerates in relation to the degree of Vmem depolarization, and
identified molecular signaling processes underlying this axis
transformation (Figure 4.7). Finally, this model integrates bioelectrical
signaling with other known major molecular-genetic factors, such as
canonical Wnt/β-Catenin signaling, providing the first comprehensive
understanding of planaria regeneration (Figure 4.8). Future work will
address the current model’s limitations, including expansion of the model
to 3D and the inclusion of cell proliferation and physical traction forces.
More broadly, our model explored hypotheses relevant to a broad
range of patterning systems, including the role of the CNS in pattern
control (observed in amphibian and mammalian limb regeneration and
neoplastic transformation) [270], the control of morphogen distribution and
function by bioelectric state (which also occurs in systems such as C.
elegans Wnt signaling and vertebrate BMP/Hedgehog signaling) [123,
414, 417, 462], the linkage of cell-level physiology, positional information,
and axis-wide anatomical regional specification (similar to the patterning of
the left-right axis, positional-dependence of regeneration in amphibian and
insect limbs, and developing epithelia such as retina and neural tube
across many systems). Thus, our model makes predictions regarding the
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specific roles of ion channels/transporters in setting positional information
cues, the creation of long-range anatomical axes, and the distribution of
morphogen molecules in many patterning contexts where the linkage of
cell-level and large-scale order is an open problem [463-465]. These roles
have been suggested by existing patterning channelopathies (see Supp.
table 3 of [404]) but not yet dissected in detail or computationally modeled.
Molecular-genetic tools (such as optogenetic lines in mouse and
zebrafish) are now available to test these hypotheses. Our model
suggests specific strategies for bioengineers, such as using ion channel
misexpression to organize tissue polarity and ciliary function, as well as to
establish regions of desired positional information via guided morphogen
gradients.
Past work has suggested endogenous electric fields to be important
for patterning in a range of model systems, specifically in the context of
gap junction coupled tissues in embryogenesis [239, 240, 466, 467], as
well as electrophoresis in extracellular fields [68, 467, 468]. Our model
identified bioelectrically-induced polar transport as an essential
mechanism underlying scale-independent positional information control in
planaria regeneration. Four possible bioelectricity-induced polar transport
mechanisms were assessed in terms of their capacity to promote longrange morphogen polar transport: (1) electrodiffusive transport in cytosolic
electric fields across gap junctions; (2) via extracellular electric fields
generated by ion flux across tight junctions, in interstitial spaces, and the
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global environment [81, 469]; (3) in electroosmotic flow fields [470, 471],
and (4) via motor protein transport on bioelectricity-aligned microtubule
arrays [472-476]. A key element of all bioelectricity-associated polar
transport mechanisms is the ability for patterns of concentration to
spontaneously develop, and to spontaneously reform in each fragment of
a cut planaria, even for cases where the substance is homogeneously
produced in all cells and there are no activation/inhibition interactions
between substances. We propose that polar transport of at least one
substance of the regulatory network controlling planaria anterior-posterior
regeneration (Figure 4.2A) is necessary to account for the self-assembling
morphogen gradients observed after amputation.
In our model, proposed for subsequent experimental testing, a
large HSPG is subjected to significant polar transport to the posterior on
electroosmotic flow fields (Figure 4.4C), while gap junction facilitated
electrophoretic transport moves cAMP1- and ATP4- towards the anterior
(Figure 4.4B). In turn, the model posits that a large HSPG (e.g. the 240
kDa Agrin) [477-482]) is required for activation of Wnt signaling [477-479,
481, 483, 484] (and hence activation of posterior identity and inhibition of
anterior identity). The premise of a large (~ 250 - 450 kDa), highly
negatively charged protein moving towards the posterior and inhibiting
anterior identity is consistent with the past observations of Lange and
Steel [68, 426]. In turn, the small molecules cAMP1- and ATP4- regulate
the H,K-ATPase ion pump activity and associated self-reinforcing Vmem
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depolarization (Figure 4.2B). We also propose that elevated ATP4- inhibits
canonical Wnt/β-Cat signaling through co-activation of Notum expression,
which may occur via ATP-dependent chromodomain-helicase-DNAbinding protein 8 (CHD8) [485, 486]. The concept of cAMP and ATP
gradients forming a foundation for positional information control is also
consistent with the work of Schiffmann [487-489]. These elements and
relationships were sufficient to explain self-assembly of key morphogen
gradients in planaria homeostasis and regeneration (Figure 4.8). Please
see the supporting information S1 for further information.
Past experiments have highlighted the importance of the H,KATPase pump in planaria anterior regeneration and development [25,
138]. Modeling also emphasizes the importance of the H,K-ATPase in the
generation of strong endogenous fields and electroosmotic flows, where
inhibition of H,K-ATPase pump activity in the model was predicted to
decrease electroosmotic flows and the ability to form polarized gradients
of key morphogens such as HSPG (Figure 4.8H). This modeling outcome
provides a consistent explanation for past experiments outside the
planaria system reporting a requirement for H,K-ATPase pump activity
upstream of leftward fluid flows in development of frog embryos [89, 162,
490, 491].
A key general aspect of our model is the link between bioelectrical
fields/flows, individual cell polarity, and anatomical polarity. Our model of
planaria is consistent with the interplay between cytoskeleton and
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bioelectrically-mediated amplification of cell-level polarity into body-wide
axial patterning observed in left-right asymmetry during embryogenesis
[147, 162, 490-493]. While our model predicts endogenous fields 100 to
1000x lower in magnitude than experimentally applied DC fields used to
align microtubules in vitro within seconds [476, 494-496], it finds
intracellular electric fields several orders of magnitude larger than thermal
noise, making plausible the gradual induction of net microtubule
alignment. Our analysis indicated a steady resting Vmem gradient of ~20
mV across a 1 mm planaria model generated a cytosolic electric field with
maximum strength of 0.4 V/m, and that this could induced net alignment of
microtubule arrays in cells within 6 hours (Figure 4.5C). Our analysis
quantitatively confirmed this prediction in the ciliary action of real worms, a
phenomenon first described in classic data by Rustia [432], and recently
explored by Hoffmann et al in terms of nearest-neighbour cell-cell coupling
under the influence of a global orienting influence [497]. Our model
provides an alternative explanation of the observed cilia-induced flow
across the body of the worm in terms of microtubule alignment in
cytoplasmic electric fields (Figure 4.5). Roles of bioelectric regulation may
thus be sought in future work in other contexts in which planar polarity
plays a key role, such as Drosophila and vertebrate embryonic epithelia,
and tumorigenesis.
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Conclusions
Planaria are an important model for a very fundamental phenomenon:
pattern homeostasis, which allows regulative embryogenesis and
regeneration to restore complex anatomical structures. It is widely	
  
acknowledged that the pace of discovery of molecular signaling
relationships has far outpaced our understanding of the origin of order and
the ability of complex systems to remodel from diverse starting conditions.
Quantitative models, which are generative (fully-specified and algorithmic)
are an essential step for the field of developmental biology, and an
important emerging tool for rational discovery of interventions in
regenerative medicine. Especially important are simulation environments
that provide realistic biology, chemistry, and physics as an essential
context for genetics. “Epigenetic” factors, such as physical forces and
bioelectric properties must be integrated with genetic information if we are
to understand the evolutionary origin of body-plan phenotypes and their
relationships to the underlying genetics. The framework presented here is
the first powerful environment for general use within which future findings
in planarian regeneration can be interpreted. The model and simulation
environment facilitate the addition of new data in this field to explore self
organizing dynamics that cannot be inferred from arrow diagrams alone,
and make novel predictions about the large-scale behavior of
physiological and biochemical pathways. Even more importantly, our
model and its analysis are proposed as a proof-of-principle effort,
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applicable potentially to any model system, as a first step towards an
integrated modeling system within which complex, emergent dynamics
(and the results of putative treatment modalities) can be explored.
A fundamental question in cell, developmental, and regenerative
biology concerns the mechanisms by which molecular properties scale up
to determine organ- and whole body-level anatomy. Understanding the
control logic by which these processes implement robust symmetry
breaking and regulative repair/remodeling is a main challenge facing
several areas of biology. Our analyses reveal that bioelectrical
phenomena have the necessary properties to facilitate self-assembly of
morphogen gradients, which are essentially independent of scale. The
simulations reveal how physiological circuits integrate across scales,
linking subcellular polarity with positional information along an entire body
axis. The computational modeling of bioelectrical phenomena in silico, and
subsequent validation in vivo, provide a proof-of-principle for future work
to substantially augment the control and understanding of dynamic growth
and form. This system is an essential first step to developing
computational platforms within which predictive interventions can be
identified and screened for rational manipulation of complex patterning
outcomes in regenerative medicine and morphogenetic engineering.
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Supplemental Information

Supplemental Figure S4.1. The scale-free reaction diffusion scheme
developed by Werner et al [230] is capable of describing stable
monopolar gradients that self amplify from a small initial asymmetry
(A). Unlike conventional reaction diffusion models, stable gradients can
form on models of highly variable size (B). The scale-free reaction
diffusion scheme cannot describe a single model where both monopolar
and bi-polar gradients are stable under different initial conditions — bipolar
gradients can form transiently, but converge to monopolar gradients at
steady state (C). Thus, the scale free reaction-diffusion model is not
capable of accounting for both 1H and 2H planaria heteromorphoses
using one parameter set. By converging to the longest length dimension of
a fragment or body shape, the model also produces unrealistic,
diagonally-oriented self-assembled gradients for a cut planaria model (D).
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Supplemental Figure S4.2. Synapsin stains of 1H and 2H planaria
were manually traced to obtain models with variations of 1H and 2H
planarian body shape and CNS, with resulting Vmem patterns
resulting from the planaria model are shown to the right. This model
set was created using a simplified model of neurotransmitter production on
the CNS which directly inhibited a K+ channel in a concentrationdependent fashion to produce depolarized Vmem, and was used to produce
the anterior-posterior axis model Vmem line-graphs of Figure 4.3.
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Supplemental Figure S4.3. Image preparation for experimental and
computational Vmem pattern analysis. In ImageJ, the midline of the
organism was approximated by hand (yellow line in A). A straightened
strip 20 pixels wide and following the midline trajectory was extracted
using the “straighten” selection command in ImageJ (A). Straightened
strips were then normalized in intensity, and divided into 20 bins, where
each bin approximates 5% of the planaria anterior-posterior axis (A). For
computational models, the anterior-posterior axis of the model midline was
also divided into 20 bins (B), to produce a comparable line-plot with 20
points.
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Supplemental Table S4.1. A theoretical comparison of interstitial
electrophoretic and electroosmotic extracellular transport
mechanisms indicated electroosmosis of large molecules with small
diffusion constants could produce maximum steady-state
concentration gradients approximately 100x larger and at
approximately 100x faster rates, than electrophoresis or
electroosmosis of smaller molecules. Approximate diffusion coefficients
for proteins of different size were obtained from [498]. Electrophoretic
mobilities (and related charge per protein) were based on known protein
electrophoresis coefficients [470, 499-502]. Interstitial electric field and
electroosmotic flow magnitudes were obtained from the present planaria
model, which featured an approximately 20 mV Vmem difference across a 1
mm long model. The linear transport speed was estimated by multiplying
the electrophoretic mobility coefficient for the case by the electric field
strength for a concentration of 1.0 µM. Linear transport speed for
electroosmosis was set equal to the electroosmotic flow velocity,
assuming convective transport at steady-state. The steady-state
concentration gradient was estimated using the Nernst-Planck flux
equation (see Supplementary Information S4.1), assuming net flux is zero
at steady state and solving for the concentration gradient.
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Modeling Platform
Bioelectrical modeling utilized the BioElectric Tissue Simulation Engine
(BETSE), a finite volume based multi-physics simulator specially designed
to study bioelectrical circuit dynamics [354]. BETSE is available from:
	
  
https://gitlab.com/betse/betse

The core BETSE algorithm handles bioelectric signaling by calculating all
components of ion and molecular flux in the bioelectrochemical system,
calculating ion currents and charge in terms of net flux and concentration
of ions in cells, and determining bioelectrical parameters such as Vmem in
terms of ion current and charge.
The BETSE platform described in [354] was recently extended to
also model regulatory networks [411], which are referred to as
bioelectricity-integrated gene and reaction (BIGR) networks. These BIGR
networks include: rate equations for substance production or decay
(thereby simulating gene expression); rate equations describing chemical
reactions between substances; rate equations defining transmembrane
pump and transporter activities; rate equations defining ion channel
activity; and activator/inhibitor relationships allowing any substance to
regulate the growth rate of another molecule, the rate of a chemical
reaction, the rate of ion pumps, or the permeability of an ion channel or
gap junction. All equations of the BIGR network are programmatically
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written from a generalized user-input file, facilitating the construction and
testing of involved models.
In this work, the BETSE platform was further expanded to include:
definition of a microtubule array within cells, which can be oriented by
electric fields; motor protein transport of substances on microtubules
within cells; an updated theoretical description of endogenous long-range
electric fields and electroosmotic flows; and electrical polarization of cells
by endogenous electric fields which allows for coupling between intra- and
extracellular bioelectrical phenomena.
Details regarding computational modeling of bioelectricity in
planaria body plan control are described below, with further details
available elsewhere [354, 411].

Bioelectrical Theory
All core parameters, their values, and variables described in the following
sections are summarized in Table S4.2.

Ion mass transport, charge and currents in electrolytes
All chemical substances can move via regular diffusion and can be
convected in the velocity field of a flowing fluid. However, due to their
electrical charge, ions also move in voltage gradients (electric fields). The
Nernst Planck equation (Eqn 1) describes the mass flux 𝜙! of an ion 𝑖 by
regular diffusion in proportion to the concentration gradient of ion 𝑖  (∇𝑐! ),
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Table S4.2. A summary of commonly used variables and parameters
used in simulations.
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electrophoresis in a voltage gradient ∇Ψ , and convective transport in a
fluid flow field (𝑢) [354, 411, 503, 504]:

(1)
In biological systems where chemical energy (i.e. ATP) is used to drive
active transport of ions across the plasma membrane, and for the case of
reduction-oxidation reactions occurring at a submerged electrode’s
interface (e.g. Ag/AgCl electrodes), additional ion fluxes may contribute to
the total mass flux of an ion (𝜙!!"! ). Thus, the change in concentration of
the ion in time can be described as the divergence of the total flux, where
total flux takes into account all sources of ion flux in the system:

(2)
The total ionic current density in the system (𝐽) can be described in terms
of the sum of total mass flux for all ions:

(3)
Likewise, the volume charge density in the system (𝜌! ) can be written in
terms of the sum of concentrations for all ions:

(4)
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Voltage and long-range electrical fields in electrolytes
Voltage describes a potential energy distribution arising in relation to
charged matter such as electrons or ions. Electric fields (𝐸) describe an
energy gradient capable of exerting mechanical forces on charged matter
in a specific direction, and are defined in relation to the voltage gradient
(Ψ):

(5)
In electrolytes, electrical field screening describes the ability for mobile
ions to effectively cancel-out voltages in the bulk media. Screening occurs
because mobile ions of opposite charge are electrophoretically pulled
towards a source charge density, and result in its effective neutralization.
Screening can be described using the Screened Poisson equation:

(6)
Where the factor 𝑘! describes the Debye Screening constant:

(7)
However, at large values of 𝑘! (𝑘!   >> 1) the Screened Poisson equation
reduces to:

(8)
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As 𝑘! = 1.25𝑥109 1/m for a typical bioelectrochemical media, the simplified
Screened Poisson equation of Eq 8 was used to estimate environmental
voltages. Note that 𝑘! is the reciprocal of the electrical double-layer
thickness, which is a length of 0.8  𝑛𝑚  for typical bioelectrochemical media.

Bioelectricity at the plasma membrane
The trans-membrane voltage (Vmem) is generated due to active transport
of ions across the insulating membrane, which generates a net ion charge
density gradient across the membrane. The plasma membrane of a cell
can be treated like a capacitor with Vmem calculated in terms of the total
surface charge inside the cell (𝜌! ):

(9)
The free charge at the membrane was estimated using Eqn 4, converting
to surface charge density by multiplying volume charge density by each
cell’s volume (𝜐!"## ) and surface area (𝐴!"## ):

(10)
The transmembrane flux of an ion, 𝑖, was was assumed to have four
different potential sources, namely flux from ion pump activity, and passive
electrodiffusion across the membrane from base membrane permeability,
through specific ion channels, and via gap junctions:
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(11)
Calculations of the above-mentioned components of ion flux are described
in detail elsewhere [354, 411].

Bioelectricity at the epithelial/epidermal barrier
The outermost (apical) membranes of cells of a tissue facing the exterior
medium have paracellular spaces sealed by tight junctions, which form an
insulating barrier preventing passage of various substances. From a
bioelectrical perspective, this exterior barrier around the tissue is
analogous to the insulating cell membrane, generating conditions for net
charge to collect at the exterior barrier to support an internal voltage
gradient between the extracellular medium and the interior cell
membranes known as the transepithelial potential (TEP). The presence of
tight junctions was simulated by defining a continuous band around the
boundary of the planaria cell cluster which limited diffusion in the
extracellular spaces by a factor of 1.0𝑥10!! 	
  below free diffusion values, as
described in detail elsewhere [354]. Tight junction integrity was found to
be essential for the development of long-range endogenous electric fields
and electroosmotic fluid flows.
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Electroosmotic flow
Electroosmotic flow describes fluid movement due to electrical field activity
on free ions that are associated with charged interfaces due to screening,
or in the case of bioelectrical systems, net ionic surface charge
distributions.
Electroosmotic flows were modeled in terms of a slip velocity at the
extracellular boundary of each cell induced by the force produced by longrange endogenous electric fields acting upon total charge in the screening
double layer (𝑞!"! ), with [505, 506]:
(12)
Helmholtz-Hodge decomposition [507, 508] was used to determine the
divergence-free components of electroosmotic flow.

Modeling microtubule orientation in endogenous electric fields
Microtubules are long (1 to 50 𝜇𝑚) filamentous proteins comprised of
tubulin dimers which carry both a net negative ionic charge and an electric
dipole [495, 509, 510]. The - end of the microtubule originates at the
negatively-charged centrosome (microtubule organizing complex; MTOC),
while the + end extends into the cytosol and to the cell membrane.
Microtubules may be functionalized by the motor proteins kinesin or
dynein, which carry cargo such as a molecule, vesicle, or even an
organelle, while traversing the microtubule in a dedicated direction with
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respect to the filament’s polarity [472, 511, 512]. On account of directional
motor protein transport, the development of a net alignment of the
microtubule array within a cells is known to be associated with regulation
of morphogen gradients regulating planar cell polarity [436, 437, 439, 440,
443, 446, 513, 514]. Planar cell polarity, which can be assessed by
readouts such as cilia polarity and hair alignment [441, 443, 514-516], has
therefore been linked to directions of net microtubule array alignment
within cells. Furthermore, low magnitude DC electric fields have shown
capacity to align microtubules [476, 495, 517-519], where Kim et al show
alignment in approximately 30 seconds for an electric field of 1 kV/m [476].
In our preliminary analysis assessing the feasibility of endogenous
field alignment of microtubules, we evaluated the mobility of electric-field
induced motion in comparison to thermal noise in a model of rotational
diffusion. Our preliminary analysis showed that for microtubules with ends anchored at the MTOC (which we assumed to remain fixed at the
center of the cell), a torque significantly larger than thermal noise could be
generated by the endogenous electric field (of maximum magnitude 0.25
V

/m) acting on net negative charge distributed along the microtubule

filament axis.
Following [520] we estimated rotational drag coefficient (𝐶!"#$ ) on
microtubule filaments, modeling drag for long cylinders using the
approximating equations of Broersma et al [521], where:
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(13)
with [521]:
(14)
and [521]:
(15)
The length (𝐿!" ) of microtubules were set equal to the distance between
the cell center and membrane midpoint for each cell (~ 5 µm).
Using Stokes-Einstein relations, we estimated the rotational
diffusion coefficient for microtubules as:

(16)
The torque (𝜏) exerted by endogenous fields on microtubules was defined
as the cross-product between the vector pointing from the MTOC to the
microtubule plus end, and the multiplication of microtubule length charge
density (𝜆!" ) and cytosolic electric field vector (𝐸!"## ):
(17)
The rate of change of the microtubule’s angle, 𝜃, was described by:

(18)
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Where 𝜂 is a noise factor varying between -1 and 1, derived from a
random function, used to simulate the effect of rotational diffusion from
thermal noise.

Planaria model
Model Overview
Two-dimensional (2D) planaria models were created by tracing synapsin
stains to obtain realistic 2D body shapes and proportions of the central
nervous system. Each worm model measured approximately 1 mm in
length, with 1000 to 1500 cells. This model size is approximately 10 to 50x
smaller than real planaria, but 1500 cells is a limitation of a cell-based
computational model due to computational expense. All cells of the model
were coupled by voltage-sensitive gap junctions, connecting via opposing
nearest-neighbor membranes of cells in the cluster [354]. Tight junctions
were present at the exterior boundary of the planaria cell network, and
served to limit diffusion of extracellular substances at the boundary of the
cell cluster and global environment (as described elsewhere [354]).
The complete regulatory network model, highlighting each
calculated property in addition to mass-flow and activation/inhibition
relationships, is shown in Figure S4.4. Concentrations of all substances
(ions and other signaling molecules) were defined as separate
concentration profiles in intracellular and extracellular compartments,
where cell center points, and individual membrane domains of each cell,
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Supplemental Figure S4.4. The complete bioelectricity-integrated
network model used to study planaria regeneration. Black arrows
show directions of mass transformation, blue lines with circular endpoints
describe activation interactions, and red lines with flat endpoints describe
inhibitor interactions. Substances are shown as light blue ellipsoids.
Depolarized transmembrane potential is symbolically represented by
“+Vmem”. Rectangular boxes represent chemical reactions (including
production/decay of a substance), diamonds represent
pumps/transporters, hexagons symbolically represent membrane
permeability (Pmem) to a specific ion or substance, and pentagons
represent ion channels. Mathematical handling of ion channels,
transporters/pumps, substance growth/decay, chemical reactions, and
activation/inhibition relations are described in the following text.
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Supplemental Table S4.3. Substances of the regulatory network and
their fundamental characteristics. ’ATP-Mg’ is adenosine triphosphate
magnesium complex, ’ATP’ is adenosine triphosphate, ’cAMP’ is 3’,5’
cyclic adenosine monophosphate, ’PKC’ is protein kinase C, ’NT’ is
neurotransmitter (likely norepinephrine), ’HSPG’ is heparin sulphate
proteoglycan (likely Agrin), ’Wnt’ is Hedgehog-induced canonical Wnt/bCat signaling, ’Notum’ is the Notum enzyme, ’ERK’ is extracellular signal
regulated kinase, ’H2CO3’ is carbonic acid (from dissolved CO2 gas
converted to carbonic acid by carbonic anhydrase). ’H’, ’HCO3’, ’Na’, ’K’,
’Cl’, and ’Ca’ represents protons, bicarbonate, sodium, potassium, chloride
and calcium ions, respectively. ’Prot’ stands for anionic proteins that are
membrane-impermeable; these are required to maintain realistic resting
Vmem.
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could be assigned properties such as concentration, membrane
permeability, Vmem, flux, and electric field, thereby allowing for a
description of polarities within single cells. All simulations included the
core ions: Na+, K+, Cl-, Ca2+, HCO3-, and H+, non-membrane permeable
anionic proteins modeled as a concentration of monovalent anions (Prot-),
and an unidentified anion M- used to balance charge to set zero net
charge in the cell and environmental regions as an initial condition.
Substances of the complete BIGR network (which, unlike the core ions,
were subjected to production by cells, and were also ignored in net ion
charge or flux calculations) included gap junction permeable ATP4- and
ATP-Mg2-, a large HSPG protein, a concentration representing combined
Hh-induced canonical Wnt/β-Catenin signaling (hereby referred to as
Wnt/β-Cat); a concentration representing ERK signaling, Notum enzyme,
a diffusible neurotransmitter produced in the CNS, protein kinase C (PKC),
cyclic AMP (cAMP1-), and dissolved carbon dioxide as carbonic acid
(H2CO3). The pH was handled using a bicarbonate buffer system,
assuming a constant production of carbonic acid to simulate metabolic
production. The properties of the model substances and their initial
concentration conditions are summarized in Table S4.3. Specific
equations describing production/decay and handling of the bicarbonate
buffer are described in the following sections.
The bioelectricity-integrated regulatory network model also included
the ion pumps H,K-ATPase, which has been implicated in planaria head
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regeneration [25, 138], and the Na,K-ATPase, a ubiquitous ion pump
required for maintenance of resting Vmem [522]. Additionally, the
electrogenic sodium-coupled bicarbonate transporter (NBC), which in the
forward direction moves sodium and chloride into the cell with a
stoichiometry of 1 Na+: 2 Cl- was included in the BIGR network model
[523, 524]. Importantly, experiments have shown that activity of the H,KATPase pump, which is electroneutral as it moves zero net charge across
the membrane, is associated with Vmem depolarization in planaria [138].
After assessing combinations of the H,K-ATPase with several different ion
channels and transporters, we identified the electrogenic NBC as a
transporter that, in the model, depolarizes Vmem in proportion to H,KATPase activity, in a mechanism consistent with known HCO3- secretion
mechanisms [525]. A K+ leak channel responsible for maintaining
hyperpolarized resting Vmem was also included, where K+ leak channel
state is known to be regulated by GPCR signaling [526-530].
The regulatory network model included a diffusible
neurotransmitter, produced on the CNS domain of the model (with a
speculated identity as norepinephrine and/or dopamine). The
neurotransmitter induces depolarization of resting Vmem in nearby somatic
tissues in a concentration-dependent manner via activation of GPCR
signaling specifically involving increased PKC [142]. Note that multiple
secondary messenger cascades downstream of GPCR activation are
possible, however, for simplicity we have chosen to focus only on PKC. In
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turn, PKC depolarizes Vmem by activating the H,K-ATPase ion pump [531],
and inhibiting a K+ leak channel [532-535]. The H,K-ATPase pump was
also activated by cAMP1-. Genetically, the network model has posterior
identity prescribed by high Wnt/β-Cat signaling [53, 336]. Head/CNS
induction was in proportion to ERK signaling, with ERK inhibited by Wnt/βCat [325, 387, 422-424]. Canonical Wnt/β-Cat signaling was taken to be
induced by Hh via inhibition of Ptc [259, 326]; inhibition of Hh was
modeled as decreasing Wnt/β-Cat production by a factor of 2, whereas
inhibition of Ptc was modeled as increasing Wnt/β-Cat production by a
factor of 3. A large, negatively charged, extracellular HSPG was required
for activation of Wnt/β-Cat signaling [477, 479, 484, 536-538]. In the
model, Notum enzyme inhibits Wnt/β-Cat [258, 260, 425, 539]. Notum
expression was modeled as requiring both Wnt/β-Cat [540] and ATP4-,
which was presumed to be acting via the ATP-dependent chromodomain
helicase DNA binding protein 8 (CHD8), which is known to inhibit Wnt/βCat signaling [485, 486].
Bioelectricity-integrated regulatory networks for planaria
regeneration were defined in a BETSE configuration file, which
programmatically generates underlying mathematical equations based on
a template-equation formalism, which is described in detail elsewhere
[411].
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Model Ion Channels
K+ leak channel
A K+ channel (“K_Channel” in Figure S4.4) with no voltage sensitivity
(modeled after the KCNK9 channel of the two-pore domain K+ channel
family [541]) was used as a major control agent for resting Vmem in the
planaria model. The K+ flux for the channel was modeled assuming that
the channel has a fixed K+ membrane permeability, which was varied from
𝑃!!"!!" = 8.7  𝑡𝑜  67𝑥10!!"     𝑚/𝑠, which altered resting Vmem in a range from
approximately -25 to -65 mV, and which was further modulated
dynamically by the concentration of the neurotransmitter (NT). Channel
flux of K+ ions described by:

(19)

Model Ion Pumps and Transporters
Sodium Potassium Adenosine Triphosphatase (Na,K-ATPase)
The overall reaction and formula utilized for the Na+/K+-ATPase pump are
reported elsewhere [411]. The Na,K-ATPase moves 3 Na+ out while
bringing two K+ into the cell for each ATP used, leading to a net current
moving out of the cell and Vmem hyperpolarization. The Na,K-ATPase is
not shown in the network of Figure S4.4.
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Hydrogen Potassium Adenosine Triphosphatase (H,K-ATPase)
The H,K-ATPase ion pump (“HK-ATP” in Figure S4.4) has been
experimentally shown to be important for planaria anterior regeneration,
and is associated with Vmem depolarization [25, 138]. The H,K-ATPase
activity was described by the transmembrane reaction:
(20)
With the rate of the ion pump (𝜐!"#$% ) was described by:

(21)

(22)

(23)

(24)

(25)
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Where kinetic parameters were identified from references [522, 531, 542549] or chosen on a reasonable-guess basis:
!
𝐾!"#
= 0.33  𝑚𝑀
!
𝑛!"#
= 2.00
!
𝐾!"#$
= 0.50  𝑚𝑀
!
𝑛!"#$
= 2.00

𝑧!! = 1.00
𝑧! = 1.00
!!
𝐾!"#$%
= 1.00𝑥10!!   𝑚𝑀
!!
𝑛!"#$%
= 1.00
!

!"#
𝐾!!"#$
= 0.50  𝑚𝑀

!

!"#
𝑛!"#$%
= 1.00

!"#$%

𝐾!"!!"# = 0.60  𝑚𝑀
!"#$%

𝑛!"#$% = 1.00
!!

!"#
𝐾!"#$%
= 1.00  𝑚𝑀

!!

!"#
𝑛!"#$%
= 1.00

!
𝐾!"#$%
= 1.00  𝑚𝑀
!
𝑛!"#$%
= 1.00
!
∆𝐺!"#$%
= −3.60𝑥10!   𝐽/𝑚𝑜𝑙
!"#
𝜐!"#$%
= 1.00𝑥10!! 𝑚𝑜𝑙 𝑚! 𝑠
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Sodium-Coupled Bicarbonate Transporter (NBC)
The NBC transporter (“NBC” of Figure S4.4) was identified in our model as
capable of producing membrane depolarization in conjunction with H,KATPase pump activity (consistent with known bicarbonate secretion
mechanisms [523-525, 550, 551]), and is therefore an important part of
Vmem regulation in the planaria model. Note that other bicarbonate
transporters, such as Cl-/HCO3- exchangers can also induce
depolarization with H,K-ATpase pump activity; the NBC was chosen but
further information may indicate an alternative bicarbonate transporter is
actually at work in planaria. The NBC described by the transmembrane
chemical reaction:
(26)
With rate described by:

(27)
With:

(28)
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(29)

(30)

(31)
Where kinetic parameters were chosen after consulting references [523,
524, 550, 552] on a best-guess basis:
𝑧!" = 1.00
𝑧!"#! = −1.00
!"#!!"#

𝐾!"#

= 1.00  𝑚𝑀

!"#!!"#

𝑛!"#

= 2.00

!"

𝐾!"#!"# = 1.00  𝑚𝑀
!"

𝑛!"#!"# = 1.00
!"#!
𝐾!"#
= 20.00  𝑚𝑀
!"#!
𝑛!"#
= 2.00
!"
𝐾!"#
= 20.00  𝑚𝑀
!"
𝑛!"#
= 1.00
!
∆𝐺!"#
= 0.00  𝐽/𝑚𝑜𝑙
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!"#
𝜐!"#
= 1.00𝑥10!! 𝑚𝑜𝑙 𝑚! 𝑠

Regulatory network substances and growth/decay relationships
Substances of the regulatory network were subjected to the following
production/decay conditions, which were often modulated by other
substances of the regulatory network. Where indicated, some substances
were produced on the central nervous system gradient of the planaria
model (here indicated as the function G(x, y)), an example of which is
shown for 1H planaria in Figure S4.5.
Adenosine Triphosphate (ATP)
ATP is a product of metabolism, and in the model is postulated to coregulate Notum expression via an ATP-dependent Chromodomainhelicase-DNA-binding protein mechanism [485, 486, 553]. Characteristics
and initial conditions for ATP are listed in Table S4.3. The rate of growth
and decay of ATP (“ATP_growth” on Figure S4.4) was described by:

(32)
Where:
!"#
𝑟!"#
= 1.0𝑥10!!   𝑚𝑀/𝑠

𝛿!"# = 1.0𝑥10!!   1/𝑠
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Supplemental Figure S4.5. Example of a production gradient (G(x, y))
used to approximate production on the planaria central nervous
system in models (A), with the resulting neurotransmitter
concentration profile shown in (B). Red pixels in the image of (A) were
interpreted as 100% production rate, while black was interpreted as 0%.
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Adenosine Triphosphate Magnesium Complex (ATP-Mg)
The ATP-Mg complex has different charge characteristics than ATP (-2 for
ATP-Mg versus -4 for ATP) and was found to produce emergent gradients
with different characteristics via gap junction electrodiffusion. In the model,
ATP-Mg is a substrate for the ATPase enzymatic ion pumps (and
therefore naturally regulates their rate). Characteristics and initial
conditions for ATP-Mg are listed in Table S4.3. The rate of growth and
decay of ATP-Mg (“ATPMg_growth” on Figure 1) was described by:
(33)
Where kinetic parameters were chosen to roughly match metabolic
production rates [554, 555]:
!"#
𝑟!"#$%
= 0.07  𝑚𝑀/𝑠

𝛿!"#$% = 0.01  1/𝑠

3’,5’ Cyclic Adenosine Monophosphate (cAMP)
Cyclic AMP is an important secondary messenger that is also gap junction
permeable [556, 557]. In the model, cAMP co-regulates H,K-ATPase
pump activity [542, 544, 547, 548]. Characteristics and initial conditions for
cAMP are listed in Table S4.3. The rate of growth and decay of cAMP
(“cAMP_growth” on Figure S4.4) was described by:
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(34)
Where:
!
𝐾!"#$%
= 0.75  𝑚𝑀
!
𝑛!"#$%
= 1.00
!"#
𝑟!"#$
= 0.02  𝑚𝑀/𝑠

𝛿!"#$ = 0.02  1/𝑠

Carbonic Acid (H2CO3)
Carbonic acid is produced by the carbonate anhydrase enzyme from
dissolved carbon dioxide, where carbon dioxide is produced by metabolic
activity. Production of H2CO3 was required to maintain a steady influx of H
ions to sustain the H,K-ATPase pump activity. Characteristics and initial
conditions for H2CO3 are listed in Table S4.3. The rate of growth and
decay of H2CO3 (“H2CO3_growth” on Figure S4.4) was described by:

(35)
Where kinetic parameters were chosen to roughly match metabolic
production rates from oxidative metabolism [554, 555]:
!"#
𝑟!!!!"
= 0.01  𝑚𝑀/𝑠

𝛿!!!"! = 1.50𝑥10!!   1/𝑠
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Extracellular Receptor Kinase (ERK)
ERK signaling has been shown to be associated with anterior
development, where ERK is inhibited by β-Catenin [422]. Characteristics
and initial conditions for ERK are listed in Table S4.3. The rate of growth
and decay of ERK signaling (“ERK_growth” on Figure S4.4) was
described by:

(36)
Where:
!
𝐾!"#
= 0.40  𝑚𝑀
!
𝑛!"#
= 3.00
!"#
𝑟!"#
= 5.00𝑥10!!   𝑚𝑀/𝑠

𝛿!"# = 5.00𝑥10!!   1/𝑠

Heparin Sulphate Proteoglycan (HSPG)
HSPGs are crucial for activation of Hedgehog and Wnt signaling [477-480,
558, 559], and have been found to be involved in posterior development of
zebrafish [481]. Here we propose a large HSPG (such as agrin) to be
involved in Hedgehog-induced canonical Wnt/β-Cat signaling in planaria
posterior development, which is consistent with the earlier results of Lange
and Steel [68, 426]. Characteristics and initial conditions for HSPG are
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listed in Table S4.3. The rate of growth and decay of HSPG
(“HSPG_growth” on Figure S4.4) was described by:
(37)
Where G(x, y) is a gradient function similar to that shown in Figure 2A
and:
!"#
𝑟!"#$
= 2.50𝑥10!!   𝑚𝑀/𝑠

𝛿!"#$ = 1.00𝑥10!!   1/𝑠

Hh-Induced Wnt/β-Cat Signaling (Wnt)
The Hedgehog induced canonical Wnt/β-Catenin pathway has been well
demonstrated to play a role in tail development, and in inhibition of
anterior signaling in planaria [53, 326, 336]. Characteristics and initial
conditions for Wnt are listed in Table S4.3. The rate of growth and decay
of Hh-induced Wnt/β-Cat Signaling (“Wnt_growth” on Figure S4.4) was
described by:

(38)
Where:
!
𝐾!"#$
= 0.50  𝑚𝑀
!
𝑛!"#$
= 3.00
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!
𝐾!"#$%
= 0.20  𝑚𝑀
!
𝑛!"#$%
= 3.00
!
𝐾!"
= 2.50𝑥10!!   𝑚𝑀
!
𝑛!"
= 3.00
!"#
𝑟!"#
= 5.00𝑥10!!   𝑚𝑀/𝑠

𝛿!"# = 5.00𝑥10!!   1/𝑠

Neurotransmitter (NT)
Past experimental work [1, 142, 193, 560, 561], and results presented
herein, indicate neurotransmitter signaling is involved in planaria anteriorposterior axis control. Characteristics and initial conditions for NT are
listed in Table S4.3. The rate of growth and decay of neurotransmitter
(“NT” on Figure S4.4) was described by:
(39)
Where G(x, y) is a gradient function similar to that shown in Figure S4.5A
and:
!"#
𝑟!"
= 0.10  𝑚𝑀/𝑠

𝛿!" = 0.10  1/𝑠

Notum
Notum enzyme inhibits Wnt signaling [260, 425], and is known to be
required for anterior development in	
  planaria [258]. Characteristics and
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initial conditions for Notum are listed in Table S4.3. The rate of growth	
  and
decay of Notum (“Notum_growth” on Figure S4.4) was described by:	
  

(40)
Where:
!
𝐾!"#
= 0.10  𝑚𝑀
!
𝑛!"#
= 3.00
!
𝐾!"#
= 2.50  𝑚𝑀
!
𝑛!"#
= 3.00
!"#
𝑟!"#$%
= 5.00𝑥10!!   1/𝑠

𝛿!"#$% = 5.00𝑥10!!   1/𝑠

Protein Kinase C (PKC):
PKC is an important secondary messenger activated by GPCR signaling
[452]. PKC can depolarize Vmem via modulatory effects on a range of ion
channels [532, 533, 562-565] (where our model specifically considered
PKC inhibition of K+ leak channels) [563], and by activating the H,KATPase ion pump [531, 547] (which is depolarizing in the planaria system
and our model). Genetically, PKC can inhibit Hedgehog-induced canonical
Wnt signaling [450, 566, 567], which is consistent with effects of enhanced
or inhibited PKC in planaria regeneration [142]. Characteristics and initial
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conditions for PKC in the model are listed in Table S4.3. In the model, the
rate of growth and decay of PKC (“PKC_growth” on Figure S4.4) was
described by:

(41)
Where:
!
𝐾!"
= 0.33  𝑚𝑀
!
𝑛!"
= 2.00
!
𝐾!"
= 3.50𝑥10!!   𝑚𝑀
!
𝑛!"
= 3.00
!"#
𝑟!"#
= 0.10  𝑚𝑀/𝑠

𝛿!"# = 0.10  1/𝑠

Bicarbonate Buffer
Simulations were buffered in the cell and environmental compartments
using bicarbonate buffers, as defined below, with H+ concentration (and
respective thermodynamic properties for the reaction) scaled from units
mM to units mM to facilitate working with low concentrations of H+ ions:
(42)
With rate of change in concentration described by:

(43)
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With:

(44)

(45)

(46)

(47)
Where:
!!!"!
𝐾!"#$%&
= 1.00  𝑚𝑀
!
!!!"!
𝑛!"#$%&
= 1.00
!
!
𝐾!"#$%&
= 1.00𝑥10!!   𝑚𝑀
!
!
𝑛!"#$%&
= 1.00
!
!"#!
𝐾!"#$%&
= 1.00  𝑚𝑀
!
!"#!
𝑛!"#$%&
= 1.00
!
!
∆𝐺!"#$%&
= 1.84𝑥10!   𝐽/𝑚𝑜𝑙
!"#
𝑟!"#$%&
= 1.00  𝑚𝑀/𝑠
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Other Transporters
Monoamine reuptake transporter (MAT)
Neurotransmitter reuptake transporters from the Na+/Cl- coupled
monoamine transport family (MATs) have rates that can be sensitive to
Vmem, where depolarized Vmem can slow or even reverse the MAT
transporter, leading to an excess of neurotransmitter in the extracellular
space where it signals, and potential feedbacks leading to sustained or
enhanced Vmem depolarization [453-456, 458, 568-572]. Here, the MAT
transporter was modeled as a transporter from the Na+/Cl- coupled
monoamine reuptake transporter family, with characteristics similar to the
dopamine reuptake transporter (DAT) or and electrogenic norepinephrine
transporter (NET) [453-456, 458, 459, 570, 573, 574]. The MAT
transporter was described by the transmembrane equation:
(48)
With transporter rate described by:

(49)
With:

(50)
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(51)

(52)

(53)
Where kinetic parameters were chosen on a best-guess basis after
consulting available references [455, 456, 458, 459]:
𝑧!" = 1.00
𝑧!" = 1.00  
𝑧!" = −1.00
!"

!"#
𝐾!"#
= 1.00  𝑚𝑀

!"

!"#
𝑛!"#
= 1.00

!"

𝐾!"#!"# = 1.00  𝑚𝑀
!"

!"#
𝑛!"#
= 2.00

!"

!"#
𝐾!"#
= 1.00  𝑚𝑀

!"

!"#
𝑛!"#
= 1.00

!"
𝐾!"#
= 1.00  𝑚𝑀
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!"
𝑛!"#
= 1.00
!"
𝐾!"#
= 20.00  𝑚𝑀
!"
𝑛!"#
= 2.00
!"
𝐾!"#
= 20.00  𝑚𝑀
!"
𝑛!"#
= 1.00
!
∆𝐺!"#
= 0.00  𝐽/𝑚𝑜𝑙
!"#
𝜐!"#
= 1.00𝑥10!! 𝑚𝑜𝑙 𝑚! 𝑠
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Chapter Five

Gap Junctional Blockade Stochastically Induces
Different Species-Specific Head Anatomies in
Genetically Wild-Type Girardia dorotocephala
Flatworms

Maya Emmons-Bell, Fallon Durant, Jennifer Hammelman,
Nicholas Bessonov, Vitaly Volpert, Junji Morokuma, Kaylinnette
Pinet, Dany S. Adams, Alexis Pietak, Daniel Lobo & Michael
Levin

International Journal of Molecular Sciences 16(11), 2786527896 (2015)
Data Contributions: Michael Levin, Maya Emmons-Bell and I conceived
and designed all experiments. I trained both Maya Emmons-Bell and
Kaylinette Pinet in executing the octanol experiments. Maya Emmons-Bell
carried out experiments; Jennifer Hammelman and Daniel Lobo provided
computational analysis of DiBAC images; Junji Morokuma assisted with
immunohistochemistry and provided support with worm husbandry; Dany
S. Adams assisted with morphometric analysis, and membrane voltage
imaging; Alexis Pietak produced key figure elements; Nicholas Bessonov
and Vitaly Volpert produced the computational model of emergent and
discrete morphogenesis; Kaylinnette Pinet discovered the octanol-induced
altered morphology phenotype; Maya Emmons-Bell, Vitaly Volpert, Daniel
Lobo, and Michael Levin wrote the manuscript, with significant input from
all co-authors.
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Abstract
The shape of an animal body plan is constructed from protein components
encoded by the genome. However, bioelectric networks composed of
many cell types have their own intrinsic dynamics, and can drive distinct
morphological outcomes during embryogenesis and regeneration.
Planarian flatworms are a popular system for exploring body plan
patterning due to their regenerative capacity, but despite considerable
molecular information regarding stem cell differentiation and basic axial
patterning, very little is known about how distinct head shapes are
produced. Here, we show that after decapitation in G. dorotocephala, a
transient perturbation of physiological connectivity among cells (using the
gap junction blocker octanol) can result in regenerated heads with quite
different shapes, stochastically matching other known species of planaria
(S. mediterranea, D. japonica, and P. felina). We use morphometric
analysis to quantify the ability of physiological network perturbations to
induce different species-specific head shapes from the same genome.
Moreover, we present a computational agent-based model of cell and
physical dynamics during regeneration that quantitatively reproduces the
observed shape changes. Morphological alterations induced in a
genomically wild-type G. dorotocephala during regeneration include not
only the shape of the head but also the morphology of the brain, the
characteristic distribution of adult stem cells (neoblasts), and the
bioelectric gradients of resting potential within the anterior tissues.
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Interestingly, the shape change is not permanent; after regeneration is
complete, intact animals remodel back to G. dorotocephala-appropriate
head shape within several weeks in a secondary phase of remodeling
following initial complete regeneration. We present a conceptual model to
guide future work to delineate the molecular mechanisms by which
bioelectric networks stochastically select among a small set of discrete
head morphologies. Taken together, these data and analyses shed light
on important physiological modifiers of morphological information in
dictating species-specific shape, and reveal them to be a novel instructive
input into head patterning in regenerating planaria.
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Introduction
Development, cancer suppression, large-scale remodeling, and
regeneration all hinge on an organism’s ability to store and process
information about its correct anatomical structure, and correct any
deviations from that structure that may occur during injury or other
environmental impacts [73, 288]. It is commonly assumed that speciesspecific anatomical shapes are encoded in the genome, although data
from environmental epigenetics have long suggested that morphological
outcomes are a function of not only inheritance but also of environment
and life history inputs [575].
Whether via nucleotide sequences or chromatin modifications, the
genome does not specify organismal 3-dimensional shape directly.
Instead, large-scale morphology is an emergent feature of the dynamics of
complex networks of activity carried out by cells. Thus, pattern formation is
the outcome of a rich layer of chemical and physical processes occurring
between DNA and anatomy. Indeed, distinct morphologies can arise from
a single genotype [576, 577]. Understanding how cells communicate and
coordinate their functions in vivo to reliably form complex body plans and
organs is of fundamental importance not only for evolutionary
developmental biology, but also for biomedicine [578]. Transformative
advances in regenerative medicine and synthetic bioengineering require
us to know which inputs can be provided to a cellular system to induce
specific morphological outcomes—rational control of growth and form.
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This is a truly difficult problem because of the complex nonlinearity of
biological regulation [31]. Hence, step 1 is uncovering processes that
provide instructive control over the determination of large-scale shape.
Most of the field today is focused on gene-regulatory networks
[579, 580] and physical forces [581, 582] in an effort to understand how
final patterning outcomes arise and are maintained during development
and regeneration. However, another fascinating layer of biological
regulation has recently been implicated in the control of morphogenesis:
endogenous bioelectrical signaling [69, 72, 131]. Spatio-temporal
gradients of resting potential among all cell types (not just excitable nerve
and muscle) can regulate cell proliferation, migration, shape, and
apoptosis [120]. Even more importantly, they can function as instructive
cues for large-scale morphogenesis, regulating positional information,
organ identity, size, and axial polarity [73, 153, 298]. Recent work has
implicated these voltage gradients in the regulation of anterior-posterior
polarity [1, 138], appendage regeneration [101, 102, 107, 165],
craniofacial patterning [25], left-right asymmetry [89, 90, 163, 583], eye
development [105, 584], and brain patterning [106]. Numerous studies
have now identified transduction mechanisms linking bioelectric properties
with downstream transcriptional and epigenetic targets [118, 131, 153,
154], thus revealing how these physical properties integrate with genetic
information during patterning.
Three aspects of bioelectric signaling make them particularly
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relevant to the origin of large-scale shape and the role of the genome.
First, bioelectric patterns specify shape in a distributed (non-local)
manner: several studies have shown that the size, shape, and identity of
specific structures integrates bioelectrical information from remote regions
[106, 111, 125, 126, 169, 585], making bioelectric signaling an ideal
modality for coordinating individual cell behaviors towards a specific
anatomical outcome. Second, bioelectric patterns can override default
genetic/biochemical information: specific Vmem changes can prevent
mesenchymal stem cell differentiation despite the presence of chemical
inducers [95, 96], can induce an eye to form in a tissue (e.g., mesoderm or
endoderm) that is otherwise not competent to become eye when
misexpressing a “master” eye inducer like Pax6 [105], can induce
metastatic melanoma in the absence of genetic damage [125, 169], can
prevent the formation of tumors in the presence of otherwise-sufficient
oncogenes [109, 110], and can rescue brain defects caused by mutations
in powerful regulators of neurogenesis such as Notch [106]. Thus,
bioelectric signaling is a good explanatory candidate in instances of
epigenetic influences over pattern formation. Finally, bioelectric properties
seem to directly encode outcomes at the level of organs, inducing whole
appendages [101, 165, 298] or complex eyes [131]. This ability to trigger
downstream developmental modules, without having to specify individual
cell positions (micromanage the process), makes bioelectric signals not
only attractive control knobs for biomedical intervention, but also reveals
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how bioelectric network states can be seen as attractors instructing
complex patterning outcomes.
Global bioelectric network dynamics are regulated in part by gap
junctions—electrical synapses between cells that facilitate direct ion
exchange, thereby allowing cells to compare their Vmem with those of their
neighbors, and establish isopotential cell fields or boundaries between
compartments [206, 216]. Because gap junctions can be themselves
voltage-sensitive [181, 215], they in effect can function as transistors—
enabling complex information processing and feedback loops. Gap
junctions also provide rich opportunities for selective gating of small
molecule signals in addition to ion current [586]. Unsurprisingly, because
of these features, this versatile signaling element is crucial for
development [195, 587, 588] and also for the plasticity of cognitive
memory in the brain [589-591]. Thus, we investigated here the role of gap
junction-mediated physiological networks in regulating pattern formation.
Planaria are free-living flatworms with impressive regenerative
abilities [29, 356, 592]. After traumatic injury such as amputation,
planarians regenerate all missing tissues, reproducing their target
morphology perfectly in a relatively short time span of about two weeks.
This morphological remodeling is not restricted to trauma; after periods of
starvation, planarians shrink themselves allometrically, and grow in the
same, scaled manner after food has been reintroduced [22]. This
remarkable example of spatial and temporal cellular organization requires
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the storage and sharing of morphological and physiological information
across a diverse and widely dispersed population of cells. Such
morphological robustness provides a unique system in which to study
complex traits such as the plasticity of morphology. While recent work has
made remarkable progress on the molecular details of pathways
regulating adult stem cell behavior in planaria [335, 593, 594], very little
information is available on how specific head shape is controlled. The vast
majority of the functional literature reports phenotypes of either failure to
regenerate or switching of head/tail identity; the field currently has no
mechanistic understanding of how a species-specific head shape is
established or regulated [32], although voltage-based signaling has been
shown to be involved in head shape/size in at least one species [25].
Importantly, different species of planaria have characteristic head
shapes that are readily distinguished by anatomical inspection. Thus, we
examined the consequences of disrupting the body-wide gap junction
communication network for head shape in planaria. Remarkably, we
observed a stochastic phenotype in which the regenerating heads of a
genomically-normal G. dorotocephala flatworm acquired a head
morphology appropriate to other extant planarian species. The effect was
observed in the head, as well as in the brain morphology. Unlike our
recent demonstration of a permanent (stable) change of target
morphology in D. japonica [1], this effect was temporary, and the worms
remodeled back to their native state within 30 days. The ability to
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stochastically select one of several discrete head shapes appropriate to a
different species, simply by altering a physiological network, suggests that
quantitative models of bioelectric network modes will be an important part
of understanding evolutionary change and the role of genomic
vs. physiological circuits in establishing anatomical structure.

Results
Octanol Treatment Induces Changes in Head Shape
Planarian flatworm species display a broad range of head shapes, from
the very rounded to the almost triangular, with varied shapes of auricles
(Figure 5.1A–D). To interrogate the mechanisms responsible for
regeneration and maintenance of head shape, G. dorotocephala
planarians were amputated along a plane positioned posterior to the
pharynx but anterior to the tail, to produce a pre-tail (PT) fragment. PT
fragments were then treated with the gap junction (GJ) communication
blocker octanol (8-OH). 8-OH is a commonly-used pan-GJ blocker [1, 197,
201, 339, 595-600], altering the physiological connectivity between
populations of cells, and thereby perturbing the rate and pattern of
transmission of bioelectrical and other small molecule signals. Dosage
was titrated to a level low enough to enable interference with regenerative
signaling without organismic toxicity. 8-OH exposure has been validated to
be transient by GC-MS: drug levels are undetectable after a few hours of
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worm wash-out in water, and octanol does not alter genetic sequences in
the worm [1, 601].
After 3 days of octanol exposure, worms were allowed to complete
regeneration (10 days total). Remarkably, this process resulted in worms
that exhibited head shapes highly similar to the heads appropriate to other
species of planarians (Figure 5.1E–H). 8-OH treated fragments
regenerated both head and tail correctly, but in many cases, head shape
was drastically altered. Wild-type G. dorotocephala (GD) possess a very
pointed head shape, with two elongated auricles at the plane of the eyes
(Figure 5.1A). Fragments subjected to the same 8-OH treatment scheme
regenerated one of: entirely rounded heads like the planarian S.
mediterranea (SM) (Figure 5.1H), heads with thick necks and “cat-like”
auricles like those of the planarian P. felina (PF) (Figure 5.1G), heads that
are triangular like the planarian D. japonica (DJ) (Figure 5.1F), or heads
that resemble wild-type G. dorotocephala (Figure 5.1E). We will refer to
the head shapes of regenerates as “pseudo” of the morphologically most
similar species. Variant, other species-specific head morphologies were
never observed after amputation or during regeneration in water (the
control condition)—the normal process of head regeneration has 100%
fidelity to the species-specific shape (Figure S5.1A). The same schedule
of exposure to hexanol (6-OH), a closely-related compound to octanol
which does not effectively block GJs and thus can be used as a control
[339], had no effect (Figure S5.1B). Likewise, intact worms soaked in 8	
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Figure 5.1. Characterization of varied head morphologies produced
by octanol treatment. (A–D) Wild-type morphologies of four species of
planaria flatworm. Arrows indicate auricle placement and general head
shape; (E–H) pre-tail (PT) fragments of G. dorotocephala, treated in 8-OH
for three days, and then moved into water for the remainder of
regeneration (n > 243). Arrows indicate auricle placement and general
head shape. Scale bar 0.5 mm; (I) Experimental scheme of octanol
treatment. PT fragments are amputated from G. dorotocephala worms.
Fragments are treated in octanol (8-OH) for three days, and allowed to
regenerate in water for seven days.
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OH for >3 days did not exhibit any unusual morphological outcomes.
Based on these results, we conclude that discrete, species-specific head
shapes can be achieved by manipulating the connectivity of physiological
networks in the planarian flatworm during head regeneration.

Quantitative Comparison of Induced vs. Genome-Specific Head Shapes
Geometric morphometrics [602] was used to quantify similarities and
differences between head shapes of true species, as well as the
experimentally derived pseudo morphologies. In brief, geometric
morphometric analysis involves placement of a series of landmarks, which
are both biologically significant and reproducible across all samples,
removal of non-shape variation (size, rotation, etc.), and performance of a
set of statistical analysis [603]. Landmarks were chosen based on the
common biological landmarks that existed across samples, and semilandmarks were placed with prescribed relations to these landmarks
(Figure 5.2B). Landmark data was recorded for n > 60 worms, including
GD worms whose head shape had been experimentally perturbed by 8OH, control GD worms who had regenerated in water for 10 days, and
adult wild-type worms from each of the three species. Principal
components analyses (data not shown) and canonical variate analyses
were run on the data set. This enabled visualization of mean shape
changes between wild-type species morphologies, and between
experimentally derived head shapes. Both analyses resulted in the
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separation of pseudo morphologies from the wild-type G.
dorotocephala morphology. Procrustes distances between each of the
groups were calculated, in order to produce a quantified metric for
comparison of shape differences.
The quantification was used to determine whether the shapes that
looked like other species objectively resembled those species, and to
suggest a continuous morphospace within which octanol-induced shape
change can be visualized along a continuum (from normal to that of a
different species). Canonical variate analysis supported the statistical
significance of the given pre-defined morphological groupings (in this
case, groupings were based on experimental treatment and morphology)
(Figure 5.2A). Comparisons of the Procrustes distances between shape
groups (Figure 5.2A, Table 5.1) showed that the experimentally derived
morphologies were closer in shape to the wild-type morphologies they
resembled than the wild-type Girardia dorotocephala head morphology.
Analysis of variance (ANOVA) of both centroid size and shape between
wild-type morphology and pseudo morphology groups also confirmed
significant differences between groupings (F = 7.94, p < 0.0001, and F =
7.40, p < 0.0001, respectively). We conclude that amputation and
treatment in 8-OH can produce regenerated worms whose morphology
has changed to become significantly more like that of another species of
planarian.
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Figure 5.2. Canonical variate analysis of head shape. (A) Graphical
output, showing confidence ellipses for means, at a 0.9 probability, of
shape data from wild-type and experimentally derived morphologies.
Ellipses are colored to correspond with phenotype and treatment. n = 10
WT G. dorotocephala, n = 8 WT G. dorotocephala 10 days after
amputation and regenerated in water, n = 9 WT D. japonica, n = 6 WT P.
felina, n = 8 WT S. mediterranea, n = 7 pseudo G. dorotocephala, n = 13
pseudo D. japonica, n = 5 pseudo P. felina, and n = 6 S.
mediterranea flatworms were measured; (B) Legend of landmark
placement on a wild-type G. dorotocephala head shape (see Materials
and Methods); (C) Schematic demonstrating alteration of morphology to
better resemble another species after 8-OH treatments. Procrustes
distances between wild-type G. dorotocephala, 8-OH treated G.
dorotocephala with D. japonica head shape, and wild-type D.
japonica show objective alteration of morphology to be more similar to the
non-native species.
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Table 5.1. Quantitative analysis of shape similarities between
patterning outcomes and normal head shapes of three species.

Comparison of average Procrustes distances between wild-type, and
experimentally-derived altered morphologies. Comparisons of particular
interest are shown in boldface. Procrustes distances are larger between
wild-type G. dorotocephala morphologies and the altered species-specific
morphologies produced by 8-OH treatment, than between fragments that
regenerated G. dorotocephala-resembling heads. In addition, Procrustes
distances between 8-OH treated regenerates with altered morphologies,
and the species that they resemble, are smaller than distances between
regenerates and WT G. dorotocephala morphologies. Procrustes ANOVA
of centroid size p < 0.0001. GD = G. dorotocephala; DJ = D. japonica; PF
= P. feline; SM = S. mediterranea.
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The Head Shape Changes Are Stochastic
Obtaining distinct regenerated morphologies, at different frequencies,
despite the same treatment conditions, led us to explore the evolutionary
relationship between the four species represented. We mapped out an
evolutionary tree based on rRNA homology [604, 605], and compared this
tree (Figure 5.3A) to frequencies of the different species’ heads arising
from 8-OH treatment (Figure 5.3B). Interestingly, morphologies
corresponding to species that are most closely related to G.
dorotocephala (SM and DJ, which are removed from GDs by at least 100
million years of evolutionary distance) occur with a much higher frequency
than morphologies corresponding to less-related species (PF). We
conclude that not only are phenotypic outcomes from physiological
network perturbation stochastic (as the same treatment leads to one of
several discrete shapes among individuals), but the frequencies are not
equal and correlate roughly with evolutionary distance between the worm
species these heads resemble.

Brain Structure of GJ-Perturbed Worms Is Also Altered to That of Other
Species
We next asked whether internal structures were likewise converted to a
different shape, as was external morphology. Few aspects of the planarian
internal anatomy differ appreciably between species; however, brain size
and shape offer an interesting exception to this rule. The brains of wild	
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Figure 5.3. Percentage of head shape outcomes correlates with
evolutionary distance. (A) Evolutionary tree, constructed from rRNA
data, showing relationships between species of interest. Species names in
red are those that were analyzed in this work; (B) Frequency of head
shapes obtained in the octanol exposure experiments (n > 243). Failure to
regenerate is defined as the loss of anterior-posterior polarity, and the
failure to regenerate any head at all after octanol treatment. Error bars are
standard deviations.
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type G. dorotocephala are elongated and narrow, while D. japonica and S.
mediterranea have appreciably shorter and wider brain morphologies
(Figure 5.4A–C). No living wild-type P. felina could be obtained for this
work, and the low frequency of pseudo PF occurrence limited the number
available for analysis. Thus, we focused on G. dorotocephala, D. japonica,
and S. mediterranea. We performed immunostaining using an antisynapsin antibody, in order to visualize both the brain, and ventral nerve
cords of pseudo and wild-type worms. As recapitulation of wild-type head
shape after ten days of regeneration in water had been confirmed by
geometric morphometrics, we chose to compare pseudo morphologies to
adult worms of other species, in order to minimize confounding data due
to variability of regeneration time between species. Overall shape
differences were captured by measurement of the brain length/width ratio.
These calculations were used to quantify shape differences between
species, and to quantify brain remodeling in “pseudo” worms (Figure
5.4G). Strikingly, we found that pseudo worms possessed brain
morphologies that look like the brain morphologies of wild-type worms
whose head shapes they resembled (Figure 5.4D–F) (ANOVA, p < 0.001).
We conclude that the patterning processes that are disrupted after gap
junction communication perturbation are also responsible for producing
the morphology of the brain, and that the altered shapes are not limited to
the overall head geometry but include the patterning of the central nervous
system within.
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Figure 5.4. Brain morphology is altered after 8-OH treatment. (A–C)
Brain morphology visualized by anti-synapsin staining of wild-type G.
dorotocephala (n = 10), D. japonica (n = 15), and S. mediterranea (n = 6)
planarians. Arrows indicate brain morphologies, and dotted lines indicate
measurements used for calculation of length/width ratio; (D–F) Brain
morphologies by anti-synapsin staining of G. dorotocephala regenerates
treated in 8-OH that resembled G. dorotocephala heads (n= 4), D.
japonica heads (n = 4), and S. mediterranea heads (n = 6). Arrows
indicate brain morphologies, and dotted lines indicated measurements
used for calculation of length/width ratio. Scale bar 0.5 mm; (G) Average
brain length/width ratios of wild-type, and 8-OH treated worms
(ANOVA p < 4.9 × 10−14). Error bars are standard deviations.
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Distribution of Neoblasts Is Altered to That of Other Species in GJPerturbed Worms
Planarians derive much of their remarkable regenerative power from a
population of heterogeneous adult stem cells, called neoblasts, which
comprise the only mitotically active cell population in the body of the
flatworm [201, 592, 606]. We next investigated whether or not the spatial
distribution of neoblasts was appreciably different between species of
planarians, and whether GJ-inhibited worms acquired the neoblast
distribution characteristic of the species whose morphology they had taken
on. As neoblasts are the only mitotically active cells within the planarian
body, we performed immunostaining of phosphorylated histone H3, a
standard neoblast marker in planaria [345], in order to visualize neoblast
populations.
In wild-type G. dorotocephala, very few neoblasts reach into the
most anterior 1/6th of the worm (Figure 5.5A). In wild-type D. japonica, the
number of neoblasts in the anterior portion of the body is increased in
comparison to G. dorotocephala, however it is still relatively low (Figure
5.5B). Wild-type S. mediterranea planarians have an abundant neoblast
population in the anterior-most region (Figure 5.5C). All neoblasts in the
anterior 1/6th of the worm’s anatomy were counted by hand (Figure 5.5G).
Remarkably, the distribution of neoblasts in pseudo worms mirrored
precisely the distribution of neoblasts in the wild-type species that they
resembled (Figure 5.5D‒F) (ANOVA p < 0.05). We conclude that the
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transformation of G. dorotocephala worms to resemble other species also
extends to the species-specific, characteristic internal distribution of their
stem cells, and that the patterning processes that are disrupted after GJC
perturbation are also responsible for organizing the distribution of
mitotically active cells.

Patterns of Endogenous Relative Membrane Potential Are Altered in GJPerturbed Worms
One of the physiological signals propagated within GJ-mediated cell
networks is electric current: patterns of GJ-dependent connectivity can
determine isopotential cell fields [25, 138, 330], and we observed that
octanol indeed increased the number of regions with distinct Vmem patterns
(Figure 5.6). Because analytical pipelines to read out encoded pattern
states from bioelectrical measurements (as has been done for the human
brain [607]) do not yet exist, we sought to begin to establish physiological
metrics that could reveal permanent changes of the somatic bioelectric
network induced by GJ blockade and could distinguish pseudo worms
from those with the original (wild-type) morphology. Thus, we next
examined the distribution of isopotential cell groups among the different
worm shape outcomes, as such groups are established by the function of
gap junctions and are a readout of the topology (connectivity) of
developmental bioelectrical networks [1, 71, 126, 195, 585, 608]. Patterns
of endogenous relative membrane depolarization and
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Figure 5.5. Neoblast (red dots) distribution is altered after octanol
treatment. (A–C) Analysis of neoblast distribution by staining of
phosphorylated histone H3 in adult, wild-type G. dorotocephala (n = 9), D.
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japonica (n = 9), and S. mediterranea (n = 9) planarians. Dotted lines
indicate edges of worm anatomy, as well as 1/6th of the length of the
worm body from the anterior tip of the worm. This distance was used to
define the posterior boundary of the head. Arrows indicate the region in
which neoblasts were counted; (D–F) Analysis of neoblast distribution
in G. dorotocephala regenerates treated in 8-OH that resembled G.
dorotocephala heads (n = 7), D. japonica heads (n = 8), and S.
mediterranea heads (n = 7), by anti-phosphorylated histone H3 staining.
Arrows indicate region in which neoblasts were counted. Scale bar 0.5
mm; (G) Average number of neoblasts in the anterior 1/6th of wild-type,
and 8-OH treated worms (ANOVA p < 0.05). Error bars are standard
deviations.
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hyperpolarization were visualized using a DiBAC (bis-(1,3-dibarbituric
acid)-trimethine oxonol) dye [330, 332]. DiBAC is anionic, so dye enters
cell membranes based on relative degrees of depolarization [333].
Therefore, increased fluorescence indicates regions of depolarization, and
decreased fluorescence indicates relative hyperpolarization. Wild-type
worms of the species G. dorotocephala, D. japonica, S. mediterranea,
and P. felina, and GJ-perturbed pseudo worms were imaged with DiBAC
dye in order to assess potential differences in relative membrane potential.
Images were analyzed with a custom image analysis program (as
described in Methods) to determine the number of distinct isopotential
regions present in the entire worm. Analysis of worms 10 days after 8-OH
treatment (after regeneration was complete, Figure 5.6A–H) revealed that
transient perturbation of gap junction communication alters body-wide
patterns of voltage distribution for many days after the end of 8-OH
treatment. We detected an increased number of isopotential regions in the
pseudo worms compared to the states of control worms; interestingly, the
numbers of isopotential regions return to those of a wild-type state after 30
days of morphological remodeling (Figure 5.6I). Although we cannot be
certain that every single cell had been penetrated by the dye, the pattern
of isopotential regions and variability among animals suggests that octanol
action is stochastic and not 100% effective, only partially disrupting
electrical coupling (revealed as regions that differ in Vmem) throughout
animals treated in drug. We conclude that octanol exposure alters the
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normal pattern of G. dorotocephala resting potential toward a pattern that
persists even after 8-OH is withdrawn and regenerative repair occurs,
producing an increased concentration of isopotential regions throughout
the worm.

Induced Shape Changes Are Not Permanent
In D. japonica, physiological perturbations can stably change the basic
architecture of the planarian body-plan, producing two-headed worms that
continue to regenerate as two-headed in perpetuity across future rounds
of regeneration in plain water [1]. Thus, we next asked whether our
observed head shape changes in G. dorotocephala were permanent.
Photographs of worms after treatment with 8-OH were taken daily, from
day 10 (when the morphologies of the worms were scored), through day
30 (the time necessary for complete cellular turnover in the planarian
flatworm). We found that the induced morphologies were remodeled, long
after regenerative processes had ended, to produce morphologies that
bore closer resemblance to wild-type G. dorotocephala. Interestingly, the
time course and result of this non-regenerative remodeling differed
depending on the starting head shapes. Regenerates that had rounded
heads, which resemble S. mediterranea, began to develop a more
triangular head shape by day 17, and by day 30, bore more of a
resemblance to D. japonica than S. mediterranea. Over the same time
course, regenerates that had triangular heads, resembling D. japonica,
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Figure 5.6. Membrane voltage reporter assay demonstrates long-term
change of bioelectrical connectivity in octanol-exposed planaria. (A–
D) Domains of relative membrane potential visualized using DiBAC4(3) in
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wild-type G. dorotocephala, wild-type S. mediterranea, wild-type D.
japonica, and wild-type P. feline; (E–H) Domains of relative membrane
potential visualized using DiBAC(3) in pseudo G. dorotocephala (GDs),
pseudo S. mediterranea (SMs), pseudo D. japonica (DJs), and pseudo P.
felina (PFs), respectively. Scale bar 0.5 mm; (I) Number of isopotential
regions in wild-type GD worms (control), all pseudo morphologies, and
pseudo morphologies that have remodeled back to WT (wild-type) GD
morphology after 30 days. After octanol treatment, the number of
isopotential regions in pseudo morphologies is increased, but decreases
to WT levels after remodeling. Black dots indicate worms with GD
morphologies, blue dots indicate DJ morphologies, red dots indicate PF
morphologies, green dots indicate SM morphologies, and pink dots
indicate pseudo worms that have remodeled their morphologies to
resemble wild-type GDs. n = 7 wild-type GD, n = 5 pseudo GD, n = 5
pseudo SM, n= 5 pseudo DJ, n = 2 pseudo PF, and n = 6 remodeled
worms. Error bars are standard deviations. Non-parametric statistical
analysis was done using a post-hoc comparison of all groups by KruskalWallis test (p = 0.0021), and then between groups using a Dunn’s Multiple
Comparison test, which showed differences in voltage domain number
between remodeled GDs and pseudo morphologies are statistically
significant at p < 0.05.
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developed pronounced auricles, and by day 30 were indistinguishable
from wild-type G. dorotocephala (Figure 5.7A,B). These findings are
fascinating in two respects. First, the change in morphology in absence of
a trauma highlights dynamic and robust mechanisms underlying
morphological homeostasis—the anatomical state is remodeled over the
long-term from an abnormal configuration existing after regenerative repair
was complete. Secondly, the remodeling occurs via “paths” through the
shape space illustrated by canonical variate analysis (Figure 5.7C). DJ
morphology lies between GD and SM morphologies in this space, and we
observe remodeling that moves from SM morphology to DJ morphology to
GD morphology. From these data, we conclude that morphology is both
plastic and robust, restoration of the “target” morphology can occur without
trauma to the organism, and that the CV shape space is informative in
illustrating parameters and boundaries to morphological variation.

A Model of Planarian Head Shapes Arising from Cell Interactions
One of the key challenges facing developmental biology and regenerative
medicine is linking large-scale patterning outcomes to the individual
activity of cells guided by genetic networks and signaling pathways [30,
288, 609-612]. Most of the work in the planarian field deals with anteriorposterior fragment polarity [32, 335, 613] or stem cell differentiation [29,
593, 614], and does not address the actual morphology of the head or the
rest of the body. Recent quantitative, genetically-grounded models of
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Figure 5.7. Morphology is remodeled over time to resemble native
head shape. (A i–iv) G. dorotocephala treated in 8-OH, which
regenerated a pseudo S. mediterranea head, tracked over 30 days in
water. Arrows indicate auricle elongation; (B v–viii) G.
dorotocephala treated in 8-OH, which regenerated a pseudo D.
japonica head, tracked over 30 days in water. Arrows indicate auricle
elongation. Scale bar 0.5 mm; (C) Schematic demonstrating “paths” of
morphological remodeling through the shape space defined in Figure 5.2.
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regeneration [230, 231, 235] likewise use anterior-posterior identity as a
binary readout, which does not address or explain changes to the shape
of these anatomical regions. Our study of the bioelectrical control of
regeneration reported alterations of head remodeling [25], but was limited
to scaling and did not model the detailed shape of the head. To begin to
mechanistically link individual cell behaviors (such as those regulated by
GJ-mediated signals) to large-scale anatomical outcomes, we next
constructed an agent-based model of cell signaling and morphogenesis.
Our model focused on cell migration and cell-cell signaling, as these are
clearly important for implementing different morphogenetic outcomes [615617], and also known to be regulated by GJ connectivity [618] and
bioelectric properties of neighboring cells [619].
We considered two cell types, A and B. Cells of type A have fixed
positions—they cannot move. They produce a substance whose
concentration C spreads in space. Its distribution can be described by a
reaction-diffusion equation or by some other models. Cells of the type B
can move. They do not produce any substance but they receive the
substance C produced by cells A and their motion is determined by its
concentration distribution. We modeled the planarian head with the
following elements: cells of type A, deactivated cells of type A, cells of
type B, and a surface boundary. Deactivated A cells are fixed but they do
not produce substance C. If there is more than one cell B, then they
repulse each other in the same way as they are repulsed by cells A. We
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choose deactivated cells A symmetrically with respect to the anteriorposterior axis, in order to preserve symmetry of outcome (which implies
that B cells move in a similar way on the left and right sides). The outer
boundary is composed of points and elastic “springs” connecting them.
When a cell B approaches the boundary, a repulsive force acts on it from
the boundary. This force is proportional to the distance from the particles
and from the intervals of the boundary. Full details of the modeling are
given in Figure S5.2. In this model, we hypothesize that instructive (GJdependent) signaling occurs from the somatic tissues to the neoblasts or
their progeny, to guide the new tissue generation and shaping during
regeneration. Thus, the red cells are migrating neoblasts (or their progeny)
while the black cells are somatic cells interconnected by GJs (Figure 5.8).
In the model, octanol disruption of cell:cell communication is thus modeled
by the deactivation of signaling from a specific cell type.
When simulated in silico, this model produced planarian head
shapes observed in the experiments. These different shapes were
achieved from the same initial cell configuration but different deactivation
pattern of cells A and different elastic properties of the boundary. These
deactivation patterns correspond to octanol treatments that reduces cellcell communication among a subset of cells. We hypothesize that this
results in deactivation of some of the cells’ signaling. The initial cells
location configuration and its resulting equilibrium configuration are shown
in Figure S5.2H,I. Cells of type B remain surrounded by A cells. This
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configuration is chosen in such a way that after deactivation of some of
cells A, cells B either remain inside or they migrate outside and produce
one of the required four configurations (Figure S5.2A–D). Specific head
shape emerges because cells B are pushed away by cells A and by other
cells B. They escape through the lower concentration levels of substance
C left by deactivated cells A, arriving at the outer membrane and changing
its shape.
Note that the shape of the auricles in Figure 5.8D is more
pronounced than in cases Figure 5.8B,C. This corresponds to the
experimentally observed shapes. In modeling, this difference is achieved
with different properties of the outer boundary, being softer in the lower
part (red in the figure) and resulting in sharper auricles. This is consistent
with prior work showing that integument integrity (and thus stiffness) is
dependent on the correct expression and function of gap junction
channels [620]. Figure 5.8 shows the final positions of cells B and their
trajectories after simulating four different deactivation patterns. In order to
compare real worm morphological data to the results of our modeling, we
carried out morphometric measurements as shown in Figure 5.8E–H on
the outcomes of our in silico simulations. We measured the length of the
horizontal interval L1 and of the vertical interval L2 (in the case 1b and 2b
these intervals necessarily had to not be straight). The results are seen
in Table 5.2, and provide a good concordance with the observed
outcomes in real worms (Figure 5.1). Let us note that the final
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morphologies of planarian’s head in computer simulations are determined
by the initial cell configuration. They differ by locations of deactivated cells
(white cells in Figure 5.8). If these cells are close, then the final head
forms are also close. If we compare DJ (Figure 5.8C) and GD (Figure
5.8D), then the initial cell configuration and the final morphologies are
more close to each other than these two compared with SM (Figure 5.8A).
Moreover, DJ seems to be in between the SM and GD models. It is
interesting to note that this ordering corresponds to their genetic distance
(Figure 5.3). We conclude that a small set of cell-level behaviors, such as
migration and cell-cell signaling that are known to be regulated by GJC
and thus are perturbed by octanol exposure [126, 585, 587, 618, 621,
622], can quantitatively explain the morphologies we observed in planaria.

Discussion
Perturbation of Bioelectric Networks Produces Inter-Species
Morphological Change
Our data show that in the planarian flatworm G. dorotocephala, outcomes
of morphogenesis can be modified by the perturbation of physiological
networks. Brief exposure to a well-characterized disruptor of electrical
synapses (gap junction blocker) resulted in regenerated head shapes that
quantitatively resembled those of another planarian species. We observed
head shapes (and internal structures) resembling D. japonica, S.
mediterranea, and P. felina. Note that other species exist with head
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Figure 5.8. Computational model reproduces the four discrete
outcomes observed experimentally. (A–D) Four types of planarian
heads obtained from the computational model. Different shapes result due
to deactivation of different cells. Red lines show the trajectories of the red
cells; (E–H) Morphometric measurement of different planarian heads, for
comparison with real heads (I–L) measured (see Table 5.2). Scale bar
0.5mm. Cells of type A are shown in black, deactivated cells of type A
white, cells of type B are red. The outer boundary has two parts differing
by its rigidity (soft part of the boundary is shown in red, more rigid part in
green). Thus, the red cells represent migrating neoblasts (or their
progeny) while the black cells represent somatic cells interconnected by
GJs. (M) Definitions of lengths of measurements L1 and L2, used in
comparison of real worms to those produced by the model in Table 5.2.
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Table 5.2. Morphometric comparison between computational model
outcomes and real head shape measurements in 4 species.

These are dimensionless quantities, not dependent on the dimensions of
the original data L1 and L2. The latter have arbitrary dimensions (actually
measured from the screen).
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shapes similar to each (for example, 2 other species are known that
exhibit P. felina-like flattened heads); because these three types are good
representatives of each shape class and are available as living specimens
for analysis (unlike other members of the same morphological head
types), we refer to our phenotypes as pseudo japonica, pseudo
mediterranea, and pseudo felina respectively. Future analysis of other
planarian species will reveal if these phenotypes are in fact more closely
resembling one of the other members in each shape class.
The head morphology alteration effect was instructive, and not
merely one of toxicity or a house-keeping defect, because the outcome
was not merely disruption of regenerative ability or a generalized mispatterning (e.g., tumor or other disorganized growth), but rather resulted in
one of several coherent (and ecologically-valid) morphologies. No
intermediate morphologies were observed, highlighting the discrete nature
of the complex patterning outcomes following GJ blocker exposure. The
same 3-day treatment with the closely related alcohol, hexanol (6-OH),
which does not efficiently block gap junction channels, and subsequent
regeneration in water for 7 days, did not produce altered morphologies,
consistent with the importance of the GJ-blocking activity of octanol, and
not some other generalized effect of long-chain alcohols.
Dramatically-different morphologies can be derived from the same
genome [623-625]. Mules and hinnies, which differ only in the sex of the
respective donkey and horse parents, are quite morphologically distinct,
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despite almost identical DNA sequences. Toadflax (Linaria vulgaris) has a
morphological variant produced solely by variations in DNA methylation
patterns, and numerous reptilian species will develop morphologically
distinct sexual organs in a temperature-dependent manner [626].
Moreover, recent data revealed how alterations in biochemical signaling
can select among different species-specific morphologies [623, 627].
Here, we identify a novel physiological input into the process by which
distinct morphologies can be derived from the same genome:
physiological bioelectric networks. The compatibility of multiple
morphological outcomes with a single genomic sequence underlies the
importance of learning to understand and control the instructive patterning
information that is generated by chemical, physical, and bioelectrical
processes beyond hardwired gene-regulatory networks.

Geometric Morphometrics Quantifies Planarian Shape Change
Geometric morphometrics is a technique commonly used to quantify and
compare biological shapes. We employed landmark-based analysis, which
involves the recording of landmark data, the transformation of resulting
shapes to remove scaling and rotational noise, and the performance of
statistical analyses. Canonical variate analysis (CVA) was employed to
compare wild-type morphologies of four species of worm with the
corresponding pseudo morphologies, as well as compare wild-type G.
dorotocephala morphology to all pseudo morphologies. CVA determines
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the statistical significance of variation between given groupings of samples
[603, 628]. In this case the groupings corresponded to observed
phenotype and experimental treatment. We chose to employ Procrustes
distances to quantify “distance” between shapes, as it is a measure of the
square root of the summed squared distances between the corresponding
landmarks in two shapes, and is commonly used in morphometric studies
comparing differing morphologies. The Procrustes distances between
pseudo morphologies and the species that they resembled are smaller
than the Procrustes distances between the pseudo morphologies and
wild-type G. dorotocephala. The observation was supplemented with both
Procrustes ANOVA of centroid size and shape (p < 0.001, and p < 0.001,
respectively). This demonstrates a significant alteration of morphology,
and quantitatively confirms the apparent similarity between the pseudo
phenotypes and their wild-type counterpart species.
Interestingly, the centroids of wild-type S. mediterranea, D.
japonica, and G. dorotocephala morphology groups (the three most
closely related species) all vary along a linear axis through the CV space.
This reveals the morphological consequences of variation along a
canonical variate. Moving from negative to positive values of canonical
variate one correlates with the elongation of the auricles, if they exist (with
SMs being at the negative end of the spectrum, and GDs and PFs being
at the positive end). Moving from negative to positive values of canonical
variate two correlates with movement of the auricles, if they exist, from a
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very anterior position, to a more posterior one (with PFs being at the
negative end of the spectrum, and GDs being at the negative end).

Morphological Change Is Not Just Skin-Deep
Importantly, the patterning changes induced by electric synapse blockade
affect the shape of the brain (Figure 5.4), not only the overall head shape.
Worms with pseudo heads that resemble a given species possess brains
that resemble that same species, revealing that the functions of this
regulatory pathway extends beyond setting the external outline of the
head but instead controls the shape of the brain within. These data also
suggest a coupling of brain morphology to head shape. Whether brain
morphology drives head shape, or whether both are parallel
consequences of the same GJC-dependent upstream control mechanism,
this finding demonstrates the depth of re-organization of body plan after
perturbation of GJC connectivity. Coupling or involvement of the central
nervous system in morphogenesis would not be entirely surprising, given
past work demonstrating the necessity of long-range neural inputs for
correct polarity patterning during regeneration in planaria [1] and
vertebrates [270, 271].
In addition, perturbation of gap junction communication reorganizes
the distribution of the planarian adult stem cells (neoblasts) to spatial
patterns appropriate to other species (Figure 5.5). Together with the
change in brain shape, it is clear that the morphological alteration into
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pseudo morphologies of other species are thorough, involving not only
external head shape but also internal organ scaling and positioning of key
cell groups. These data reveal the coupling between proliferative stem
cells and large-scale morphology, its variability throughout phylogeny, and
its control by GJ-dependent signaling. It is possible that control of neoblast
distribution is what drives large-scale morphology. Conversely, their
spatial distribution may be one of several downstream consequences of
the dynamics of a GJC-mediated cellular network.

Bioelectric State of Tissues and Its Stable Alteration in Species-Specific
Shape Change
Our results include the first analysis of the effects of GJ modulation on the
long-term bioelectric profile of patterning tissues in vivo. While large-scale
bioelectric gradients have been shown to functionally instruct pattern
formation in a number of models [72], including determination of
morphollaxis/scaling in S. mediterranea [138] and anterior-posterior
polarity in D. japonica [138], no studies have yet examined patterns
of Vmem distribution in the context of changes in the electrical connectivity
of tissues. We found that brief exposure to a GJ blocker, which is known
to be washed out of worm tissues within 24 h [1], results in a greater
degree of bioelectrical isolation (ability to maintain numerous smaller
regions of isopotential Vmem) as late as 10 days after exposure (Figure
5.6). Although these long-lasting alterations in bioelectrical patterning are
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not directly caused by octanol remaining within the body of the worm
(since 8-OH is known to depart planarian tissues within 24 h [1]), they are
initiated by the octanol-mediated disruption of GJC, which alters
bioelectric network topology, and results in persistent perturbation of
bioelectric state. In this, the effect resembles the known properties of
electrical synapses (GJs) in the nervous system, which help implement a
kind of Hebbian plasticity that stably alters ionic conductivity among cells
after transient electrical modulation [216, 629-632]. Quantitative
physiological models of bioelectrical dynamics will need to be developed
in order to understand bioelectric state memory [116] and determine why
different types of worms have such distinct profiles of regions of
isopotential Vmem.
The variability and overall magnitude of the effect imply that the
result of 8-OH exposure is only partially effective in shutting down GJC
(affecting some percentage of GJs in any animal); this is consistent with
the stochasticity of the morphological phenotype (Figure 5.3). While 8-OH
is a commonly-used method for blocking GJC (and in D. japonica,
produces the same effect as RNAi targeting innexins genes [1]), we
cannot conclusively rule out additional targets besides GJs also being
perturbed either directly or secondarily following 8-OH exposure. One
difficulty with a molecular (gene-specific) approach to GJ shutdown, is that
not only would ~13 innexins need to be cloned out of the GD genome
(none have yet been characterized), but their RNAi targeting would have
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to be tested combinatorially. The space of all possible combinations of
different innexin-RNAi’s that would have to be tried simultaneously is
enormous, because GJ proteins can often compensate for one another.
Nevertheless, our past work tested some such combinations (in D.
japonica [1]), and showed that a simultaneous knockdown of three
Innexins by RNAi reproduces the 8-OH phenotype, strengthening the
conclusion that phenotypes are indeed resulting from 8-OH’s effect on gap
junctions.
A recent study [1] showing that transient gap junctional perturbation
induces permanent changes in planarian target morphology raised the
question of whether this pattern memory was established by alterations of
GJC that remain long after the blocking reagent leaves the tissues, or by
GJC states that alter biochemical or transcriptional cell states which are
stable after GJC returns to normal. While we cannot rule out additional
epigenetic changes that might occur, our data show that even 10 days
later, the effects of brief 8-OH exposure are preserved as decreased
electrical connectivity in the somatic tissues. The ability of GJC networks
to stably perpetuate induced changes in coupling are consistent with the
known roles of GJs in memory and synaptic plasticity [216, 589, 632-635].
Our analysis did not reveal a simple correspondence between the
specific distribution of voltage gradients and morphological outcomes of
pseudo worm regeneration, which could have several explanations. First,
it is possible that not voltage but a different molecular signal is what
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traverses the GJ network to determine planarian head shape. GJpermeant molecules with signaling roles include serotonin [124, 636] and
other neurotransmitters [637], histamine [638], calcium [639], and others,
which will be tested in future studies, especially as fluorescent probes for
some of these physiological signals come on-line [640-642]. Another
possibility is that each morphological state is achieved by multiple possible
distributions of voltage; in this case, the apparent variability would mask
our ability to detect a specific mapping from distribution to head pattern
outcome. The most likely explanation however is that shape outcomes
may not be encoded via steady (single-image) distributions but in timedependent activity, as occurs during information encoding in the central
nervous system. In this case, movies of voltage change across time in
vivo will have to be acquired and analyzed—a significant challenge in the
planaria model system. Our analysis of isopotential regions is only a first
attempt to mine the information encoded in bioelectric states. Overall, we
believe it is very likely that a much more sophisticated analysis method will
have to be developed, perhaps akin to what is being used to infer content
of neural networks from brain scans [39, 607], and applied to a large
sample of worm imaging data, to truly crack the bioelectric code in this
system. Functional studies in planaria and Xenopus [25, 138, 155] have
demonstrated the relevance of bioelectrical gradients for anterior
patterning in general, but new computational approaches will need to be
undertaken to demonstrate what spatio-temporal pattern of bioelectric
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activity is required for each of the patterning outcomes we observed.
Uncovering this mapping will be a focus of our efforts for forthcoming
studies.

Morphological Remodeling in 2 Phases: Head Shape Change without
Traumatic Injury
The pseudo morphologies we observed are not permanent: they
eventually remodel, after the first regeneration process is complete, to
once again resemble G. dorotocephala. In this, they are distinct from the
permanent double-headed phenotype induced in D. japonica, which
represents a stable alteration of the worms’ target morphology following
physiological perturbation [1, 132]. Thus, in G. dorotocephala, repair
occurs in two phases: head regeneration following amputation, which
completes in the normal timeframe (<10 days) and results in different
species’ shapes, and a subsequent much longer remodeling back to the
genome-specific G. dorotocephala head shape. This latter process occurs
in the absence of injury, within a complete head, over several weeks,
illustrating the ability of cellular networks to detect deviations from correct
shape, even in the absence of trauma or wounding, and to effect
remodeling. Interestingly, the same biphasic process occurs in
vertebrates: when a salamander tail blastema is transplanted onto a flank,
a tail forms at first, but later remodels into a limb in a much slower process
[212, 643].
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Morphology appears to be a homeostatic parameter, one that is
consistently assessed and adjusted in order to maintain some “target”
morphology. Morphology must first be decided within days after
amputation, as it is possible to observe head shape as early as day six
post-amputation. In 8-OH treated worms, this mechanism produces
incorrect, pseudo morphologies. However, morphology must then
be reassessed again after this first decision. When the current morphology
does not agree with the target morphology, remodeling is initiated
sometime between day 10 and day 17. The activity of these remodeling
processes after regeneration has been completed is fascinating, and
implies that morphology is consistently reassessed and edited, even after
large-scale re-organization events have ended. The nature of the
processes that drive cell behavior towards a specific, stable end-state
(when remodeling ceases) is almost entirely obscure. At this time, it is not
possible in any model system to derive specific shape information (to
know precisely which anatomical pattern will be a sufficient end-goal state
to cause remodeling to stop) from genomic data.

Computational Modeling of Head Shape Formation
The different head morphologies we observed, which are distinct in
outward anatomy, distribution of the stem cells, and shape of the brain,
must result from differential cell migration and cell-cell communication. To
link cell-level behaviors with the discrete large-scale morphologies and
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explore the consequences of reduced GJ communication (induced by
octanol exposure) on emergent cells signaling and morphogenesis, we
analyzed an agent-based model. In this model (Figure S5.2), some cells
actively migrate, and alter the shape of the resulting tissues. Their
movements are guided by a chemical gradient produced by other static
cells in the head, which pattern of activation is established through GJC,
as is known to occur in the worm [1, 201] and in many other organisms
[195, 200, 644]. Our model shows the morphogenetic consequences of
disruption of this communication, which parallels the interplay between
signaling of planarian neoblasts (stem cells) and surrounding somatic
tissues. In this model, we propose that significant instructive (GJdependent) signaling occurs from the somatic tissues to the neoblasts or
their progeny, to guide the new tissue generation and shaping during
regeneration.
The computational simulations revealed how a small number of cell
configurations could result in head shapes quite closely corresponding to
the observed morphologies (Figure 5.9, and Table 5.2). Interestingly,
when specific static cells (black) lose the ability to send their signal due to
GJC blockage by octanol, the migrating cells’ movements (red) are
altered, giving rise to one of the 4 outcomes. Thus, the model exhibits the
two main properties of the experimental dataset: multiple possible
outcomes (due to different patterns of GJC-blocked static cells, possibly
from physiological noise in pharmacological drug-target interaction), and
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discrete specific outcomes (resulting from the deterministic signaling of
static “black” cells and consequent behavior of migratory “red” cells). It
should be noted that our model is also readily applied to an organ that
grows from an initial cell position to its final position: if we allow division of
cells B, cell migration proceeds in the same way as shown: they will leave
behind them deactivated (differentiated) cells B that do not move and do
not divide. Future work will test the applicability of this class of models to
other regenerating systems.
Our agent-based model includes physical parameters of cells [615,
645], as well as traditional chemical gradient diffusion [646, 647]. In the
model, octanol disruption of cell:cell communication is modeled by the
deactivation of signaling from a specific cell type; one candidate for this
unique cell population are the rare but widely distributed cells that express
the gap junction protein Innexin 5 [197]. Future experiments will test the
specific predictions of this model and assign molecular-genetic identities
by the several different cell types postulated in the model. An additional
important line of investigation is to mechanistically link large-scale
dynamics of physiological signaling to the specific behavior of cells
modeled in our simulations.

A hypothesis: Physiological Network Attractors Underlie Regions of
Anatomical Morphospace
The outcome of regeneration in this model is a set of coherent, discrete
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Figure 5.9. A conceptual model of shape change driven by
physiological network dynamics. Planaria regeneration parallels
classical neural network behavior; both can be described in terms of free
energy landscapes with multiple attractor states. (A) Behavior of a
classical Hopfield neural network trained to reproduce three types of
patterns, in this case shapes of the letters “F”, “H”, or “G”, which are the
three stable states of the network’s free energy landscape. The state of
the Hopfield network’s nodes directly relate to the brightness of pixels on a
display, generating output. Perturbation of the network from a stable state
(red arrow) by deleting (damaging) part of the pattern is akin to moving a
ball to an unstable point on the free energy landscape, and leads to
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regeneration of the closest learned attractor state (blue arrow). In this,
such networks’ well-known ability to implement memory is analogous to
regenerating organisms restoring a specific target morphology upon
damage; (B) The parallel concept of planaria regeneration into head
shapes of one of three different species, which are attractor states of the
free energy landscape. Outcome morphology is driven by the dynamic
outputs of physiological cellular network. Amputation (red arrow) is akin to
moving the system to an unstable point on the free energy landscape.
Normal regeneration would return the system to its main attractor, but
altering cell network dynamics via gap junction blockade allows for
regenerative transitions (blue arrow) to alternative local minima,
corresponding to morphospace regions normally occupied by P.
felina and S. mediterranea worms. In time, remodeling (green arrow)
transfers these morphologies to the global minimum of the wild-type state
(G. dorotocephala).
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head shapes—not a confusing amalgam of different patterns that would
be expected if cells made purely local decisions and were merely discoordinated by octanol treatment. Currently, the field largely lacks
conceptual models for thinking about these kinds of inputs to development
and regeneration; it is not clear how best to represent or model discrete,
yet stochastically-chosen, emergent large-scale patterns. Yet, this is an
increasingly important goal as advances in regenerative medicine and
synthetic bioengineering require the ability to predict and control global
outcomes by tweaking cell-level parameters. The field of developmental
bioelectricity is still searching for an appropriate formalism, but one
obvious candidate is that of the neural network paradigm used by
computational neuroscientists to understand emergent dynamics of
decision-making in brains composed of electrically-coupled cells. We have
previously argued that because somatic cells have many of the same
components as nerves (ion channels, neurotransmitters, GJs functioning
as electrical synapses, gene expression regulated by electrical activity),
we may profitably use some of the concepts from neuroscience to
understand similar phenomena in slower developmental networks, where
output is not muscle-driven behavior but pattern formation [73, 131, 287].
Scientists in computational neuroscience have modeled the states
of electrically-coupled networks in an energy space that reveals the
landscape of trajectories that the networks undertake [648-653]. Such
(neural) networks can stabilize in attractors in this virtual space, and their
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activity can be parsimoniously explained by networks’ efforts to minimize a
global “energy” function [654-658]. Thus, we propose that one way to
conceptualize the linkage between bioelectrical connectivity among worm
cells (GJC) and discrete global behavioral outcomes achieved by
regeneration is to view the worms’ cells as a neural-like network,
processing developmental information more slowly but obeying the same
statistical dynamics rules as are known to occur in the brain (Figure 5.9A).
It is likely no accident that GJs are well known to be important for
information processing in the brain [591, 659, 660].
We hypothesize that distinct shape outcomes may be attractors in a
state space describing distinct modes of the bioelectric network of
planarian body cells connected by gap junctions (electrical synapses); in
essence, these attractors correspond to regions of a morphospace as
classically understood by evolutionary theory [182]. In the experiments,
octanol disrupts the normal dynamics of this network, destabilizing and
knocking its stochastic dynamics into one of several nearby attractors,
normally belonging to different species of flatworm (Figure 5.9B).
Developing a quantitative, computational model of cell networks that have
such modes (with electrical states impinging on cell proliferation,
apoptosis, and migration behaviors that result in different head shapes)
forms the next deep challenge in this area.
Such dynamic networks underlie virtually every complex process
known in the biological world, from metabolism to group behavior [661	
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663]. These richly interconnected nonlinear networks, made up of many
simple units, have the ability to produce complex pattern in open and
thermodynamically unstable systems, without any single governing body
[664, 665]. Within a given system, these networks converge onto one or
more discrete, stable states [666]. Neural networks are just one example
of complex dynamic networks; they are implemented via electrical
signaling and gap junctions that demonstrate discrete attractors
corresponding to global states [651, 667], and stable re-occupation of
large-scale states (memory) after perturbation [591, 657]. Given that
neural signaling evolved by specializing much more ancient somatic
physiological communication mechanisms, it is reasonable to postulate
fundamentally similar network dynamics for physiological networks during
pattern formation [75, 287]. On this view (Figure 5.9), the discrete head
patterns are outcomes of bioelectric network dynamics with the lowest
free-energy; cutting the network raises the free energy by deviating the
system from its optimal morphology (damage), and initiates the
regenerative process—a journey back down to a low-energy attractor.
Perturbing the physiological bioelectric network with 8-OH results in
shifting the system dynamics from this attractor to another attractor, and
subsequent regeneration of an altered morphology. Apparently, these
pseudo shapes are only local minima, since after about 3–4 weeks the
pseudo worms return to the global minimum of the standard G.
dorotocephala morphology.
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In this class of models, the output of the physiological network
consists of signals directing cells to proliferate, apoptose, or migrate, so
that head morphogenesis is achieved. The details of this process at the
cellular level is beginning to be understood, both in the CNS (control of
gene expression by brain activity [668]) and developmental bioelectricity
[72, 106, 165]. Variations in membrane potential between cell groups may
act as electrophoresing forces, pulling small signaling molecules, small
RNAs, or charged transcription factors to specific regions of the planarian
body, producing numerous possible long-term effects [181, 239, 240, 466,
669]. Additional mechanisms include voltage-sensitive phosphatases
[130], and voltage-regulated action of chromatin modifying enzymes [110,
118, 670]. Clearly, this is just one way to think about these data, and
others are possible. The advantage of this paradigm is the rich set of
mathematical results available from studies of computational neuroscience
that can constrain future model-building and help make testable
predictions.

Stochastic Phenotypes and Evolutionary Implications
One of the key aspects of these phenotypes is their stochastic nature: the
same treatment performed on a cohort of clonal (isogenic) animals results
in one of several patterns within any exposed population. Strikingly, the
frequencies with which species-specific patterns are observed match the
evolutionary distances estimated for these species of planaria (Figure
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5.5). There are significantly more pseudo G. dorotocephala, D. japonica,
and S. mediterranea morphologies, which correspond to a smaller
evolutionary distance from G. dorotocephala, while P. felina pseudo
morphologies remain relatively infrequent. One possibility is that a core
network (composed of gene regulatory elements and physiological gap
junction communication (GJC)—mediated signals) is at work among many
planarians, with species-specific differences tweaking its key dynamics.
The evolutionary distance among the planarian types may thus be
expected to reflect the ease of shifting this network into its different
potential outcome states (as occurs during GJC inhibition). It should be
noted that wild-type P. felina have multiple eyes along the dorso-ventral
body boundary, a trait that our pseudo PFs do not display. Incomplete
mimicry of the most distant species, P. felina, is consistent with the
association between evolutionary distance and ease with which speciesspecific morphology can be fully recapitulated during perturbed
regeneration. It should be noted that Phagocata gracilis and Phagocata
velata planarians also have head morphologies quite similar to P. felina,
and therefore also to pseudo PFs. These two species possess only two
eyes, and both species are similarly evolutionarily removed from G.
dorotocephala. However, no living wild-type worms of these two species
could be procured for this work, and therefore our analysis focused on P.
felina. Overall, the ability to generate distinct morphologies from the same
genome likely represents an extremely flexible mechanism that could be
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exploited by evolution via many known environmental and geneticallyencoded modulators of gap junctional state.
An obvious absence of “intermediate” morphologies, or head
shapes that resemble a blending of two or more species of planarian,
could be the result of constraints that limit the morphological space
available to the regenerating planarian. Within this framework, the
constraints on phenotypic space become driving factors in
morphogenesis. These constraints are likely an amalgam of
developmental, environmental, and evolutionary factors, which serve to
limit the stable modes of the patterning network, and thus the
morphogenetic possibilities available to a regenerating flatworm. Efforts
currently on-going in our lab are aimed at producing mechanistic
bioelectrical models of single cells and cell networks to quantitatively
explain the discrete stable modes of such networks, the stochastic nature
of each “run” of such a network following amputation, and the molecular
links to downstream cell behaviors [231].

Limitations and Future Approaches
Our study faced several limitations. First, we have not yet produced cellresolution spatio-temporal datasets on voltage and GJ connectivity during
remodeling, of the kind used to extract semantics of bioelectrical states in
brain activity [39, 607]. Second, while electric current is a very likely
messenger transferred through the gap junctional paths [68, 138],
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involvement of other small molecules such as neurotransmitters, IP3, and
calcium are also possible mediators of the signaling that regulates cell
behavior during head morphogenesis [124, 126, 636, 638, 671, 672]. All of
these questions can be investigated once again-of-function technology
(misexpression) becomes available in the planarian model system. In
addition, future experiments that could reveal differences among pseudo
morphologies would target non-coding small RNAs and chromatin
modifications.
It should be noted that any model seeking to explain these data
would have to include not only a list of molecular components required for
the process, but a constructive scheme exhibiting discrete, stochastic,
large-scale morphogenetic outcomes. Thus, the biggest area for future
development, in addition to molecular details, is computational modeling of
a gap junction-based network with sufficient quantitative detail to
reproduce the observed stochastic, discrete attractor modes
corresponding to specific morphologies. This effort is currently on-going in
our lab [285-287]. A truly successful model should explain why these
particular shapes are produced, and allow the experimenter to control the
patterning outcome at will by appropriate manipulation of physiological
state and connectivity—a kind of guided self-assembly, as is becoming
possible in the frog model system [73, 131, 154, 298].
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Materials and Methods
Husbandry and Pharmaceutical Treatment
G. dorotocephala planaria were obtained from Carolina Biological Supply
Company. Worms were kept in commercial natural spring water (Poland
Spring water, Framingham, PA, USA) at 20 °C, and starved for >7 days
before amputation. Pre-tail (PT) fragments were obtained by making
transverse cuts posterior to the pharynx and anterior to the tail, using a
sharp scalpel. Worms were immobilized by placement on a moistened and
cooled Kimwipe. Immediately after amputation, PT fragments were
transferred into octanol (8-OH) solution (Sigma Aldrich, RM00050 (St.
Louis, MO, USA)), and kept in sterile, deep-dish petri dishes (Fisherbrand,
100 mm × 20 mm). Octanol solution was prepared by slowly pipetting 8 µL
8-OH into 500 mL Poland Spring water, resulting in a final concentration of
123 µM, and allowing the solution to vortex for >30 min. Fragments were
then left to regenerate in 8-OH for three days, with daily refreshment of the
drug. After three days, fragments were transferred into fresh water until
regeneration was complete enough to score head morphology (~10 days).

Morphometrics
Worms used for morphometric analysis were imaged using a Nikon
SMZ1500 microscope (Melville, NY, USA) with a Retiga 2000R camera
(Surrey, BC, Canada) and Q-Capture imaging software (Surrey, BC,
Canada). Care was taken to image worms when their heads were most
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relaxed, in order to capture morphology as accurately as possible (all
worms were imaged prior to fixation, which can distort the heads’ external
edges). Landmark data were then recorded using ImageJ (Bethesda, MD,
USA) [673]. Landmarks for morphometric analysis were chosen based on
biological relevance, and reproducibility across worms with varying head
morphologies. Landmarks are: (1) the anterior tip of the head; (2) and (3)
along the lateral edges at a distance of 1/6th of the length of the worm
from the anterior tip of the worm; (4) and (5) the plane of the eyes; (6) and
(7) the widest point of the head (often the auricles, if present); (8) and (9)
halfway between the eyes and the anterior tip of the head; and (10) and
(11) the thinnest point of the head posterior to landmarks 6 and 7. n = 10
WT (wild-type) G. dorotocephala, n = 9 WT D. japonica, n = 6 WT P.
felina, n = 8 WT S. mediterranea, n = 7 pseudo G. dorotocephala, n = 13
pseudo D. japonica, n = 5 pseudo P. felina, and n = 6 pseudo S.
mediterranea flatworms were measured. For measurements of brain in
immunohistochemistry, the posterior edge of the brain was consistently
defined as the place where nervous tissue enlarged relative to the ventral
nerve cord. MorphoJ software (Manchester, UK) [674] was used for
Canonical Variate Analysis, in order to quantify and graphically represent
changes in head morphology. MorphoJ software was also used to
calculate Procrustes distances, and perform statistical analyses.

Visualization of Relative Membrane Potentials with DiBAC
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DiBAC4(3) (bis-[1,3-dibarbituric acid]-trimethine oxanol) (Invitrogen,
Carlsbad, CA, USA) was used as previously [330, 332]. A stock solution
(1.9 mM) was diluted 1:1000 (0.19 uM) in Poland Spring water, and worms
were soaked in the DiBAC solution for >30 min before imaging. Worms
were then immobilized in 2% low-meting point agarose, using customfabricated Planarian Immobilization Chips as in [267]. Images of the
ventral side of immobilized planaria were captured with the Nikon AZ100
Stereomicroscope, Melville, NY, USA, using epifluorescence optics, and
NIS-Elements imaging software (Melville, NY, USA). Data were neither
altered nor removed.

Immunohistochemistry
Whole worm immunohistochemistry was done as in [675]. Primary
antibodies were 3C11 anti-synapsin raised against mouse (used at 1:50
dilution), obtained from the Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank,
created by the NICHD of the NIH and maintained at the University of Iowa,
Department of Biology, and α-phosphorylated histone H3 (H3P) 1:250
(Upstate). Secondary antibody was goat anti-mouse Alexa488 (Sigma, St.
Louis, MO, USA), used at 1:400 dilution (for anti-synapsin), and an HRPconjugated anti-rabbit antibody with TSA-Alexa568 and anti-HRP
(Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR, USA) (for anti-H3P).

Voltage Dye Image Analysis
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In order to estimate the degree of gap junctional connectivity, we
processed voltage dye images to determine the number of isopotential cell
fields in MATLAB (MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, USA). Images were flatfield corrected in Image J (Bethesda, MD, USA). For each image, the area
of the flatworm was found by taking the average intensity of all of the
pixels in the entire image. The flatworm pixel area was used to calculate
five intensity clusters of isopotential for the worm body. Each pixel of the
flatworm was categorized into the closest of the five clusters by Euclidean
distance. For each image, all of the pixels categorized into one intensity
cluster were isolated by thresholding, regions of size less than 15 pixels
were removed, and any image holes were filled. The boundaries of the
region were then calculated using the Moore-Neighborhood tracing
algorithm with a modified Jacob’s stopping criteria (MATLAB function
bwboundaries) [676]. The regions from each intensity cluster for each
flatworm were summed to compute the total number of regions in an
image (Figure 5.6I).

Modeling
Numerical simulations were carried out with an agent-based model where
cells are considered as mass points interacting with each other. Some
cells have fixed positions and some cells can move. The forces acting
between cells depend on the distance between them. Cell motion is
calculated as the motion of their centers according to Newton’s second
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law. The forces acting on cells include friction/adhesion and
pressure/chemotaxis from other cells. Cells can be added, moved, and
activated/deactivated by the user to create the initial configuration and
during a simulation, so any initial cell configuration can be established.
The membrane configuration is fixed during a simulation. Figure S5.2
contains additional details about the modeling. Numerical modeling was
carried out with original C++ code developed for this work. The new
software we developed includes a user interface with parameter windows
and a computational domain (Figure S5.3).

Conclusions
Morphological remodeling poses immense computational challenges for
the multicellular organism. Cellular state must be integrated and
communicated across time and anatomical distance; parameters of
regenerative or developmental programs must be set, and these programs
must be implemented to narrow tolerances. While the genome is the
source of all structural material in the organism, gap junctions provide
unique conduits for using physiological and bioelectrical signals to link
cells into information-processing networks, and are therefore ideal
complements to genetically-encoded programs. We show that a relatively
simple physiological perturbation can derive distinct species-specific
morphologies from the same genome, highlighting an important layer of
control between the genetics and the anatomy of an organism. Further
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work is needed to better characterize both the dynamics of these networks
and the molecular mechanisms that they inform, as well as develop tools
with which to control morphology in experimental contexts and biomedical
applications.
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Supplemental Figure S5.1. Timeline of regeneration in G.
dorotocephala flatworms, and 6-OH control. (A) Adult morphology is
recapitulated by day 10 of regeneration in water (confirmed quantitatively
by morphometric analysis in Figure 2. Scale bar 0.5 mm; (B) WT GD
worms amputated and treated in hexanol for three days, which does not
block gap junction channels, and then allowed to regenerate in water for 7
days, show normal regeneration at day 10. Scale bar 0.5 mm.
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Supplemental Figure S5.2. An agent-based model of cell behavior
during head patterning. Black cells are fixed and produce substance C.
Red cell moves against the gradient of the concentration. In the three
examples, there is an initial cell configuration (A–C) and a snapshot of cell
position some time later (A’–C’). In A, red cell moves away from the black
cells; In B, it arrives to its equilibrium position and stays there. In C, the
red cell escapes the triangle formed by the black cells and moves away;
(D–G) Example of cell configuration surrounded by the elastic membrane
(see text for details). Cells of type A are shown in black, deactivated cells
of type A white, cells of type B are red. The initial cell configuration is
shown in panel H, while their equilibrium position is shown in panel I.
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Supplemental Figure S5.3. User interface of the software
implementing a quantitative model of morphogenesis. The software
implements an agent-based model of cell movement and the resulting
morphogenesis of a planarian head. This screenshot shows the user
interface with a parameter window (left) and the resulting computational
domain (right).
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Abstract
The development and maintenance of organismal form results from
dynamic interactions between genome, proteins, physiology, and the
external environment. Bioelectric signaling represents an important
epigenetic layer of control over large-scale patterning during development
and regeneration; however, it is still largely unknown how physiological
plasticity and adaptation operate during regenerative processes. Here, we
establish the highly regenerative planaria as a model for acquired
tolerance to environments that alter endogenous physiology. After
exposure to the non-selective potassium channel blocker BaCl2, D.
japonica flatworms display extreme depolarization of the head and then
violently degenerate their anterior tissues via an apoptotic mechanism.
Remarkably, when kept in fresh barium chloride solution, planaria
regenerate heads that display normal bioelectric states and tolerate the
channel blocker. RNA-seq identified several ion translocators that are
differentially expressed after barium chloride adaptation. Many of these
channels were identified as cation transporters, suggesting that the
physiological buffering of a depolarizing treatment is dependent on
alternative means of transporting cations into and out of anterior cells.
Transcriptional networks related to synaptic plasticity, nervous system
development, and neurotransmission were increased ~2-fold. In general,
transcripts with a role in Vmem modulation (e.g. membrane potential,
excitatory junction potential, and membrane hyperpolarization) as well as
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organogenesis were increased in relative abundance. The ability of an
organism to adjust to extreme environments by selectively expressing
transcripts in a coordinated manner is a significant adaptive capability of
physiological circuits. Further studies on this plasticity will shed light on
numerous regenerative and patterning mechanisms in the context of
evolution and will contribute to biomedical therapies that exploit this innate
robust response to severe physical injury.
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Introduction
Cells have evolved to operate in diverse electrochemical environments.
Disparities in ion content between extracellular and intercellular milieus
produce voltage potentials across the plasma membrane (Vmem) of all
cells, not just nerve and muscle; these potentials power a variety of
housekeeping enzymatic and other transport processes, as well as
serving as a signaling medium. Spatial differences in Vmem across tissues,
and the propagation of this electrical information through gap junction (GJ)
channels, form an important layer of cellular control that functions
alongside gene-regulatory networks and biochemical gradients during
embryogenesis and regeneration [72, 84, 122, 153, 154, 317].
Physiological circuits consisting of ion channels and GJs have now been
implicated in numerous patterning events, including that of the face [91,
155, 164], eye [105, 584], brain [106, 312], and limb [309, 677, 678], as
well as whole-body polarity in anterior-posterior [1, 25, 138, 197], and leftright [89, 161-163, 207-209, 583, 679] axes. Errors in ion channel function
form an important class of birth defects known as channelopathies [164,
680-683], while modulation of bioelectric signaling has been exploited to
augment wound healing [304, 306, 684-686] and large-scale regenerative
response [94, 101, 102, 165, 687-690].
While the molecular mechanisms transducing the bioelectric state
to downstream signaling cascades [92, 118, 131, 153, 154, 298], and the
transcriptional targets of Vmem-mediated signaling [119], are increasingly
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understood, a major open question concerns the dynamic plasticity of
bioelectric circuits, which often participate in repair and remodeling
following diverse types of injury or changes in environmental conditions
[691]. Studies on the evolution of brains have shown that ubiquitous and
ancient electric networks can be exploited for highly effective and flexible
computational tasks [75, 78, 692]. Importantly however, robustness and
adaptability to unexpected events are also key features of physiology –
survival depends on control circuits that alter their dynamics in adaptive
ways to resist changes in the environment [693]. Understanding the
diverse mechanisms by which tissues compensate for changing conditions
is crucial not only for biomedicine, but also for understanding the
fundamental homeostatic capabilities of biological systems in an
evolutionary context.
Regeneration of large-scale body structures after amputation is a
central example of robustness known as pattern homeostasis [75, 317,
355]. The planarian flatworm is an excellent model system for the study of
physiological inputs into the regenerative process. Planaria possess
bilateral symmetry, a true centralized brain with numerous complex
behavioral responses including learning [336, 694, 695], distinct
musculature [696], stem cell populations [697], and a reproductive system
with germ cells [698]. In addition, they possess the ability to grow and
shrink proportionally in response to availability of food sources,
demonstrating an impressive body-wide coordination of apoptosis,
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proliferation, and pattern remodeling [22, 699]. However, the feature that
has afforded planaria the most interest from developmental and
regenerative biologists is the worm’s extraordinary regenerative ability,
allowing them to reproduce any tissue or organ system after traumatic
injury [592]. In addition, planaria are increasingly amenable to a variety of
molecular biology techniques, making them a valuable system in which to
study morphogenesis and regeneration [700, 701].
Amputation is followed by wound closure within roughly 30 minutes,
a response that is proposed to be due to the production of reactive oxygen
species following injury [35]. A spatiotemporally coordinated response in
the expression of extracellular matrix remodeling proteins and patterning
factors initiates the proliferation and subsequent differentiation of
neoblasts, a heterogeneous and semi-pluripotent population of stem cells
[321, 592, 593]. The differentiation of neoblasts according to axial polarity
positioning is regulated by an array of signaling molecules including JNK
[45], Wnt [52], BMP [55], neurotransmitters [142], and other biochemical
pathways.
Importantly, developmental bioelectricity is also a component of
pattern regulation in planaria [65, 66, 68, 238, 321]. Experimental
alteration of bioelectrical signaling in the planarian leads to dramatic
global-patterning defects, including permanent duplication of anteriorposterior polarity [1], incorrect scaling of head structures [25], and
alteration of species-specific head shape [139]. Given that endogenous
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bioelectric circuits are a powerful modality by which large-scale
morphology may be perturbed experimentally, it is important to understand
the evolutionary, physiological, and biomedical implications of how
planarian patterning programs deal with distinct electrochemical conditions
in their environment.
Organisms address the need for consistent environmental
conditions with a diverse array of protective mechanisms, ranging from the
development of physical barriers, like the placenta or egg shell [696],
systems that reduce exposure to harmful chemical agents or excessive
radiation and repair damaged biomolecules [697], and molecular
pathways that act to compensate for the stressor to maintain homeostasis
[702, 703]. The mechanisms by which biological systems react to and
diminish a wide array of possible physical and chemical insults have been
the subject of active investigation, with implications for evolutionary
developmental biology, where the realization of traits derived from
developmental plasticity could have profound fitness benefits, and
regenerative medicine, where an understanding of dynamic actions of
large populations of cells will inform directed organogenesis. Although in
many cases, organisms maintain stabilizing mechanisms to adjust to
electrochemical conditions during development [153, 704, 705], the
existence of these mechanisms in regenerating planaria, the extent of
their buffering capacities, and their activity throughout the lifetime of the
organism were unknown.
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Even in the intact state, planaria are a powerful model for
understanding cell and tissue behavior, due to their continuous remodeling
and tissue maintenance via an adult stem cell population [23, 706, 707].
To use planaria to understand the robustness of physiological networks in
regeneration and regulative development, we exposed planarian
flatworms to long-term electrochemical perturbation targeting potassium
currents – a fundamental mechanism by which cells regulate physiological
state [708-711]. The data reveal a remarkable and robust mechanism by
which the flatworm implements resistance to its new electrochemical
environment: following rapid, apoptosis-mediated degeneration of their
heads, planaria alter their transcriptional programs to regenerate normal
heads that are fully functional in the new electrochemical environment. We
characterize this elaborate response at the cellular and molecular level,
identifying transcriptional networks that may be responsible for the
plasticity that allows new heads to function in barium chloride, a reagent
that induced the rapid destruction of the planaria’s wild-type head. The
existence of an adaptive physiological response to this dramatic external
insult reveals previously unknown capabilities of regenerating systems to
alter their transcriptional and biophysical processes for specific
compensation to drastically changing conditions. This establishes a new
model for the study of the mechanisms and control circuits that are
required to perceive and respond to physiological challenges. Such
capabilities are not only relevant to basic evolutionary and developmental
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biology, but also suggest strategies to capitalize on this innate robustness
in the field of regenerative biomedicine.

Materials and Methods
BaCl2, octanol, and anti-apoptosis drug treatments
Whole worms were treated in 1 mM BaCl2 solution, refreshed weekly. No
more than 25 worms were kept in 50 mL of 1 mM BaCl2 solution in
untreated tissue culture plates at 10 oC, and degenerated tissues were
pipetted out of plates on a regular basis.
Double-headed planaria were produced by treating fragments with diluted
solutions of octanol. Fragments were obtained by making transverse cuts
anterior to the pharynx and anterior to the tail, using a sharp scalpel.
Worms were immobilized by placement on a moistened and cooled
Kimwipe. Immediately after amputation, fragments were transferred into
octanol solution (Sigma Aldrich, RM00050 (St. Louis, MO, USA)), and kept
in sterile, deep-dish petri dishes (Fisherbrand, 100mm x 20 mm). Octanol
solution was prepared by slowly pipetting 10 µL octanol into 500 mL
Poland Spring water, resulting in a final concentration of 127 µM, and
allowing the solution to vortex for >30 min. Fragments were then left to
regenerate in octanol for three days, with daily refreshment of the drug.
After three days, fragments were transferred into fresh water until
regeneration was complete.
For anti-apoptosis treatments, starved worms were treated with
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2,2’-methylenebis(1,3-cyclohexandione) (M50054; Calbiochem #178488)
or NS3694 (Calbiochem #178494), both at a final concentration of 20 µM.
Phenotypes were scored after 24 hours in solution.

Visualization of relative membrane potentials with DiBAC4(3) dye imaging
DiBAC4(3) (bis-(1,3-dibutylbarbituric acid)-trimethine oxanol) (Invitrogen)
was used as stated previously [330, 332]. Briefly, a stock solution (1.9
mM) was diluted 1:1000 (0.19 µM) in Poland Spring water or 1 mM BaCl2,
and worms were soaked in the DiBAC4(3) solution for >30 minutes before
imaging. Worms were then immobilized in 2% low-meting point agarose,
using custom-fabricated Planarian Immobilization Chips as per Dexter and
colleagues [267]. Images of the ventral side of immobilized planaria were
captured with the Nikon AZ100 Stereomicroscope, using epifluorescence
optics, and NIS-Elements imaging software. Images were not altered, and
no data points were removed from our analysis.
To quantify differences in relative depolarization, average pixel
intensity of the head region, defined as the anterior 1/6th of the worm, was
quantified with ImageJ, after flat-field correction.

Immunohistochemistry
Whole worm immunohistochemistry was performed as previously
described [675]. Primary antibody for activated caspase-3 was used at
1:1000 dilution (Abcam ab13847). Secondary antibody was an HRP	
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conjugated anti-rabbit antibody with TSA-Alexa and anti-HRP at 1:100
dilution (Molecular Probes).

RNA extraction and RNA-seq
Total RNA was extracted from wild type D. japonica and from D. japonica
with BaCl2-insensitive heads. Biological replicates were collected for each
treatment, with 25 worms per replicate. For the RNA-seq experiment,
worms were kept in 1 mM BaCl2 for 35 days, when BaCl2-insensitive
heads had fully regenerated. Heads were then amputated, and RNA was
extracted. Total RNA was extracted using Trizol reagent
(Ambion/ThermoFisher) purification (0.5 mL/25 worms). RNA was pelleted
and then suspended in 80% ethanol. Samples (n=2/experimental group)
were then shipped to the MIT sequencing core. Quality control for RNA
was conducted using a 2100 Agilent Bioanalyzer and RNA was deemed to
be of high quality for sequencing. The library prep workflow used was the
TruSeq PolyA, a commercially available kit from Illumina. The protocol
was followed without modification. Following sequencing, data processing
was done using the standard Illumina pipeline and Fastq files were
generated for data processing and assembly.

Data Processing and Assembly
Raw Illumina files were processed by Genotypic Technology Ltd.
(Bangalore, India) for read mapping and the identification of differentially
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expressed transcripts. Raw data were downloaded and processed
(Adapter, B-block and low quality base filtering) using Genotypic's
proprietary Perl script for removing adapter and low quality base trimming.
RNA-Seq reads were then mapped using the ultra-high-throughput short
read aligner Bowtie [712] and reference alignment was conducted with
TopHat-2.0.13 [713], a fast splice junction mapper for RNA-Seq reads.
Processed data were inputted into TopHat and default parameters for
directional libraries were used. Cufflinks-2.2.1 was used to assemble
transcripts and to identify transcripts that were differentially expressed
using default settings and -G option to facilitate read mapping. Biological
replicates were combined using Cuffmerge and then analyzed using
CuffDiff for replicate samples by modeling the variance in fragment counts
across replicates as a function of the mean fragment count. Each
replicated condition was first used to build a model. Models were
generated from each biological replicate and were averaged to provide a
single global model for all conditions in the experiment. Cuffdiff was then
used to determine significant changes in transcript levels. Data and
alignment statistics for the Illumina runs are presented in Supplemental
Table S6.1 and S6.2.
Expression level estimation was reported as fragments per kilobase
of transcript sequence per million mapped fragments (FPKM) value
together with confidence intervals. The false discovery rate or FDRadjusted p-value of the test statistic (q-value) was also generated. An in	
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house pipeline was developed to automate the abovementioned mapping
and assembly process. All transcripts were annotated for Gene Ontology
(GO) by performing a blast alignment. The 138,026 transcript sequences
of Dugesia japonica were subjected to blast against the 385,255
sequences of Platyhelminthes database extracted from Uniprot as a
reference [714]. RNA-Seq unprocessed data has been deposited in the
National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) Gene Expression
Omnibus (GEO) and is accessible through GEO Series accession number
(Submission Pending).
Parametric Analysis of Gene Set Enrichment (PAGE) was
conducted in JMP Genomics V7 [715]. This statistical method was used to
determine significantly upregulated or downregulated gene sets based on
gene ontology. Pathway Studio 10.0 (Elsevier) and ResNet 11.0 were
used for sub-network enrichment analysis (SNEA) of cell processes. The
option of “best p value, highest magnitude fold change” in Pathway Studio
was used for duplicated probes. Transcripts were successfully mapped
using Name and Alias. SNEA was performed to identify gene networks
that were significantly different in the treatment samples compared to
control. A Kolmogorov–Smirnov test with 1000 permutations was
conducted to determine whether specific networks were preferentially
regulated compared to the background reference probability distribution.
Networks were constructed based on common regulators of expression
and regulators of specific cell processes. The enrichment P-value for a
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gene seed was set at P < 0.05. Additional details on the use of SNEA can
be found in [716].

Results
In chronic exposure to BaCl2, planaria heads rapidly degenerate, and
subsequently regenerate with newly-acquired BaCl2 resistance
Given the ubiquitous importance of potassium channels in cell physiology,
we first asked what would happen to planaria continuously exposed to
broad K+ flux inhibitors. We cultured D. japonica flatworms in 1mM barium
chloride (BaCl2), a powerful, widely-used, and non-selective potassium
channel blocker [717, 718]. We observed rapid and complete
degeneration of the entire head within 24 hours, consistent with the
importance of potassium currents in maintenance and physiology of this
complex organ; remarkably however, when left to regenerate in the barium
chloride solution, the worms regenerated normal heads that are
insensitive to the toxic environmental conditions (Fig. 6.1Ai-Aiv).
Degeneration of anterior tissues was never observed in control culture
conditions.
Degeneration involved tissue bubbling off from the very anterior tip
of the worm to the plane of the photoreceptors (roughly 1mm of tissue),
with apparent muscular contraction around the degeneration site that
minimized internal tissue loss (Fig 6.1D). The process was complete after
24-72 hours in BaCl2 solution. Blastema formation was then initiated, and
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regenerative processes proceeded, although full regeneration took longer
than normal (~4 weeks, as opposed to ~2 weeks). After regeneration of
the head, the worms were transferred into a fresh BaCl2 solution and
showed no signs of degeneration. Although barium can form insoluble
ions with sulfate and carbonate ions present in Poland Spring water, it is
unlikely that adaptation is due to diminishment of barium ions in the
media, as media was freshly prepared at every renewal. Therefore, we
concluded that barium exposure is acutely toxic to planarian anterior
tissues, but that the worms can regulate physiological homeostasis such
that regenerated heads are completely adapted to this new condition.
Our prior work targeting physiological networks in planaria enabled
the creation of stable double-headed worms – octanol-treated animals that
regenerate heads from both, the anterior- and posterior-facing wounds
upon subsequent rounds of amputation in plain water [1, 197]. We next
asked how such worms, bearing two sets of anterior tissues, would fare in
barium chloride. Double-headed worms, produced by amputation and
treatment in octanol, did not degenerate their heads in BaCl2 solution (Fig.
6.1Bi-Biv). Instead, they survived in the solution for up to 15 days, before
entirely disintegrating at once, demonstrating the existence of an upper
limit of tissue reactivity after which the lifesaving degenerative response to
BaCl2 toxicity is impossible. Cut fragments of double-headed worms
regenerated in BaCl2 solution without issue, albeit at a slower pace (Fig.
6.1Ci-Civ).
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Exposure to BaCl2 results in depolarization of anterior tissues
Although the molecular and cell-level activity of BaCl2 has been thoroughly
characterized in in vitro preparations [719-722], the effects of BaCl2
exposure on physiological function and/or regeneration in vivo are largely
unknown. To characterize the bioelectric state of the worm after exposure
to the potassium channel blocker, we imaged D. japonica worms after 30
minutes in water and after 30 minutes in BaCl2 using the voltage reporter
dye DiBAC4(3). In order to compare relative depolarization while
minimizing confounding factors, Control and BaCl2 -treated worms were
mounted and imaged together on the same PIC. After just 30 minutes in
the barium chloride solution, worms displayed a significant depolarization
of anterior tissues (Fig. 6.2B), as expected from a K+ channel blocker and
consistent with the known literature in cells of other model systems. This
depolarization was most appreciable in the most anterior 1/6 of the animal.
Remarkably, BaCl2–insensitive heads displayed a degree of relative
depolarization comparable to that of untreated worms (Fig. 6.2C). Relative
depolarization as compared was quantified by flat-field correcting all
images, cropping the anterior 1/6th of the worm, and calculating average
pixel intensity of the cropped images (Fig. 6.2E). This treatment avoided
confounding the analysis by including fluorescence due to background
and slime. Given the extensive depolarization after just 30 minutes in
BaCl2, we conclude that the depolarizing effect of the drug is robust and
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Figure 6.1. Long-term exposure to BaCl2 results in degeneration of
anterior tissues, and subsequent regeneration of structures that are
resistant to BaCl2. (Ai-iv) Whole D. japonica worms after treatment in
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1mM BaCl2. (Bi-iii) Double-headed D. japonica were produced by octanol
treatment and then subjected to 1mM BaCl2. No degeneration was
observed, and worms died after 14 days. (Ci-iii) Cut double headed D.
japonica worms are able to regenerate both heads normally, with immunity
to BaCl2. (D) Degeneration occurs through a contraction of tissue at the
base of the wound, minimizing tissue loss. Scale bar 0.5mm. Green
arrowheads indicate whole heads, yellow arrowheads indicate
regenerating heads, and red arrows indicate degenerating heads. Scale
bar 0.5mm. Results representative of three independent biological
replicates. N > 50 for every experiment.
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consistent after 30 minutes.

Degeneration primarily occurs within the first 48 hours of treatment, and
response to the drug varies between planarian species.
We next asked whether the effect would be the same in another planarian
model, Schmidtea mediterranea. The ratio of intact worms to worms with
degenerated heads was tracked over 13 days of BaCl2 exposure, and
compared to control worms in water for both D. japonica and S.
mediterranea species. The two species differed with respect to the timing
of initial head degeneration, but not in the ability to degenerate and
regenerate a BaCl2-insensitive head over time. D. japonica worms
degenerated their anterior tissues very quickly after initiation of BaCl2
treatment, with 89% of worms degenerating heads after three days of
treatment, and 94% after two weeks of treatment (Fig. 6.3A). S.
mediterranea displayed a delayed degenerative response. Only 20% of
worms degenerated their heads after three days of treatment, but by two
weeks of treatment, 97% of worms had degenerated heads, which were
also barium-insensitive (Fig. 6.3B). The heads of untreated worms did not
degenerate.
In order to further investigate differences between the two species,
wild-type D. japonica and S. mediterranea were imaged with the voltage
reporter dye DiBAC4(3) (Fig 6.3C-E). Average pixel intensity of flat-field
corrected and un-pseudocolored images were compared between
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Figure 6.2. Visualization of relative membrane potential in WT and
BaCl2-treated D. japonica flatworms. (A) Untreated D. japonica flatworm
imaged with DiBAC4(3) dye. Arrow indicates the anterior of the worm.
Relative depolarization of anterior tissues as compared to posterior
tissues is apparent. (B) D. japonica flatworm imaged with DiBAC4(3) dye
after 30 minutes in BaCl2. Arrow indicates anterior of the worm. Marked
depolarization as compared to the WT is apparent. Images are
pseudocolored to allow for ease of visualization of depolarization patterns,
but worms were imaged in the same frame so as not to confound data
after pseudocoloring, and all image analysis was done using raw un	
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colored images. Scale bars 0.5mm. (C) BaCl2-adapted head (D)
Schematic showing pseudocolor correspondence to relative membrane
potential value. Pixels with higher intensity values are relatively
depolarized in comparison to the rest of the worm and are pseudocolored
green. Pixels with lower intensity values are relatively hyperpolarized in
comparison to the rest of the worm and are pseudocolored blue. (E)
Quantification of average pixel intensities in untreated and BaCl2-treated
worms. Unpaired t-test p = 0.00001.
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species. Interestingly, D. japonica worms exhibited significantly more
depolarized anterior structures than S. mediterranea (Fig 6.3F). We
concluded that the barium toxicity and subsequent adaptation is not
specific to one species of planaria and focused our subsequent analyses
to D. japonica.

Acquired resistance to BaCl2 is lost after 30 days in water
We then investigated whether the acquired adaptation to BaCl2 was
permanent or temporary. D. japonica worms were allowed to degenerate
and regenerate heads in 1mM BaCl2 over the course of approximately 35
days. They were then transferred to Poland Spring water for 30 days, with
refreshments of water every seven days. They were then subjected to a
second round of 1mM BaCl2 treatment. All worms displayed characteristic
degeneration of anterior tissues after the second round of BaCl2
treatment, revealing that the insensitivity to BaCl2 is lost by 30 days in
plain water (Fig. 6.4A-C), as the worms slowly revert back to their wildtype physiological profile.

Deprogression is an active, life-saving, apoptotic response
We hypothesized that head degeneration involved a controlled and
concerted process. In order to determine whether programmed cell death
was required for the observed head degeneration, D. japonica worms
were treated with BaCl2 with and/or inhibitors of apoptosis (Fig. 6.5A-5J).
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Figure 6.3. Population-wide degeneration rates differ between the
species D. japonica and S. mediterranea, which may be due to
differences in basal bioelectric state. (A) Percentages of D. japonica
worms with degenerated heads after exposure to 1mM BaCl2. n = 126. (B)
Percentages of S. mediterranea worms with degenerated heads after
exposure to 1mM BaCl2. n = 50. (C-D) Wild-type D. japonica and S.
mediterranea worms imaged with the voltage reporting dye DiBAC4(3).
Arrows indicate heads, and worms are outlined in order to improve
visibility. Scale bar 1mm. (E) Schematic showing pseudocolor
correspondence to relative membrane potential value. Pixels with higher
intensity values are relatively depolarized in comparison to the rest of the
worm and are pseudocolored green. Pixels with lower intensity values are
relatively hyperpolarized in comparison to the rest of the worm and are
pseudocolored blue. (F) Quantification of average pixel intensities in WT
D. japonica and S. mediterranea. N = 12 worms per species, unpaired ttest p < 0.001.
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Figure 6.4. Insensitivity to BaCl2 is lost after 30 days in water. (A) D.
japonica worm after BaCl2 treatment resulting in degeneration and
regeneration of a head (representative image). (B) D. japonica worm after
35 days in BaCl2, and a subsequent 30 days in water. (B) D. japonica
worm after 24 hours in a second BaCl2 treatment. Arrows indicate anterior
tissues. Scale bar 0.5mm.
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Two apoptosis inhibitors were selected: M50054 [179], which has effects
attributed to inactivation of caspase-3, and NS3694, which blocks the
activation of caspase-9, inhibiting apoptosome formation [723]. These
compounds have previously been used to probe the mechanisms of
regeneration [177]. Planaria exposed to either apoptotic blocker
individually showed no morphological change (Fig. 6.5G-5J). When each
drug was treated in conjunction with BaCl2, instead of the normal bariuminduced degeneration followed by regeneration of healthy worms, the
head tissue became infiltrated with numerous uncontrolled lesions, and
the worms died before 48 hours of treatment (Fig. 6.5C-5F). These data
suggest that endogenous apoptosis is required for planaria to mount a
lifesaving degenerative and regenerative response to barium exposure.
To further explore the role of endogenous apoptosis in
degeneration, immunostaining against caspase-3 was carried out in wildtype worms, and in worms exposed to BaCl2 for 24 hours, 48 hours, or
seven days (Fig 6.5K-N). The number and distribution of apoptotic cells
were quantified with the “Analyze Particles” tool in Fiji (ImageJ) (Fig 6.5O).
After exposure to BaCl2, the number of apoptotic cells increased
approximately eight-fold, with apoptotic cells concentrated around the
sites of degeneration, and remaining at high levels even after seven days
in the BaCl2 solution. Taken together with the functional anti-apoptotic
drug data, these findings reveal that degeneration of anterior tissues takes
place through an active tissue-deletion mechanism targeting affected
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Figure 6.5. Degeneration in response to BaCl2 is mediated by
apoptosis and is a lifesaving measure. (A-B) D. japonica worms after 0
and 24 hours in BaCl2, respectively. (C-D) D. japonica worms after 0 and
24 hours of treatment in both BaCl2 and anti-apoptotic drug NS3694,
respectively. All worms died after 24 hours in treatment. (E-F) D. japonica
worms after 0 and 24 hours of treatment in both BaCl2 and anti-apoptotic
drug M50054, respectively. All worms died after 24 hours of treatment. (GH) D. japonica worms after 0 and 24 hours of treatment in anti-apoptotic
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drug NS3694. Worms survived three full days of treatment with no lesions
or alterations to behavior. (I-J) D. japonica worms after 0 and 24 hours of
treatment in anti-apoptotic drug M50054. Worms survived three full days
of treatment with no lesions or alterations to behavior. Arrows indicate
head tissues. (K-M) Immunostaining against caspase 3 after 0 hours, 24
hours, 48 hours, and seven days of BaCl2 treatment. Scale bar 0.5mm.
(O) Quantification of apoptotic cells in the anterior 1/6th of BaCl2-treated
worms. ANOVA p = 2.01 * 10-6.
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regions, which is necessary for the survival of the animal and adaptation
to toxic environmental conditions.

Transcriptionally profiling the barium-adapted head
What is different about the new, barium-compatible heads when
compared to the wild-type planarian head – what changes allow survival in
barium after the initial barium-adaptation? We hypothesized that the
conferred resistance to BaCl2 treatment could be due to altered
expression of ion channels or pumps that could compensate for, and
buffer, the physiological perturbation. To test this hypothesis, we
performed RNA-Seq and sub-network enrichment analysis (SNEA) on
head samples from worms that were either treated with BaCl2 and allowed
to regenerate insensitive heads or kept in water following the BaCl2
treatment. An enrichment using the gene ontology terms for transcripts
was also conducted to enhance the overall dataset and to provide
additional information on processes affected in the BaCl2 resistant heads.
Microtubule-based processes, structural constituents of cytoskeleton,
structural constituent of ribosome, translation, and GTPase activity were
enriched based upon the transcriptome profile (FDR corrected P<0.05).
Noteworthy was that voltage-gated potassium channel and sodium
channel activity were enriched prior to an FDR adjustment (unadjusted
P<0.05), supporting the Pathway Analysis and subnetwork enrichment
analysis (see below). These data are consistent with the notion that there
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is increased cellular activity and the production of proteins (i.e. machinery)
required to structurally regenerate.
We found a number of transcripts that had been up- and downregulated after barium exposure. A heat map shows the top transcripts
that are most changed in the BaCl2-treated worms based on abundance
alone (Supplemental Figure S6.1). Transcripts that showed some of the
most dramatic increases in terms of fold change (5-20 fold) included
neuropeptide Y, voltage dependent calcium channel subunit alpha 2,
caspase 3, beta arrestin 1, while those decreased included noggin like
protein 3 (decreased) and SUN domain containing protein 2. Interestingly,
many ion channels and pumps were differentially expressed and were
related to Vmem activity (Table 6.1). More broadly, functional sets
enriched in BaCl2-resistant worms included “membrane hyperpolarization”
and “membrane steady potential” (Table 6.1). A number of enriched sets
were involved in both nervous system development and cellular
differentiation, confirming transcriptional rewiring of the bioelectric
machinery. We conclude that barium-adapted heads exhibit numerous
transcriptional changes that specifically focus on proteins that target
barium-relevant bioelectrical state homeostasis. Figure 6.6 shows a
network pathway for cell processes that were induced in the bariumadapted heads.
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Table 6.1. Categories of transcripts altered by barium adaptation
Differentially expressed cell processes following degeneration and
regeneration of a BaCl2-insensitive head, focusing on processes related to
membrane potential homeostasis and regeneration. The number of items
in the pathway, as well as the median fold change of the network and the
p-value, are reported for each enriched process.

Differentiation,
Cellular
Plasticity

Nervous System
Development

Vmem
Modulation

Theme

	
  

Gene Set Seed
Membrane steady potential

Number of
Measured
Neighbors
7

Excitatory junction potential

Median pChange value
2.43

0.015

5

3.13

0.033

Membrane hyperpolarization
Central
nervous
system
development
Neurogenesis
Hippocampal function
Action potential
Synaptic plasticity
Nervous system development
Neurotransmission
Nerve development
Neuron differentiation
Endoderm formation

10
16

2.46
2.21

0.036
0.048

38
8
18
45
22
34
8
7
5

1.97
2.42
2.42
2.17
2.25
1.97
3.13
2.46
-3.25

0.044
0.035
0.035
0.033
0.021
0.016
0.014
0.005
0.012

Stem cell differentiation
Mesoderm development
Organogenesis
Smooth muscle cell differentiation

19
5
14
5

-1.60
2.01
2.04
-3.25

0.011
0.024
0.032
0.049
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Figure 6.6. Gene network for up-regulated processes following
regeneration of a BaCl2- resistant head. Processes involved in
membrane potential homeostasis, stress response, and regeneration are
induced at the transcriptome level upon regeneration of a BaCl2-resistant
head. Red indicates that the gene is up-regulated and blue indicates that
the gene is downregulated relative to controls.
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Discussion
Planarian regeneration can compensate for dramatic physiological
perturbations
Habituation to extreme physiological stressors has been known since the
classic experiments of Jollos, who showed that lineages of paramecia
exposed to toxins or extreme heat gained resistance that persisted for
hundreds of generations [724]. However, very little information is available
on the mechanism of such plasticity; here we investigate the role of ion
regulation in this process. K+ channels are required for a wide range of
cellular behaviors, including motility [725], volume regulation [726],
signaling [727], differentiation [728], and proliferation [729]. Recent work in
Drosophila mutants revealed the importance of regulation of excitability in
order to buffer against environmental changes and learning-induced
changes in activity [730].
Upon exposure to barium, a potent non-specific K+ channel blocker,
planaria rapidly depolarize as expected (Fig. 6.2) and then experience
degradation of the entire head (Fig. 6.1). This in itself is not surprising,
given the importance of bioelectrical parameters to tissue integrity and the
differential voltage properties of the planarian head, which contains many
complex cell types in precise arrangement. What was remarkable was the
fact that when maintained in barium chloride, the same worms went on to
regenerate a normal head that was perfectly healthy in barium chloride
solution (Fig. 6.1). The effect is not due to time-dependent degradation of
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the solution’s efficacy – freshly prepared barium chloride solutions were
used throughout our experiments. Alteration of endogenous membrane
potential as a result of K+ channel blockade may induce an array of
downstream events, culminating in large-scale alterations in cellular
behavior. These include modulation of Ca2+ signaling systems,
reorganization of cytoskeletal elements, and modulation of protein/protein
electrostatic interactions. This finding reveals the acquisition of tolerance
to a significant toxicant by planarian regeneration, and establishes an
assay in planaria as a model for physiological plasticity (homeostasis) in
addition to its established role in the study of regenerative pattern
homeostasis.

Extended time in water results in a loss of BaCl2 resistance
The acquired resistance to BaCl2 is not permanent. When BaCl2 insensitive worms are placed in water for 30 days, they lose their
resistance to BaCl2, and upon a second exposure to BaCl2 will undergo
degeneration and regeneration of anterior tissues again (Fig. 6.4).
Interestingly, 30 days is approximately the time required for cellular
turnover in planarian flatworms [731]; it is not known yet whether the
barium-adaptation and de-adaptation is in some way tied to the temporal
profile of neoblast activity and somatic cell turnover. Taken together, this
temporal profile of adjustment to novel stimuli, and its return to normal, is
a new example of true epigenetics; it highlights the ability of living systems
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to adaptively, flexibly integrate information from the internal and external
environments of the organism via the interplay between physiological
information and genetic programs. Transgenic planaria are not currently
available; once developed, it would be beneficial to develop fluorescent
assays to monitor expression levels of key channels identified by the
RNA-Seq experiments. These studies could then determine the induction
and silencing of critical gene products during habituation to barium and the
return to a naïve wild-type state.

Variation in BaCl2 response between species and endogenous differences
in bioelectrical homeostasis
Different species of planarian flatworms vary in their bioelectric
parameters under normal conditions. Wild type D. japonica worms in water
have anterior tissues that are significantly more depolarized than S.
mediterranea worms in water (Fig 6.3F). This is not entirely surprising, as
the two species are separated by significant evolutionary distance [732735], and inhabit geographically disparate environments. The reaction to
BaCl2 is also not identical across species of planaria. D. japonica worms
degenerate their heads in a relatively short amount of time following
exposure to BaCl2 (between 24 and 72 hours, on average) (Fig 6.3A).
However, S. mediterranea worms withstand BaCl2 treatment for much
longer before initiating degeneration: approximately one quarter of S.
mediterranea degenerate their heads in the first few days of exposure, but
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the vast majority have degenerated heads by the second week in BaCl2
(Fig 6.3B). After degeneration, responses to BaCl2 are identical between
species; both regenerate insensitive heads roughly 35 days after
degeneration.
The difference in bioelectrical state of head tissue may confer some
initial resistance to depolarizing BaCl2 treatment, revealing interesting
information about the electrochemical parameters of planarian bioelectric
networks. The data suggest an upper threshold of depolarization that the
networks of both D. japonica and S. mediterranea can withstand. As D.
japonica flatworms are more depolarized, BaCl2 treatment may quickly
depolarize the network beyond this survivable threshold, at which time the
system initiates degeneration, and the subsequent regeneration of
anatomy that can mediate continuous exposure to the potassium channel
blocker. The delayed degeneration time of S. mediterranea may be due to
the fact that, as the system is more hyperpolarized in general, it takes a
longer exposure to depolarizing treatment to reach the electrochemical
state requiring degeneration. As exposure to high concentrations of BaCl2
and other gross depolarizing treatments is fatal, there seems to be only a
range of electrochemical perturbation that the system can modulate by
degeneration and regeneration. It is interesting to note that, although the
two species differ in their basal bioelectric states, the adaptive ability to
degenerate and regenerate tissue with altered bioelectric properties is
conserved.
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It is also interesting to consider the differential sensitivity to
depolarizing treatment within each organism. Only the anterior tissues
display significant changes in magnitude of depolarization after BaCl2
treatment, while posterior tissues seem to be relatively resistant to BaCl2induced depolarization. This could be due to a greater reliance of anterior
tissues upon K+ channels for their bioelectrical homeostasis. Investigating
this further will require extensive expression and functional profiling of the
pumps and channels in planarian genomes.

Acquisition of barium immunity is an active process of autotomy, mediated
by apoptosis
Without the ability to degenerate, D. japonica flatworms cannot tolerate
exposure to dilute BaCl2 solutions, and exposure to concentrations higher
than 1 mM is almost immediately fatal (in contrast to Hydra, in which
barium ions induce a morphological change [736]). Increased apoptosis
during degeneration is readily observable by immunostaining
degenerating worms for caspase-3, and pharmacological blockade of
apoptotic processes prohibits worms from developing barium resistance
(Fig. 6.5). Transcript levels of caspase 3 were also up regulated based on
RNA-Seq. The functional importance of apoptosis in this process reveals
that programmed cell death of the barium-sensitive wild-type head is an
active, adaptive response of the worms.
The self-degeneration, deletion, or destruction of specific tissues is
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termed autotomy [737]. Classic examples of autotomy include shedding of
the tail in response to predation threat in many lizards [738], and an
internal severing mechanism in many spider species in which legs are
severed from the body in response to damage [739]. In annelids,
regeneration is only possible at the plane of a neuromuscular junction.
Amputation off-set from a neuromuscular plane results in the degeneration
of tissue up to the closest plane, at which point regeneration is initiated
[740]. Our data suggest that in this case, the self-induced deletion of
tissue is not merely a mechanical consequence of externally-induced
trauma (as it is for lizards), but is actually functionally important for the
animal’s continued survival.
Due to the concerted, apoptotic nature of degeneration, it is safe to
classify BaCl2 response as an instance of autotomy. Autotomy is an
interesting example of an output of the global analysis of pattern, state,
and relationship to environment. Especially interesting is the permissive
role autotomy seems to play in regeneration in both annelids and
planarian. Degeneration of tissues must be regulated in some manner in
order to restrict autotomy, and exploring this regulation may shed light on
the higher-level controls of regeneration initiation and pattern regulation.

Barium adaptation involves a unique transcriptional signature
RNA-Seq analysis revealed a number of transcriptional differences that
distinguish wild-type (barium-sensitive) heads from barium-adapted
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(immune) heads (Table 6.1). Gene sets involved in morphogenesis,
central nervous system development, and differentiation were differentially
expressed in BaCl2-resistant heads (Table 6.1). This is likely due to the
regenerative programs that must be employed in order to re-grow
degenerated anterior structures. Interestingly, gene sets characterized as
being involved in mineralization and bone-formation were enriched in
barium-adapted heads. These included noggin and ATF4, which have
been implicated in axis formation during planaria regeneration [741], and
developmental genetic regulation, respectively [742]. As fracture and
healing represent a uniquely quasi-regenerative process in vertebrates,
these gene sets may shed light on ancient reparative and regenerative
processes, conserved even in organisms without skeletal structures or
processes related to bone mineralization. Future studies will clone these
genes and target the up-regulated ones via RNAi to determine their
functional roles in this process. It must be noted that this functional
validation is hampered by the fact that it is quite likely that many of these
must be targeted simultaneously to exert effects, and that no gain-offunction technology exists yet in planaria that can be used to misexpress
transcripts and induce barium tolerance without prior exposure to barium.
At the moment, no antibodies to these gene products exist for planaria,
but future development of these will facilitate assembly of an atlas of their
spatial localization within planarian cells before and after barium
adaptation.
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Transcriptional rewiring of bioelectric networks
One of the most salient aspects of the RNA-Seq dataset was the
identification of changes in electrogenic target expression. A number of
channels and pumps are altered in the transition from barium sensitivity to
adaptation, including voltage and calcium-sensitive transporters (e.g. Na+
non-selective leak channel, voltage gated Cl channels, Calcium activated
K+ channel, and Two-pore calcium channel protein 2). Interestingly, many
of these channels are cation transporters, suggesting that the
physiological buffering of a depolarizing treatment is dependent on
employing alternative means of transporting cations into and out of
anterior cells and tissues. Newly-developed platforms for bioelectric
simulation will enable construction and analysis of quantitative
physiological models linking post-translational ion flow dynamics (channel
opening/closing) to transcriptional regulation, and may explain how the
observed changes in the electrogenic mRNA profile can compensate for
barium exposure. [115, 354, 743, 744]. Future functional analysis will also
investigate physiological repercussions of detected transcriptional
changes.
Degeneration of affected tissues is a life-saving measure (Fig. 6.5);
thus regenerative programs have the ability to not only re-build correct
anatomies and morphology, but also equip tissues with the appropriate
suite of ion channels and pumps to ensure correct bioelectric state in a
range of environments. These kinds of effects also bear strongly on the
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understanding of epigenetic effects in development, where toxic challenge
has been shown to alter heritable alterations of embryogenesis [745].
Especially intriguing might be the small conductance calcium
activated channel, which is not blocked by barium [746-748]. One of the
most interesting aspects of this study, and one which we are pursuing in
the context of transcriptional [691] and bioelectric [75, 287, 317] circuits,
concerns the computational property of the network. Barium and other
pan-blockers of K+ channels are not commonly encountered in nature; the
ability to become immune to barium is thus unlikely to be a direct
adaptation for which worms were selected through evolution. Instead, we
hypothesize that this phenomenon is one instance of a broader adaptive
property of bioelectric circuits: the system detects a physiological insult (in
this case, inability to regulate Vmem due to K+ channel blockade) and
regulates its topology in precisely the right way to counter act it. The
algorithm and mechanism by which living systems match circuit-editing
responses to specific environmental challenges represents a key
intellectual challenge for the coming decades.

Conclusion
Bioelectric state is a crucial variable for physiology and patterning [121,
317, 749]. Planarian regeneration illustrates the remarkable property of
responding to drastic physiological insult by transcriptional changes that
are ideally suited to restoring normal state despite the presence of
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toxicant. Future work must address not only the mechanisms allowing
transcriptional regulation of precisely those proteins suited to deal with the
specific perturbation, but also plasticity at the post-translational level:
experience-dependent changes in the open/closed states of channels and
electrical synapses (which is called learning, when it occurs in the brain). It
is likely that physiological plasticity, as well as possible biomechanical
layers, operate in addition to transcriptional controls but are invisible to
RNA or even proteomic profiling.
The planaria is a champion of plasticity and robustness, not only at
the morphological, but apparently also at the physiological levels. Using
this and similar tractable models will allow a better understanding of the
dynamics of biological circuits – not only hardwired activity emergent from
genetically-encoded features, but also flexible adaptation to unpredictable
stimuli. The study of the mechanisms and algorithms that enable this
property blurs the line between developmental genetics, adult physiology,
and the kind of plasticity studied in neuroscience. In addition to
fundamental implications for evolvability and regulative development,
understanding these controls may highlight new paths toward the
development of strategies targeting birth defects and regenerative repair
of traumatic injury. Future work in this model may shed light on the
habituation to, and side effects from, a wide range of ion channel modifier
drugs currently in human use [750, 751]. Perhaps even the biomedicine of
adaptation to novel environments (e.g., space travel [752-754]), can
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benefit from taming the incredible capacity of living things to extend their
wild-type functionality toward previously-unrecognized capabilities.
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Supplemental Information
Supplemental Table S6.1. Data statistics for RNA-seq. The 40 bp
single end reads generated by Illumina HiSeq 2500 were quality checked
and processed to remove the low quality bases and the adapter
contamination. The table below lists the data generated for the individual
samples.
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Supplemental Table S6.2. Alignment statistics for RNA-seq
experiments. As the gene feature file for Dugesia japonica is not
available, the reads were aligned to the Dugesia japonica (complete CDS
regions) taken from NCBI (https://
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nuccore/?term=Dugesia%20japonica) which
consists of 138,026 nucleotide sequences, downloaded from the NCBI
database using Tophat. The table below shows the alignment percentage
of the reads mapped to the reference.
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Supplemental Table S6.3. Most significant gene ontology categories
affected at the transcript level with BaCl2.
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Supplemental Figure S6.1. Heat map of transcripts that showed the
largest fold changes in the data set (most dramatic magnitude of
response). The Heat map generated is a representation of the expression
values (as colors) for the highly expressed top 50 genes selected from
both up and down regulated entities. The more red, the more down
regulated, while green indicates and up-regulation (refer to key).
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Chapter Seven

Planarian regeneration in space: Persistent
anatomical, behavioral, and bacteriological
changes induced by space travel

Junji Morokuma, Fallon Durant, Katherine B. Williams, Joshua
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W. Reed, Michael Roberts, Mahendra Jain, Kris Kimel, Sunia A.
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Abstract
Regeneration is regulated not only by chemical signals but also by
physical processes, such as bioelectric gradients. How these may change
in the absence of the normal gravitational and geomagnetic fields is
largely unknown. Planarian flatworms were moved to the International
Space Station for 5 weeks, immediately after removing their heads and
tails. A control group in spring water remained on Earth. No manipulation
of the planaria occurred while they were in orbit, and space-exposed
worms were returned to our laboratory for analysis. One animal out of 15
regenerated into a double-headed phenotype—normally an extremely rare
event. Remarkably, amputating this double-headed worm again, in plain
water, resulted again in the double-headed phenotype. Moreover, even
when tested 20 months after return to Earth, the space-exposed worms
displayed significant quantitative differences in behavior and microbiome
composition. These observations may have implications for human and
animal space travelers, but could also elucidate how microgravity and
hypomagnetic environments could be used to trigger desired
morphological, neurological, physiological, and bacteriomic changes for
various regenerative and bioengineering applications.
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Introduction
Planarian flatworms are known for their mastery of regeneration [592, 755,
756]. These bilaterians have the ability to completely recapitulate all body
parts, including complex organs, from small pieces of the body, with high
morphological and proportional fidelity [21] in a vast variety of
perturbations [20]. The complex organs include a full, centralized brain [8,
9] and central nervous system [11] which has the ability to produce a
continuous brain wave pattern [10] and complex behaviors [12, 13] with
impressively variable sensory capabilities as inputs [6, 14-19, 757].
Planaria exhibit complex learning, curiosity, and problem-solving abilities
[9, 275, 278, 279, 758]. Moreover, they are able to repair and remodel
three major polarity axes, dorsal/ventral, anterior/posterior, and
medial/lateral, with outstanding accuracy [29, 53, 55-57, 68, 336, 759].
These complex regenerative abilities are attractive for human regeneration
research especially because planaria have more genomic similarities to
vertebrates than do Drosophila melanogaster or Caenorhabditis
elegans [700]. All of these properties make planaria a prime model for
research in diverse areas of biomedicine, from stem cell biology to drug
addiction [760-763].
Patterning during regeneration, development, and cancer
suppression is subject to the influence of physical forces including electric
fields, magnetic fields, electromagnetic fields [109, 764, 765], as well as
other biophysical inputs (reviewed by [69-73, 169]). In planaria specifically,
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electric forces have been known to alter patterning information for
decades [65-68]. More recently, bioelectric physiology has been
implicated in the regulation of the cell cycle [74], polarity [138], and
morphology [25, 139] in the planarian as well. It is probable that physical
forces, both internal and external, are modulated by the physical force of
Earth's gravity, which probably influenced the way that the regenerative
and developmental abilities of living organisms have evolved on Earth
[766].
On Earth, biological systems are also subject to the naturally
varying geomagnetic field (GMF) [767]. This variation in geomagnetic
disturbance has been shown to impact not only animal behavior [768,
769], but also medically relevant phenomena such as ciliary motion [770],
stem cell function [771], cardiovascular regulation [772-776], the
autonomic nervous system [777], memory [778-780], and the interactions
between neurons [781]. Magnetic field reversals may even have placed
selective pressures on organisms that have contributed to subsequent
extinction [782, 783] and morphological change [784], and planaria have
specifically been shown to be sensitive to weak magnetic fields [19, 785].
These observations have been tested in recent decades by generating a
near null or hypogeomagnetic field in order to understand the role of the
Earth's natural magnetic field in numerous biological processes [786-788].
The effects of exposure to a null magnetic field have included changes in
immune response [789], axonal myelination [781], and tubulin assembly
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[790], as well as developmental patterning [791, 792]. The physiological
mechanisms contributing to the influence of the GMF on biological events
are currently unknown.
Biological systems also operate under the physical constraint of the
Earth's gravity [793]. Therefore, an emergent question in recent years has
concerned the behavior, cellular and otherwise, of organisms in
microgravity conditions. It has since become clear that system level
changes occur in microgravity fields [794]. More specifically, microgravity
has been shown to affect cell morphology [794, 795], cytoskeletal
organization [796], early development (reviewed by [797]; see also [798]),
the likelihood of the open state of ion channels [799], gene expression
profiles [800], differentiation [801], and apoptosis [802]. Microgravity, in
most cases so far, has been shown to be an inhibitor of tissue growth and
regeneration in mammalian tissues [803]. Microgravity research, on top of
revealing how cells behave in response to altered physical forces, has
also led to the development of innovative techniques. As an example, it
has been found that 3D cultured cells allow for an unrestricted growth
environment which is promising for the future of cell culture application to
human medicine [804, 805].
Microbes are also impacted by space conditions. Classically, it was
concluded that cells smaller than 10 µM, including bacteria, would be
affected very minimally by weightlessness [806]; however, more recently,
experiments observing microorganisms in space-like environments have
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suggested otherwise [807]. Moreover, microgravity conditions have been
shown to increase bacterial growth kinetics, biofilm formation, and stress
resistance [808, 809]. Microbes continue to maintain their adaptability in
the changing environment and have been shown to change their
secondary metabolite production, gene expression, and virulent capability
[810-812]. Although it still remains to be determined what physical factors
are contributing to these changes (such as whether they are due to
microgravity or fluid dynamics), it is clear that spaceflight can reshape
microbial communities and what they produce. Aside from the clear
biological implications, this also poses questions regarding manned
spaceflight and protection from microorganisms that may be encountered
while away from Earth.
If space travel environments can change cellular behavior and
physiology, it is imperative to begin to understand how they can impact
regeneration. Much of the previous work studying the impact of spaceflight
on regeneration has been done in urodeles, in particular investigating limb
and lens regeneration [813, 814]. Newts undergoing limb regeneration
have shown increased regenerative rates on biosatellites as well as
increased proliferation in limb blastemas in a synchronous manner.
Lenses also showed increased regenerative ability. After landing, there
was a two-fold increase in the number of proliferative cells within the
region that provides the cells for lens regeneration as well as other parts
of the eye. Upon further investigation replicating these experiments in
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microgravity conditions on Earth, it was suggested that these effects occur
due to weightlessness [815, 816]. Conversely, tail regeneration
experiments did not find this same advancement in regenerative ability;
however, changes in the pigmentation of tail blastemas in spaceflight
animals were observed [817]. In Schmidtea mediterranea planaria, one
study using simulated microgravity observed lethality while hypergravity
led to decreased proliferation rates [818]. In contrast, another study found
no distinguishing effects on Girardia tigrina [819]. We used the
species Dugesia japonica, not previously explored in space travel, with a
range of analysis methods, to examine the effects of spaceflight
conditions.
Our study sought to determine how spaceflight and the conditions
on the International Space Station (ISS) would affect planarian
regeneration (Fig. 7.1). What effects would microgravity and microgeomagnetic fields produce, and might these effects be persistent after
return to Earth? We used a panel of behavioral, microbiological, and
morphological assays to understand how the total experience of
spaceflight (including the stresses of take-off and landing, as well as the
weightless and 0 GMF conditions on the ISS itself) would affect this
complex regenerative model system. This project was also designed to
establish protocols for performing planarian research in space so as to
determine proper transfer logistics and conditions for future missions. As
humans transition towards becoming a space-faring species, it is
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important that we deduce the impact of spaceflight on regenerative health
for the sake of medicine and future space laboratory research.

Results
Advances in regenerative medicine require an understanding of the
remarkable mechanisms by which some organisms repair damage to their
bodies. How these processes change when an organism is in outer space,
in the absence of the normal gravitational and geomagnetic fields, is
largely unknown. We undertook a series of experiments to understand the
effects on organisms that spent an extended period of time in space.
Planaria were either pre-amputated or left as whole for spontaneous
fission, and sealed into 50%/50% air/water tubes on Earth (Table 7.1). An
identical set of worms were launched into space, spending over a month
at the ISS under microgravity and micro-geomagnetic force before
returning to Earth. We evaluated these samples upon return, as well as
after 20 months of maintenance in our laboratory; the latter time period
was chosen as an optimal compromise between timely reporting of results
so that they can contribute to the work of other groups and the ability to
demonstrate truly long-term consequences of space travel.

Water shock
Immediately upon return to Earth, worms from each sample tube were
transferred to a Petri dish containing fresh Poland Spring water to identify
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Figure 7.1. Pre-launch preparation and logistics. For logistics on Earth,
live worm samples were secured inside the battery powered refrigerated
shipping container iQ2 from Micro Q Technologies (Scottsdale, AZ,
U.S.A.), and FedEx Space Solutions (Memphis, TN, U.S.A.) was utilized
for rapid shipment of the iQ2 container. (A) iQ2, the proprietary battery
operated precision-temperature-controlled shipping container. (B), (C) iQ2
inside the protective shipping exterior. (D) Manual worm amputation at
Kennedy Space Center prior to launch. (E), (F) 50 mL conical tubes (blue
caps) containing live worms were sealed, then secured in 3D-printed
custom retainers (yellow and purple), and placed inside the BRIC-100VC
containers (red) provided by NASA. (G) SpX-5 SpaceX Dragon Spacecraft
on top of the Falcon 9 rocket at Cape Canaveral SLC-40 launch pad. (H)
SpX-5 liftoff on 10 January 2015, at 09:47 UTC. (I) SpX-5 SpaceX Dragon
Spacecraft in orbit prior to berthing with the ISS on 12 January 2015.
Images reprinted with permission from Micro Q Technologies (A) and of
SpaceX (G–I)
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Table 7.1. Initial number of worms per 50 mL tube, either whole or as
amputated fragments
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any phenotypic changes under the microscope (Fig. 7.2). The size of the
worms did not differ appreciably between the two groups, within the
normal variation of the length of D. japonica worms (data not shown).
Surprisingly, only the sample containing 10 whole worms that had been
launched into space showed immediate unusual behavior when
introduced into fresh Poland Spring water: they curled up ventrally and
were somewhat paralyzed and immobile (Fig. 7.3, and Videos S1 and S2,
available online). There was no sign of immediate blistering of the worm's
epidermis, which generally indicates acute toxicity. This shock-like
phenotype lasted for an hour; the worms then gradually started to flatten
out on the surface, slowly regaining movement, and after 2 h they all
returned to normal behavior and morphology. This indicates that the
sample of 10 whole worms that had been launched into space in a single
sealed tube modified their biological state to accommodate the
environmental change; when reintroduced into fresh water, the
environmental change back to standard living conditions resulted in
severe shock because of their altered metabolic state. Water shock was
not seen in the later established ‘temperature-matched’ Earth-only control
worms.

Fission in space
Whole worms sent into space were found to have fissioned
spontaneously, but control whole worms on Earth had not (Table 7.2).
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Figure 7.2. Flatworm amputation and space-exposed and Earthbound worm sample schematics. (A) Approximately a third of the
anterior part of the worm was cut off to create the head (H) fragment; then
the posterior half was cut in half to create the pharynx (P) and tail (T)
fragments, respectively. A total of 15 flatworms were cut and collected into
three separate 50 mL conical tubes per fragment. (B) An identical number
of worm samples, both whole and amputated fragments, were either sent
into space or left on Earth for 32 days. (C) Immediately upon return to
Earth, both space-exposed and Earth-only control worms from each
sample tube were transferred to a Petri dish containing fresh Poland
Spring water individually to identify any phenotypic changes.
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Figure 7.3. Water shock. (A), (B) Control worms left on Earth. (A)
Representation of Earth-only control worms, with full extension and rapid
movement. (B) Close-up image of representative Earth-only control worm.
(C), (D) Worms from space. (C) Representation of space-exposed worms,
in a state of water shock (ventrally curled and no movement). (D) Close-up
image of representative stocked space-exposed worm (See also Videos
S1 and S2, available online).
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Fission was not observed in either space-exposed or Earth-only worm
fragments that had been manually amputated prior to launch (Table 7.3). It
must be noted, however, that the control worms on Earth were kept at
20˚C at all times, while the worms in space unavoidably experienced
somewhat higher temperatures at some time periods (Fig. S7.1). For this
reason, the observed difference in spontaneous fission rate must be
interpreted with caution.

Water composition
Samples of the water in which the space-exposed worms and the Earthonly worms had been living were frozen and stored at −20˚C. Although the
water temperature of the worms in space was recorded throughout the
mission, the information was not relayed in real time to Earth. After
obtaining the space-exposed worm water temperature information, a new
set of ‘temperature-matched’ Earth-only control worms were kept in the
same isolated conditions as before, with the temperature manually
adjusted to follow the same profile and time course that the spaceexposed worms experienced.
Liquid chromatography–mass spectrometry (LC-MS) analysis of the
water samples revealed that both samples contained a large number of
small organic molecules/metabolites. Whereas the total ion
chromatograms of the two samples in the negative ion mode were similar
(Fig. S7.2B), the total ion chromatograms of the two samples in the
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Table 7.2. Number of whole worms before and after 1 month in a
sealed tube, either while traveling to space and back or left on Earth.
Worms which have traveled to space have shown spontaneous fissioning,
while Earth-only control samples have not. This is considered to be due to
the slightly higher temperature the worms in space were maintained in
during the mission
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Table 7.3. Number of manually amputated worm fragments before
and after 1 month in a sealed tube, either while traveling to space
and back or left on Earth. There is no difference in the resulting number
of worms, indicating that no spontaneous fissioning has occurred during
the mission. Note that pharynx fragments left on Earth did not survive the
duration of the mission for an unknown reason.
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positive ion mode were quite different (Fig. S7.2A).
Our analysis of the unique ions observed in the space-exposed
worm water sample using the positive ion mode of LC-MS indicate that
many of them correspond to long-chain fatty acids or monohydroxylated/di-hydroxylated long-chain fatty acids. For example, a peak
with an accurate m/z of 274.2730 is consistent with [M+NH ] of C H O ,
4

+

16

32

2

which could be one or more skeletal isomers of hexadecanoic acid (e.g.,
CH (CH ) COOH or CH (CH ) CH[(CH ) CH ]CO H). Another peak, with an
3

2 14

3

2 7

2 5

3

2

accurate m/z of 290.2680, is consistent with [M+NH ] of C H O , which
+

4

16

32

3

could be one or more regioisomers of hydroxyhexadecanoic acid [e.g.,
CH (CH ) CH(OH)CO H or HO(CH ) CO H], the peak that has an
3

2 13

2

2 15

2

accurate m/z of 334.2943 is consistent with [M+NH ] of C H O , which
4

+

18

36

4

could be one or more regioisomers of dihydroxyoctadecanoic acid [e.g.,
CH (CH ) CH(OH)CH(OH)CO H or CH CH CH(OH)CH(OH)(CH ) CO H],
3

2 14

2

3

2

2 13

2

and the peak that has an accurate m/z of 374.3617 is consistent with
[M+NH ] of C H O , which could be one or more regioisomers of
4

+

22

44

3

hydroxydocosanoic acid [e.g., CH (CH ) CH(OH)CO H or HO(CH ) CO H].
3

2 19

2

2 21

Our analysis of the unique ions from the space-exposed worm
water sample that were observed in negative ion mode indicates that
molecules with long hydrocarbon chains were observed as well. For
example, a peak with an accurate m/z of 285.2072 is consistent with
[M−H+]− of C16H30O4, which could be hexadecanedioic acid
[HO2C(CH2)14CO2H], and a peak with an accurate m/z of 285.2072 is
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2

consistent with [M−H+]− of C19H37NO4, which could be
dodecanoylcarnitine, octanoylcarnitine n-butyl ester, or N-palmitoyl serine,
all of which have long hydrocarbon chains.
LC-MS/MS analysis revealed that the water samples contained
several proteins. The list of identified proteins in the space-exposed
planaria water sample was filtered for reagents used in the trypsin
digestion step, known contaminants (e.g., human keratin), and proteins
that were also identified (i.e., the presence of at least one peptide in the
mass spectrum) in the ground control sample. The remaining proteins
were further filtered so that every protein on the list was identified via two
or more unique peptides in the mass spectrum (Table S7.1).
Of the 11 proteins remaining on the list, we identified orthologs in S.
mediterranea for nine of them (Table 7.4): we identified a homolog of
fibrillin, a putative cathepsin C homolog, a putative myosin heavy chain
homolog, a putative pyrophosphatase phosphodiesterase family member,
a putative protease serine 12 neurotrypsin motopsin, a putative 14-3-3
protein, a putative tubulin beta homolog, a putative phosphoenolpyruvate
carboxykinase, and a homolog of calmodulin. We conclude that exposure
to space induces distinct differences in metabolism and/or secretion,
which are detectable in the chemical composition of the animals’ milieu.

Post-space proliferation of the worm population
Worms that returned from space, together with the control worms on
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Table 7.4. Eleven proteins identified using mass spectrometry that
were present in the water that housed the space-exposed worms, but
not the Earth-only worms.
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Earth, were then maintained separately in the laboratory under the same
conditions, being fed organic calf liver paste every week for two additional
months. After that time period, both populations were counted. We
observed that the number of worms in the container that had gone to
space was slightly less than the number of worms that remained on Earth
(Fig. S7.3, Table S7.2). Likewise, in the worm fragments amputated prior
to launch, the worm population exposed to space then grew more slowly
than the Earth-only controls.

Regenerative mispatterning
The most striking morphological change was observed with one of the 15
pharynx fragments from space which had been manually amputated on
Earth prior to the launch. Figure 7.4 shows the unusual ‘double-headed’
phenotype, which is extremely rare within a control population by
spontaneous fissioning or even with manual amputation of a control worm.
Although the sample number is low, the spontaneous occurrence of such
a rare phenotype itself should be considered highly significant: in our own
laboratory, we have not observed any spontaneous occurrences of
double-headedness in >18 person-years of maintaining a colony of D.
japonica. We estimate about 15,000 control worms in the last 5 years,
without a single double-headed animal arising from an untreated control
fragment. Given this background, the Z score calculator for two population
proportions gives a Z score of 31.6238 and ap value of <0.01 against
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Figure 7.4. Double-headed worm from space. (A) Schematic image of
the original pharynx fragment, which traveled to space. (B) After return
from space, one out of 15 pharynx fragments has regenerated into an
extremely rare double-headed worm. (C), (D) Close-up images of each of
the two regenerated heads.
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chance.
We next amputated this specific double-headed space-exposed
worm by making two decapitating cuts to remove both heads.
Remarkably, the head-less middle fragment regenerated into a doubleheaded phenotype (Fig. 7.5), demonstrating that the major body-plan
modification that occurred in this animal is stable and persists for at least
two rounds of cutting and subsequent regeneration after exposure to
space travel. Given the long-term alterations observed in these animals,
we next asked whether two other aspects of their organismal physiology—
behavior and microbiome composition—might also be permanently
altered.

Behavioral alterations
The behavior of space-exposed and Earth-only animals was tested in an
automated assay 20 months after return to Earth. Individuals from each
group were placed in individual arenas, illuminated half with red light
(beyond the planarian visual spectrum) and half with blue light, for 18 h
with lighting conditions reversing hourly (Fig. 7.6A, B). Movement rates for
each individual were recorded across the trial using motion tracking
cameras and background subtraction algorithms. There was no significant
difference in the overall rate of motion between treatments (data not
shown). We then scored the percentage of time each worm (of six, from
control and space-exposed groups) spent in the dark half of a Petri dish
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Figure 7.5. Amputation of double-headed worm from space results in
double-headed morphology. (A) Schematics of amputation of the
double-headed space worm. (B) Double-headed space worm before
amputation at the dotted line; note that this photograph is the same as the
image that appears in Figure 7.1B. (C) Double-headed worm immediately
after amputation of both heads. (D) Amputated double-headed worm after
2 weeks of regeneration. Note that, while the two head fragments
regenerated into two single-headed worms like a normal worm, the headless fragment regenerated into a double-headed worm. (E), (F) Close-up
images of each of the two regenerated heads of the re-amputated doubleheaded worm.
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versus the blue light-emitting diode (LED) illuminated half. The controls
spent 95.5% of their time in the dark, as is normal for this negatively
phototaxic species. In contrast, the worms that had experienced space
travel spent only 70.5% of their time in the dark. While the difference in the
two groups’ means was not statistically significant due to the small sample
size (t test, p = 0.17), the variance was significantly different (F test, p <
0.001) between treatments: Figure 7.6C shows that the space-exposed
worms exhibited a much less uniform (i.e., more variable) preference for
light levels (see also Table 7.5).

Culture-based assessment of planarian microbiome
Various genera of Proteobacteria (Herminiimonas, Pseudomonas, and an
unknown bacterium in the family Comamonadaceae) and Bacteroidetes
(Chryseobacterium, Variovorax, and Pedobacter) were the main bacterial
morphotypes detected with culture-based approaches (Fig. 7.7;
Table 7.6). There was a significant difference in the composition of the
culture-based microbiome profiles between Earth-only and space-exposed
worms (one-way PERMANOVA F = 12.29, p < 0.001). The number of
Chryseobacterium colonies significantly increased in space-exposed
worms, and Variovorax, Herminiimonas, and the unknown
Comamonadaceae decreased in space-exposed worms (t test, p < 0.01).
We conclude that exposure to the conditions of space travel can alter
bacterial community composition of D. japonica, and indeed does so in a
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Figure 7.6. Space-exposed worms demonstrate more variable
photophobic behavior than Earth-only worms. (A) Earth-only and
space-exposed planaria were placed individually in an automated
behavior device which recorded animal location, speed, and response to
light. (B) Overhead illumination is provided by LEDs which illuminate half
the arena with red light (invisible to planaria) and half with blue light. (C)
Space-exposed worms demonstrated significant variability in their photoaversive behavior compared to Earth-only worms (Ftest, p < 0.001). N = 6
for both treatments. Error bars indicate ± 1 SD. In dot plots in (C), the
lateral positioning of the dots, within each of the two groups, is only to
enable the separate data points to be distinguished from each other even
when they occupy the same horizontal coordinate.
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Table 7.5. Six worms from the Earth-only and space-exposed groups
were tested for 10 min with respect to their positions in a Petri dish
that was half dark and half lit up with blue LED light. The percentage
of time each worm spent in the dark side of the dish was calculated by an
automated machine vision system optimized for planaria
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manner that is still altered years afterward.
Taken together, our data reveal that exposure to space has verylong-lasting effects in this model organism, which include physiological,
behavioral, morphological, and microbiological changes.

Discussion
Our study examined how the regenerative and physiological properties of
planaria changed during a space mission. Conditions associated with
space are impossible to fully replicate on Earth, and yet must be explored
due to the inevitability of the presence of humans and other organisms in
space. We analyzed morphological, behavioral, bacteriological, and
biochemical endpoints, finding not only a number of differences
immediately after return to Earth, but also ones that persisted for 20
months. These are the first data exploiting a unique opportunity—exposing
a highly tractable regenerative model system to space travel—which our
laboratory will build on in future trips to the ISS.
This experiment faced a number of unavoidable limitations, some of
which will be addressed in future missions. Maintaining the temperature of
control worms on Earth exactly the same as those samples that traveled
to space during the entire space mission was more challenging than
anticipated. Future missions will achieve more consistent temperature
control for the experimental samples, as well as provide real-time data
back to Earth which can be used to alter the temperature of Earth-only
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Figure 7.7. Bacterial community composition of Earth-only and
space-exposed D. japonica. (A) Relative abundance of culture-based
morphotypes detected across Earth-only (n = 9) and space-exposed (n =
10) worms. (B) Representative plates showing bacterial morphotypes and
distinguishable differences between space-exposed and Earth-only
worms.
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Table 7.6. Absolute bacterial densities (colony forming units per
microliter of worm homogenate) across replicate Earth-only (n = 9)
and space-exposed (n = 10) worms.
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controls in real time. The biggest unknown is likely to be stress associated
with liftoff and splashdown, which cannot be easily replicated on Earth;
future experiments will mimic this by applying similar mechanical
disturbances of the Earth-only control organisms. Thus, we do not
individually implicate microgravity, vibration of liftoff, or 0 GMF in the
effects we describe—the differences between space-exposed and Earthbound controls are consequences of the entire process of delivery to, and
return from, a space environment. It should be noted, however, that this is
not simply a confounder: since any actual space travel will by necessity
include all of these aspects, the effects must be studied as a real
component of space travel which living systems will experience. Given the
results reported from recent work [818] using much longer exposures
to g forces of similar magnitude to that experienced by our samples during
liftoff (∼3g) and landing (∼7g), we do not think it likely that our results are
due to the brief periods of higher gravity that our planaria experienced.
Future work will explicitly dissociate mechanistically the individual effects
of the various stresses from the microgravity and micro-geomagnetic force
exposure per se.
The biggest factor reducing our ability to identify significant new
regenerative phenotypes is probably the fact that worms were only put into
space after being cut on Earth. We reduced the time between amputation
and liftoff to the smallest delay compatible with the liftoff process, but it
was not feasible to eliminate it completely due to the numerous logistics
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that have to take place before takeoff. Ideally, a forthcoming experiment
will involve cutting them while in space; this experiment is important as
many of the key steps of regeneration (and cellular decision-making with
respect to head−tail commitment of the blastema) occur very soon after
cutting. In order for us to undertake this particular experiment, we will
need to identify an astronaut residing on the ISS who is willing to assist us
and is able to manually manipulate and cut the worms with a scalpel in
microgravity. Future missions will also record ambient GMF values as a
function of time throughout the experiment.
The finding of a single double-headed worm in a population of 15
worms, which we have not observed in >18 person-years of maintaining a
colony of D. japonica, was exciting, even though it represents an N = 1
observation. Even more remarkable is the persistence of the phenotype,
which recurred following a second and third round of amputation of the
worm in normal conditions on Earth, in plain water, revealing a stable
change to the organism's regenerative anatomy. It should be mentioned
that recurrence of a two-head phenotype in water-only regeneration has
been previously reported [1, 132]; thus, while the reprogramming to a twohead state was induced by space travel, its persistence across rounds of
regenerations may be a general feature of such stable heteromorphoses
(however induced) and not specifically due to space conditions.
While the exact mechanism of the induction of the two-headed
state by space travel is unknown, we can propose several hypotheses. It
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is known that reduced GMF disrupts cytoskeletal structures [790]. It has
also been shown that pharmacological disruption of microtubules induces
double-headed phenotypes [820, 821]. Thus, one possibility is that the
observed double-headed worm was induced by a reduced GMF-mediated
disruption of cytoskeletal signaling. Another important recent finding is that
microgravity alters ion channel electrophysiology [822]; as several studies
have shown the importance of endogenous bioelectrical signaling in
regenerative patterning in planaria [25, 138, 142, 194] and many other
model systems [72, 121, 123, 154, 394], it is possible that some of our
observed effects are mediated by alterations of ion channel function.
Other possibilities include the effects of the space travel environment upon
Wnt pathway molecules [52, 326] or physiological connectivity via gap
junctions [1, 139, 197]. Especially interesting with respect to the
hypothesis of gap junctional involvement is the recent observation that
microgravity reduced the expression of two gap junction genes in
embryonic stem cells [823]. Given the importance of gap junctions in
planarian regeneration [1, 197] and in the control of stem cell (including
planarian neoblast) biology [1, 201, 824, 825], this is a mechanism that will
be investigated further in subsequent work.
Analysis using mass spectrometry revealed that the water samples
contained many small molecules (Fig. S7.2) and several proteins
(Tables 7.4 and S7.1, available online). Additional analyses are needed to
determine the exact molecular identity of the small organic molecules
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identified during the LC-MS experiments and the reasons why (and the
mechanism(s) by which) they are selectively produced by the spaceexposed planaria. It is interesting to note that others have reported that
C16 and C18 fatty acids, like the ones identified in the positive ion mode
of our LC-MS experiment, can induce apoptosis [826, 827] and that
hexadecanoic acid (also known as palmitic acid) can generate reactive
oxygen species [828, 829]. Since these worms, and not the Earth-only
control worms, experienced high g force during liftoff and landing, it is
possible that the presence of these fatty acids directly caused cell death
via apoptosis (leading to the release of cytoplasmic proteins discussed
below) or were just released into the water from damaged tissue or
ruptured cells on the surface of the worm.
Of the 11 proteins remaining on the list (Table 7.4) it was possible
to find orthologs in S. mediterranea for nine of them, including a homolog
of fibrillin, a putative cathepsin C homolog, a putative myosin heavy chain
homolog, a putative tubulin beta homolog, and a homolog of calmodulin.
While homologs of most of the proteins on this list are not known to be
secreted into the extracellular medium (e.g., myosin, tubulin, and
calmodulin), fibrillin [830] and cathepsin C [831] are bona fide extracellular
proteins. How these proteins, or any of the proteins found on this list that
are presumably intracellular proteins, ended up in the water that
surrounded the space-exposed worms is not yet clear. Since these
worms, and not the Earth-only control worms, experienced a high g force
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during liftoff and landing, it is possible that the proteins were released into
the water from damaged tissue or ruptured cells on the surface of the
worm. Alternative possibilities include novel secretion pathways activated
by microgravity or altered GMF. Additional work is needed to determine
what role, if any, these proteins play in the unusual ‘water shock’ behavior
or in the behavioral experiments described earlier in this paper.
The worm microbiome was different between space-exposed and
Earth-only worms (one-way PERMANOVA F = 12.29, p < 0.001) (Fig. 7.7;
Table 7.6). The density of Chryseobacterium colonies significantly
increased in space-exposed worms, and Variovorax, Herminiimonas, and
the unknown Comamonadaceae decreased in space-exposed worms
(t test, p < 0.01). These shifts could be driven by the direct effects of
microgravity on bacterial populations or indirect effects mediated through
the planarian host. Bacteria and other microbes have recently been shown
to impact the development of a variety of model organisms [832]. There is
limited work on planarian microbiomes, so it is currently difficult to know
the causes and consequences of microbiome composition shifts for
planarian regeneration and patterning. Recent work with the planarian S.
mediterranea found similar bacterial types as we detected in D. japonica,
and blooms of Proteobacteria in the S. mediterranea microbiome were
associated with tissue degeneration, while high abundances of
Bacteroidetes, including Chryseobacterium and Pedobacter, were
associated with healthy animals [833]. Work is ongoing to analyze the
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functional significance of the D. japonica microbiome, but we predict that
shifts in the ratio of Proteobacteria and Bacteroidetes may also impact D.
japonica growth and development. Chryseobacterium, which was enriched
in space-exposed worms, is a widespread genus of bacteria, with some
species being rare pathogens in humans [834] and others providing
benefits to animal and plant hosts through improved growth and pathogen
protection [835, 836]. Future efforts will elucidate the functional
consequences of Chryseobacterium and other D. japonica bacteria.
Our experiments illustrate a template for regeneration experiments
in space, piloting many aspects of the crucial logistics of such research.
Planaria are an excellent model for the investigation of physiology,
host−microbe interactions, behavior, and anatomy of a complex species
exposed to space travel. It is clear that exposure to these conditions
induces a range of detectable and long-lasting changes in these
organisms. As spaceflight becomes more accessible, future work in this
and other model organisms will surely uncover new details of the
interactions between gravitational and geomagnetic fields and processes
in living systems. Exciting opportunities for biomedical discoveries
abound, not only in terms of learning to mitigate risk factors for human
space travel, but also for the discovery of novel biophysical mechanisms
that could be exploited both on Earth and in space in the regenerative
medicine field. Finally, it should be pointed out that, in light of their
remarkable self-repair and complex behavioral capabilities, planaria
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themselves present an ideal design challenge for the next generation of
space exploration robots.

Materials and methods
Animals
A clonal planarian flatworm stain of D. japonica, cultured at 20˚C in
commercial Poland Spring water (Poland, ME, U.S.A.) in the dark, was
used.

Logistics
As part of the SpaceX (Hawthorne, CA, U.S.A.) Commercial Resupply
Service mission CRS-5, also known as SpX-5, live worms either whole or
cut as indicated in Figures 7.1(D) and 7.2(A) were loaded into the SpaceX
Dragon Spacecraft (Fig. 7.1G, I), which was launched into space on 10
January 2015 by the SpaceX Falcon 9 rocket from the Kennedy Space
Center in Florida (Fig. 7.1H). The samples were exposed to the
microgravity and micro-geomagnetic field environment at the ISS
approximately 78 h post-amputation. The Dragon capsule returned to
Earth into the Pacific Ocean off the coast of California approximately 32
days post-amputation. Live worms were kept sealed inside 50 mL conical
tubes and were secured inside the BRIC-100VC (Biological Research in
Canisters, see Fig. 7.1E, F) containers provided by NASA, with
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temperature data recorder attached, immediately prior to launch and
throughout the mission.
Two sets of control worms were generated: one set of controls
(‘concurrent’) consisted of live worms that had been sealed in Poland
Spring water in the same manner as their space-exposed counterparts
and kept in full darkness at 20˚C for the same period of time as their
space-exposed counterparts. These worms were used as controls for all
of the experiments described in this paper, except for the mass
spectroscopy analysis. For the mass spectroscopy experiments, a second
set of worms were generated after the space-exposed worms returned to
Earth that were ‘temperature-matched’ (see Fig. S7.1), so that they
experienced the same changes in temperature as the space-exposed
worms for the same duration.
For logistics on Earth between laboratories before launch and after
splashdown, live worm samples were secured inside the proprietary
battery operated precision-temperature-controlled shipping container iQ2
from Micro Q Technologies (Scottsdale, AZ, U.S.A., Fig. 7.1A–C), and
FedEx Space Solutions (Memphis, TN, U.S.A.) was utilized for rapid
shipment of the experimental worm group in the iQ2 container.

Air-to-water ratio in sample tubes
The initial CRS-5 mission was expected to span a duration of
approximately 30 days in space, starting from the Falcon 9 rocket launch
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out of Kennedy Space Center, the Dragon Spacecraft's docking with,
berthed at, and then detaching from the ISS, until the Dragon capsule's
return to Earth. The planarian worms were expected to survive within a
sealed environment for a minimal 30-day duration, without any water
filtration/purification system. To determine the optimal air-to-water ratio of
the sealed environment for a minimal 30-day survival, 10 worms
approximately 1 cm in length (average 0.25 g per worm) cultivated at 20˚C
and starved for at least 1 week were sealed inside 50 mL conical tubes
with different ratios of air to water and were maintained at either 10˚C or
20˚C in the dark. Aside from the worms with mostly no air, which survived
for only 5 days, worms kept at 25%, 50%, or 75% air-to-water ratios
survived for over 30 days, and up to 43 days after isolation. The water
from the 75% air-to-water sample at 20˚C was transparent, but browner
than water from the 25% air-to-water sample at 10˚C, which suggests that
the water quality is declining more rapidly because of the higher air ratio
and the higher culture temperature. This led us to determine the optimal
condition for 30-day survival of adding 25 mL of fresh Poland Spring water
and air filling the rest of the 50 mL volume, at a 50% air-to-water ratio at
20˚C (to facilitate spontaneous fissioning while in space).

Membrane cap
In parallel, we also tested 50 mL conical tubes equipped with airpermeable waterproof membrane caps, with the hope that improved gas
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exchange would lead to higher worm survival. Although all worms survived
up to 49 days, interestingly the worms kept inside membrane cap tubes
were outlasted by worms sealed in non-membrane tubes, while losing a
small amount of water along the duration possibly due to evaporation. We
concluded that an optimal experimental 30-day condition in space was a
maximum of 10 worms (1 cm in length), sealed inside a non-membrane 50
mL conical tube, with 50% air-to-water ratio, maintained at 20˚C (to
facilitate spontaneous fissioning while in space).

Spontaneous fission
Since direct manipulation of the worms while in space was not an option
for this mission, we next examined if this condition was suitable to
facilitate spontaneous worm fissioning. We tested with different numbers
of worms (4, 6, 8, or 10) sealed into a 50 mL conical tube with 50% air-towater ratio, and this resulted in all worms fissioning within 1 week at 20˚C.

Pre-launch amputation and preparation
In addition to having the worms spontaneously undergo fission and
regeneration while in space, we also included worms amputated on Earth
just prior to the launch. Fifteen flatworms in total were amputated by hand
(Fig. 7.1D) on a stack of wetted filter paper using a scalpel into three
different fragments (head, pharynx, tail; see Fig. 7.2A) on Earth
approximately 31 h before launch. Fifteen of each fragment were
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separated and sealed into individual 50 mL conical tubes, with 50% air-towater ratio. This is approximately equivalent to five whole worms per tube.
Also, 4, 5, 6, 8, or 10 whole worms were also sealed into individual 50 mL
conical tubes with 50% air-to-water ratio. A total of eight 50 mL conical
tubes (Table 7.1) were then secured by custom 3D-printed retainers inside
two sealed BRIC-100VC containers provided by NASA (Fig. 7.1E, F), with
a temperature data logger secured inside each BRIC. As controls on
Earth, eight tubes of exactly the same number of whole worms and
amputated fragments were sealed inside 50 mL tubes with 50% air-towater ratio and kept in the laboratory at 20˚C in the dark. These samples
are considered concurrent (constant temperature) controls. The time from
amputating the worms to the worms reaching the ISS was approximately
78 h, based on the temperature data retrieved from the attached data
logger (see Fig. S7.1). The optimal temperature range for worms’ longterm survival is considered a minimum of 10˚C to a maximum of 25˚C,
with a short-term durable range from 0˚C to 30˚C. The data logger
indicates that the worms were maintained within the optimal temperature
range throughout the mission (Fig. S7.1), with the help of sophisticated
temperature-maintaining gel packs provided by NASA during transport to
and from the ISS in the Dragon Spaceship, similar to commercial ice
packs, and while situated in an incubator onboard the ISS.
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Post-splashdown
The worm samples spent approximately 29 days at microgravity and in a
micro-geomagnetic field environment in the ISS. After return to Earth, the
worm samples were received in our laboratory approximately 68 h after
splashdown. The worms were immediately subjected to basic analysis in
the laboratory. All space worms were alive inside the sealed tubes. Live
worms were either photographed or had video movies taken with a Canon
(Tokyo, Japan) Rebel T3i DSLR (digital single-lens reflex) camera
attached to a Zeiss (Oberkochen, Germany) Stemi V6 dissecting
microscope. Water from the concurrent, Earth-only control and spaceexposed worms was frozen immediately after return to Earth and stored at
−20°C.

Mass spectrometry analysis: small molecules/metabolites
The water which the space-exposed planaria and the Earth-only planaria
inhabited during the course of the experiment was thawed in cold water,
and 4.0 mL aliquots of each sample were freeze-dried using a lyophilizer.
The samples were then re-suspended in 100 µL of 60% acetonitrile. The
sample was centrifuged at 14,000 g to remove debris. 5 µL of this
reconstituted sample was injected for each LC-MS analysis. A Thermo qExactive Plus mass spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham,
MA, U.S.A.) coupled to a Thermo Ultimate 3000 (Thermo Fisher Scientific)
high performance liquid chromatograph (HPLC) was used to perform the
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LC-MS analysis of metabolites in biological samples and authentic
chemical standards in both positive and negative ion mode using polarity
switching. Two separate data-dependent MS/MS analyses were
conducted in positive and negative ion mode using the top five ions using
dynamic exclusion for 30 s. Electrospray source settings included a
sheath gas flow rate set at 35 (arbitrary units), an auxiliary gas flow rate at
5 L/min, a capillary temperature of 250°C, and an auxiliary gas
temperature of 300°C. A calibration of the m/z range used was performed
using the Thermo LC-MS calibration mix immediately prior to the analysis
for both positive and negative ion mode. A scan range of
66.7−1000 m/z was used at a resolving power of 70,000 with alternating
positive and negative ion mode scans. The chromatographic separation of
metabolites was performed using hydrophillic interaction liquid
chromatography (HILIC) on a SeQuant® ZIC®-pHILIC column, 5 µm,
polymer PEEK 150 mm × 2.1 mm column (EMD Millipore, Billerica, MA,
U.S.A.) at a flow rate of 0.1 mL/min. Mobile phase A was 20 mM
ammonium bicarbonate with 0.1% ammonium hydroxide, and mobile
phase B was acetonitrile. The mobile phase composition was started at
100% B and subsequently decreased to 40% B over 20 min. The column
was then washed at 0% B for 5 min before re-equilibration to 100% B over
15 min.
The space-exposed planaria and the Earth-only planaria samples
were analyzed for differences using XCMS [837]: significant differences
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between the two samples were observed in positive ion mode (Fig.
S7.2A), but fewer differences were observed in negative ion mode (Fig.
S7.2B).

Mass spectrometry analysis: proteins
The water in which the space-exposed planaria and the later established
‘temperature-matched’ Earth-only control planaria inhabited during the
course of the experiment was thawed in cold water, and 4.0 mL aliquots of
each sample were freeze-dried using a lyophilizer. The samples were then
re-suspended in 100 µL of tetraethylammonium bromide (TEAB), reduced
with 20 mM tris-(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine (TCEP) in 25 mM TEAB at
37°C for 45 min, and alkylated with 10 mM iodoacetamide (Sigma) in 25
mM TEAB and kept in the dark, room temperature, for 45 min. Then 2 µg
of trypsin/LysC (V5073, Promega, Fitchburg, WI, U.S.A.) was added
overnight. 14 µL from a final volume of 140 µL was injected into the
instrument after a hard spin and supernatant was removed to a new HPLC
vial as there were particulates on the floor of each digestion tube. LCMS/MS was performed on an Orbitrap Fusion Lumos™ Tribrid™ (Thermo
Fisher Scientific) mass spectrometer with the 100716L 90 min ID 150 nL
KASIL trap 300 bar method to generate a list of proteins that were present
in each of the samples.
Each sample was submitted for a single LC-MS/MS experiment that
was performed on an LTQ Orbitrap Elite (Thermo Fisher Scientific)
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equipped with a Waters (Milford, MA, U.S.A.) NanoAcquity HPLC pump.
Peptides were separated onto a 100 µm inner diameter microcapillary
trapping column packed first with approximately 5 cm of C18 Reprosil
resin (5 µm, 100 Å, Dr Maisch GmbH, Germany) followed by an analytical
column ∼20 cm of Reprosil resin (1.8 µm, 200 Å, Dr Maisch GmbH,
Germany). Separation was achieved through applying a gradient from 5%
to 27% acetonitrile in 0.1% formic acid over 90 min at 200 nL/min.
Electrospray ionization was enabled through applying a voltage of 1.8 kV
using a home-made electrode junction at the end of the microcapillary
column and sprayed from fused silica pico tips (New Objective, MA,
U.S.A.). The LTQ Orbitrap Elite was operated in the data-dependent mode
for the mass spectrometry methods. The mass spectrometry survey scan
was performed in the Orbitrap in the range 395–1800 m/z at a resolution
of 6 × 104, followed by selection of the 20 most intense ions (TOP20) for
CID-MS2 fragmentation in the ion trap using a precursor isolation width
window of 2 m/z, automatic gain control (AGC) setting of 10,000, and a
maximum ion accumulation of 200 ms. Singly charged ion species were
not subjected to CID fragmentation. Normalized collision energy was set
to 35 V and an activation time of 10 ms, AGC was set to 50,000, the
maximum ion time was 200 ms. Ions in a 10 ppm m/z window around ions
selected for MS2 were excluded from further selection for fragmentation
for 60 s.
Raw data were submitted for analysis in Proteome Discoverer
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2.1.0.81 (Thermo Fisher Scientific) software. Assignment of MS/MS
spectra was performed using the Sequest HT algorithm by searching the
data against a protein sequence database including all entries from the
Human Uniprot database (SwissProt 16,768 and TrEMBL 62,460; a total
of 79,228 protein forms, 2015) and other known contaminants such as
human keratins and common laboratory contaminants. Sequest HT
searches were performed using a 20 ppm precursor ion tolerance and
requiring each peptides’ N/C termini to adhere with trypsin protease
specificity while allowing up to two missed cleavages. Cysteine
carbamidomethyl (+57.021) was set as static modifications while
methionine oxidation (+15.99492 Da) was set as variable modification. An
MS2 spectra assignment false discovery rate of 1% on protein level was
achieved by applying the target-decoy database search. Filtering was
performed using a Percolator (64 bit version, reference 6). For
quantification, a 0.02 m/z window was centered on the theoretical
m/z value of each of the six reporter ions and the intensity of the signal
closest to the theoretical m/z value was recorded. Reporter ion intensities
were exported in the result file of Proteome Discoverer 2.1 search engine
as Excel tables. All fold changes were analyzed after normalization
between samples based on total unique peptide ion signal.
The list of identified ‘space worm’ proteins was filtered for reagents
used in the trypsin digestion step, known contaminants (e.g., human
keratin), and proteins that were also identified (i.e., the presence of at
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least one peptide in the mass spectrum) in the Earth-only control sample.
The remaining proteins were further filtered so that every protein on the
list was identified via two or more unique peptides in the mass spectrum.
The full DNA sequences of the identified proteins were obtained
from a recently published D. japonica transcriptome [374] and translated
into potential protein sequences in all three reading frames using ExPASy
(http://web.expasy.org/translate/). These D. japonica putative protein
sequences (Table S7.1, available online) were then subjected to a
BLASTP search against the Smed_unigenes_20150217.aa database
housed at the S. mediterranea Genome Database website
(http://smedgd.stowers.org/) [838]. The resulting S. mediterranea ortholog
was then subjected to pairwise BLASTP search against the sequence
identified during the original mass spectrometry experiments to determine
how similar the sequences of the D. japonica and the S.
mediterranea proteins were (Supplemental Data and Table S7.1, available
online).

Analysis of planaria regeneration upon return to Earth
Live whole worms that returned from space were maintained in fresh
Poland Spring water and kept at 20˚C in the dark, with weekly feeding of
organic calf liver paste.
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Behavioral analysis
Randomly chosen whole worms from the space-exposed and Earth-only
colonies were tested, 20 months after return to Earth, in an automated
behavior platform as described previously [282, 839]. Briefly, the device
consists of 12 individual arenas each containing a standard disposable 60
mm × 15 mm Petri dish filled with 15 mL of Poland Spring water. Above
each arena, an illumination control head provides red or blue light
independently, or in combination, to each quadrant of the dish in 12 even
intensity steps via LED illumination (Opto Semiconductors GmbH,
Regensburg, Germany: blue LED; 470 nm part no. LBW5SM, red LED,
635 nm part no. LRG6SP). Below each dish, a motion tracking camera
(Insight-Micro 1400, Cognex Corporation, Natick, MA, U.S.A.) records the
position of each animal every 1000 ms via hardware background
subtraction algorithms (this capture rate was chosen to minimize centroid
bounce, which can artificially inflate movement rates of slow moving
irregular objects). Planarian locations, and lighting conditions, are
recorded as a log file, which can be analyzed to determine animal
movement rates, color preference, preference for edge versus center of
the arena, and rotation direction (clockwise vs. counterclockwise).
The behavior trial lasted 18 h and consisted of the following
settings. Background illumination in all quadrants was 50 lm red light,
which is undetectable to planarians given their photoreceptor profiles [840,
841]. In addition, half of the arena is illuminated by 420 lm blue light,
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giving the animals a choice between “light” and “dark” halves of the
environment. Every hour, the lighting conditions were inverted, causing
animals in the dark portion of the arena to be exposed to light and vice
versa. Light rotation served dual roles. First, as planaria are photophobic it
promoted movement of animals across the trail, and allowed movement
rates to be compared across treatments. Second, without rotation, animals
that remained stationary during the course of the experiment would be
scored as having a 100% preference for either light or dark, depending on
their starting position. By inverting the light, stationary behavior would
instead result in a 50/50 preference, and would thus not bias the averages
towards either extreme.

Culture-based assessment of planarian microbiome
To determine differences in bacterial community composition between
space-exposed and Earth-only worms, we used culture-based
assessments of individual worm microbiomes. We chose to use culturebased approaches because unpublished work from our laboratories and
recent studies of the S. mediterranea microbiome [833] suggest that
dominant bacteria types in planarian microbiomes are culturable, and
bacterial colony morphotypes of dominant bacterial genera can be easily
distinguished.
Ten randomly chosen worms from each group were homogenized
in 400 µL of phosphate-buffered saline using a sterile micropestle.
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Homogenates were serially diluted in phosphate-buffered saline and
plated on brain heart infusion agar plates and were incubated for a week
at 24°C. Representative morphotypes that grew were identified based on
previous in-house sequencing and identification of D. japonica bacterial
isolates. To confirm the identities of these morphotypes, representative
colonies were isolated, DNA was extracted using a PowerSoil® DNA
Isolation Kit (MO BIO Laboratories, Carlsbad, CA, U.S.A.), and the 16S
rRNA region was amplified using the polymerase chain reaction primers
27f-1492r; resulting amplicons were sequenced using Sanger sequencing.
Differences in total community composition for the culture-based
microbiome data were determined using PERMANOVA, and differences in
relative abundances of individual bacterial groups were determined
using t tests, with Bonferroni corrections for multiple comparisons.
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Supporting Information

Supplemental Figure S7.1. Temperature profile for planaria during
the SpX-5 mission. The timing of critical events is also listed below the
plot.
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Supplemental Figure S7.2. Total ion chromatograms for Earth-only
(red) and space-exposed (blue) worms. (A) The LC-MS was run in
positive ion mode. (B) The LC-MS was run in negative ion mode.
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Supplemental Figure S7.3. Worm colony growth before and after
being in space. The number of worms before and after one month in a
sealed tube, either while traveling to space and back (circles + dotted
lines), or left on Earth (triangles + solid lines), together with number of
worms after additional two months on Earth (same starting sample N =
same color). Worm colonies which have traveled to space, all have shown
slightly reduced rate in colony size growth, compared to their Earth
counterparts. (See Supplemental Table S7.2.) Note that the colony from
10 whole worms left of Earth did not survive the duration of the additional
two months on Earth for an unknown reason.
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Supplemental Table S7.2. Worm colony growth after space mission.
The number of worms before and after one month in a sealed tube, either
while traveling to space and back, or left on Earth, together with number of
worms after additional two months on Earth. Worm colonies which have
traveled to space, all have shown slightly reduced rate in colony size
growth, compared to their Earth counterparts. (See Supplemental Figure
S7.3.) Note that the colony from 10 whole worms left of Earth did not
survive the duration of the additional two months on Earth for unknown
reason.
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Chapter Eight

Conclusions and Future Prospects
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Conclusion
Regeneration requires robust recapitulation of morphology postamputation with high fidelity. This reestablishment of target morphology,
the shape to which an animal regenerates upon damage, requires the
coordination of gene regulatory networks, biochemical communication,
and as we continue to unveil, instruction via biophysical patterns such as
bioelectric signaling. Understanding how these networks harmonize with
one another to lead to the wide-scale patterning of regenerating tissue will
not only be transformative for regenerative medicine, but will also reveal
how patterning control arises naturally in developmental systems. We can
use this knowledge to gain deeper control of cases where patterning goes
awry such as cancer and developmental defects and ideally maximize
regenerative capabilities in less-regenerative organisms.
Planaria are a superlative model system for studying regeneration
due to their ability to regenerate any complex body structure including a
full brain and central nervous system [29, 356, 695]. These organs are
always regenerated in the proper orientation, pattern, and size from even
extremely small pieces of tissue [20]. These animals also undergo a
constant state of remodeling tissues so as to maintain their body
structures in the correct proportional sizes dependent on current
availability of food [22-25]. These abilities give us the opportunity to
explore the control of large-scale shape during remodeling and repair and
more specifically, how networks of individual cells are able to accomplish
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recapitulation of wide-scale anatomy.
A large proportion of the current body of work encompassing
regenerative biology involves transcriptional networks and secreted
molecules that guide the regrowth and organization of regenerative tissue.
We present a comprehensive review of these data to date but primarily
focus on the biophysical controls of regeneration beginning with the
classical planarian data that implicated electric forces as being instructive
[65-68]. We then survey major predictions we can make in regards to how
bioelectric signaling mechanisms can guide inclusive pattern formation in
planaria as tested by current work in the field. These predictions include
that neurotransmitters are not only involved in behavior, but also in
morphological patterning [142], that bioelectric circuits regulate polarity,
shape and size regulation [25, 138, 139, 373], and that gap junction
communication underlies target morphology storage and is crucial for
morphological change [1, 139, 201, 373]. To more comprehensively
understand these phenomena and make more extensive testable
predictions we can use mathematical and computational techniques such
as computational neuroscience and dynamical systems theory. By
connecting genetic, physiological, and biophysical regulators while using
computational approaches we can fundamentally advance our knowledge
in the fields of regenerative biology, evolutionary biology, and
bioengineering.
One of our suggested predictions was that networks of electric
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synapses (gap junctions) have the ability to store morphological
information and manipulations to these networks can induce
morphological change. By briefly perturbing gap junction communication in
regenerating planaria, we have revealed the ability to permanently rewrite
anterior/posterior pattern [373]. Remarkably, in animals that regenerate
normally after this treatment, subsequent amputations of these animals in
water result in the stochastic reoccurrence of a double-headed phenotype.
Biophysical signals have been shown to be important in regeneration,
development and cancer biology (reviewed in [69-73]); however, this is our
first example of an altered regenerative bodyplan stored in animals with
seemingly normal polarity through changes in resting potential. We have
demonstrated that bioelectric signals are capable of overriding the genetic
determinants of polarity and that epigenetic controls of this system are
both stable and reversible upon manipulation. This suggests investigating
cryptic phenotypes that appear to be a result of incomplete penetrance is
important for any system of study and that large-scale biophysical
changes carry just as much weight as the genetic and biochemical factors
of morphological control.
To acquire a robust understanding of how biophysical signals are
instructive, we must demonstrate how these pathways temporally
integrate with the known transcriptional controls that guide regenerative
processes. In axial patterning, the current earliest known difference in
gene expression between anterior and posterior blastemas is notum
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expression, which is expressed more robustly at the anterior blastema by
six hours post amputation [363]. Any other earlier symmetry breaking
events in the biochemical circuit were, until now, unknown. However, we
have shown that proper bioelectric signals as early as 3 hours post
amputation are necessary for effective establishment of anterior/posterior
polarity. By disrupting the natural Vmem distribution across the fragment
using ionophores in only these early hours of regeneration, wide-scale
changes in polarity take place resulting in double headed worms
(regardless of which particular ion is manipulated). This suggests that
there is a functional role for resting potential in the early establishment of
polarity, which leads to a downstream genetic cascade that determines
final anatomy. It is likely that the common biochemical feedback loops
involved in morphogenesis are regulated by biophysical patterns and
these two systems work together through the full process of reestablishing
target morphology in regenerating systems.
We have worked to describe how bioelectric control of regeneration
can lead to the regulation of large-scale body plan by developing a
thorough model that includes how Vmem can assemble the biochemical
gradients required for the establishment of correct anatomy. Our model
implicates endogenous bioelectric gradients in the movement of polar
transport molecules that are responsible for the morphogen gradients that
are responsible for anterior/posterior polarity. We propose that the
coordination of these signaling networks allows polarity to be
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amalgamated across multiple levels of organization including planar cell
polarization and the wide-scale arrangement of the full A/P axis. This is
largely important because the computational techniques that led to this
model could help describe similar mechanisms that lead to patterning
across different body axes in regeneration, in development, and in
bioengineered systems.
Other than axial polarity, we have implicated bioelectric signaling in
distinct patterning of shape. This is groundbreaking because although
much work has been done to describe the molecular determinants of
planarian axial patterning [21, 53, 257, 258, 326, 351, 361], not much has
been revealed about how complex, detailed patterns such as head shapes
are recapitulated during regeneration. We showed that by disrupting gap
junction communication and thus, the distribution of bioelectric gradients in
regenerating G. dorotocephala, we are able to plastically change the
characteristic GD head shape to that of a number of other species [139].
This phenomenon occurs stochastically and the proportions seen for each
species is directly proportional to how distantly these species are related
to GDs evolutionarily. We present a computational, agent-based model
that could potentially be used to describe the regeneration of development
of other complex shapes. This will help us not only understand how
biophysical signals and cellular communication can guide the formation of
complex shapes but also help us understand the evolutionary processes
that led to the emergence of distinct morphological shapes amongst
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different species.
It is clear from all these data that bioelectric signaling provide
important epigenetic control for wide-scale patterning; however, we also
wanted to explore what role biophysical mechanisms play in the plasticity
and adaptive nature of regenerative systems. We have found that planaria
are highly tolerant to sizeable Vmem perturbations. After extreme
depolarizations using the non-selective potassium channel blocker BaCl2,
D. Japonica flatworms degenerate their head tissues and regenerate new
heads that are BaCl2 insensitive. RNA-seq revealed that several ion
translocators were more highly expressed in BaCl2 adapted animals as
well as transcripts involved in synaptic plasticity, nervous system
development, neurotransmission, and Vmem modulation. This shows that
physiological circuits are plastic and have incredible adaptive capabilities,
which may have implications for how highly regenerative organisms
evolved, how they are able to sustain such broad injuries and survive in
extreme circumstances.
If physiological circuits can withstand large bioelectrical
perturbations, this suggests that they may also withstand perturbations in
other physical processes such as the absence of normal gravitational and
geomagnetic fields. We therefore explored how regenerating planaria are
affected by space travel by sending them to the International Space
Station for 5 weeks [842]. We found that space travel was able to
permanently change the anterior/posterior polarity in one of fifteen worms
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and the remaining animals experienced vast changes in behavior and
microbiome composition. This has implications for humans and other
organisms that are subjected to space travel, but also show that
microgravity and hypomagnetic conditions can have a profound effect on
physiology, morphology, behavior and the microbiome.
The data presented in this dissertation begin to tackle the problem
of how target morphology is stored within the planarian flatworm. In
particular, we scrutinized how bioelectric signals carry and execute this
stored information through gap junction communication and ion flows
using anterior/posterior polarity and shape as a functional read-out. We
have extended these concepts into how regenerating systems adapt to
environments that alter physiology, including during space travel. This will
help us more deeply understand regenerative and patterning mechanisms
in an evolutionary context and in unconventional environments that could
elicit desired physiological or morphological plasticity that has not yet been
considered. Inducing regeneration in non-regenerative systems, such as
in adult human tissue, is a complex problem that requires a revolutionary
change in the way we approach biomedical research. This body of work
suggests that we make a deliberate attempt to include biophysical
signaling as a standard manipulation to control the gene regulatory and
biochemical networks that guide regeneration in both medicinal and
bioengineering applications.
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Future Directions
Future work will next be focused on the actual mechanisms by which
target morphology is stored. We have shown through these experiments
that bioelectric signaling has the capability to store patterning and shape
information, but now it will be important to determine the molecular means
behind the process. The bioelectric network involved in regenerative
patterning has fundamental properties; it is a physiological system that
stores distributed, permanent information with stable attractors that is
subject to plasticity. We then asked, are there any other physiological
systems with these same properties? The nervous system is certainly a
fitting candidate. This lead to our hypothesis that perhaps the molecular
mechanisms that store the morphological memory of target morphology
and the molecular mechanisms that encode neural memory are
conserved. If this were to be the case, is not overly surprising because
neural cells had to evolve from somatic cells at some point. It would be
efficient if the functional network properties these cells use for information
storage were preserved through evolution. In fact, we already have
several examples of non-neural memory in biology regulated by gap
junctions and ion flows [631, 843, 844]. Therefore, the biggest question
that remains to be answered are not if it possible that the molecular
mechanisms between these types of memory are conserved, but rather,
how is it operatively possible?
We can directly hypothesize the parallels between neural and
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morphological memory. One way the nervous system adapts neural
networks to best store useful information is through Hebbian plasticity
[845]. In this case, neurons will prune back synaptic connections that are
consistently not in use so that the network can strengthen the connections
that are being used more heavily. The classical example of this is the
experiments performed by Hubel and Wiesel where kittens were subject to
an occlusion over only one eye [846-848]. Over time, the cats lost their
sight in the obstructed eye as a result of neural pruning so as to
strengthen other sensory connections that were more useful. Similarly in
our system, we know that cells are connected with one another in a
network via gap junctions, which is essential for correct polarity and
morphology given even brief perturbations can fully and permanently
disrupt the target morphology [1, 139, 201, 373]. A massive question that
remains is, how can this happen even when the gap junction disrupting
drugs are no longer present in the worms’ tissues? It is possible that due
to the period of time the gap junctions are not being used during the
active, pharmaceutical gap junction blockage, these connections become
physically pruned back and remain closed.
Another possibility is that our system mimics intrinsic non-synaptic
learning. This is attractive because this is a pure example of neural
memory that is accomplished by electrical synapses. In this case, neural
networks experience a global modulation carried out by a defined set of
synapses that produce changes in excitability by modifying voltage gated
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ion channels present in post-synaptic cells (reviewed in [395]). In other
words, the amount of communication neuron-to-neuron is evaluated by the
cells themselves, which determine the changes made to ion channel
properties on the surface of the cell membrane. These collective changes,
in turn, lead to changes in stored memory. In our system, it is possible that
permanent changes to morphology via electrical synapse disruption occur
because somatic cells are changing ion channel composition in response
to a lack of communication in the networks that dictate morphology. This
could lead to a wide-scale depolarization across the worm, which we now
know is able to induce a double-headed phenotype. This changes the
fundamental target morphology memory across the worms’ tissues such
that even when the gap junctions re-open, the change in morphology is
stored via an altered bioelectric circuit.
One way that we may be able to differentiate between these two
possible mechanisms of information storage is through photouncaging
techniques [849]. Photouncaging techniques require injecting gap junction
impermeable, caged fluorescent molecules into cells and uncaging these
molecules through light stimulation. Once uncaged, the fluorescent
molecules are free to move through open gap junctions and allow visual
interpretation of active communication occurring through electric
synapses. In the case of the permanent double-headed phenotype
induced by gap junction blockage [1, 373], if we see that the gap junctions
remained closed even after the drug is gone from the worms’ tissues
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barring the movement of the fluorescent molecules, it will likely suggest
that target morphology storage occurs via direct cell-to-cell interactions. If
we see that the gap junctions re-open after treatment allowing fluorophore
movement, it would suggest that the double-headed phenotype is stored
via another mechanism such as a change in bioelectric signaling via the
plasticity of ion channel properties. We will have to overcome the
challenge of the current inability to inject caged molecules directly into
planarian cells due to their incredibly small sizes (neoblasts are 7-12 µm
[850]); however, if we manage such a feat, we will acquire a wealth of
information that may not only help us distinguish between potential
memory mechanisms, but also tell us visually, in real time, how gap
junctions allow regenerative cells to behave as a network in this system.
We hypothesized that if the mechanisms between neural memory
and morphological memory are conserved that we could disrupt stored
target morphology memory by perturbing components of the long term
potentiation (LTP) pathway (reviewed in [546]) (see Appendix 1 for
preliminary data). We performed a drug screen of known memory
inhibiting drugs, typically used as treatments for post-traumatic stress
disorder (PTSD) and found that, with varying levels of “morphological
amnesia”, they have the ability to reverse the permanent double-headed
phenotype or make the double headed phenotype impermanent when
coupled with gap junction blockage. Our data also suggests that
stabilization of pattern memory behaves in ways similar to that in the
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brain, involves neurotransmitters, and we have implicated a new variant of
long-term pattern memory using memory disrupting drugs. These
preliminary data that this memory hypothesis is possible, but still requires
a fair amount of molecular validation via RNAi knockdown. We will have to
directly target genes required in the LTP pathway to ensure the results of
these experiments are directly related to memory-related gene
mechanisms rather than off-target effects.
Based on the data presented in this dissertation, we know that
target morphology memory storage occurs at least in part by the means of
bioelectric signaling. Importantly, we must also determine to what extent
bioelectric memory occurs both quantitatively and temporally. As
presented in Appendix 1, we know that by briefly soaking whole planaria in
potassium ionophores, a wide-scale depolarization is remembered for
several weeks after treatment. Currently, it is unknown how long this
memory lasts, whether it is ion dependent, or what its physiological or
regenerative effects may be. We are also likely missing different ways
bioelectric signaling can store information. Our current method for
visualizing Vmem only quantifies what is present in epithelial tissue at
singular snapshots in time. We hope to be able to uncover more intricacy
in the system by developing techniques that visualize physiological signals
present deeper in the animal anatomy and/or in real time. Ultimately, If we
could connect this tractable bioelectric memory with the mechanisms
related to neural memory, it could revolutionize the way we approach
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regenerative research; opening our focus to a broad spectrum of neural
therapeutics already on the market that have not yet been considered for
morphological perturbation.
It is clear that the network dynamics controlling patterning are
multifaceted and it is likely that we’re overlooking layers of complexity by
focusing primarily on genetic control mechanisms. In fact, it’s likely that
the host genome of regenerating systems is not the only factor involved.
Could it also be likely that the interactions of symbiotes have a direct
influence on cellular behavior in an actively regenerating animal?
Mechanistically, aside from the memory dynamics discussed above, we
currently postulate that bioelectric signaling affects the transduction
mechanisms that lead to gene expression and that this cycle works in a
positive feedback loop. It is possible that microbial dynamics could serve
as a control knob for bioelectric signals and/or directly affect the
transduction mechanisms that translate bioelectric signaling into functional
gene expression. We already have some evidence from our own work that
changes to relative abundance of microbes in planaria induced by space
travel are correlative to differential behavior and regenerative outcome
[842]. The next step will be to see if we can directly manipulate planarian
physiology and regenerative outcome by altering the microbiome.
Known transduction mechanisms, such as serotonin, have already
been implicated in melanoma models [127], left-right patterning [621], and
nerve growth [126]. Similarly, butyrate, another known transduction
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mechanism has been implicated in regeneration [118] and cancer [110].
We also have preliminary evidence (see Appendix 2) that known butyrate,
which is a known bacterial by-product, has a direct influence on
phenotypic ratios with our standard drug treatments. We have now
uncovered the by-product indole can even alter resting potential of
regenerating planaria and induce polarity defects on its own. By shifting
relative abundance of microbes using antibiotics and subjecting animals to
bacterial baths, we have induced massive patterning defects and changed
phenotypic ratios. Much is yet to be revealed on whether these results are
due to the relative abundance of microbes having a direct influence on
resting potential, mechanistic changes to transduction pathways in the
way of altered levels of bacterial by-products that lead to variable gene
expression, or a combination of the two. By exploring the response of
regenerative processes to external inputs such as the microbiome, we
could uncover other environmental factors that influence the main drivers
that we know contribute to patterning. This inevitably will lead to more
opportunities for control and perturbation of this system, which could mean
revolutionary changes in the way we approach regenerative medicine.

Biomedical Implications
Our system has shown that interactions between the genome and physical
forces are what guide the execution of wide-scale body plan in
regenerating structures. The molecular signals that are required for proper
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form in planaria have been widely studied [52-54, 235, 326, 361, 851,
852], but our research is the first to truly tackle what controls complex
shape and structure. Thankfully, our physiological circuits, which we have
used to control morphological change, are fairly easy to manipulate using
pharmaceuticals that are already on the market and approved for human
use. Gene therapy is a much more complicated process and less robust
way to approach regenerative medicine, after all, we know that we can
induce the formation of intricate structures, which require the concerted
activation of many genes, by simply changing the bioelectric environment
of groups of cells [105]. Not only can we initiate a genetic cascade using
physiological signals, we also have shown that we can plastically affect
post-translational levels of control as well. The goal will be to use these
methods to create environments conducive to promote stem cell activation
including our knowledge of biochemical networks and physiology to build
structures appropriate to bodyplan in systems that currently are
considered non-regenerative.
Challenges extend beyond the obvious problems we face in
regenerative medicine and also spillover into the fields of synthetic
biology. Regardless of whether we are studying these systems in vivo or
synthetically, for construction of proper anatomy or complicated shapes
we must manipulate individual cell units in an instructive way to create
self-assembled tissues. We are currently reaching a technological nexus
where we can connect the concepts we have learned in biology with the
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resources we have available in bioengineering. One potential way we may
be able to assemble cells into functional structures using bioelectric
signaling is using optogenetic tools [73, 102, 263, 264, 853-855]. Ideally,
the rig designed for this use would be able to target light-sensitive ion
channels responsive to specific wavelengths that would guide desired
regenerative patterns by directly manipulating Vmem in real-time. Currently
in planarian biology, we have no gain-of-function technology that can
incorporate the testing of these techniques immediately, but using what
we have learned from this system to date, we may be one step closer to
knowing the physiological patterns necessary to self-assemble tissues.
We are hopeful that these concepts could be translated to human
medicine. We have already seen that bioelectric controls are conserved
between vertebrates [72, 132] and mammals [92, 856]. In particular, since
we are currently unveiling that bioelectric signals have the ability to store
target morphology, it is theoretically possible that electroceutical drugs
may be able to reintroduce shapes and structures that have been lost. We
know through development, non-regenerative animals have the blueprints
necessary to grow their proper anatomy in the first place. Therefore, it is
not out of the question that all we need to do is access these blueprints
and trigger re-development using stimulatory signals. Our physiological
model has even begun to address scaling of regenerative shapes [25], so
regrowth from mature structures may also be an addressable issue. We
have shown that manipulating bioelectric physiology has been modeled to
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shift morphogen gradients, directly leads to differential gene expression or
influences transduction mechanisms that lead to downstream gene
expression, and provides the flexibility of adaptation post-translation. All in
all, Vmem serves as a robust method of information storage and, with the
power of computational tools, could be the answer to how we recapitulate
target morphology in systems that require it.
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Appendix 1

The mechanisms between target morphology
storage and neural memory are conserved

Data contributions: Michael Levin, Joshua LaPalme, and I conceived and
designed all experiments. I trained Joshua LaPalme as my undergraduate
mentee in executing experiments involving planarian amputations,
treatments, and scoring. Joshua LaPalme and I carried out all
experiments. Experiments in Table A1.1., Figure A1.1, Figure A1.3 were
performed by me. Clara Bieck assisted with the original toxicity screens.
Experiments in Figure A1.2, Figure A1.4, Figure A1.5, and Figure A1.6
were performed by Joshua LaPalme.
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Introduction
The concept of memory is primarily associated with the field of
neuroscience accomplished by rapidly firing neurons. However, stored
memory can be accomplished by any network of units including but not
limited to the human brain, machines, and somatic cells. Memory does not
require awareness and can be defined as any system where behavior is a
function of past experiences. Similarly, learning can be considered a type
of “adaptive plasticity” whereby specific inputs lead to a behavioral
response, there is a physical memory of this input-response relationship,
and this memory can be recalled upon later [857]. These broad definitions
of memory and learning make these network definitions far more inclusive
than synaptic connections between neurons. In biological systems, we
may even go so far as to predict that the molecular mechanisms that
account for neural memory are conserved between non-neural cell
networks.
Target morphology can be defined as the shape to which an
organism regenerates upon damage. We suggest that this morphology is
a pattern that is “stored” via cell networks in the animal. One potential
method of target morphology storage is through bioelectric signaling.
Somatic cells have the ability to maintain many specific, stable ranges of
Vmem over time [749] and switch to other stable levels upon perturbation,
resembling flip-flop circuits that are able to store information in electronics
[116]. We have evidence of memory persisting in planaria that are
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challenged to regenerate that is related to altered Vmem. When exposed to
the gap junction blocker octanol [339, 340], Dugesia japonica flatworms
regenerate a double headed (DH) phenotype upon amputation [1]. What is
more striking though is that they continue to regenerate the doubleheaded phenotype upon subsequent rounds of regeneration even though
the drug is completely gone from the worms’ tissues and there is no
mutagenic effects from the drug. Something about this physiological
perturbation (input) has completely altered the shape to which the worm
regenerates (response). Furthermore, the animals that regenerate
normally after this treatment, in fact, display a cryptic phenotype that is
stored via altered bioelectric signals in the tail; these signals result in the
animals stochastically recapitulating the double-headed phenotype upon
subsequent rounds of regeneration [373]. If morphology can be
considered a memory recall event, we can even begin to classify different
variants of phenotypes as having different levels of morphological
“amnesia” from the natural shape depending on number of axes affected,
extent of alteration of organs or tissues, and permanence of altered
phenotypes.
Non-neural types of memory have been described in many model
cell systems. In the heart, cardiac memory is described as the persistence
of effects of external electrical activation long after the stimulus is
terminated, accomplished through adaptive plasticity of cardiac gap
junctions [844]. In the pancreas in those with type II diabetes, there is
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diminished junctional conductance in islet cells, which are altered
according to the homeostatic rules of plasticity [631]. In bone, glutamate
signaling results in habituation and sensitization and there is a long-term
memory of mechanical loading which influences the response of bone to
external stimuli [843]. Memory dynamics can even occur in systems that
do not have a nervous system at all. Plants, as an example, retain
memories of environmental stress, which allows them to respond more
rapidly when the same stressor recurs [858]. Slime molds, unicellular,
multinucleate protists even exhibit some variants of memory in their ability
to create spatial memories so as to avoid areas they have previously
explored [859], suggesting memory and learning mechanisms can be
modulated in such a way to accommodate individual cells that are not
necessarily part of a network.
Somatic cell networks and neural networks are similar to one
another in that they both are physiological systems in nature that store
distributed, permanent information, have stable attractors and are subject
to plasticity. This being said, it is likely that they utilize the same molecular
mechanisms to sustain these properties; after all, the nervous system had
to evolve from somatic cell systems at some point. We already know that
some degree of conservation exists due to the fact that common
neurotransmitters are known to be involved in melanoma models [127],
left-right patterning [621], nerve growth [126] and planarian regeneration
[142]. The question now is how much conservation exists and can we use
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the manipulations we perform to target neural memory to influence
plasticity in our regenerating systems.
In this body of work we explored whether the molecular players in
long-term potentiation (LTP) are conserved between the somatic cell
networks that control physiological memory in our planarian regenerative
system as well as the role of neurotransmitter involvement in this system.
Through this investigation, we were able to uncover a new long-term
morphological memory that changes the way we understand the finality of
regenerative shape and when the regenerating system knows when to
stop. We also consider whether the stabilization of pattern memory also
behaves in the same was as memory stabilization in the brain in the way
of consolidation and reconsolidation. We suggest that Hebbian plasticity or
non-synaptic intrinsic plasticity are broad applications that can be utilized
by several cellular networks and allow for the information storage
necessary to create patterns, influence development, and cater
appropriate responses to subjected inputs.

Materials and Methods
Colony care
A clonal strain of D. japonica was housed and maintained according to
Oviedo et. al. [323]. All worms were starved for 7 days before any
experiments were performed to minimize any metabolic variability [323].
Planaria continued to be starved through the duration of all experiments,
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which had no detrimental effect on the animals’ viability, regenerative
capability, or speed. Planaria were between 5 and 20 mm before being
amputated into fragments.

Octanol treatments and amputations
Amputations were performed according to Nogi and Levin [197].
Fragments were amputated into five fragments according to diagrams in
Oviedo, et al. [1] using a sharp scalpel on a moistened, cooled Kimwipe
(Kimberly-Clark, New Milford, CT) and piece of filter paper. Within 30
minutes of cutting, worm fragments with two wounds were transferred to
an octanol (8-OH) solution, prepared by slowly dissolving 10 µL of 1octanol (RM00050; Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) into 500 mL commercial
natural spring water (Poland Spring, PS; Poland Spring Water,
Framingham, MA) to a final concentration of 127 µM as in Oviedo et al.
[1]. 8-OH was left to spin on a stir plate for 30 minutes until it was shaken
and poured into plates containing fragments. 8-OH was either replaced for
the first three days post-amputation or soaked in the same solution three
days post-amputation. Planaria were then moved to PS in deep-dish
plates (100 x 20 mm; Fisherbrand; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham,
MA) to regenerate in groups of 30-40 worms until day 14-21 before double
heads were pulled out of plates and housed in their own container.
Sample sizes represented in text reflect data pooled from multiple
replicates over the course of several months. Planaria were left to
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regenerate at 20°C for the first seven days, and then moved to 10°C to
prevent fissioning.

Drug treatments
Sertraline: Sertraline hydrochloride (S6319) was obtained from Sigma
Aldrich and dissolved in DMSO (Fisher Scientific) to produce a 20 mM
stock, which was stored at -20°C in aliquots. Solutions of 2 µM were
prepared fresh when needed for experiment by dissolving 5 µL of stock in
50mL PS water.
Fluoxetine: Fluoxetine (F132) was obtained from Sigma Aldrich and was
dissolved in DMSO (Fisher Scientific) to produce a 20 mM stock (stored
as above). 2 µM concentrations were made fresh from stock solution
aliquots. Propranolol: Propranolol (P0884, Sigma Aldrich) was dissolved in
PS water to produce a 150 mM stock solution, which was stored at -20°C
in aliquots. 60 µM solutions were prepared by dissolving 20 µL stock in 50
mL PS water. For the initial drug screen, treatments were 75 µM and
were made by dissolving 25 µL stock in 50 mL PS water.
Propranolol + 8OH: 8-OH was freshly prepared as described above. 20 µL
of the 150mM Propranolol stock described above was dissolved in 50 mL
of the 8-OH solution producing a 60 µM propranolol + 8-OH solution.
U0126: U0126 (1144, Tocris) was dissolved in DMSO (Fisher Scientific)
producing a 100 mM stock solution, which was stored at -20°C in aliquots.
Trunk fragments were cut from wild-type (WT) worms and treated in 25
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µM U0126 solutions (12.5 µL U0126 stock in 50 mL PS water) and treated
for 3 days in U0126 at 20°C. After three days the worms were washed
three times in PS water and stored back at 20°C. For the initial drug
screen, treatments were 50 µM and were made by dissolving 25 µM
U0126 stock in 50 mL PS water.
ZD7288: ZD7288 (ab120102, abcam) was dissolved in water producing a
100 mM stock solution, which was stored at -20°C in aliquots. 150 µM
solutions were prepared by dissolving 75 µL stock in 50 mL PS water.
Trichostatin A: Trichostatin A (T8552, Sigma Aldrich) was dissolved in
DMSO (Fisher Scientific) producing a 10 mM solution, which was stored at
-20°C in aliquots. 50 nM solutions were prepared by dissolving 250 nL in
50 mL PS water.
MK801: 5 mg of (+)-MK-801 hydrogen maleate (M107, Sigma Aldrich) was
dissolved in 1 mL of water to make a 14.8 mM stock solution, which was
stored at -20°C in aliquots. 100 µM solutions were prepared by dissolving
337.4 µL stock in 50 mL PS water.
PD98059: 5 mg of PD98059 (9900L, Cell Signaling Technology) was
dissolved in 1 mL of DMSO (Fisher Scientific) to make a 18.7 mM stock
solution, which was stored at -20°C in aliquots. 25 µM solutions were
prepared by dissolving 66.8 µL stock in 50 mL PS water.
D-Cycloserine: 100 mg of D-Cycloserine (C6880, Sigma Aldrich) was
dissolved in 1 mL of water to make a 979.5 mM stock solution, which was
stored at -20°C in aliquots. 200 µM solutions were prepared by dissolving
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10.2 µL stock in 50 mL PS water.

Secondary and tertiary amputations
After sorting, animals were cut on the same cutting surface under the
same conditions as the first round of amputations with the same
amputation strategies as seen in Durant et al. [373]. DHs were amputated
on either side of the pharynx. Heads and tails of single heads were
removed from either side of the planarian in equal parts and the
centermost piece was allowed to regenerate in deep-dish plates until day
21 in PS until the next round of scoring, sorting, and subsequent
amputation. Sample sizes reflect pooled data from multiple replicates over
the course of several months.

Secondary treatment of double headed worms
For each treatment, plates of n = 30 octanol induced 2H's were amputated
on either side of the pharynxes and immediately treated for 3 days in drug
solutions listed above stored at 20°C. After 3 days worms were washed 3
times in PS water and moved to 10°C where they regenerated for 2 weeks
before scoring.

Phenotype scoring
Scoring was performed under a model No. Sv6 dissecting microscope
(Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany). Criteria for a double-head (DH)
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phenotype were at least one eye on each side of the worm. Criteria for a
headless (HL) phenotype were no eyes on either side of the worm.

Results
Manipulation of the molecular mechanisms that control long-term
potentiation wipe permanent regenerative phenotypes
Treating D. japonica with the transient gap junction blocker octanol has
shown to produce a double-headed phenotype [1, 373]. What is profound
about this phenotype is that even though the drug is gone from the worms’
tissues and there are no changes to the genome, the double-headed
phenotype is permanent across many rounds of amputation [1, 373].
Something about this physiological perturbation is permanently altering
the target morphology in some way, or in other words, altering the stored
memory of what the worms’ shapes should be. Although bioelectric
signaling has been linked to how this phenotype is stored, we still do not
know the molecular mechanisms behind the “memory” of this phenotype.
We suggested that the molecular mechanisms between the LTP
pathway (reviewed in [860]) and target morphology storage are
conserved. We created a drug screen that perturbed several different
parts of this molecular pathway to see if they had any effect on the
permanency of the double-headed phenotype (Table A1.1). We found that
by disrupting many nodes of this pathway individually, we were able to
“wipe” the double headed phenotype and cause the animals to regenerate
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back to single headed (SH). Although the penetrance of wiping was
variable depending on the drug used, results from all drug treatments
were deemed to be significantly different from controls (p<0.01, Fisher’s
exact test). All double heads that were amputated in DMSO/water
solutions without LTP disrupting drugs regenerated to be double-headed
once again (n=100). We determined that these single-headed phenotypes
were permanently changed back to the original target morphology by reamputating the animals again two more times (Figure A1.1). Therefore, we
conclude that although these drugs may certainly have off-target effects,
the mechanisms involved in LTP may very well also play a role in target
morphology storage in regenerating systems.

Manipulations to neurotransmitter systems indicate they are involved in
memory of double-headed target morphology.
Neurotransmitters have been implicated in many patterning systems.
Serotonergic signaling has been shown to be necessary for appropriate
patterning of the left-right axis [621], to couple with bioelectric signaling to
guide nerve growth [126], and in the conversion of pigment cells to a
melanoma-like phenotype. Dopaminergic and serotonergic drugs were
also found to disrupt normal planarian patterning during regeneration
[142]. We tested the involvement of neurotransmitters on the stored DH
target morphology by treating trunk fragments from DHs in solutions
containing the selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors sertraline and
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Table A1.1. Treating DH planaria with drugs that affect the molecular
mechanisms that guide long-term potentiation abolishes the
permanent DH phenotype. DH animals made using 8-OH were
amputated and treated with numerous drugs that affect the LTP pathway
through a variety of mechanisms. Control DH all regenerated two heads
(n=100). Each drug experienced variable “wiping” success, resetting the
animals permanently back to SH (re-cut 2 additional times). All results
were deemed significant (p<0.01, Fisher’s exact test).
Drug

Mechanism

Phenotype

ZD7288 (150 uM)

Selective cation
channel blocker

N=4 of 30 (13.3%) reset to single head

U0126 (50 uM)

MEK 1 Inhibitor

N=4 of 15 (26.7%) reset to single head

Propranolol (75 uM)

β-Adrenergic
Antagonist

N=16 of 30 (53.3%) reset to single head

Trichostatin A (50 nM)

HDAC Inhibitor

N=5 of 30 (16.7%) reset to single head

MK 801 (100 uM)

NMDA Glutamate
Receptor Antagonist

N=9 of 30 (30%) re-set
to single head

PD98059 (25 uM)

ERK Kinase MEK1
Inhibitor

N=11 of 30 (36.7%) reset to single head

D-Cycloserine (200
uM)

Partial agonist at
glycine modulatory
site of NMDA
receptors

N=7 of 30 (23.3%) reset to single head
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Figure A1.1. Reversion back to original target morphology is a
permanent re-set to normal. All control DH worms when re-cut in water
continued to produce DH worms (n=100). All drugs presented in Table
A1.1 maintained SH morphology through multiple rounds of amputation.
Pictured here is a single headed worm made from treating a DH worm
with ZD7288, a selective cation channel blocker and the first round of
amputation in water following treatment. Treatment of DHs in ZD7288
resulted in a 13.3% re-set to the single-headed phenotype (n=4, p<0.01).
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fluoxetine. Similarly to the drugs we used in the LTP drug screen, we
found that both sertraline and fluoxetine resulted in wiping of the DH
phenotype back to SH, 17% (n=10, p<0.01, Fisher’s exact test) and 15%
(n=20, p<0.01, Fisher’s exact test) respectively (Figure A1.2) compared
with 0% in the controls (n=60). We conclude that serotonergic signaling
plays a role in the persistent storage of the DH phenotype.

Exposure to memory-related drugs results in differential degrees of
“morphological amnesia”
In the human brain, there are two different types of amnesia, anterograde
amnesia where the ability to learn new things is lost [861] and retrograde
amnesia where pre-existing memories cannot be recollected [862]. When
both of these occur, it is deemed total or global amnesia [863]. We
suggested in the same way there can be varying levels of memory loss in
the brain, there also can be varying levels of “morphological amnesia” in
our phenotypes. These treatments resulted in varying levels of
“morphological amnesia”. In our experiments involving drugs that
perturbed molecular mechanisms of LTP, some animals would regenerate
single headed worms, but others would regenerate phenotypes with
altered dorsal/ventral anatomy, or would lose all semblance of shape
altogether in a headless/blob anatomy (HL) (Figure A1.3), suggesting a
more “profound” variant of amnesia. We conclude that by perturbing the
mechanisms that control LTP in the brain, depending on the treatment, we
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Figure A1.2. SSRIs have the ability to revert the double-headed
phenotype back to normal, single-headed morphology. DH animals
made using 8-OH were amputated and treated with SSRIs sertraline and
fluoxetine. Control DH all regenerated two heads (n=60). Each drug had
some degree of “wiping” success, 17% (n=10) and 15% (n=20)
respectively, resetting the animals permanently back to SH (re-cut 2
additional times). All results were deemed significant (p<0.01, Fisher’s
exact test).
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observe that some drugs are able to induce more severe variants of
amnesia away from the DH phenotype or, in some cases, any
resemblance of former anatomy.

Rules guiding memory stabilization in the brain also apply to stabilization
of pattern memory
Memories are transiently alterable during two important periods, during
recall of previously stored memories (retrieval) and immediately after the
learning itself (consolidation) [864]. Evidence currently suggests that
consolidation in the brain occurs very quickly after new memories are
made. It has been shown that memories are impaired when paired with an
electroconvulsive shock [865] or protein synthesis inhibitors [866]
immediately after learning. Therefore, we hypothesized that by pairing the
LTP disrupting drug propranolol with the initial treatment of octanol, we
could disrupt the DH pattern memory in some way. Shockingly, we found
that this pairing created impermanent DHs. In other words, when the DHs
made from this treatment were recut in water, 17% became SH (n=7,
p<0.01, Fisher’s exact test), which never occurs in non-propranolol treated
DHs (Figure A1.4).
If individuals are treated with amnesic drugs before these memories
are stored again (reconsolidation/re-stabilization), the strength of this
memory can be reduced. Moreover, these memories are more vulnerable
when, at the time of treatment with the amnesic agent, the conditioned
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Figure A1.3. Using LTP disrupting drugs, variable levels of amnesia
severity occur during regenerative patterning. (Moving from top left to
bottom left) 100% of the time, DHs made with 8-OH treatment when re-cut
regenerate DH phenotypes, suggesting a persistent, permanent memory
of DH target morphology. Single heads can be made when these DH trunk
fragments are treated in drugs that disrupt the LTP pathway, representing
a mild amnesia response away from the DH phenotype. Single head
pictured here was made using the selective cation channel blocker
ZD7288. Other treatments can lead to more profound variations of
amnesia including severe dorsal/ventral defects and complete loss of
polarity resulting in radial phenotypes. Worm with dorsal/ventral tube-like
structure was made with a transcranial magnetic stimulation field applied
to a plate of DH trunk fragments. Radial worm was made using the MEK 1
inhibitor U0126. Right side graph displays LTP disrupting drugs and their
relative proportions of re-set to the single head phenotype (mild amnesia)
and loss of axial polarity/headless phenotype (profound amnesia).
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Figure A1.4. Initial treatments combining octanol and the LTP
disrupting drug propranolol create impermanent double heads. When
treated with 8-OH only, regenerated DHs stay permanently DH when
amputated in water 100% of the time (n=60). However, when the βadrenergic antagonist propranolol is coupled with the initial octanol
treatment, a significant number of DHs are not permanent (p<0.01,
Fisher’s exact test). On the first round of amputation, 81% continue to
regenerate as DH, 17% regenerate as SH, and 2% regenerate as HL.
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stimulus is re-activated once again [867]. Therefore, we asked if pairing
propranolol (amnesic agent) with octanol (conditioned stimulus) we would
be more successful in wiping the double-headed phenotype. Shockingly,
we found that octanol paired with propranolol while re-cutting DHs was
significantly more successful at wiping the DH phenotype (37.7%, n=23)
than propranolol alone (9.76%, n=8, p<0.01, Fisher’s exact test), even
though re-cutting in water and octanol both continue to produce 100%
DHs upon regeneration (n=60) (Figure A1.5). Coupling octanol with
propranolol also made it more likely for animals to exhibit more severe
variants of morphological amnesia in the form of HL phenotypes (24.6%,
n=15, p<0.01, Fisher’s exact test) as compared with propranolol alone
(2.44%, n=2). Therefore, we conclude that stabilization and re-stabilization
of pattern memory behaves in similar ways to that of memory in the brain.

Treatment with amnesic drugs uncover a new type of long-term pattern
memory
In the planarian field, it is widely accepted that an animal is absolutely
done regenerating by 30 days because that is approximately the amount
of time it takes for the neoblasts to turnover in the body [868]. However,
this does not necessarily mean that all cell types turnover within the same
timeframe and it does not account for how long stored pattern memory
can exist in tissue. To test how long pattern memories can exist, we
created animals with the most profound variant of pattern amnesia we can
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Figure A1.5. Re-administration of octanol along side the LTP
disruptor propranolol after re-cutting DHs increases the likelihood of
reversion back to SH pattern memory. 8-OH paired with propranolol
while re-cutting DHs was significantly more successful at wiping the DH
phenotype (37.7%, n=23) than propranolol alone (9.76%, n=8, p<0.01,
Fisher’s exact test). Re-amputation in water and octanol both continue to
produce 100% DHs upon regeneration (n=60) A proportion (24.6%) of
animals exhibited severe variants of morphological amnesia in the form of
HL phenotypes (n=15, p<0.01, Fisher’s exact test).
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control, the HL phenotype using the MEK 1 inhibitor U0126 and left them
to re-pattern over the course of several months. After 3 months, a couple
individuals began to form one eye on one side of the worm. By almost 4
months, they had formed a second eye to pair with the first one that repatterned (Figure A1.6). Therefore, we conclude that there is a stored,
long-term pattern memory that persists longer than neoblast cell turnover
to guide re-patterning.

Discussion
Manipulation of the molecular mechanisms that control long-term
potentiation affect stored morphological patterns
We already have evidence that somatic cell networks behave in similar
ways to that of neural networks. Regular somatic cell networks are
connected by means of gap junctions, which are crucial for patterning in
the planarian system [1, 139, 373]. This allows these networks to store
distributed, permanent information – in the case of our planarian system,
in the form of permanent altered phenotypes [1]. This can be considered
a stable attractor system [869], in the same way that neural networks will
change the patterning of neural firing to establish tangible, re-accessible
patterns, or attractors states, that allow for memory storage [870]. By
altering these patterns, with amnesic agents or memory enhancers, neural
plasticity manifests in the form of memory alteration and change [864]. We
know that in our planarian system by means of gap junctions and ion
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Figure A1.6. Headless animals made using MEK 1 inhibitor U0126
have the ability to re-pattern back to single headed morphology long
after neoblast cell turnover. Wild type D. japonica were amputated and
treated with 25 µM U0126 to make HL planaria. These planaria remained
HL until about 3 months post amputation when they began to re-pattern
one eye at the anterior end of the worm (n=2). Over the course of the
following month the animals continued to re-pattern a second eye to reachieve the proper SH phenotype.
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flows, we can produce tangible, re-accessible patterns of resting potential
that guide morphogenesis [138, 139, 373]. By altering these patterns, it is
possible to completely change the target morphology [25, 138, 373].
Other than in our planarian system, we know that there are somatic
cell networks with the ability to store information in the way of somatic
memory [631, 843, 844]. Therefore, the question is not whether memory in
somatic cell systems is possible, but rather how it is molecularly
accomplished. We suggest that it could be using the same molecular
mechanisms that store neural memories in the brain, such as those
utilized by the LTP pathway [860]. This possibility is supported by the
evidence that neurotransmitters guide patterning in planaria [142] as well
as in other systems [126, 127, 621]. Using the permanent, double-headed
phenotype [1] as a read-out, we were able to conclude that by disrupting
players of the LTP pathway and serotonin modulators (Table A1.1, Figure
A1.1-2), morphological pattern memory can be wiped. This is just a drug
screen and it will be necessary to conduct a full molecular knockdown of
these targets to eliminate the possibility of off-target effects (such as widescale nervous system suppression); however, it is a promising first step in
understanding if the molecular mechanisms between these two types of
information storage networks are conserved.
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Morphological defects can be considered as having differential degrees of
“morphological amnesia”
Cutting 8-OH induced double-headed worms in water leads to the
regeneration of the double-headed phenotype again 100% of the time
even though 8-OH is no longer present in the worms’ tissues and there
are no observable mutagenic changes to the genome [1]. Upon treatment
of these DHs with amnesic drugs or amnesia inducing techniques, we see
varying degrees of phenotypic severity ranging from a simple reversion
back to the original SH phenotype to a complete loss of axial polarity
(Figure A1.3). In the cognitive sciences, there are characterized variants
of amnesia. Anterograde amnesia is classified as the inability to store new
memories [861], retrograde amnesia is when the recollection of previously
formed memories cannot occur [862], and global amnesia represents the
combinatory experience of these two types of amnesia together [863].
Newly learned information is labile and can be easily disrupted ultimately
leading up to retrograde amnesia [871]. We suggest that the reversion
back to the SH phenotype can be described as a variant of morphological
retrograde amnesia. The double-headed phenotype is newly learned and
when perturbed with amnesic drugs, the newly learned morphological
phenotype is lost. However, the more profound variants of morphological
amnesia, such as the complete loss of axial polarity in spherical, HL
phenotypes, may be considered as global amnesia. In this case, not only
is the newly learned phenotype lost, but the animal has completely lost the
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ability to conduct any proper anatomical patterning, and thus, has lost the
ability to store new constructive patterns (anterograde morphological
amnesia). Unfortunately, most of the work on variants of amnesia has
concerned the brain regions responsible for memory loss [872-874] and
that focusing on the molecular mechanisms that lead to different types of
amnesia is more limited [875-877]. However, these types of amnesia have
been described in the context of addressing memory acquisition,
consolidation, and retrieval whose molecular mechanisms of control are
beginning to be more robustly explored [878].

Rules guiding memory stabilization in the brain also apply to stabilization
of pattern memory
Our perturbation of target morphology requires our system to be plastic
enough to allow alteration. Memories in the brain are more subject to
plasticity during retrieval, when memories are recalled and consolidation,
when new memories are actively being stored [864]. We show that by
pairing the β-adrenergic receptor antagonist, propranolol with the initial,
DH memory creating treatment of octanol, we create the first DH worms
we know of that are impermanent (Figure A1.4). This suggests that we
were able to affect pattern memory consolidation, whereby the DH
memory does not get properly stabilized due to perturbation via
propranolol. The next time the system is challenged to recall (amputation),
it is unable to recapitulate the DH morphology due to the destabilization of
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the DH pattern memory caused by the amnesic drug. The system then
reverts back to the most stable morphological state available, the SH
phenotype.
In cognitive science experiments, amnesic drug experiments are
more effective when the conditioned stimulus, the memory that is targeted
for elimination, is re-exposed to the subject at the time of treatment [867].
When we paired propranolol (amnesic agent) with octanol (conditioned
stimulus) we were more successful in wiping the double-headed
phenotype than using propranolol alone (Figure A1.5). This was not an
additive response because simply re-exposing animals to octanol without
amnesic drug still leads to 100% DHs upon re-amputation. This suggests
that the target morphology memory is more vulnerable to plasticity when a
direct stimulus of the original consolidation event reactivates the
regenerative patterning pathway. Currently, our
consolidation/reconsolidation experiments have only been performed
using the β-adrenergic receptor antagonist, propranolol. In future
experiments, we will have to explore other amnesic drugs and directly
target the pathways involved in the process of
consolidation/reconsolidation to know if our morphological patterning
system is utilizing the same mechanisms the brain uses for memory
stabilization [879-883].
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Amnesic drug treatments reveal a new type of long-term memory
One of the biggest questions in regenerative biology that remains to be
answered is how does a regenerating system know when to stop?
Generally, planarian biologists agree that approximately 30 days is the
time it takes for a regenerative event to be fully complete. This timeframe
comes from the knowledge that neoblast turnover occurs in about this
amount of time [868]. However, it is unknown whether other cell types can
survive for longer periods of time. Our data indicate that the system
storing target morphology lasts far longer than neoblast turnover.
Headless worms created using the MEK 1 inhibitor U0126 re-pattern back
to a SH morphology over a period of 3 months. We know that the
planarian is constantly remodeling as evidenced by allometric scaling
proportionate to resources available [22]. We have also suggested in the
past that there are morphological attractor states of varying stability that
are non-permanent (shallow basins of attraction) and over time, animals
will remodel back to their deepest and most stable basins of attraction
[139]. It is possible that the DH and SH morphologies are very stable
attractor states (similarly to how strong memories in the brain are stable
and less labile) where the HL morphology is a more plastic attractor state
which the worm will remodel away from. In the future, we can direct our
focus towards making increasing the energy of the system so as to make
stable attractor states subject to profound manipulation and finding ways
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to make less stable attractor states more stable, perhaps through the use
of memory enhancing treatments.

Conclusions and future directions
We have shown that it is possible that the storage of target morphology
shares the same molecular mechanisms that allow information storage in
the brain. By manipulating these molecular mechanisms, we have shown
various degrees of “morphological amnesia” in the form of aberrant
anatomical phenotypes. Not only are the molecular mechanisms likely
conserved, but our data suggest that the rules guiding neural memory
stabilization likely guide pattern memory stabilization as well. By
perturbing memory dynamics, we have discovered a new type of longterm memory and further work will uncover whether memory enhancement
has the ability to bring back former pattern memories that have been
abolished.
We know from previous work that bioelectric signaling in part
regulates target morphology storage [373]. We also know that bioelectric
patterns can persist long after initial physiological perturbations
(unpublished data). Next, we will need to integrate these observations with
how they may be controlled by the molecular mechanisms involved in
neural memory. Our pattern memory information may be subject to
Hebbian plasticity, when in the brain, neural connections are pruned back
due to a lack of use [845]. In the case of morphological memory, Physical
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network connections between cells communicating bioelectrically may be
compromised so as to reinforce connections that allow for proper (or
stably altered) regenerative anatomy. Currently, we have no way of
visualizing direct network connections, but this may be possible with the
development of photouncaging technologies in planaria [149]. Another
possibility is that our pattern memory information may be subject to nonsynaptic intrinsic plasticity where, in the brain, connections between cells
are reinforced due to changes in excitability imposed by differential ion
channel expression [395]. Development of a way we can visualize altered
Vmem changes in real time may help us visualize these types of dynamic
physiological changes.
In planaria, much of the focus has been on the genomic networks
that control morphogenesis, however, these networks have never been
able to uncover how complex shapes are made. Approaching morphology
as a stored memory suggests there is a stored target to which a
regenerating system can compare its current shape. In this case, a
regenerative animal can create only the intricate structures that it is
missing and knows when to stop when it has reached its final morphology.
On a wider scale, understanding morphological patterns as a type of
“memory” could change the approaches we take to in the advancement of
regenerative medicine. Perhaps non-regenerative systems simply need to
“remember” the developmental patterning that was necessarily to initially
grow structures they are missing. Hopefully with the help of memory
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enhancement (and perhaps memory obstruction in inhibitory scar tissues)
we can re-pattern tissues with more directive control. With many memoryrelated pharmaceuticals already on the market, we have the opportunity to
take advantage of untapped resources that could make a difference to
correct morphological defects, re-pattern cancer, or induce regeneration in
systems that currently lacking the capability.
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Appendix 2

Microbial control of pattern formation

Data Contributions: Michael Levin, Ben Wolfe, Katherine Williams and I
conceived and designed all experiments. I trained Katherine Williams as
my undergraduate mentee in executing experiments involving planarian
amputations, treatments and scoring. Katherine Williams, Junji Morokuma
and I carried out all experiments. Figure A2.1., gentamicin treatment was
performed by me, scoring of microbial populations was performed by
Katherine. Figure A2.2., all treatments and amputations were performed
by me. Figure A2.3, all treatments and amputations were performed by
Katherine Williams. Figure A2.4 and A2.5, bacterial baths and microbial
scoring was performed by Katherine Williams. Amputations and octanol
treatments were performed by me. Figure A2.6, experiments were
performed by Junji Morokuma. Figure A2.7, indole treatments and
amputations were performed by Katherine Williams. Katherine Williams,
Joshua LaPalme and I did the mounting and imaging together. I performed
the analysis.
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Introduction
Host-microbe interactions have been implicated in a wide variety of
biological functions including but not limited to innate immunity and
signaling in the nervous system [884, 885] and has even been considered
to guide evolution [886]. Because of this influential impact microbes have
on their hosts, and their ability to directly interact with other cell types
[887], it is not impossible that they also have a role in patterning. It has
even been suggested in Hydra that the microbiome is crucial for proper
tissue homeostasis [888, 889] and that certain bacterial strains can induce
tissue degeneration in Schmidtea mediterranea [833]. Therefore, we
suggested that the microbiome is a fundamental and crucial network for
proper anterior/posterior regenerative patterning in the planarian flatworm
Dugesia japonica.
Currently, the genetic determinants that allow for proper
morphogenesis in the planarian are widely studied [52-54, 235, 326, 361,
851, 852]; however, the way these genomic interactions interact to
produce complex shape is unknown. We have begin to dissect that part of
the mystery in between the genomic interactions and the final product of
proper anatomy involves physiological signals and the transduction
mechanisms that allow for the feedback between biophysical signals and
the genes required for growth and patterning of tissues [1, 138, 139, 142,
373]. However, we suggest that it’s possible that not only is the host
planarian genome required for proper patterning, but that the genome and
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interactions of symbiotes are also important in guiding proper
morphogenesis.
It is possible that microbes have the ability to affect two parts of the
pathway. It is known that microbial byproducts such as sodium butyrate
and indole can strongly impact growth [890], development [117], tumor
suppression [110], and even regeneration [118]. Another possibility that
has not yet been explored is that microbial dynamics or the microbes
themselves can have a direct effect on resting potential, which has been
strongly implicated in regenerative pattern and shape [25, 138, 139, 373].
In this compilation of preliminary data, we perturb the microbiome of the
planarian flatworm to explore how it affects regenerative patterning. We
use both antibiotics and bacterial baths to manipulate the genome to see if
planaria respond differentially to standard physiological treatments. We
also explore transduction mechanisms that are known microbial
byproducts and their impact on pattern formation. Lastly, we probe
whether one of these mechanisms has an impact on bioelectric signals as
a first step in determining the impact of the microbiome on Vmem.

Materials and Methods
Colony care
A clonal strain of D. japonica was housed and maintained according to
Oviedo et. al. [323]. All worms were starved for 7 days before any
experiments were performed to minimize any metabolic variability [323].
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Planaria continued to be starved through the duration of all experiments,
which had no detrimental effect on the animals’ viability, regenerative
capability, or speed. Planaria were between 5 and 20 mm before being
amputated into fragments.

Octanol treatments and amputations
Amputations were performed according to Nogi and Levin [197].
Fragments were amputated into five fragments according to diagrams in
Oviedo, et al. [1] using a sharp scalpel on a moistened, cooled Kimwipe
(Kimberly-Clark, New Milford, CT) and piece of filter paper. Within 30
minutes of cutting, worm fragments were transferred to an octanol (8-OH)
solution, prepared by slowly dissolving 10 µL of 1-octanol (RM00050;
Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) into 500 mL commercial natural spring
water (Poland Spring, PS; Poland Spring Water, Framingham, MA) to a
final concentration of 127 µM as in Oviedo et al. [1]. 8-OH was left to spin
on a stir plate for 30 minutes until it was shaken and poured into plates
containing fragments. 8-OH replaced during the first three days postamputation. Planaria were then moved to PS in deep-dish plates (100 x 20
mm; Fisherbrand; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) to regenerate
in groups of 30 worms until day 14-21. Planaria were left to regenerate at
20°C for the first seven days, and then moved to 10°C to prevent
fissioning.
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Sodium butyrate treatments
Animals were presoaked in a 5 mM solution of sodium butyrate for 3 days
before amputation (amputation procedure above) and soaked an
additional 2 days after amputation at 10°C. Phenotypes were scored about
14 days post amputation.

Indole treatments
Worms’ were amputated using the procedure above and then treated in
100 µM indole. Worms’ were left in indole until they were scored 2 weeks
post amputation. For DiBAC4(3) fragment analysis, worms were soaked in
same concentration of indole for one day before they were taken out and
put into indole/DiBAC4(3) solution on the day of imaging.

Phenotype scoring
Scoring was performed under a model No. Sv6 dissecting microscope
(Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany). Criteria for a double-head (DH)
phenotype were at least one eye on each side of the worm. Criteria for a
headless (HL) phenotype were no eyes on either side of the worm.

Membrane voltage reporter assay
Bis-[1,3-dibarbituric acid]-trimethine oxanol (DiBAC4(3); Invitrogen,
Carlsbad, CA) was used for all membrane voltage reporting assays as in
Adams et al. [101] and Oviedo et al. [330]. Planaria were amputated as
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above to produce P fragments that were treated in indole. Indole
fragments remained in drug with added DiBAC4(3) for membrane voltage
imaging. Planaria were immobilized using 2% melting point agarose and
Planarian Immobilization Chips [267]. Ethanol treated controls were
imaged side by side on the same chip in tandem with ionophore treated
animals, ventral side up so that direct comparisons between pairs could
be made. Animals were tracked individually in multiwell, non-treated cell
culture plates (24-well; Greiner Bio-One, Monroe, NC). Functionality of
DiBAC4(3) was verified recently in [373]. Voltage profiling data are limited
to the outermost layer of cells as the depth of the dye is limited to ~50µm
due to opacity of pigmentation of planarian tissues.

Image collection and processing
Membrane voltage images were collected using a model No. AZ100
Stereomicroscope (Nikon, Melville, NY) with a model No. DL-604M VP
camera (Andor Technology, South Windsor, CT), using an
epifluorescence optics FITC filter (GFP HC: 470/40, 495, 525/50). Images
were pseudocolored using NIS-Elements imaging software (Nikon).
Original black and white images were flat-field corrected using the
software Fiji [376]. All other images were collected using a model No.
SMZ1500 microscope (Nikon) with a Retiga 2000R camera (Qimaging,
Surrey, BC, Canada) and Q-Capture imaging software (Qimaging). Adobe
Photoshop (Adobe Systems, San Jose, CA) was used to organize figures,
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rotate and scale images, and improve visibility of entire image with the
exception of the membrane voltage image which were unaltered for
brightness. Data were neither added nor subtracted; original images
available upon request.

Statistical analysis of bioelectric physiology
Quantitative comparisons of wild-type vs. indole treated animals were
performed using the software Fiji. The area of each entire fragment was
selected. Analyses were performed in the software after corrections and
average intensity was quantified using the measure function. Statistical
comparisons were made using Microsoft Excel to calculate Student’s t-test
(two-tailed distribution, unpaired samples, unequal variance).

Bacteria bath preparation
Cultures of bacteria (Variovorax, E.coli, Chryseobacterium, or Pedobacter)
were grown in 200mL Brain Heart Infusion (BHI) broth at room
temperature. After two days of growth, cells were pelleted by
centrifugation (3,000 RCF for 15 minutes). The supernatant was removed
and the cells were washed twice with sterile Poland Spring water by
repeating the centrifugation described previously. The bacterial pellet was
then resuspended in 50mL sterile Poland Spring water. The optical density
(OD) of the bacterial suspension was measured at 600nm using a
spectrophotometer, and the suspension was diluted to an OD of 0.6 in
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sterile Poland Spring water. Worms were placed directly into this bacterial
suspension.

Antibiotic treatments
To create sterile worms, worms were treated with 1.0 mg/mL erythromycin
with 0.1 mg/mL ciprofloxacin. All other antibiotic treatments started at 50
mg/mL stock solutions and were diluted into water with a dilution of
1:1000.

Sampling of worm microbes
After keeping worms in the bacteria for a given amount of time (specified
for each experiment), a given number of worms (specified for each
experiment) were removed and homogenized in 400uL Phosphate Buffer
Saline (PBS). 80uL of each worm homogenate was plated on BHI agar
plates and the plates were stored at room temperature for two weeks.
Bacterial colonies were characterized by morphotype and counted.

Results
Pre-treatment of planaria with antibiotics alter phenotypic ratios of wellexplored physiological perturbances
Given the wide variety of biological responses from host-microbe
interactions [884-886], we asked if we altered the relative abundance of
microbes naturally present in the worm if it would have any effect on
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regenerative patterning. To start, we needed to show that it was possible
to change the relative abundance of microbes using antibiotics without
negative effects on the worms’ health. We started with the antibiotic
gentamicin, an aminoglycoside that interrupts protein synthesis by
irreversibly binding the 30S subunit of the bacterial ribosome [891] and
chose to see antibiotic treatment affected a well-established physiological
perturbation, gap junction disruption via octanol treatment [1]. First, to
show that gentamicin was actually changing the relative abundance of
microbes we sampled planaria for bacterial changes after a month long
exposure to gentamicin. We saw that controls were widely variable in
terms of which microbes were present in the worm and gentamicin
mitigated that variability (Figure A2.1). Gentamicin treated animals
primarily hosted Variovorax bacteria, indicating Variovorax are able to
thrive in this antibiotic environment. After this antibiotic treatment, worms
were treated in octanol and shockingly, gentamicin treated worms resulted
in significantly more double heads (89%, N=100, p<0.01, Fisher’s exact
test) than controls (40%).
To determine if the results were antibiotic specific, we next used
tetracycline, which inhibits protein synthesis by preventing the attachment
of tRNA to the ribosomal acceptor site [892]. Animals treated for one
month in tetracycline and then exposed to octanol treatment not only
produced significantly more double heads (71%, N=126, p<0.01, Fisher’s
exact test) than controls (47%) but also induced massive patterning
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Figure A2.1. Gentamicin treatment leads to reduced microbial
variability in planarian samples. A month long treatment in the antibiotic
gentamicin leads to a reduction in the relative abundance of several
colonies observed in wild type Dugesia japonica (C1-3). Gentamicin
treated animals (Gent 1-8) primarily hosted Variovorax and Pedobacter
bacteria. Each bar represents an individually sampled worm.
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defects in some regenerating fragments, including one animal regenerated
from a tail fragment that developed over 14 eyes, ectopic partial heads
forming a lateral pocket of heads nowhere near the anterior blastema, and
multiple tails (Figure A2.2). This massive mispatterning issue has never
been seen in octanol treated animals before.
Each of these antibiotic treatments changes the relative abundance
of microbes present in the planaria, but we next asked what would happen
if we eliminated all microbes from the planaria. We developed a cocktail of
antibiotics including erythromycin and ciprofloxacin as the best way to
eliminate all naturally occurring microbes present in our planarian colony.
After performing the same octanol assay, we found that not only had the
ratios changed, but also the phenotypes themselves were altered
completely. Wild type worms treated in octanol exhibited 42% double
heads (N=24) whereas antibiotic cocktail animals did not regenerate
double heads at all. Instead, they regenerated 33% headless phenotypes
and 67% single headed morphologies with only one eye (N=27) (Figure
A2.3). This is even more surprising considering all wild-type worms treated
with the cocktail without the octanol treatment regenerated normally. Our
conclusions from these antibiotic experiments suggest that the relative
natural relative abundance of microbes in the planarian may be important
for patterning and that disrupting these relative abundances can lead to
significant experimental variability.
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Figure A2.2. Treatment with antibiotic tetracycline leads to loss of
pattern control. Treatment with the antibiotic tetracycline led to rare
cases of complete loss of normal patterning in regenerating tail fragments.
In this example, 14 or more visible eyes regenerated from the anterior
blastema as well as a lateral pocket that contained 5 or more partially
formed heads. What was once a single tail, grew at least 2 others in lateral
regions.
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Figure A2.3. Sterilized worms exhibit different phenotypic ratios
upon octanol exposure. Upon combined treatment with erythromycin
and ciprofloxacin, worms were rendered near sterile with few visible
microbes upon sampling. After antibiotic treatment, worms were
amputated with fragments containing the pharynx. In the controls, 42% of
animals regenerated as double heads (n=24). In the antibiotic treated
worms, none of the animals were able to regenerate as double heads.
Many (33%, n=27) were headless and single heads (67%) had aberrant
head morphologies without fully formed eyes.
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Bathing planaria in microbes alter phenotypic ratios of well-explored
physiological perturbances
To avoid the off-target effects of antibiotics, we next wanted to try
changing the relative abundance of microbes in the worms by bathing the
worms in the bacteria themselves. We first started with the gram negative,
beta proteobacterium Variovorax paradoxus [893]. We chose this species
due to its high relative abundance in the gentamicin treatment
experiments (Figure A2.1) in hopes that we would see the same effect. By
bathing animals in Variovorax for a week, we were able to shift the
microbiome to a high relative abundance of Variovorax (Figure A2.4).
However, through the octanol treatment and regenerative period, the
microbiome began to normalize and unfortunately, only slight insignificant
elevations between Variovorax double-head ratios (32%, N=93, p>0.05,
Fisher’s exact test) and controls (25%) were seen.
Hoping to create a control bacterial bath, we decided to bathe
planaria in a suspension of E. Coli. E. Coli is a gram-negative bacillus that
primarily lives in the vertebrate gut [894] and is not normally found in
planaria. After worms had been exposed to a one-month treatment in an
E. Coli bath, we found that E. Coli never truly populated the worms’
tissues; however, it did drastically change the relative abundance of the
present microbiome (Figure A2.5). Shockingly, this change was enough to
lead to a very significant change in the phenotypic ratios seen with octanol
treatment. E. Coli treated planaria saw a much lower percentage of double
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Figure A2.4. Bacterial baths in containing Variovorax shift the
relative abundance of microbes. Planaria were subjected to a bacterial
bath of Variovorax over the course of a week before amputation and
treatment in octanol. Worms were sampled after the Variovorax bath, after
octanol treatment, and after the animals had regenerated after 2 weeks.
Animals were housed individually so that phenotypes could be tracked.
Each bar represents one individual worm. Black dots represent individual
animals that became double headed. Plots on the left represent control
animals who were not treated in a bacterial bath where plots on the right
represent Variovorax bath animals.
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Figure A2.5. E. Coli bath soaked planaria exhibit altered relative
abundance of microbes. Planaria were soaked in a bath of E. coli for
one month before amputation and treatment in octanol. Planaria were
sampled as individuals. Ten individuals on the left were soaked in E. Coli
and ten individuals on the right were side-by-side controls in no bacterial
bath. Each bar represents one individual worm.
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heads (21%, N=129, p<0.01, Fisher’s exact test) than controls (52%).
Therefore we conclude that changes in regenerative pattern induced by
bathing planaria in microbes has less to do with the initial microbe present
in the suspension and more about how that microbe alters the relative
abundance of other microbes in the community during the regenerative
period.

Exposure to bacterial by-products lead to wide-scale changes in resting
potential and morphology
We have precedent to suggest that bacterial by-products can have an
impact on regenerative outcomes. Butyrate, made by a diverse and
abundant group of microbes [895] via the fermentation of fiber [896], is
highly important for the regulation of gene expression, inflammation,
differentiation, and apoptosis in the cells of the host [897-899]. In bacteria,
it plays an important role in energy metabolism [900-902]. Sodium
butyrate has been implicated in development [117], tumor suppression
[110], and even regeneration [118] so we asked if sodium butyrate could
be instructive in regenerating planaria. Firstly, we found that sodium
butyrate has the ability to make double-heads on its own. Also excitingly,
in conjunction with octanol treatment, we were also able to significantly
increase proportions of double heads (p<0.01, Fisher’s exact test) (Figure
A2.6), similarly to how antibiotic treatments lead to an increase in
phenotypic ratios.
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Figure A2.6. Manipulation of transduction mechanism sodium
butyrate (SoBu) changes phenotypic ratios seen after gap junction
blockage with octanol. Double headed phenotype induced by octanol
(yellow) and sodium butyrate (green) treatments alone are significantly
less penetrant than combined treatment (red) (p<0.01, Fisher’s exact test).
Planarian fragments corresponding to amputations seen in Oviedo et. al
[1] are shown on the x axis. Error bars represent 95% confidence
intervals.
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Up to 85 different species of gram positive and gram negative
bacteria have the ability to produce the intercellular signaling molecule
indole [903]. The biological functions of indole in bacteria are vast and
include roles in extracellular signaling, drug resistance, plasmid stability,
virulence control, and biofilm formation [904-911]. Tryptophan, the
precursor to serotonin is an indole derivative [912] and recent studies are
beginning to reveal the extent to which indole acts as an intercellular
signaling molecule [906, 913-916]. Since serotonin has already been
shown to influence patterning in a variety of species including planaria
[126, 127, 142, 621], we chose to use it as a possible microbe-produced
transduction mechanism that may have a direct influence on polarity. After
soaking regenerating planaria pre-tail fragments [1] in 100 µM indole over
the course of their regeneration, 16% of the animals regenerated with two
heads (n=64, p<0.01, Fisher’s exact test). These double-headed
phenotypes have been shown to be associated with depolarization [138,
373], so we used membrane voltage reporting dye to evaluate changes in
resting potential. We found that indole treated worms were significantly
depolarized compared with controls (Figure A2.7). Therefore, we conclude
that indole may be a possible precursor or direct transduction mechanism
induced by microbes that can have a direct effect on regenerative
morphology and resting potential. This may be one of many bacterial byproducts that have a direct influence on regenerative patterning.
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Figure A2.7. Worm fragments treated in indole are significantly more
depolarized than controls. Worm fragments containing the pharynx after
a 1 day soak in indole (red) show significant relative depolarization
(p<0.05, paired t test) compared with side-by-side controls (blue) in
membrane voltage reporting dye DiBAC4(3). Worms were imaged together
on the same platform so their intensities could be directly compared.
Intensity was measured selecting the whole fragment in the image and
using the measure function in FIJI software.
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Discussion
Presence of particular microbes may contribute to the wide variability seen
in standard experiments
Treatment in the antibiotics gentamicin and tetracycline significantly
altered the phenotypic ratios that we see with one of our most standard
drug treatments. This is important to note not only because it indicates
that altered relative abundance of microbes could have an influence on
the way that animals respond to drug treatments. Aside from the
implication this has upon microbe-host effects on pattern formation, it also
has consequences for the planarian community. Antibiotic treatments
(especially gentamicin) are a husbandry standard in many labs [917]. This
could be contributing to the variability we see across labs in the repetition
of important experiments.
In tetracycline treated animals, we even saw wide-scale patterning
disruptions with many worms forming ectopic eyes or merged head
phenotypes at anterior wounds. One individual tetracycline treated animal
even exhibited upwards of 14 eyes, multiple heads and tails. This animal
even contained a pocket of ectopic head-like structures that could be a
variant of a planarian teratoma. One of the biggest problems we face in
regenerative research is learning how an animal knows when to stop
regenerating and has reached its final target morphology. This case may
have been an issue where the regenerating system did not know when to
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stop patterning and continued to grow tissues, which may have been
mediated by altered relative abundance of microbes.
By creating the closest version to a sterilized worm as we could
using the antibiotics erythromycin and ciprofloxacin, not only did we alter
phenotypic ratios in octanol treated worms, but the phenotypes observed
were completely different. Aside from the possibility of off-target effects,
this suggests that the normal microbial distribution in the planarian is
necessary for the execution of the double-headed phenotype. Some other
disruptors of the formation of the double-head phenotype include
perturbation of the serotonergic pathway (Appendix 1), which has been
shown to be affected by microbial interactions [885], or hyperpolarization
[138, 373]. Next steps will be to determine the mechanism of this action,
perhaps by rescuing the phenotype via perturbation of transduction
mechanisms or manipulation of Vmem, and visualization of Vmem during and
after antibiotic treatment to know if resting potential changes are caused
by the antibiotics themselves or the change in present microbes.

Bacterial baths lead to complex and variable perturbations that may be
better served by choosing species according to desired transduction
mechanism manipulation
We were hopeful that we would be able to select the correct bacterial
species to suspend in baths for the worms based on the natural
distribution of microbes in the worms and the antibiotic results that led to
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the biggest changes in phenotypic ratios. Unfortunately, this was not as
effective as it ideally would have been. Variovorax baths were unable to
sustain the relative abundance shift throughout regeneration in the same
way that gentamicin treatment did. Unfortunately, keeping the microbes in
with regenerating worms has shown to be lethal and it is possible the
microbes themselves would metabolize the drugs in the treatment. We
also hoped that E. Coli would serve as a control for all of our bath
experiments, but even though E. Coli did not thoroughly populate the
worms, it did shift the relative abundance of other microbes and ended up
significantly and drastically affecting the phenotypic ratios we see with
octanol treatment. Our major limitation with these experiments is the
minimal control we have over the way the suspended microbe in the bath
will affect the other microbes already present in the community. A potential
option to rectify this variability would be to sterilize the worms first with an
antibiotic cocktail and add in microbes one at a time. However, this is not
to say that microbe-to-microbe interactions are not what is responsible for
the patterning changes we do see.
An alternative for species selection for these bath experiments is to
choose based on desired transduction mechanism manipulation of choice.
As an example, we saw that sodium butyrate had a major impact on the
phenotypic ratios seen in octanol treatment. It is possible to choose a
species that produces butyrate, even if it is not naturally abundant in
planaria. Theoretically, even if the microbes were unable to populate the
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worms’, similar to E. Coli, while the planaria and the microbes are
cohabitating the microbes may produce enough of the by-products needed
to affect the transduction mechanisms that lead to altered anatomy. If so,
this would suggest that microbes in the environment, not just the symbiotic
microbes in and on the body, could also have a role in pattern regulation.

The effects of indole on patterning may be caused by serotonergic
feedback loops
Indole has already been shown to coordinate signaling between bacteria
and their hosts [890]. We already know the serotonergic pathway is
important for patterning in a wide variety of species including planaria
[126, 127, 142, 621]. The precursor to serotonin, tryptophan, is an indole
derivative [912] which could be a potential explanation for how indole is
creating such wide-scale changes in physiology and anatomy in planaria.
Usually, it is serotonin antagonists that are able to induce double heads
and agonists that produce headless worms [142]. We suggest that it is
possible that increased indole leads to an increase in tryptophan, followed
by a compensatory downregulation in the serotonergic pathway early on in
regeneration when polarity decisions are made, perhaps modulated by
Vmem. The availability of tryptophan from microbes has been suggested to
affect the brain-gut-microbiome axis, which can have a direct influence on
serotonergic signaling in the brain [885]. We already have evidence that
the physiological networks that guide shape share molecular mechanisms
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with the nervous system (Appendix 1), so it is possible this same feedback
loop has a direct effect on morphological patterning. Future experiments
will determine if we can induce these same phenotypes simply by bathing
planaria in indole-producing bacteria and dissect the molecular pathway
that allows for these impressive morphological aberrancies.

Conclusions and future directions
We show that by altering the relative abundance of microbes, we see
alterations in phenotypic ratios for our standard drug treatments. Similarly,
by manipulating bacterial by-products, we see this same variation of
phenotypic alteration as well as wide-scale changes in anatomy. What
remains to be determined is which part of the pathway are these microbes
interacting with? Physiological signals need transduction mechanisms in
order to be translated into the genetic determinants that guide
morphogenesis. It is possible that microbes are directly affecting
physiological signals in some way. In this case, it is possible that microbes
have a direct effect on resting potential. This can be verified with
membrane voltage reporting dye analysis. It is also possible that microbes
are perturbing the transduction mechanisms that translate these
physiological signals into gene expression pathways. By deeper analyzing
bacterial by-products that may have an impact on patterning, we may
uncover more molecules that may naturally contribute to the variability in
the field. If it is true that alterations to the microbiome could potentially
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lead to instructive morphological change, this could lead to innovative,
self-populating, self-dosing therapeutics for use in regenerative medicine
or other disease involving patterning regulation.
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